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Abstract

Kolmakovskiy Redoubt is a multi-component site in the Middle Kuskokwim River region.

It operated from 1840 to 1925 and includes evidence of Russian, Eskimo, Deg Hit’aan, and Euro- 

American occupations. Dissatisfaction with the report and the availability of the collection at the 

University of Alaska Museum led to reexamination of the site. The collection of artifacts was 

examined, identified and recorded. Information about the stratigraphy, details of construction, and 

function of excavated structures are presented in a clearer fashion. Historical information about the 

people who lived or traded there and historical information about the material culture left behind 

was synthesized. New conclusions were reached that differ significantly in some cases from 

Oswalt’s original conclusions. Alaska Natives and Creoles operated the Redoubt, and little material 

culture evidence separates them. American period occupation results in the advent of vast amounts 

of manufactured imported goods, dubbed technofacts, which clearly distinguish this occupation.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

The aim of this work is to achieve a deeper understanding of cultural contact and change in 

the Middle Kuskokwim region from prior to the establishment of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt in 1838 to 

its subsequent abandonment in the 1920s. The method of gaining this understanding is through the 

examination of artifacts in their archaeological context and connecting the artifactual record to 

historic and cultural processes documented in ethnographic and historical works and primary 

historical documents. Lightfoot (1995) and Knapp (1992) are some recent examples of this 

integrative approach to historical archaeology. Lightfoot is especially relevant for his work on Fort 

Ross, a Russian post in California. A clear elucidation of the synthetic goal is as follows:

“Although historical archaeology in the Americas often focuses on the 

archaeology of Europeans, there is no methodological distinction advocated here 

that would automatically separate the study of Europeans from that of Indians-only 

a shift in focus. The intent is to weld the methodologies of archaeology and 

historical research within the framework of anthropological theory to produce a 

view of the past not solely dependent on the biases of one (Rogers and Wilson 

1993).”

For the purposes of this work, the primary effort will be directed towards the following 

goals. First, to present the archaeological data as clearly as possible, in a manner that will make the 

raw archaeological data accessible and useful for larger scale studies. Second, to present historic 

data derived from primary and secondary sources in order to better understand historic, 

archaeological, and social processes that have operated at the site. Third, to explicate the function 

of the site and its historic context. Fourth, to elaborate the processes of social and material change 

in the local Native population resulting from long-term contact with Russian and subsequent 

American operators of the Redoubt.
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This work was prompted by my interest in Russian American period historical archaeology, 

the availability of the collection for study, and dissatisfaction with the published archaeological 

report (Oswalt 1980). A great deal of archaeological information was missing or incomplete in this 

report. Stratigraphic profiles, artifact listings, provenience, faunal materials, soil and pedoturbatory 

processes indicated in the excavation, and a complete site map were all absent. Maps published in 

the report (and more refined maps in Louise M. Jackson’s 1991 doctoral dissertation) indicate no 

systematic sampling, uniformity of unit sizes, or excavation strategy (Jackson 1991, Osw7alt 1980). 

Artifact provenience was coarsely recorded and not always indicated on artifacts included in the 

collection. Notes from the excavation were not found at the museum or archives, nor were site 

excavation photographs found.

The entire collection of artifacts in the Kolmakovskiy Redoubt collection (UA 77-043) 

were re-examined from May 1997 to March 1998 at the University of Alaska Museum. Each 

artifact or artifact lot was recorded in a computerized database, Access 97. The use of a 

computerized database allowed the easy creation of data recording forms, efficient data entry, and 

the ability to sort artifacts by various attributes. Provenience and museum catalog numbers were 

recorded for each artifact or lot, and the artifacts within the material categories were identified 

where possible and measured. Specific features for artifact subdivision, such as labeling, 

decoration, color, and any text, were recorded in separate fields.

The artifacts were divided into broad material and technical classifications. The typology 

was based primarily on broad material similarities, with some subdivision. Some classes, such as 

ceramics, were not further subdivided. Other classes were broader in order to include similar 

technologies, such as the “Stone, Bone, Antler and Ivory” category. In the case of the “Cans” 

category, a data recording sheet designed by Robin O. Mills was used in order to make the data 

compatible with research he is conducting on historic mining sites in Alaska (Mills personal
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communication 1997). In the case of the "‘Cartridge” category, brass cartridges were measured 

according to a system developed by Charles Adkins at the Fairbanks BLM office which can provide 

information about the number, type, and caliber of firearms in use at a site (Adkins personal 

communication 1997). In many cases the subdivided categories provide valuable dating 

information, which were used to test the dating of Oswalt’s observed stratigraphic layers.

As a result of this fresh approach to the collection it was possible to better understand the 

site in its historical and social contexts. Datable artifacts put in archaeological context indicated 

some facts about the construction sequence, folk architecture, and use of structures at the redoubt. 

Historical records gave information about specific persons at the site, but also about broader 

patterns of social change resulting from the interaction between traders and Native peoples. The 

symbolic value of the redoubt as an outpost of European civilization in the wilderness contributed to 

its continued significance as a place as well as providing the clearest differentiation between the 

Russian occupation and the American period. The Russian and Creole occupants lived much as the 

Native Alaskans did with a supplement of flour, biscuits, and a tea culture that included samovars 

and china cups. The Americans brought mass-produced food in cans and jars, household items like 

nails, doorknobs and beds, bottled beer and liquor, and parts for the machines they brought with 

them. In both cases, the Alaska Native people incorporated the aspects of material and social 

culture made available to them on their own terms. Particularly interesting are the results of Native 

incorporation of new materials into traditional forms, evidenced in the barrel-hoop crooked knives, 

tin can uluq blades, arrows with brass cartridge blunts, and glass bottle bottom scrapers. Non- 

material results of interactions between the residents of the redoubt are shown in the historical 

record, and show similar flexibility and inventiveness. It is hoped that this work contributes to a 

better understanding of these processes and respect for the people who continue in these cultures 

today.

11



CHAPTER 2 HISTORY, ANTHROPOLOGY, AND ARCHAEOLOGY

There are two distinct interconnected pursuits in the field of archaeology. The first is data 

recovery, the carefully documented excavation of artifacts from where the artifacts were deposited 

by past persons (Spaulding 1960, Wylie 1989). The second is the interpretation of the recovered 

material. This entails the observation and interpretation of patterns observed in the site, its spatial 

arrangement, and relationships with other patterns and artifacts recovered elsewhere (Lightfoot 

1995, Spaulding 1960, Wylie 1989). The level of interpretation often dictates the level of precision 

in data recovery. Where there is perceived to be complexity in the archaeological record, often the 

degree of precision will be increased, and where there is assumed less complexity, data recovery is 

often reduced in precision. In the case presented here, interpretation follows the rediscovery of the 

archaeological facts for comparison with historical records.

For some types of research a two dimensional data recovery technique is all that is required, 

as in the seriation of pottery (and other artifacts) over stratigraphic time (Willey and Sabloff 1980 

discussing Ford 1952 and the subsequent debate, South 1977). Inclusion of the third dimension at 

several scales introduced the possibility of intra- and intersite comparisons (Spaulding 1960). This 

allowed archaeologists to comment on questions of historical, geographical and anthropological 

reasoning, regarding the development and spread of people and technologies over very long periods 

(Jochim 1991, Ostoja-Zagorski 1993).

Inquiry into the formation of archaeological sites led to the inclusion of geology, 

geomorphology, biology, and other sciences to assist in the interpretation of archaeological 

information. The methods of these sciences could be applied in a modular fashion to archaeological 

problems. Absolute dating techniques contributed to changes in archaeological interpretation by 

supplying an independent tool for calibrating existing relative chronologies. Pollen analysis and
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microstratigraphic analyses provided information about climate and occupational events. The 

inclusion of these sources of information is important to the interpretation of archaeological sites 

and is primarily used in prehistoric sites. More recently these approaches have been applied to 

historically documented sites as a result of concerns about global climate change (Fricke et al 1995, 

Kuniholm 1998).

Some historical archaeological programs explicitly separate the archaeological component 

to test the historical records, going to great lengths to avoid a direct historical approach to 

understand the data sources independently (South 1977, Willey and Sabloff 1980 discussion of 

Chang 1967 and subsequent debate). This separation is an effort to make the interpreted product as 

broad as possible, in order to qualify as a nomothetic, law*finding research product. History is 

considered particularistic and idiosyncratic. The interpretation of the archaeological record is 

intended as a scientific test of the historical record. In most cases, however, the archaeological 

interpretation of historic sites is bent to conform to the historic narrative. The research strategies of 

these sites often reflect more the desire of historians for illustrative artifacts than for any changes to 

the interpretation of the historic material. Kolmakovskiy Redoubt was excavated more to 

demonstrate a uniquely Russian material culture presence and the report reflects the desire to 

support this historic narrative. As a result the archaeological excavation was poorly executed.

Other scholars employ different approaches to the combination of archaeological and 

historical interpretation. The most advanced expression of tightly executed data recovery that does 

not exclude history is the ongoing Catalhoyok project conducted by Ian Hodder since 1993 

(http://catal.arch.cam.ac.uk/). A variety of techniques and methods are being used to exhaustively 

probe the cultural and paleoecological makeup of the site. High technology equipment is being 

used to grid, map, and plot the excavation, as well as to conduct noninvasive surveys of the site with 

ground penetrating radar, magnetometers, and ultrasound. In addition to the focus on the past

13
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occupants of the site, anthropologists strive to understand the recent past and present of the site as 

presented through oral history and accounts of contemporary people in the area.

Still, the problem with the evolution of technique, method, and technology in archaeology 

remains the aspect of interpretation. Efforts to understand the people who created the 

archaeological deposits became increasingly separated from efforts to understand site formation 

processes. Willey and Sabloff (1980:fig. 120) not “this as a rejection of humanism in favor of 

scientism. Cultural reconstruction was limited to the connection of sites’ former inhabitants by 

shared observed traits in the artifact record, yielding constructs such as the “Clovis people”, 

“Moundbuilders” and the like. In historic archaeology, they became the creators of the “frontier” or 

“Carolina” patterns (South 1977). In new archaeology, these past cultures became the elusive 

“process”, the non-particularistic version of human action in history.

Historic archaeology is a combination of methodologies that allow for an “interactive 

research dialogue” as it has been termed (Rogers and Wilson 1993). This approach fosters the cross 

testing of lines of inquiry. The interactive component is what falsifies or supports propositions 

from either data set. Historic archaeology has previously served history by providing illustrative 

material and physical symbols of historical events (Harrington 1978, Noel-Hume 1969, 1978,

1982). Historic research has methodological systems dedicated to document analysis and 

verification that have evolved over hundreds of years (Gerrigan 1940). These methods can be used 

to determine the authenticity of documentary records. A relevant example of these methods 

exposed the falsifications perpetrated by Ivan Petroff in his fabrication of the diary of Father 

Juvenaly and other documents (Black 1981, Hinckley and Hinckley, eds. 1966). In a sense, 

historical research methods should be on an equal footing with other parallel and intersecting lines 

of evidence borrowed from other scientific disciplines.
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A critique pertaining to the use of historic sources arises from the unique position of 

observers of their time as reflected in the historic records. Bias in the historic record tends to be 

subjective observation that today are judged inappropriate, misunderstandings, exclusion or 

omission of data deemed unimportant at the time, conflated accounts, and accounts written lor 

specific audiences with ulterior motives (Wiedman 1986, Wolf 1980). If it is recognized that 

people of the past are not the people of the present, and that there have been changes in our culture 

since the accounts were written, these seeming shortcomings add depth to the understanding of 

interactions between peoples in historic contexts. Observer subjectivity is important in and o f itself 

as it reveals much about the attitudes of traders and explorers whose accounts would be less 

valuable without their subjective impressions as a window on their Zeitgeist. Other biases include 

documents written with self-aggrandizing motives, such as versions of Zagoskin’s account of his 

expedition in Western Alaska (Zagoskin 1967). Problems with archaeological interpretation and 

methodology are not as commonly addressed in historical archaeology. Problems with the data 

recovery techniques in the case under discussion here have already been mentioned.

Problems with archaeological interpretation and methodology are not as commonly 

addressed in historical archaeology. Problems with the data recovery techniques used here have 

been mentioned. Interpretive problems that in prehistoric archeology result from a lack o f 

information are often not improved by the availability of historic data. The only archaeological 

signs that this site was a Russian post besides some details of the architecture is a button with 

Cyrillic characters and a Finnish coin, minted in 1866 while Finland was a duchy of Russia 

(Uzdenikov 1985). Few actual Russians ever lived or worked at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. The 

Russian axe head and teakettle were curios collected from residents of the region during excavation 

that may have been taken from the site earlier (Jackson 1997 personal communication). Exclusive 

of the architecture, it would be impossible to otherwise attribute the site to a Russian occupation.

15
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Material within structures was most likely deposited after the abandonment of the structures. 

Trenches were of irregular sizes with little recorded information, precluding the application of 

statistical testing after the fact. This is unfortunate, as those trenches excavated next to structures 

may contain the most information about the Russian era at the site, as there are some indications 

that they may be middens for domestic waste disposal. It is likely that archaeological materials 

associated with the site exist beyond the mapped boundaries, and that there may have been 

significant material missed in the unsampled area within the Redoubt as excavated.

Based on the distribution, numbers and frequencies of post-Russian artifacts the site could 

most clearly be interpreted to be a Gold Rush era site. Only the historic record shows the 

persistence of Native and Creole people at the site. Only one Russian remained following the sale of 

Alaska, subsequently moving from the Kuskokwim to the Yukon. The main reason for the Prussian 

presence on the Kuskokwim River was the execution of Russian American Company policies by 

colonial citizens, primarily Creoles of Aleut and Russian descent.

16



CHAPTER 3 INTERPRETING THE PAST

Historical archaeology can use written historic material to explain archaeologically 

observed patterns and in turn generate new questions for research. Documentation can take a 

number of forms including business records, church records, maps, diaries and logbooks, and other 

records more typically the realm of the dedicated historian (Wiedman 1986). This information must 

be critically viewed and examined with the techniques of critical historical research in mind 

(Gerrigan 1940). In Europe and North America, the documentary approach has yielded a great deal 

of information about peoples and lifeways no longer observable (Braudel 1975, Hobsbawm 1975). 

Inferences can be drawn about material culture and behavior from historical observations (Deetz 

1978, Pratt 1984).

Criticism of the conduct of historical research has arisen generally based on bias and 

subjectivity encountered in the source material and in the “narratives” based upon that material. 

Much of this criticism has more to do with contemporary political maneuvering than with 

establishing factual historical material. The rise of post-modernism and its conflation with the 

demoralized elements of leftist political movements has challenged the very basis of claims to 

knowledge (Eagleton 1996, Sokal 1996, 1996a). There has been a call from some quarters in 

archaeology for the halt of all excavation and research until such undertakings conform to their 

political position and worldview (Hodder 1986, 1989, Shanks and Tilley 1988). In ethnohistory, 

Gananath Obeyesekere challenged Marshall Sahlins’ interpretation of historic events in Hawaii 

involving Captain Cook's death with accusations of colonial apologia based on a self-privileged 

viewpoint through ethnicity (Obeyesekere 1992, Sahlins 1978, 1985, 1995). The basis of this 

conflict is the assertion that the scientific or Western perspective is corrupt and incapable of 

accurately treating historical events when there is conflict with European Colonialism, giving
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privileged insight to any non-European group (Obeyesekere 1992). In history, art, and literature the 

post-modern critique decried the fact that dominant themes were determined by Caucasian 

Europeans and Americans from countries that had colonized and subjugated other cultures, then 

objectified them as exotic “others” (Wolf 1982, Said 1979). These narratives are then used to 

justify the continued subjugation and exploitation of aboriginal peoples, the third world, and ethnic 

minority groups (for a different view see Diamond 1997).

Some critique by the post-modem segment was valid, but other criticism challenged the 

value of any discipline (Eagleton 1996, Wylie 1993). Theorists who work in physics refuse to 

consider the difference between theoretical physics and subjects of the humanities. Physicists have 

enjoyed a privileged position in the philosophy of science because their subject matter has no 

agency or autonomy. Physics in conducted in comfortable laboratories at minimal risk and often at 

government expense, and rarely do subatomic particles resist or intentionally mislead their 

observers. Human subjects may work at cross-purposes to the researcher or have their own motives 

for not revealing information or misleading the researcher. Many conservative academics have 

rejected post-modernism entirely, including potentially valuable criticism and perspectives. Post 

modernists have contributed to this rejection through the presentation of their ideas in some cases. 

The linguistic aspect of wordplay and the intentional use of ironic misspellings, grammatical 

gimmicks and the like are counter to the precision preferred by physical scientists. The unfortunate 

result is that post-modernism is viewed as meaningless, and authors like physicist Alan Sokal can 

take part in exposing the man behind the curtain because there is no longer a wizard (Sokal 1996, 

1996a).

While credit for change in the pursuit o f historic “truths” does not belong solely to the post

modernist movement, the polemical nature of post-modernist and post-structuralist writings made 

the debate exciting (Yoffee and Sheratt 1993). A closer analysis of biases in the source material
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and of authors is on useful byproduct of the critiques. Critical interpretation of historic source 

documents is fundamental to historical method, and the post-modernist assumption that the 

audience for historical narratives uncritically accepts what is presented as absolute truth is naive 

(Eagleton 1996, Gerrigan 1940, Wiedman 1986). The designation of scientific and historical 

writing as “narrative” is potentially useful in understanding the construction of these types of works. 

Where it is not made explicit, there are often gaps in data that may be glossed over, ignored, or 

filled in with bridging arguments based on inference or untested assumptions. An example of this is 

the rarely challenged assumption that firearms gave Euroamerican colonists a significant advantage 

in conflicts with native Americans not similarly equipped (Diamond 1997, Given 1994).

The greatest contribution of post-modernist critique is that it encouraged the reassessment 

of the discipline. While sometimes criticized as navel-gazing, the periodic review of how 

contemporary positions have been reached in theoretical discourse is useful, and in fact little 

different from the revolutionary models of scientific pursuit proposed by Kuhn and Kuhn 1996). In 

archaeology the result of post-modern critique has been a renewed effort to get at the behavior or 

cultural practices that are the “process” of the New Archaeology (Knapp 1992, Lightfoot 1995).

Documentary Archaeology

Historical archaeology has not escaped periodic shifts in the conduct of inquiry. In the 

New World, historical archaeology has been used primarily in the pursuit of narratives of the birth 

of the United States (Beaudry 1988, Beaudry and Yentsch 1992, Lightfoot 1994). Calls for the 

preservation and recovery of the history of America go back to at least 1915, and the archaeological 

salvage of historic sites in the way of development began in the 1930s with the Civilian 

Conservation Corps (Barnett 1967, Fish 1978, Treganza 1954). Many sites were excavated or 

preserved in order to generate narratives supporting particular views of the birth of the nation to 

instill patriotic feelings in the citizenry (Loewen 1995, Noel Hume 1969. More recently, historic
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sites and their interpretation have become more balanced in showing parts of history that previously 

were ignored due to their controversial nature (Ferguson 1989, Horton 1999). It is now possible to 

include the interpretation African slaves, Native Americans, and persecuted religious minorities in 

historic and archaeological interpretation. Many of these groups now have a hand in determining 

how they are represented in these newly created narratives (Horton 1999, Leone 1979, Loewen 

1995).

Archaeology and history in Europe and the New World have been combined and used to 

support political and social movements. In the New World, Native Americans have been used as 

symbols on coins, noble savages. The archetype has been the Plains peoples, in lull regalia on 

horseback, either living in a romanticized idyll of harmony with nature or murdering women and 

children as the hardy pioneers sought to tame the Wild West. The ecology speech attributed to 

Chief Seattle of the Duwamish and the books “The Education of Little Tree” and “Josey Wales: 

Two Westerns” exemplify the continued romantic vision of Native Americans by Euroamericans 

(Carter 1976, 1989, Furtwangler 1997). Pedestrian entertainment in the form of cowboy movies 

and pulp fiction, as well as unsympathetic press coverage, furthered an image of Native Americans 

as uncontrolled savages out for pillage and slaughter or destitute conquered peoples (Fienup- 

Riordan 1995, Loewen 1999, Matthiessen 1992). Europe has countless examples of persecuted 

minorities, whose abuse and slaughter were routinely justified through anthropological and 

historical reasoning, including Jews, Basques, and Romany peoples (Spiegelman 1986, 1991.

What is necessary for better interpretation of the past is to understand the source material 

in its context. The availability of unpolished primary source material allows the researcher to 

understand the subjective interchange between individuals and groups as culture bearers. Making 

clear the circumstances of these encounters can make clear aspects of the observer’s culture and the 

culture being observed (Lightfoot 1995). The observations of Bernhard Bendel reveal as much
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about his cultural background as it does the Yup’iit people he encounters (Bendel 1989). Spurr, 

Zagoskin, and others make value-laden observations that could be considered offensive today, but 

are extremely valuable in understanding contact as a dialogue taking place (Spurr 1900, Zagoskin 

1935, 1968). It must be recognized that there is no such thing as an impartial, uninterested 

observer, and that understanding the observer is as important as understanding the observed.
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Material Culture in Documentary Archaeology

There are numerous examples of American historical archaeology as it was practiced from 

the 1930s to the 1960s. Much of this work can be divided in subject between salvage or public 

archaeology and nationalist archaeology. Nationalist archaeology has to do with generating 

narratives that reinforce patriotic notions in the populace, such as Colonial Williamsburg, 

Revolutionary and Civil War sites, and sites associated with famous people (Binford 1978, Noel 

Hume 1969, 1978, 1982, South 1994). WPA and CCC archaeology was important to prehistoric 

archaeology in the American Southwest, and CCC workers excavated the site of Old Sitka (Barnett 

1967, Deetz 1978). The methodology was not consistent or precise in all cases, and the theoretical 

questions were quite broad in both historic and prehistoric research (Trigger 1993, Willey and 

Sabloff 1980). The general theoretical goal was the construction of typologies that would create a 

framework for understanding the development in prehistory of the “disappearing Indian” in the 

New World. In historic research, the primary value of the artifacts in many cases was as illustrative 

material for the interpretation of history (Noel Hume 1969, 1978).

Binford had done some work on historic sites previously, but had not yet developed the 

New Archaeology’s programmatic structure yet (Binford and Moreau 1961). Stanley South, a 

student of Binford, and Roderick Sprague represent the New Archaeology in historical archaeology 

(South 1977, 1977a, 1994, Sprague 1994). The application of middle range theory to historic period 

sites has been somewhat disappointing, particularly the patterning system developed by Stanley 

South (South 1977). Little work has been subsequently published with theory-explicit middle range 

approaches in the context of historical archaeology.

Much of what has been published in historical archaeology results from salvage 

archaeology or cultural resource management. Much of this material is not generally available to 

the public, mostly published in the form of “gray” literature: reports to public agencies from public
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and private researchers that are not widely disseminated. Some of this material would be of more 

than passing interest to both archaeologists and historians, as many contain the only culture-history 

syntheses for entire regions of Alaska. In addition to these reports are the Historic American 

Building Survey reports, which include detailed documentation of existing historical structures that 

may serve as homologous examples of archaeologically recovered historic period structures.

The post-modem or post-processual approach has few adherents in historical archaeology. 

The main proponent has been Mark Leone; whose research has tended toward subject matter that is 

difficult to assess with scientific methods (Leone 1994). What is perhaps necessary for this kind of 

work is to develop the literary concept and make arguments supported by historic accounts in the 

manner of Braudel (Braudel 1975, 1981, 1994). What Leone and other adherents ofthis approach 

are doing is more like the development of historic narratives rather than strict archaeological 

interpretation (Leone 1994).

Kolmakovskiy Redoubt

In the present case, the archaeological data has been recovered. Data recovery at 

Kolmakovskiy Redoubt seems to have been recovered in a manner consistent with the 1930s-1950s, 

in that the goal seems to have been a chronology of occupation and the demarcation of ethnic 

boundaries (Willey and Sabloff 1980). Stratigraphy was based on observed soil changes (Jackson 

1991). Rather than a grid, the structures themselves were seen as unit boundaries, with internal 

structural members subdividing the interior spaces (Oswalt 1980). Trenches and test units were 

placed adjacent to structures, where structures not visible on the surface are presumed to be, to drain 

a structure foundation, or in the hopes of locating historically documented features (Oswalt 1980). 

No standardized units of excavation are present, precluding the use of some statistical techniques 

for analyzing spatial distributions within the site. Some statistical analysis is possible within
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structures, but of a relatively coarse nature. No point proveniences were used, resulting from a 

strictly two-dimensional research design.

The artifacts were organized into networks, which are vaguely functional categories 

(Oswalt 1980). These functional categories overlap significantly and do not serve any larger 

research goals. Post-Russian artifacts dominated the assemblages. Emphasis was placed on native 

artifacts and items presumed to be Russian in origin (Oswalt 1980).

The principal assumptions were that the deepest levels are exclusively Russian except for 

the more modem structures G and E. It was further assumed that the structures were in their 

original locations on the site, and had not been moved or reconstructed on site in different locations. 

Native and Creole people were assumed to have lived on site in separate structures, and Native 

people were further subdivided into those employed by the Company and those trading at the site.
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CHAPTER 4 PREVIOUS WORK IN THE REGION

Wendell Oswalt excavated the artifacts over several field seasons. His initial investigations 

took place in 1953 and 1956 while conducting fieldwork for his doctoral dissertation on the people 

of Napaskiak (Oswalt 1963, 1980). At that time, he visited the site, collected surface artifacts, 

excavated part of the blockhouse, drained some of the structure foundation pits, and interviewed 

local people regarding the history of the site. Subsequently he returned to the site in the 1966 and 

1967 field seasons, at which time the majority of excavation work was undertaken (Oswalt 1980).

At that time there was a great deal of archaeological and ethnohistorical research conducted 

in southwest Alaska at historic period sites. Van Stone, Oswalt, and Townsend conducted Work of 

particular note at numerous sites on the Kuskokwim and Nushagak rivers (Van Stone 1967,1968, 

1970, 1971, 1972, 1979, 1979a, 1995, Van Stone and Townsend 1970, Van Stone and Oswalt 

1967). More recently the site of Kwigiumpainakmiut was excavated by Donna Redding (Redding- 

Gubitosa 1992). This is a particularly relevant site due to its proximity to Kolmakovskiy Redoubt 

geographically, as well as its frequent mention in Netsvetov’s journal and the Russian Orthodox 

Church records (Netsvetov 1984).

Oswalt’s 1980 report on excavations at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt is one of a very few that 

addresses the Russian period in Alaska through archaeology. This report is the only one to deal 

with ar. entire site of this size and complexity. Catherine Holder-Blee has published several works 

dealing with National Parks Service properties in Sitka, and Van Stone as mentioned above has 

published several reports on smaller Russian outposts excavated in the late sixties and early 

seventies (Holder-Blee 1981, 1986). Several small reports on excavation and reconnaissance 

projects on Kodiak, Hagemeister Island, the Kenai Peninsula, and at Yakutat (Dilliplane 1978,

1979, 1981, nd). There also exist some unpublished documents dealing with the Civilian
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Conservation Corps excavations at Sitka undertaken in the 1930s as part o f mitigation work in the 

creation of the National Park (Barnett 1967). Castle Hill was recently excavated (1995-1998) as a 

data recovery prior to the construction of new park facilities

(http://www.dnr.state.ak.us/parks/oha_web /'cast le~l.htm). Several papers have been written, and 

the final report is forthcoming (Grover 1999, McMahan 1999, Petruzelli 1999, Thompson 1999).

Anthropological and ethnohistoric works relevant to the cultures of indigenous peoples of 

the Middle Kuskokwim are similarly limited in number. Frederica DeLaguna made a foray into the 

region in the 1930s (DeLaguna 1949). Osgood published a three-volume monograph on the 

Georgetown Ingalik (Osgood 1940, 1958,1959). Hosley wrote a dissertation on the effects of 

cultural change on the McGrath Ingalik that addresses some aspects of historical processes in the 

region (Hosley 1966, 1966a). Van Stone published a small monograph on the Cherry collection of 

Ingalik material (Van Stone 1996). Various materials have been published in the Handbook of 

North American Indians, Volume VI (Helm 1981).

Ethnohistoric works on the Yup’ik people of greater southwest Alaska are more numerous. 

Oswalt and Fienup-Riordan are the most prominent authors of works dealing with culture change in 

this region. Oswalt has published numerous books and articles pertaining to the history and 

anthropology of the Kuskokwim River region and its peoples (Oswalt 1960, 1963, 1980a). More 

recently Ann Fienup-Riordan has added a number of works on the peoples of the region (1981, 

1985, 1991,1999). In particular, she made available to the public the accounts of John and Edith 

Kilbuck and other missionaries who kept records, corresponded with church leaders, and wrote 

articles for church publications (see Kilbuck 1988).

Primary documents are especially important in understanding social and historical 

processes and events in the region. For the Russian period, records from the Russian American 

Company and the Russian Orthodox Church in Alaska provide information regarding the peoples
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and conditions at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. The accounts of explorers and visitors also contribute to 

knowledge about this period of the site’s history. The sale of the Russian America Company in 

1867 marks the end of that company’s records. Following the sale of Alaska to the United States, 

there is a great gap in documentary information. There is a gap in the Russian Orthodox 

confessional records from 1867 until the resumption of priestly visits in 1876. The vital statistics 

are recorded for this period, however, and irregular confessional records exist for the region until 

1914. Over time, the Orthodox residents of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt are recorded as confessing at 

Chuguak, Napaimiut, and other villages in the area. There is also a distinct change in the recording 

of ethnicity after resumption of priestly visits during the American period, many people being listed 

simply as “local” or “native”. Of contextual interest are accounts from other posts in the region, the 

reports written by Russian explorers like Glazunov and Zagoskin, and reports and accounts of the 

Western Telegraph Expedition (Adams 1982, Dali 1870, Van Stone 1959, Zagoskin 1935, 1968).

For the American period, there are several avenues of documentary research. Census 

records exist in summary form only for 1880 and 1890, due to a fire. Full records are available for 

1900, 1910, and 1920. Russian Orthodox confessional records in general provide more detailed 

information until 1898, with more recently uncovered. The Kusko Times, a newspaper published in 

McGrath, provides some information on conditions and events along the Kuskokwim River 

beginning in the 1920s. Brief accounts by independent trader Bernhard Bendel, Ales Hrdlicka, and 

the various official and unofficial accounts of the USGS expedition by Josiah Spurr provide first 

person impressions of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. The reports of Weinland, Kilbuck, Romig, and 

other Protestant and Catholic missionaries and the published reports of geologists and explorers 

constitute major sources of primary documentary data about conditions at the site and the 

disposition of its occupants after the sale of Russian America (Anderson 1940, Fienup-Riordan 

1991, Kilbuck 1988). Nelson’s report to Congress was written from experiences at St. Michaels,
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and includes generally relevant material about the Native people of the region (Nelson 1899). 

Published articles regarding the blockhouse, removed from the site and later rebuilt at the UAF 

Museum, provide some information about the structures at the redoubt at that time. The file in the 

University of Alaska Museum’s Ethnographic Collection that accompanies the notes taken by A1 

Walsh, regarding the assembly of the blockhouse from the Redoubt, provides some interesting 

information, not necessarily accurate, about the period of abandonment.
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CHAPTER 5 RUSSIAN HISTORY AT KOLMAKOVSKIY REDOUBT

The site of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt as excavated by Oswalt was located across the 

Kuskokwim River from the previously established (1838) site of Lukin’s Odinochka in the village 

of Kwigiumpainakmiut (Oswalt 1980, 1980a). The first structures were built in the fall of 1841. 

According to local tradition cited in the report, the blockhouse was the first structure built on the 

site. This is a reasonable assumption based on the attacks made on Russian posts and personnel in 

1838-9. This could be verified through dendrochronology if samples of the foundation logs of other 

structures can be obtained. The Russian American Company likely constructed what Oswalt calls 

the Creole Barracks, the Eskimo Barracks, and the Store during the initial occupation of the site. 

Historical records are unclear as to the order of construction, but these structures make up what 

seems to be the minimal number for the function of the redoubt. Zagoskin reports that there was a 

palisade around the structure in 1844, and Illarion reported that the stockade was in disrepair in 

1861, but there was no archaeological evidence for it (Oswalt 1959). It is possible that the stockade 

was either separate from the structures entirely to protect them from burning or that the structures 

were incorporated into the walls on the model of Siberian farms and Fort St. Michael. A banya was 

likely constructed separately or one of these structures may have served the purpose part of the 

time.

Structures such as the prayer house, which appears to have burned down sometime after 

1849 (Structures K or I), the Chapel and Church, and some number of bathhouses, were constructed 

later. It must be understood that the identifications of many of these structures are more or less 

tenuous, and often based on the accounts of Weinland, Kilbuck, and others long after the fact 

(Fienup-Riordan 1991, Jackson 1991, Kilbuck 1988, Oswalt 1963, 1980).
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Figure 1 Nulato. Illustrates layout of the Russian America Company post, showing the use of the structures as part of 
the defensive perimeter. This postdates the attack o f 1851. (Whymper in Guernsey 1869)

Architecture at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt

There is clear continuity in the form and construction details of Russian American 

Company posts. Terry Jordan followed the spread of Finnish style architecture across America in 

his series of works on the history and geographic spread of log cabins in America (Jordan 1978, 

1985, Jordan and Kaups 1989). Two volumes by Opolovnikov trace the development and spread of 

the northern Russian walled farmstead to Siberia and then to Russian America (Opolovnikov 1983,

1989). Other works discuss the layout of rural Russian towns in different landscapes based on their 

relationship to features of the natural environment and man-made structures of community 

importance, such as churches, fortress walls, and bridges (Milchik and Ushakov 1981, Ushakov
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1982). Fiodorov (1976) documents the use of the octagonal form in log construction in the Russian 

North for sacred and secular structures. Alaskan examples of these forms are documented in 

Hoagland (1993), particularly in the church architecture of rural western Alaska and the defensive 

structures of Russian American outposts. Descriptions of other posts in Western Alaska in Van 

Stone (1979) describe plumb, square layouts with structures as walls and the central areas 

containing banyas and cookhouses. This continuity may explain some of the archaeological 

features of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt, but also demands further explanation of other features.

Oswalt excavated two units in order to find remains of the fence or wall that Zagoskin 

reports surrounding the structures (Oswalt 1980, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). If this defensive structure 

were congruent with the Siberian farmstead pattern, then the approximately horseshoe-shaped 

layout of the structures can be explained by the use of the structures’ outer walls as part of the 

defensive structure of the redoubt (see figure). The blockhouse, structure B, would have allowed a 

final sanctuary within the walled area should the wall be breached. At two stories tall with an 

octagonal cross-section and firing slits, this would have been a strong defensive position if under 

siege, as happened at Nulato in 1851 (Wright 1995). The interlocking notch used in the 

construction of the blockhouse precluded any mechanical means of destroying the structure, and the 

thickness of the wood had reputedly been tested for its resistance to firearms prior to construction 

(Oswalt 1980).

By contrasting the views, it can be seen that if structures G, H, I, and K are excluded, there 

exists a quite good possibility that a wall was constructed similar to that of the Siberian farmstead in 

Opolovnikov’s plan view. There are also similarities to several photographs of the St. Michael 

redoubt, built two years prior to the Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. Other notable differences are the 

facings of outer doors. Structures A, B, and C have doors that open towards the center of the site,
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Figure 2 Plan view of historic farm in Siberia (Opolovnikov 1989)

Figure 3 Assumed Russian period structures with freestyle fence added. The fence may not have been substantial and
likely did not last long. Modified from Oswalt (1980).
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Figure 4 View of the interior of St. Michael’s Redoubt. Details o f note include plank v/alkways, plank defensive walls, 
and the absence of soil mounding or accumulation around the foundation. One o f a stereo pair o f photos taken by 

Alfonse Pinart in 1875 from the Bancroft Library collection.
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Figure 5 Another view of the interior of the St. Michael’s redoubt. View in the opposite direction from Figure 4. A 
structure at the far end is part o f the outer defensive perimeter, with a plank fence and open gate. In the foreground are 
barrels with what appear to be iron hoops. Also notable is the apparent decrepitude o f the structures only eight years 

after the sale o f Russian America Company holdings to the Hutchison Kohl Company. One half o f a stereo pair taken 
by Alfonse Pinart in 1875 from the Bancroft Library collection.
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Figure 6 Non-Russian Block Houses. Fort Nisqually (top) shows the variety o f perimeter fencing used in fur trading 
posts and the inclusion o f a blockhouse as part o f the facility (Unknown photographer, circa 1885, Washington 

Localities collection WAS0362). The military blockhouse at English Camp shows a construction variation in achieving 
an octagonal form and the blockhouse as a refuge of last resort, some distance from the actual camp (Asahel Curtis 

photo circa 1925, Washington Localities Collection, WAS0290, University o f Washington Collection).
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which would have been the inside of the stockade. The other structures all have or indicate doors 

facing North towards the river.

The two images of St. Michaels from the stereo pairs (Figures 4 and 5) show the inside of 

the redoubt (Pinart 1870). The long structures with the structure walls as part of the defensive 

structure bear a striking resemblance to Opolovnikov’s elevations of Siberian farmsteads 

(Opolovnikov 1989). What sets Kolmakovskiy apart is the fact that the structures as excavated do 

not conveniently form as geometric a polygon as even Opolovnikov’s irregular polygonal plan 

view. It is likely that as the structures were refurbished at Kolmakovskiy, they shifted in position. 

As the bottom and top courses of logs rotted, those in the middle were recycled into a new structure 

in order to minimize the amount of new work to be done to maintain the structures. The easiest 

location would be adjacent to the structure being dismantled. For the reconstruction of the 

blockhouse at the UAF Museum several courses of logs were discarded and subsequently copied 

(Museum article, files). Structures F and J deviate from the linear layout, while A, B, and C are laid 

out linearly.

The other possibility is the use of only a few or none of the structures as part of the 

defensive wall. This would have required a great deal of work to construct, from the felling and 

preparation of the lumber to the actual construction. The problem of snowdrifts making it possible 

for potential attackers to merely climb over the fence would have existed under either circumstance 

(Zagoskin 1935, 1968). As peace was maintained through a process of marriage into the local 

population, the fence more likely went unused and was scavenged for wood. The wall does not 

appear in any known historic photographs or illustrations (Oswalt 1980).

The practice of burying the lower courses of logs to reinforce the structures, as according to 

Illarion’s account, likely accelerated the decay of the lower courses of logs and thus the failure of 

the structure (Oswalt 1959). Examples of this approach to maintaining similar structures are not
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Figure 7 Foundations. This figure contrasts the foundations o f a bathhouse in the Russian North with structures B, C, 
and E at Kolmakovskiy. The top figure shows the use of rocks and cribbing to elevate the structure above the ground 

in order to prevent damage from moisture and soil bacteria. In contrast, the foundations of the Kolmakovskiy 
structures may indicate that soil was piled against them as in Illarion’s account or that significant soil movement buried 
the foundations (Oswalt 1959). Structure E also indicates the use o f vertical piles as part o f the foundation. Top image 

from Opolovnikov (1983), bottom three modified by author with scale showing soil depth from Oswalt (1980).
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Figure 8 The Russian Stove. Oswalt’s Creole barracks (top) showing structural reinforcements and remains of a clay 
stove similar to the example from Siberia (lower). The comers o f the Creole barracks show the use o f cribbing logs 

beneath the first course of foundation logs. Upper image from Oswalt (1980), lower image from Opolovnikov (1989).
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found in Opolovnikov’s photos, which demonstrate the opposite approach (Opolovnikov 1989). 

Bathhouses and other structures are built up on stones in order to keep them dry and away from soil 

reservoirs of decay bacteria and fungus (see Figure 7). Only a few structures in the Opolovnikov 

and Fiodorov books show buried sill or foundation logs, and then only half-buned (Fiodorov 1976, 

Opolovnikov 1989). Some structures at Kolmakovskiy show indications that they were originally 

constructed atop short cribbing logs or pilings, as seen in the comers of the Creole Barracks and 

structure E (Figure 7, bottom image, Figure 8 top image).

Plan views from Opolovnikov also demonstrate the homogeneity of floor plans at 

Kolmakovskiy Redoubt as excavated and at sites from the Russian North through Siberia. Clear 

continuity in the use of the large Russian stove as a central feature of the structure, the notching of 

the logs, and the location of doors, porches, and windows are demonstrated when comparing the 

photographs publisiied by Opolovnikov and others to photographs, drawings, and archaeological 

remnants of Kolmakovskiy redoubt. The bathhouses which post-date 1867 have clear similarities 

with Russian period stmctures at the site and Russian and Siberian structures. Some of the 

structures may have had bathhouse facilities within them, as Bendel reports in 1870 (Bendel 1989).

The most divergent structure is G, which Oswalt has designated as Separe’s house (Oswalt 

1980). It is the only structure on site with a root cellar, unit S-G-Cs, and has a more modem array 

of artifacts. This is likely the house that Spurr describes as having lace curtains and a copper hot 

water tank on the iron stove pipe (Spurr 1954). It is also quite prominent in the photos and 

drawings of the redoubt from later years.
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Figure 9 Bath Houses. Comparison o f Russian bathhouse floor plans from Opolovnikov (1989) with the 
archaeologically recovered structures D (lower left) and H (Lower right) from Oswalt (1980). D includes a sheet metal 

stove, and both D and H have stones, ash, and rocks in the stove area. H may have had a clay stove based on the 
reinforcing incorporated into the foundation. Entrances and cooling rooms were likely on the North sides o f D and H,

with D also having a bench still present.
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Old Andrew’s House, structure E, was likely constructed and maintained using materials 

scavenged from the abandoned buildings. Several of the structures in this area of the site are 

constructed over older building foundations. There is evidence of fire as a major force in the 

clearance of poorly maintained structures, with many melted bottles and charred ceramics nearby in 

trench 7. Old Andrew, the last documented resident at Kolmakovskiy, was living at Napaimute by 

1930, where he was met by Hrdlicka and subsequently guided Hrdlicka in his collecting expedition 

(Hrdlicka 1944).

Russian Exploration and Settlement on the Kuskokwim River

Oswalt published a monograph on the historic settlements of the Kuskokwim River region, 

from which the following timeline is extracted (Oswalt 1980a). In the interests of broadening the 

historic context for the development of the Redoubt, this information is presented below, with 

supplementary information from other sources.

Russian exploration of the Kuskokwim River and its tributaries began before the formation 

of the Russian America Company itself under its predecessor companies and competitors. In the 

1790s Vassily Ivanov of the Lebedev Lastochkin Company traveled over the Nushagak-Hoholitna 

portage to the Kuskokwim, then portaged to the Yukon, following it to the coast and thence some 

distance northward before returning to Lake Iliamna (Oswalt 1980a). This voyage was mentioned 

by Davydov and Zagoskin in their later reports, but several times removed from primary accounts 

(Davydov 1977, Zagoskin 1935, 1967).

In 1818 two parties explored the Kuskokwim by different routes, Korsakovskiy’s starting 

from Kodiak and Rodionov’s party starting from Lake Clark (Oswalt 1980a). Fedor Kolmakov was 

assigned to Korsakovskiy’s party and took command shortly after they arrived on the Alaska 

Peninsula (Pierce 1990, Van Stone 1988). From Tobolsk in Siberia, Kolmakov had worked for 

Baranov, and had already been to Lake Iliamna and the mouth of the Nushagak (Van Stone 1988).
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In 1819, the first Russian American Company establishment was constructed on the Bering Sea at 

the head of Nushagak Bay (Oswalt 1980a). Kolmakov took over the construction and management 

of this post after the person initially tasked with this job had failed. Creole Semion Lukin was 

assigned there as interpreter (Pierce 1990). Kolmakov’s ability to negotiate peace between the 

Aglegmiut of the Nushagak River area and the Kiatagmiut of the Kuskokwim River made him a 

highly valued employee of the company (Pierce 1990, Pratt 1984).

In 1830, an exploring party under Ivan Vasiliev assembled at Novoalexandrovskiy Redoubt 

on the Nushagak River and proceeded over the Nushagak-Holitna portage to the Kuskokwim River, 

descending to the sea and returning to the redoubt (Oswalt 1980a, Van Stone 1988). In 1832, Petr 

Kolmakov, Semion Lukin and a party of six other employees traveled to the Kuskokwim over this 

same route, constructing a cottage at the confluence of the Holitna and Kuskokwim Rivers ( Oswalt 

1980a). From this post they traded with peoples along the river, with Kolmakov returning the 

following spring with 1,000 beaver pelts and Lukin the following summer with a significant number 

of pelts as well (Oswalt 1980a, Pierce 1990). This post became known as Kolmakov’s Odinochka 

(Oswalt 1980a). They were now trading with Kolchane people from upriver, as well as Yup’ik and 

Deg Hit’aan people from the middle and lower Kuskokwim.

In 1833 Petr Kolmakov returned to the Kuskokwim with orders from Governor Wrangell 

to construct an odinochka for continuing the fur trade along the river. This post was established at 

the village of Kwigiumpainakmiut, and was subsequently called Lukin’s Odinochka (Oswalt 1980a, 

Pierce 1990). In December, Andrei Glazunov left the newly founded post at St. Michaels, crossing 

the Unalakleet and lnnoko portages to the Kuskokwim, and proceeded up the Kuskokwim to the 

Stoney Pfiver, where a portage to Cook Inlet was sought (Oswalt 1980a, Pierce 1990). He failed due 

to lack of food and returned by the same route to St. Michaels (Oswalt 1980a, Pierce 1990, Van 

Stone 1979, Zagoskin 1967). En route he met people who were returning from trading with Petr
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Kolmakov on the Kuskokwim, indicating that there were significantly more trips to the region 

undertaken as part of the process of trade than may have been recorded (Pierce 1990). By 1837 Petr 

Kolmakov had met people from Lake Minchumina who were eager to trade peltry and beaver 

castors, and Lukin was spending up to 7 months at a time at Kolmakov’s Odinochka (RAC: 

Communications Sent, Volume 14, No. 199, Folios 228-30, 3 May 1837).

In 1838 and 1839 a virulent smallpox epidemic broke out on the Yukon and Kuskokwim 

Rivers, presumably precipitating retaliatory attacks against Russian posts in the region. Ikogmiut 

was destroyed, and Lukin avoided attack through strength of character or physical strength, 

according to various accounts (Pierce 1990, Zagoskin 1967). Hearing of the attack, Petr Kolmakov, 

who had been exploring the upper Kuskokwim and Innoko Rivers and trading for beaver pelts, felt 

compelled to return to Novoalexandrovskiy with a large number of pelts (Pierce 1990). Lukin tried 

to introduce vaccination for smallpox to the local native people, but was mainly unsuccessful due to 

the process of vaccination at the time (Pierce 1990). A feather quill was used to pierce the skin and 

introduce either dead virus or a weakened live virus into the subject, after which they would become 

mildly ill but be immune to the much stronger smallpox (Arndt 1984). This epidemic may have 

killed as many as half of the native population of the region (Oswalt 1980a). Epidemic and 

pandemic diseases continued to afflict the native residents of the region through the first quarter of 

the twentieth century (Fienup-Riordan 1991, Fortuine 1989, Kilbuck 1988).

During this period, negotiations were underway with the Hudson’s Bay Company for a 

treaty leasing Southeast Alaska and assigning all beaver pelts to the British in exchange for trade 

goods and supplies (Galbraith 1957, McLoughlin 1941, 1943). Both companies were having 

difficulties with independent American traders and whalers, who had been coming to the Pacific 

since the end of the Revolutionary War (Bockstoce 1986, Cobb 1934, Galbraith 1957, McLoughlin 

1941, Simpson 1973). American traders were unconstrained by government charters and could
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trade anything to coastal peoples, including liquor and firearms (McLoughlin 1943, Simpson 1973). 

On trips through the Aleutians and along the Siberian coast, Sir George Simpson noted the lack of 

Russian trading posts and the American whalers’ willingness to take over that trade in exchange for 

labor, ivory, and baleen (Simpson 1973). In addition, the Hudson Bay company had a very 

lucrative market in beaver peltry in the British Isles that could no longer be supplied from Canada. 

The Hudson Bay Company began to supply the Russian America Company with food and supplies 

in 1840 (Gibson 1976, McLoughlin 1943).
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Kolmakovskiy Redoubt Established

In 1841, Lukin was instructed to build a new post on the Kuskokwim and to manage it 

(Oswalt 1980a, Pierce 1990). Beaver pelts may have been of increased importance to the Russian 

America Company due to the recently concluded negotiations with the Hudson’s Bay Company. 

The contract for the lease of Southeast Alaska to the Hudson’s Bay Company was intended to 

increase the profits of the company and increase the supply of goods and foodstuffs in Alaska and 

Kamchatka (Galbraith 1957, Gibson 1976, McLoughlin 1943). The Russian managers also desired 

an end to independent American coastal traders cruising in Southeast Alaska and the total end to 

trade in liquor and guns to the Tlingit and Haida of the region (Gibson 1976, McLoughlin 1943).

In 1842 the first whalers were passing through the Aleutian chain and stopping in Siberian 

ports like Okhotsk on their way to whaling grounds further north (Simpson 1973). They were 

trading a variety of goods including firearms and liquor to native people and hiring them as laborers 

(Simpson 1973). Soon whalers were traveling further north each year in search of Bowhead whales 

near the margins of the Arctic pack ice (Bockstoce 1986). In the process of whaling, trade was 

initiated between the whalers and the Native peoples of Siberia and Alaska. This changed the trade 

dynamic of the region by introducing new suppliers and middlemen between the Inupiat of 

Northwest Alaska and the Chukchi of Siberia. The whalers introduced more metal, cheaper 

manufactured items, liquor, sugar, flour, and other items, in exchange for baleen, ivory, peltry and 

labor (Bockstoce 1986). From Northwest Alaska these goods followed the old trade routes to the 

Interior and to Southwest Alaska, challenging the monopoly status of the Russian America 

Company (Burch 2000, Hall 1976). Further challenge to this monopoly was the Hudson Bay 

company posts at the head of the Yukon River (Burch 2000, Hall 1976, Wrangell 1980).

Kolmakovskiy Redoubt was constructed upriver from Lukin’s Odinochka on the south side 

of the Kuskokwim River, across from the mouth of the (now) Kolmakov River, on a sandy bluff
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above the river prone to occasional flooding (Oswalt 1980, 1980a, Pierce 1990, Zagoskin 1935, 

1967). In 1843, Ilia Petelin from Nushagak was the first Russian Orthodox priest to visit, and 

subsequently Lt. Lavrentiy Zagoskin arrived on his expedition of 1843-44 (Oswalt 1980, 1980a, 

Pierce 1990, Zagoskin 1935, 1967).

It is from Zagoskin’s report that much information regarding conditions at the redoubt, the 

local native people, and the day to day life of employees of the company are derived (Johnson 1991, 

Oswalt 1980, 1980a, Pratt 1984, Redding-Gubitosa 1992). It is from his accounts that the problems 

of living at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt are derived, specifically seasonal privation, extreme winter 

temperatures, and chronic illness and injuries (Zagoskin 1935, 1967). During the summers there 

was often not enough labor at the post to net and dry sufficient salmon for the winter. Any salmon 

taken from the caches at Kwigiumpainakmiut across the river would have to be paid for at double 

the cost if taken from the caches without permission (Zagoskin 1935, 1967).

“May 9lh. From the Kwigiumpainakmiut village were brought more than 

one hundred seventy sour fish and from summer settlement at Kanlkychak two 

hundred of ukola; it was the end of starvation.

On my question to the administrator why he didn’t try to get some fish 

from the natives before? He simply answered: “Your honor, we are used to 

starving, but if I took some fish before it will be double cost to us. Alright we 

could have paid, but if I take today, then tomorrow the natives get lazy and will not 

go hunt or fish, and what will we do then? We will not have any thanks.””

(Zagoskin 1935:369)

The previous fall in a message from Lukin to St. Michaels reveals the amount of supplies 

available to the residents of the redoubt:
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“The Russian workers I now have, including me with eleven people of 

Agleymut; four of them with eight natives of Kuskokwim I am sending to 

Alexandrofsky Redoubt for fur game, and hardly think they will come back until 

late in January or February otherwise when weather gets good and cold; at that 

time you probably will receive letters and papers. In my redoubt the remaining 

supplies are very little. Only 2,500 of ukola and 200 pieces of salt king salmon.

By my account all this will last not more than for three months for my crew and 

dogs. Of European supplies except 60 pounds of rice I have nothing.” (Zagoskin 

1935, 1967)

Occasionally, in the spring before the birds returned, the residents of the post would be 

reduced to eating the boiled walrus hide lavtaks from the baidarkas, as the flour, dried salmon, and 

other supplies had run out (Oswalt 1960, Zagoskin 1967). In 1843, Zagoskin reports an apocryphal 

story of fire caused by a Russian carpenter tiying to make a smoked ham out of a beaver, burning 

the surrounding area (Zagoskin 1935:348).

Problems exist with Zagoskin’s account. His party was too large and put a burden on the 

posts that were hosting his expedition. His popular account was self-serving and self-aggrandizing 

at the expense of Russian American Company employees, and the report submitted to manager 

Adolf Etholen was received with some criticism (Black personal communication 2002). Dali 

alleges that Zagoskin fabricated large parts of his report, and that Zagoskin had not left the already 

well traveled corridors connecting St. Michaels, Nulato, and Kolmakovskiy (Dali 1885).

The manager and employees of the post spent a great deal of time traveling to the various 

native camps and villages to conduct trade. They were only in residence when travel was 

impossible: freeze-up and breakup (Netsvetov 1984, Zagoskin 1967). Of two muskets at the 

redoubt, one was broken and would have to be sent to Sitka or Kodiak for repair, while the other 

was quite worn and in poor condition, with Zagoskin noting his own wisdom in bringing along his 

personal firearms (Zagoskin 1967). In the spring, he sent several of his men out to hunt wild game
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and birds, the first fresh food in several months (Zagoskin 1967). It is apparent that the pattern of 

periodic privation was a dominant theme of life at the Redoubt until the arrival of steamboats in the 

late 19th century (Spurr 1898, 1954).

Semion Lukin managed Kolmakovskiy Redoubt from its establishment in 1841 until his 

death in 1855 (Oswalt 1980, 1980a, Pierce 1990). His son Ivan was made acting manager and 

performed this duty until his replacement in 1860, when his brothers-in-law rebelled against him 

due to the near-starvation conditions that winter (Black 1984). Iakov Netsvetov was called upon to 

mediate this conflict, and the next year Lukin was replaced by Iakov Repnikov (Netsvetov 1984, 

ACC Confessional list 1861). According to the confessional lists, Repnikov spent a year at St. 

Michaels and passed away in 1862 to be replaced by Nikolai Dementiev. These were the first 

European Russians assigned to the Redoubt (Confessional lists 1861, 1862, 1863).

Ivan Lukin went on reconnaissance missions to Ft. Yukon in 1862 and 1863, receiving a 

2,000-ruble prize from the governor (Black 1984). He was assigned in 1865 to the Western Union 

Telegraph Expedition as translator and spy, to report on their activities to the governor (Adams 

1982, Black 1984).

Russian and British interests collided as both nations vied for empire in the Middle East 

(Fieldhouse 1973, Hobsbawm 1975, Morgan 1981). Social conflicts in Europe and military 

conflicts in the Crimea, including British naval actions in the Pacific, led Russia to focus on 

domestic issues. Serfdom was abolished in 1861, and may have changed the labor situation due to 

the dislocation of freed serfs (Gatrell 1994, Hobsbawm 1975, Riasanovsky 200). This was likely of 

little concern to the people at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. In any case, the first ethnic Russians appear 

at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt in 1861.

Among the last accounts of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt during the Russian period are those of 

Hieromonk Illarion (Oswalt 1960). He was appointed missionary to Kolmakovskiy Redoubt in
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1861 and arrived there September 19lh (Oswalt 1960). He reports six structures standing at the time 

of his arrival: a warehouse, chapel, barracks, bathhouse, abandoned house, and the blockhouse. The 

barracks were divided, with a Russian style stove between the Creole and native sections (Oswalt 

1959). His description of their condition may have been based on a misunderstanding of their 

construction, as they were likely constructed with sod roofs, and not shingles or planks that were 

decaying and growing moss and grass due to neglect. Only the chapel had glass windows, and 

these were broken. Illarion enlisted local native help to reinforce the chapel by piling earth around 

the foundation logs and clean the interior. Illarion traveled widely from the Upper Kuskokwim, 

through the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, and up the Yukon River from his base at Ikogmiut in the 

following years (Oswalt 1959). In 1866, he met with Prince Maksutov at St. Michaeis and 

discussed the impending changes, which included the closure of Kolmakovskiy and Andrievskii 

Redoubts (Oswalt 1959). In the fall of 1867, the contents of the chapel were moved to Ikogmiut, 

and in 1868 Illarion returned to Sitka for repatriation to Russia (Oswalt 1959).
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Table 1 Total fur take from Kolmakovskiy Redoubt, 1845-1860. After Golovin (1979).

Year Beaver River Otter Fox Polar Fox Bear Lynx Sable Castoreum
(Pairs)

1845 1646 76 135 3 10 665
1846 2091 52 79 10 5 721
1847 2395 100 236 5 49 643
1848 1949 75 333 14 20 490
1849 1436 78 298 8 15 490
1850 1077 73 285 7 28 252
1851 1166 45 339 19 332
1852 1732 54 62 11 306
1853 2640 48 163 113 714
1854 1472 42 105 1 380
1855 965 67 12 3 250
1856 1161 88 260 99 16 10 450 333
1857
1858 1280 95 128 8 7 95 352 420
1859 1717 193 63 63 10 52 346 470
1860 969 79 37 37 10 9 950 370

Figure 11 1867 map. Shows the area o f interest as o f the Alaska Purchase. Library o f Congress collection.
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CHAPTER 6 POST-RUSSIAN HISTORY OF KOLMAKOVSKIY REDOUBT

1867-1898

The fact that Russia had sold Alaska and repatriated the majority of its employees did not 

mean that Kolmakovskiy Redoubt was no longer relevant (Anderson 1940, Bendel 1989, Kilbuck 

1988, Kitchener 1954, Oswalt 1963, 1980, 1980a, Spurr 1898, 1899, 1900, 1954). The majority of 

the artifacts recovered at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt are from the period following the sale of Alaska to 

the United States. Kolmakovskiy Redoubt took on a new importance to the region after the sale 

because it represents one of the furthest-inland developed outposts in Southwest Alaska. It also 

continued to be a trading post, church, and supply center for later expansion into the Kuskokwim 

River drainage by Euroamericans.

The United States was still recovering from the Civil War, and had just established a 

national banking system and a fiduciary currency system independent of the price of gold 

(Friedman and Schwartz 1963). From 1867 to 1879, there was a dramatic increase in US 

population, economic output of finished products, export goods, and raw materials (Friedman and 

Schwartz 1963). 1873 sees the beginning of a financial recession that will last until 1896 as North 

America enters trade with Europe and the world, bringing with it the baggage of market volatility 

(Hobsbawm 1975). Alaska was administered by the Army, the Navy, and the Department of the 

Treasury until the Organic Act was passed in 1884 (Oswalt 1980a).

Ivan Lukin, the former manager, remained in the area for some time as an independent 

trader, then in partnership with Edward Bean, and also as an agent for the Hutchison-Kohl and later 

the Alaska Commercial Companies. In 1870, independent trader Bernhard Bendel met him on the 

river.
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“ On the 14th we arrived at a small village where Ivan, one of the Russians, 

has got his station. He had not started yet for St. Michael and we were received by 

him in the most cordial manner. As soon as I stepped on the shore he invited me 

into his tent, saying that tea was ready, which call I followed after having wrenched 

myself down in the river. The tent was nice and cool, a white cloth was spread 

over a box, on which were placed eggs and other luxuries of the country, while in 

the background a bright tea machine was singing a tune pleasant to the ear of a 

weary and hungry traveler.

We had worked hard all day and it was with a sensation of complete 

satisfaction that I beheld the good things spread before me. Ivan is not a Russian, 

though 1 called him so, but bom in Kolmakovskiy of Russian parents. He is 

married to a squaw and has got two daughters, the oldest o f which is kept by Mr.

Bean’s at St. Michael. The youngest, a girl of about 15, is waiting for a similar 

chance. Ivan was an employee of the old Mission Company. Later he served as 

interpreter for the American Telegraph Company, and lately he was trading for 

H.K. and Co., but now he is going to engage for Bean.”(Bendel 1989:43)

Soon after this encounter, Ivan partnered with Mr. Bean, an independent trader on the

Yukon River. Bean, formerly of the Western Union Telegraph Expedition, was married to one of

Lukin’s daughters. Two daughters from this marriage lived at Russian Mission. After a trip to

Chicago, he returned with his second wife (Black personal communication 2002). He was forced

out of business by the Alaska Commercial Company in a tragic sequence of events that culminated

in the death of his second wife at the hands of alleged Alaska Commercial Company employees in

1878 (Bean 1985). There were numerous allegations that the Alaska Commercial Company was a

criminal monopoly that forced independent and small trade firms out of business (Bean 1985,

Kitchener 1954).

The trade function of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt was maintained through the purchase by 

Hutchison, Kohl and Co. of all the goods and chattels of the Russian American Company at the
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time of the sale of Russian America (Golovin 1979, Teichmann 1963). The first trader hired by the

new company to work on the Kuskokwim was a Finn named Vasenius; assisted by a Portugese

individual named “Joe” (Oswalt 1990). He left the company relatively quickly, working with

Bendel and intending to leave Alaska with him on Bendel’s ship in 1870 (Bendel 1989, Oswalt

1990). Rheinhold Separe, a Finnish former employee of the Russian America Company, was made

the head trader at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. He may have spent more time down river and traveling

along the river than at the former redoubt (Fienup-Riordan 1991, Kilbuck 1988, Oswalt 1980,

1980a). He is the attributed builder of the large house, Structure G, in the center of the Redoubt at

about this time (Oswalt 1980). Other traders used the area near what would become Bethel as their

main outpost for seasonal forays up the Kuskokwim to trade for furs with the local population

(Bendel 1989, Hallock 1898, Fienup-Riordan 1988, 1991, Oswalt 1963, 1980a). A Finnish former
VvM1.

employee of the Russian America Company, Edward Separe, was made the head trader at 

Kolmakovskiy Redoubt, but spent more time at Bethel and traveling along the river than at the post 

(Fienup-Riordan 1991, Kilbuck 1988, Oswalt 1980, 1980a). He is the attributed builder of the large 

house in the center of the Redoubt at about this time (Oswalt 1980). Other traders used Bethel as 

their main outpost for seasonal forays up the Kuskokwim to trade for furs with the local population 

(Bendel 1989, Fienup-Riordan 1988, 1991, Oswalt 1963, 1980a). Bernhard Bendel, an independent 

fur trader, kept a diary of his trip up the river from Bethel to Kolmakovskiy in 1870, with numerous 

subjective comments about the people on his journey (Bendel 1989).
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Kolmakay or Kolmakofsky- today’s spelling: Kolmakovsky- is the old 

trading post of the Russians and was built nearly 30 years ago. Here always from 

10-12 men were kept, some of which were married to Native women, others had 

their Russian wives with them. The post consists of two log houses and a small 

church, all of which are now in a state of decay. H.K. and Co. claim the buildings 

and a trader generally stops here. At present, Vasenius and myself are the only 

white men here, but several families of Indians are encamped around the buildings. 

Vasenius too has got a log house near this post, but he is going to abandon it now, 

as he will leave the country with me.

At our arrival all the Natives that were at Kolmakovskiy stood on the shore 

to welcome us, although it was the midnight hour. They assisted us to unload the 

boat and carried our things up the steep bank of the river. I selected a nice green 

spot for camp where our tents were pitched and we then made a fire and had supper 

or breakfast, whatever it may be called, for the day was breaking and the sun was 

shining on the tops of the mountains. (Bendel 1989)

Nikolai Demientev is listed at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt in the Russian Church records as the 

last Russian at the Redoubt. He was only the second ethnic Russian assigned there. He arrived in 

1862, having been assigned as manager. He is reported by Oswalt to have been trading further 

upriver at Vinasale, and the accounts of Spurr support this (Oswalt 1980, Spurr 1899, 1900, 1954). 

Some of the company employees, Creoles and Natives, moved to other villages and regions, but a 

core population remained at Kolmakovskiy. In addition to the few Russians and Creoles, there are 

several native families listed in the confessional records of the Russian Orthodox Church who may 

have been permanent residents there. There were several native villages and innumerable seasonal 

camps throughout the region, which drew people to the Redoubt for yearly confession when the 

travelling priest visited (Netsevetov 1984).
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Figure 12 1876 Rand McNally map extract. Shows improved knowledge of the Yukon River, but little knowledge of
the Kuskokwim. Library o f Congress collection.

Since 1875, Separe had contracted to trade independently through an exclusive agreement 

with the Alaska Commercial Company. From 1868 to 1883 there was competition between the 

Alaska Commercial Company, the Western Fur and Trading Company, and numerous independent 

traders for the fur wealth of the region (Van Stone 1979). Van Stone asserts that at this time the 

Deg Hit’aan people were most involved and best rewarded for their fur trapping, and that this 

involvement made them dependent on imported wares. He states that by 1883 they depended on fur 

traders and their imported goods for their very survival, neglecting the hunting of big game (Van 

Stone 1979). When the Western Fur and Trading Company was forced out of business in 1883, the 

price paid for peltry dropped to a fixed low rate, leaving the Deg Hit’aan people with a depleted
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peltry resource and no access to the cash economy. Separe sold his interest in Kolmakovskiy to his 

partner Edward Lind and retired to California (Oswalt 1990).

From 1883 to 1886, the Army Signal Service had someone keeping weather records at 

Kolmakovskiy, indicating that at least a thermometer was available (Brooks 1906). In 1883 George 

Marks and Benjamin Beach prospected through the Kuskokwim Valley, although their route is 

unknown (Brooks 1973). Frank Densmore later traveled through the Kuskokwim Valley with a 

small party of prospectors in 1889 (Brooks 1973). It is possible that several others were engaged in 

looking for mineral wealth in the region as part of the expansion of gold-seekers along the Yukon 

into the territory from Canada (Brooks 1973).

George Separe is listed in the 1895-6 Russian Orthodox confessional record. He and his 

family only appear at Kolmakovskiy on this record. His assistant, Ilia Alexandrovich Shcherbakov, 

arrived at the same time and was listed for 1898 with his family. Shcherbakov, a Creole, left 

Kolmakovskiy by 1900, and was listed as living at Chugvack (Chuathbaluk) according to the 1920 

census (Census Records 1900, Kilbuck 1988). He is reported as having passed away at Old 

Napamute in 1921 according to a report from George Hoffmann, US Commissioner at Napamute 

published in the Kusko Times (Wednesday March 2, 1921). Gavriil Aknikuchak is listed in 1895-6 

as a worker at the post, and with his family remained there through the 1900 census. “Old 

Andreanoff’ is listed as the trader in charge in 1898, but he was absent w'hen Spurr visited (Spurr 

1899, 1900, 1954). Sergie Andreanoff, married to Semion Lukin’s daughter Paraskeva, was a 

trader for Lind at Vinasale (Oswalt 1990)

Fur trading continued to be the main source o f cash for the people of the Middle 

Kuskokwim region. The local people were willing to maintain their indebtedness to the local 

traders or travel long distances to get better prices, much as they had during the Russian period 

(Oswalt 1980, RAC: Communications Sent, V. 37, Folio 65, No. 187, 9 April 1856). Many
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outsiders who had arrived as traders themselves became fur trappers and hunters, occasionally 

prospecting for minerals (Oswalt 1980, 1980). Many gold seekers traversed the region but found 

nothing worth developing, preferring instead to return to the Yukon (Brooks 1973)

As mentioned above, missionaries from religions other than Russian Orthodox began to 

arrive in Alaska with the intention of proselytizing among the Native population (Oswalt 1963,

1990). Sheldon Jackson was the architect of missionization in Alaska, assigning specific areas to 

various denominations’ missions. The Moravian church was directed to the Kuskokwim River 

region, having had some experience on the Nushagak River. The Russian Orthodox priest, Vasilii 

Shishkin, stationed at Nushagak, immediately wrote his church to ask for reinforcements (Fienup- 

Riordan 1991, Oswalt 1990). The Kuskokwim Moravian mission was established at Bethel, as was 

a school. Initially there was some interest in having the mission at Kolmakovskiy, but the Bethel 

location was more convenient for ships to offload supplies. John Kilbuck began to leam Yup’ik 

and travel the region spreading his faith. This invited conflict with the Russian Orthodox church, 

already established and run by Native and Creole people, and within the native population, who 

now had to deal with another persistent challenge to the established order (Fienup-Riordan 1988). 

Oswalt and Fienup-Riordan have covered this topic in great depth and should be referred to directly 

for further information on the impacts of missionization and the conflicts generated by the 

competing religions (Fienup-Riordan 1988, Kilbuck 1988, Oswalt 1963, 1990).

In 1885, the Moravian missionaries Hartmann and Weinland made a trip up the 

Kuskokwim River, ostensibly to investigate a location for a school in the Middle Kuskokwim 

(Hallock 1898). Reports of the trip were published in National Geographic and included the first 

known photographs of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt and its environs (Hallock 1898). One photograph 

shows the shallow, sloped beach in front of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt with two skin boats inverted on 

the shore, and a large amount of drift and scrap wood (Hallock 1898). Another photograph shows
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the Redoubt itself. This photograph is cropped differently from the version published in Oswalt 

(1980), and shows two Husky dogs lazing in the open center area of the Redoubt. A flagpole with a 

base built up with wood sat to the left, in the center the row of structures A, B, and C, with a canvas 

tent in front of C, and finally structure G on the right edge. Structures A, B, and C have classic 

Russian North style roofs, with soil-covered birch bark arrayed over poles, the gutter like poles 

holding down the bottom edges of the roof with dowels (Opolovnikov 1989). Sixteen trading posts 

were reported to be active at this time further down the river.

Still proceeding up river, more villages-Ugavik, Kalkhagamute, 

Ookhogamute-were passed, all under the influence and civilization of the Greek 

church, and at last, after a journey of 9 days, the great focal trade center of this 

district, Kolmakovsky, was reached. Ranges of snow-covered mountains were 

visible the day previous, with foothills clad with pin, up whose somber glens 

favorable glimpses were had at times. Kolmakovsky consists of seven log 

buildings, built in the form of a square, including a church and a hexagonal block

house built 50 years ago. It stands on a bluff. The country seems much more 

populous than Alaska had been credited with being. All the white traders whom 

the missionaries met had adopted native women as partners, who were very 

decorous in manner and behavior. Their children are of prepossessing appearance, 

dressed in European fashion, and trained in the ways of their white fathers. There 

are some 50 children at Napaimute, a village 10 miles higher up the stream. These 

people know nothing about intoxicating liquors (Hallock 1898).

Further along in the account is the first mention of canned food for people living on the

Kuskokwim River. Upon the return of Hartmann and Weinland to the Bethel mission, they found a

hamper from the ACC company which contained “thirty good cigars (it seems the brethren smoke),

four large cakes of tobacco, two tins of boiled oysters, two of corned beef, one of fresh boiled beef,

three tins of sardines, one of peaches, one of com, and one of peas (Hallock 1898).”
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Figure 13 Maps available before Spurr expedition. These maps show the increased knowledge of Western Alaska 
available to mapmakers. This new knowledge is limited to the Yukon drainage primarily, which would not change 
until the Spurr expedition in 1898. Millroy map features list o f necessities including canned and dried food, guns, 

medicine, and other equipment. Upper map published 1892 by Charles Fee for the Northern Pacific Railroad. Lower 
map published 1897 by J.J. Millroy, Mapmakers in Salt Lake City, Utah. From the Library o f Congress collection.
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U. S. G E O LO G IC A L  SUBVEV TW EN TIETH  ANNUAL R EPOR T PART VN M A P S

MAP O F  Y U K O M - K U S K O K W I M  W A T E R  ROUTE.

Figure 14 Map indicating Spurr’s route across the Yukon-Kuskokwim portage. Reproduced from Brooks (1900).
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Figure 15 Geological map o f the Kolmakovskiy region compiled by Spurr (Brooks 1900).
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1898-1930

A period of drastic change was heralded by the 1898 expedition of Josiah Spurr under the 

auspices of the U.S. Geological Survey. Spurr’s mission was to traverse the Alaska Range, descend 

the Kuskokwim River, and portage back to Kodiak through the Alaska Peninsula via Becharof 

Lake. Side missions undertaken by Spurr include the Yukon-Kuskokwim portage, a trip to Lake 

Clark, and exploration of the Nushagak River region (Spurr 1900). Several other government 

surveys took place in other regions of Alaska at this time.

St. Michael’s and later Nome were to be drastically changed by the gold rushes on the 

Yukon River and the Seward Peninsula (Brooks 1973). The Yellow River rush brought a huge 

population of itinerant prospectors from Nome into the region following reports of a river of gold in 

1900 (Cady et al 1955, Maddren 1915). With the Yellow River stampede came an epidemic that 

devastated Native populations in the region and drastically changing the nature of the region 

(Kilbuck 1988). Steamboat travel, the Iditarod trail, and later the Alaska Railroad changed the 

existing modes of transportation and scales of development for the entire river drainage and its 

peoples (Cady et al 1955, Maddren 1915, Spurr 1900, 1954).

Individual miners and prospectors gave way to corporations, who began to operate large- 

scale gold, copper, and mercury mines, and drew national interest from investors (Cady et al 1955, 

Maddren 1915, Webber et al 1947). “ .. .those who exploited this conquered world were, if we 

except the numerically small fringe of adventurers and pioneers, sober men in sober clothes, 

spreading respectability and a sentiment of racial superiority together with gasworks, railway lines 

and loans (Hobsbawm 1975).”

1897-1914 encompasses a period of gold inflation and bank reform, with prices rising from 

40 to 50 percent and panic mns on banks as the commodity price of gold fluctuates (Friedman and 

Schwartz 1963). The US Government finally began to strengthen its authority and presence in
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Alaska through exploratory expeditions, infrastructure improvements, and the establishment of 

military and civil authority in newly created towns and mining districts throughout Alaska (Brooks 

1973).

The first known mineral extraction on the Kuskokwim River was undertaken by Edward 

Lind, a trader based in what became Bethel. The Russians were aware of these prospects as early as 

1838, but never developed them (Smith and Maddren 1915). Three miles below Kolmakovskiy 

Redoubt were known deposits of cinnabar, possibly the source of the samples seen by Dali in Sitka 

(Smith and Maddren 1914). Reinhold Separe was the first to mine these deposits in about 1880 

(Oswalt 1980a). Spurr reports that Edward Lind spent $2,000 around 1895 extracting ore from this 

locality, but lost money due to the cost of transporting it and the low price of mercury (Spurr 1900). 

Spurr reports that seams of shale and coal with fossil plant matter were pointed out to him by John 

Kilbuck, but that this coal was not of commercial quality (Spurr 1900).

Reports of gold, mercury, coal, and other mineral wealth originated in the Russian period, 

including the above mentioned ore samples seen at Sitka by Dali, the origin of which were probably 

considered secret (Smith and Maddren 1914). Dali and others propagated stories of the mineral 

wealth of Alaska in articles for popular magazines, justifying the purchase of Alaska (Dali 1872).

In 1849, Doroshin had surveyed south-central and southeast Alaska for minerals as directed by the 

Russian America Company. The brother of manager Ivan Furuhjelm, Hjalmar, contracted with the 

company for the development of mineral wealth in the colonies (Brooks 1973, Pierce 1990). 

Russian administrators were aware of the gold rushes that occurred in California and British 

Columbia, and wished to avoid being overrun in a similar fashion (Brooks 1973). Maddren (1915) 

cites the following information, probably gathered from local informants:
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“During the pioneer period of placer mining in the interior of Alaska, 

before the rush of gold seekers to the Yukon Valley in 1897, apparently only a few 

transitory attempts were made to prospect in the Kuskokwim Valley. Prospectors 

are known to have passed through this valley as early as 1889, when Frank 

Densmore led a party from the Tanana Valley to the Kuskokwim and descended 

that river to the Yukon portage. About the same time, another pioneer prospector,

A1 King, made the same trip. Afterward Joe Goldsmith crossed from the Yukon by 

way of the Russian Mission portage and ascended the Kuskokwim for several 

hundred miles. James Cleghom and Harry Mellish also crossed this portage and 

wintered at Kolmakof. None of these men, however, appear to have made 

discoveries of mineral deposits of sufficient value to induce them to remain in or 

return to the Kuskokwim Valley.” (Maddren 1915)

Josiah Spurr and his party were assigned by the U.S. Geological Survey to portage from 

Tyonek on Cook Inlet to the Kuskokwim River and map its course in 1898. Several reports resulted 

from this survey, as well as a later publication based on his personal diary and notes on the trip 

(Spurr 1899, 1900, 1954). His description of the trading post at Vinasale is of particular interest:

“The next day was the first of August. Just below our camp we came to 

Vinasale, to which we had looked forward with great interest. We were to be 

disappointed; the place was deserted. The settlement consisted of two log houses, 

two log caches, and five or six graves surmounted by Greek crosses. Everything 

was padlocked, but we opened the doors by pulling the staples out, looking for 

provisions, of which we were in great need. But we found none. We found lamps, 

dishes, a ship’s clock, Russian holy saints’ pictures for little shrines, furs, cloth, 

and all the cheap paraphernalia of a small trader, but absolutely no food. The 

trader had evidently been gone several months. We walked through his house and 

examined his library, which was all Russian.. .a dozen old books piled on a shelf.

From the inscription in one of the books, the trader’s name appeared to be 

Dementiev-not that it made any difference then or thereafter.’’(Spurr 1954:68)
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Spurr reported that a steamboat was expected to arrive with supplies for the various trading 

posts, but that it had not arrived yet (Spurr 1900).

“We stopped at a camp that was decidedly superior to the rest. The man 

here we judged to be perhaps an Aleut, or Aleutian Peninsula Eskimo. He had a 

log banya, or sweat-bath, and was about to steam himself for soreness of his back 

and bowels, as he conveyed to us by fluent signs. He was lively and talkative and 

curious whence we came. He showed, in the clear-water creek opposite his camp, 

how he speared fish, with his bone spear fastened to the end of a long pole. We 

bought from him some fine fresh fish; lastly his squaw presented me with a nicely 

smoked king salmon. To this I responded with a little tobacco. He told us there 

was a steamboat ( belihootook) below, which would pass by his camp; we might get 

to it by sundown.” (Spurr 1954:74)

Spurr also notes at this point the wood cut and stacked on the bank for the steamboat. From 

the above it is obvious that steamboats had already become part of the local economy for both trade 

and employment cutting wood and piloting. Since he had not previously reported firewood along 

the banks, it may be inferred that the steamboats were not navigating the Kuskokwim River beyond 

the trading post at Vinasale at this time. Also of interest is the persistence of the Russian banya, or 

log steam bathhouse (Spurr 1954).

The next morning, August 6, they finally arrived at Kolmakof. Having run low on supplies 

and damaged their canoes, his party had been motivated by promises that all would be made right 

upon their arrival at the redoubt. Spurr briefly describes the Redoubt and his disappointment at the 

lack of supplies:
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“But the next morning we actually arrived at Kolmakof. Here we found a 

few Indians and a Russian half-breed, but no provisions whatever, except a little 

tea. The half-breed was in charge, but the legitimate trader seemed to be away.

We always found the trader away, wherever we came. Kolmakof consisted of a 

log blockhouse with several other log buildings, of which two were in course of 

construction, one possibly intended for a church. The trader’s house, which was 

unoccupied, seemed comfortable; there were lace curtains at the windows, and in 

the kitchen a stove with a copper water-tank on top.” (Spurr 1954:75)

Spurr was unable to obtain the provisions he wanted at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. He

purchased some tea and a few dried fish, which were moldy due to the rainy weather. He was also

offered fermented salmon, stored in a barrel in the back room of the store, but declined. He also

indicates that goods were also stored in the blockhouse at this time (Spurr 1954). He notes that

dried, unsalted salmon was the staple of the local diet at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt at this time (Spurr

1954). Interesting is the fact that women and children are the only ones in residence, as the men are

out traveling (Spurr 1954). The eldest male child handled the trade transactions, however (Spurr

1954).

The actual Kuskokwim River Gold Rush began in the winter of 1900-1901. The 

Kuskokwim itself was not the focus of this stampede, but rather the Tuluksak and Aniak Basins and 

the nearby Innoko and Iditarod Rivers (Maddren 1915). At this time, a large number of people 

flooded the region, exploring as far as the foothills of Mt. McKinley and the upper forks of the 

Kuskokwim above what became McGrath (Maddren 1915). A copper-bearing lode prospect was 

located 12 miles northwest of Kolmakof by Gordon Betties, and some assessment work begun 

(Cady et al 1955). Upriver, the Parks and Red Devil mercury prospects were discovered in 1906 

(Webber et al 1947). Many of these claims lapsed, as prospectors failed to complete the required 

assessment work or maintain their claims. Trapping and trading became the main livelihood of 

those who remained after the initial rush (Maddren 1915). Construction of the Iditarod trail began
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in 1908 and passed through McGrath en route to Nome (Oswalt 1980a). It was not until 1910, 

when a rush created Georgetown, that interest in the Kuskokwim reached a higher level (Maddren 

1915).

In 1909, a placer prospect near Kolmakof rekindled interest in the post as a supply and 

trading post (Cady et al 1955, Maddren 1915). The copper lode to the northwest of Kolmakovskiy, 

the Parks and Red Devil mercury prospects, the Bear creek placer prospect in the Aniak and 

Tuluksak basins, and the continuing interest in the Kuskokwim headwaters made Kolmakof a 

central supply point and stopping place for steamboats (Cady et al 1955, Maddren 1915, Webber et 

al 1947). In 1914, development began in earnest on the Russian Mountains copper mine, with a 

shaft being sunk down to 40 feet at that time (Maddren 1915). At Bear Creek, up to 25 miners were 

working through gravels using heavy hydraulics and other equipment, which had to be imported 

and hauled to the site. The trading posts at Kolmakovskiy and Georgetown were maintained from 

1912 to 1914, at which time the goods were removed to a new post at Takotna. Interest shifted to 

the hard rock mines at the headwaters of the Kuskokwim due to the slow development of the Bear 

Creek prospects (Maddren 1915). By 1920, the Konechney copper prospect, on the same lode as 

that found by Betties, was under development by Joe Konechney, and by 1955 over 900 feet of 

adits and several trenches exposed the lode (Cady et al 1955).

Supplies for these prospects had to be brought up from Bethel by boat or sled to various 

points along the river until nearly 1920. After 1920, goods could be brought overland to McGrath 

by winter road from the Nenana railhead of the Alaska Railroad and shipped down river to various 

outposts. Between 1907 and 1911, there were several steamboats plying the river, carrying about 

2500 tons of merchandise up the river (Maddren 1915). In 1914 that number had decreased to one 

boat, carrying only 500 tons of merchandise (Maddren 1915). By the 1920s there were several 

gasoline-powered and a few steam powered boats traveling the Kuskokwim for hire to independent
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traders and prospectors to haul supplies and equipment. Many of these entrepreneurs advertised in 

the McGrath newspaper, the Kusko Times, and their comings and goings are found among the 

articles as local news (Kusko Times 1921-1937). As the mining process became more organized 

and more reliant on outside capital for development, the focus shifted to hard rock and placer mines 

on Ophir Creek and the Nixon Fork of the Kuskokwim (Cady et al 1955). The mercury mines at 

Sleetmiut and Parks remain important, but interest in Georgetown and Crooked Creek placer 

deposits was reduced to the level of the individual prospector (Cady et all 1955).

Transportation to these remote prospects was achieved by a variety of means. Once the 

goods were in Bethel, they were sent upriver by steamboat to Kolmakovskiy or other outposts in the 

region. In the winter, reindeer and/or dog teams were used to transport goods directly to the mines. 

Native owned dog teams transported goods from Kolmakovskiy to the mines. The costs of this 

transportation are of interest as well as the means:

“Most of the men, however, have been obliged to devote a considerable 

part of each winter to sledding their supplies for the year to Bear Creek from the 

trading posts of Bethel and Kolmakof, on Kuskokwim River. The distance by 

winter trail from Bear Creek to Bethel is about 115 miles and to Kolmakof about 

55 miles. The trading post at Kolmakof was maintained only during 1912 and 

1913, so most of the supplies used on Bear Creek have been obtained at Bethel.

During the last several years freight has been hauled from Bethel to Bear Creek on 

sleds drawn by reindeer that belong to the natives. The charge for this haul is 5 

cents a pound. The same charge has been made for hauling freight from Kolmakof 

with dog teams.”(Maddren 1915: 328)

From the above it is apparent that transportation was a major cost factor in money and work 

time for the miners, but a source of wages for the native people of the region. Cost estimates lor 

1947 for the transport of items to mines on the Kuskokwim average about $65 a ton, including a 

handling fee at Bethel, and more for bulky items, such as mining equipment (Webber et al 1947).
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Downstream prices are listed at half the upstream cost, which may be why a number of mining 

interests operated refining works on site for mercury and gold (Webber et al 1947).

Another economic factor is the variable prices of extractive resources as commodities. The 

price of mercury was relatively high at that time due to the onset of World War One in Europe, but 

production in Alaska was more costly and miniscule compared to other U.S. and European sources 

(Maddren and Smith 1915). Gold as a commodity similarly changes in market value, especially in 

view of volatile economic conditions and federal regulations throughout this period regarding its 

value and ownership (Friedman and Schwartz 1963:135). The coal resources of the middle 

Kuskokwim were not of exploitable quality (Spurr 1900). There is no record of profitable mining 

operations having taken place at the copper lodes above Kolmakovskiy redoubt, the concentration 

of valuable metals being too low, although the Kusko Times cites continuing work through 1921 

(Cady et al 1955, Kusko Times March 23, 1921). Mercury mining continued up the Kolmakov 

River through the 1960s, resulting in a federal cleanup in the late 1990s 

(www.ak.blm.gov/ak930/mineral/amlindex.html).

There are no records indicating occupation of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt after 1922, although 

an archaeologically recovered newspaper fragment advertises 1925 cars and magazine subscriptions 

(Oswalt 1980). A butter tin marked “Darigold” and a Log Cabin syrup tin in the upper levels date to 

1925 or later (Bowers nd, Mills, personal communication 1997, Satterfield 1993). The 1920 census 

taker’s notes show a population of four persons, none of whom had previously been recorded there 

and all from outside Alaska (Enumerator records, 1920 US census). Ilia Shcherbakov and his wife 

are listed as having moved upriver to Napaimute in 1921 (Kusko Times, March 2, 1921). Young 

Mrs. Andrew is listed as having died at Kolmakovskiy from typhoid fever in 1921 (Kusko Times, 

March 23, 1921). There are numerous mentions of disease in the Kusko Times, among them 

influenza, measles, typhoid, and tuberculosis. Tuberculosis and influenza are mentioned as being
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pandemic among the native population, with the nearest treatment facilities the government 

hospitals at Akiak and Bethel (Cady et al 1955). The depopulation of natives by disease and the 

industrialization of mineral extraction further upstream probably led to the abandonment of 

Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. Another reason for the change in population still unexplored was the lure 

of seasonal work in fish canneries and salteries in other areas of Southwest Alaska. Conversations 

with people now residing on the lower Nushagak River indicates that many people from the Middle 

Kuskokwim moved to that area and blended into the multicultural population of that region 

(McMahan et al 2000).

In 1929, Al Walsh, a miner and entrepreneur based in Crooked Creek, disassembled the 

blockhouse and sent it to the University of Alaska in Fairbanks, where in 1981 it was rebuilt behind 

the museum (Oswalt 1980, Walsh file). In the ethnology collection are the instructions for its 

reassembly and an article on its history from the college paper o f the time, The Farthest North 

Collegian (Oswalt 1980, Walsh file).

The population of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt as derived from Russian Orthodox Church 

Confessional records for the American period spans the years 1876-1914 with gaps and missing 

years. Later records were recently recovered by the Russian Orthodox Church and sent to Kodiak, 

too late for inclusion in the present work. Ethnicity is still recorded, although the attributed 

ethnicities lose detail over the course of time (see table 2). The church faced competition from 

well-funded missionaries of numerous faiths, including Moravians, Catholics, and Presbyterians 

(Fienup-Riordan 1991). Only through native churchmen and the few remaining, widely spread 

clergy did Russian Orthodoxy continue (Oswalt 1963).

The population of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt underwent a drastic change with the coming of 

the 20th century. The 1900 census lists seven residents, although the enumerator, John Kilbuck, 

visited during hunting season, and all the residents listed are women and children, Dalia
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Shcherbakov being listed as a head of household. The 1914 confessional record shows 11 people 

living at Kolmakovskiy, Kirill and Lazarus Klimentiev and their families, with one older widow. In 

1920, there are three houses, with four people listed on the census, none of whom were previously 

listed as Kolmakovskiy residents. From 1877-1896, the average population at the Redoubt 

according to confessional records was around 40, as few as 38 and up to 62. In 1898, the 

population declines to 15 and dwindles from there. Ales Hrdlicka visited the site in 1931 and found 

nothing significant until meeting Old Andrew at Napamute. Old Andrew showed Hrdlicka the 

locations of the burials at Kolmakovskiy and further upriver at Vinasale (Hrdlicka 1944). There is 

no mention of Kolmakovskiy in the 1930 census.
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CHAPTER 6 PEOPLE ABOUT KOLMAKOVSKIY REDOUBT

Under the orders of the Imperial Russian government, the Russian American Company was 

required to support the missionizing activities of the Russian Orthodox Church. As part o f these 

activities, the Church collected data on both the Orthodox employees of the company and on 

converts from among the local populace (Shalkop 1984). These data exist in the form of 

confessional records, taken once yearly upon the visit of the priest, and the vital statistics, collected 

by the manager of the post and recorded by the priest. The priests’ journals also provide valuable 

information about the people and lifeways of the region.

The vital statistics recorded births, deaths, and marriages. The confessional records list by 

household the name, age, sex, ethnicity, and existing relationships of those converts and faithful 

receiving confession and communion at the time of the priest’s visit. In addition, those not present 

were often included in consideration of the fact that company service often required travel over 

large distances. For example, Semion Lukin is recorded in Netsvetov’s journals as traveling both 

up and down the Kuskokwim and tributary rivers and between St. Michael’s and Nushagak 

regularly (Netsvetov 1984). Native peoples were similarly mobile, reacting to resource availability 

and scarcity by dispersing or concentrating their communities.

The church records for Kolmakovskiy and its two subsidiary odinochkas and surrounding 

native population exists for the years 1847-1865, 1877-1898, and 1914. The first period 

encompasses the Russian period and the second period represents the consolidation of the Russian 

Church in America and the perseverance of the native and Creole people who remained in Alaska to 

maintain their faith (Fienup-Riordan 1991, Liapunovna 1987, Oswalt 1963, Shalkop 1984). 

Competition from other sectarian missionaries was particularly intense in the American period 

when Sheldon Jackson divided up the Territory into missionary regions (Jackson 1880). As
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mentioned earlier, the lower Kuskokwim region was assigned to the Moravian church despite the 

fact that the Russian Orthodox Church was already present (Kilbuck 1988, Oswalt 1963). This 

competition caused difficulty for the native peoples and friction between the missions, as addressed 

in Fienup-Riordan’s work (Fienup-Riordan 1991).

Key to understanding the attributed ethnicities presented in the confessional records is an 

understanding of the social processes in Russian America. Social status is dictated partly by 

ethnicity and partly by the social status of the family. The Creole status was unique to Russian 

America, being both a statement of descent and a statement of social status (Black 1981). A Creole 

is any person who is the offspring of a Russian citizen and a local person, and did not pay taxes to 

the Russian government, nor were they subject to military conscription. The Company was 

required to pay taxes for all of its Russian employees at the rate determined by their social status in 

Russia proper. Creoles were able to access all of the services provided to other company 

employees, including education and health care. Educated Creoles became the main middle 

management of the company, operating posts, keeping records for the company, and learning 

skilled trades. Many were sent back to Russia for education, often returning to command and 

navigate the Company’s vessels, and some received commissions in the Imperial Russian Navy 

(Black 1981).

Russian citizens are recorded by their city of origin and their social rank. Thus, Nikolai 

Dimentieff is identified as a Moscow grazhdanin, Iakov Repnikov is listed as Saint Petersburg 

merchant’s-son, and so on. The status dictates the tax rate that comes out of their income from the 

company, and the city received some portion of that money.

Native converts were listed by tribal affiliation (Pratt 1984, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). At 

Kolmakovskiy during the Russian period every person is listed by tribal affiliation, ethnic group or 

Creole status. During the American period this practice virtually disappears, and the few Creoles
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listed must represent the insistence of some to maintain their old status. Groups represented at 

Kolmakovskiy included Aluutiq, Aglegmiut, Agulmiut, Kvikhpak, Kuskokwim, and Malemiut 

Eskimo groups. Other native groups include the Ingalik (Deg Hit’aan) and Kolchane.

During the Russian period, the pattern of marriage that dominated was the marriage of 

Creoles and Russians to local native peoples, except where employees brought their wives with 

them from their previous posts. In those cases where a wife passed away, the employee married 

someone from the local population. The children from this union became Creoles. By simple 

geometric progression this status should become dominant over time, as the children of Creoles 

become themselves Creoles. However, with the resumption of record keeping in 1876-1877, the 

number of people recorded as having specific ethnic status is limited, and only shows a brief 

resurgence during the 1880s. By this time the vast majority of people are listed as “ ”

(native). Only a few people are listed as Creoles or Kuskokwims. This is likely due to the fact that 

under American rule, Creoles were no longer a privileged class, but rather a second class even 

below “pure” Native people, the “half-breed” (Black 1981, Elliot 1877).

This second class status is apparent in the story of Ivan Lukin’s life. He is the manager of 

an important trading post until ethnic Russians arrive there, then is reassigned after being confined 

by mutinous workers who are also his brothers-in-law (Black 1984). During his assignment to the 

Western Union Telegraph Expedition, George Adams made numerous denigrating references to 

Lukin despite his recognition of Lukin’s obvious command of Alaskan Native and European 

languages, winter survival, and overland travel in Subarctic conditions (Adams 1982). Bendel also 

remarks upon Lukin’s ethnicity, perceiving him as a Russian with a “squaw” wife and “half-breed” 

children (Bendel 1989). Bean also describes him as a half-breed (Bean 1985). Elliot describes 

creoles using the terminology used for African American people at the time: “octoroon, quadroon”
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(Elliot 1877). Black (1981) provides an excellent description of what happened to Aleut Creoles 

when Americans took over, with people either passing as white or returning to native villages.

The last entry located for Kolmakovskiy Redoubt is for 1914, with one woman listed as a 

Creole. Fortunately, there is better census data for 1900, 1910, and 1920. Earlier census 

enumerations for the Kuskokwim drainage were approximations and presented only in summary 

form (Petroff 1880). John Kilbuck was the census enumerator for the region in 1900 and 

documented the horrifying consequences of the epidemic diseases that swept the people of Alaska 

in that year (Kilbuck 1988, Lopp 1900). This epidemic appears to have been a major turning point 

for people in the region and lead the Native population to abandon some areas and retreat up or 

down river. Native survivors later resettled at new locations like Aniak, Napamute, and 

Chuathbaluk (Little Russian Mission) based on Confessional and census records and articles in the 

Kusko Times.

It is necessary to discuss the variations in spelling of people and place names and the 

practices of naming people in the records. In the Confessional Record, the Natives were given 

Russian Christian names at baptism. Some used only their Christian names to identify themselves, 

while others used their Native names as a surname. The priests approximated the Native surnames 

and transliterated them into Russian characters, but there were occasional discontinuities in the 

spelling of these names between priestly visits. This was compounded by later American census 

takers, who changed both Russian and Native names to English phonetic approximates. The 

modem village of Chuathbaluk was also listed as Chugvack and Chuguak in different records. The 

name Lukin was sometimes spelled Lukeen. Sometimes the Russian names changed over time, 

with names like Matrozov changing into Madroz.
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Table 2 List of persons confessing at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt, 1847-1914.

First
Year

Listed
Last Name First Name Notes Attributed

Ethnicity

Age at 
First 
Year 

Listed

Last Year 
Listed

Age at 
Last 
Year 

Listed
Lukin Ioann Ivan Creole 1885 52

Naniun Ovdotia Wife of Marko, d. October 1853 Aglegmiut 1854 28
1847 Abaluyuk Alexandra Kuskokwim 22
1847 Agalnak Luka Aglegmiut 26
1847 Agnapalak Anna Kuskokwim 22
1847 Akigian Semion Kvikhpak 20
1847 Chapiliak Natalia Aglegmiut 21
1847 Chuniak Anna Wife of Matfei, widowed 1855, d. Nov. 1855 Kuskokwim 26 1855 34
1847 Chuniak Matfei d. March 1854 Aglegmiut 29 1854 36
1847 Izianak Maria Sister of Sophia O., d. Feb. 1854 Kuskokwim 34 1854 40
1847 Izianak Alexei Son of Maria I. Kuskokwim 14
1847 Izianak Kirillo Son of Maria I. Kuskokwim 10
1847 Izianak Irina Daughter of Maria I. Kuskokwim 9
1847 Kamluk Fekla d. 1860 Kuskokwim 29 1860 42
1847 Kinavin Nadezhda Wife of Grigorii Kuskokwim 29
1847 Kinavin Pelagia Daughter of G. and N. Aglegmiut 4
1847 Kinavin Malania Daughter of G. and N. Aglegmiut 7
1847 Kinavin Grigorii Aglegmiut 31
1847 Kliukhluk Irina Kuskokwim 42
1847 Kukafvakin Matrena Wife of Nikolai Kuskokwim 32
1847 Kukafvakin Nikolai d. March 1854 Agulmiut 27 1854 34
1847 Lukin Fyodor Adopted son of S. Lukin Kuskokwim 6

1847 Lukin Matrena Daughter of S. Lukin Creole 10

1847 Lukin Ivan Son of S. Lukin by previous wife Creole 24
1847 Lukin Natalia Wife of Ivan Lukin, d. 1851 Creole 20 1851 24
1847 Lukin Semion Manager, d. May 1855 Creole 48 1855 56
1847 Lukin Anna Daughter of S. Lukin, Married E. Bean Creole 13
1847 Magan Nadezhda Wife of Mikhail Kuskokwim 30
1847 Magan Afanasiy Son of Mikhail and Nadezhda Aglegmiut 1

1847 Magan Mikhail Aglegmiut 22

1847 Matrozov Alexei d. December 1882 Creole 31 1887 67

1847 Matrozov Fiona Wife of Alexei, d. 1858 Aglegmiut 42 1858 53
1847 Naniyun Marko Aglegmiut 25
1847 Natkhuk Stepanida Wife of Peter Kuskokwim 27
1847 Natkhuk Peter d. 1860 Agulmiut 40 1860 53
1847 Nauda Sara Wife of Grigorii Kuskokwim 29
1847 Nauda Marko Son of Sura and Grigorii Aglegmiut 4
1847 Nauda Grigorii Aglegmiut 32
1847 Nileyana Katerina Kuskokwim 29
1847 Okvokulegia Paraskeva Daughter of Sophia O. Kuskokwim 4
1847 Okvokulegia Sophia Sister of Katerina N. Kuskokwim 24
1847 Okvokulegia Irina Daughter of Sophia O. Kuskokwim 1

1847 Panikhkok Katerina d. 1860 Kuskokwim 24 1860 36
1847 Papilak Natalia Aglegmiut 21

1847 Piktunak Nikita Kuskokwim 42
1847 Stepanov Paraskeva Daughter of P. and Ivan Creole 8

1847 Stepanov Barbara Daughter of Pelagia Creole 14
1847 Stepanov Ivan Son of Pelagia Creole 18
1847 Stepanov Pelagia Wife of Vassily Creole 39
1847 Stepanov Vassily Creole 32
1847 Stepanov Anna Daughter of P. and Ivan Creole 3
1847 Tiulan Yakov Kvikhpak 20

1847 Ukalik Mikhail Kuskokwim 30
1847 Utaman Ovdotia Wife of Konstantin Agulmiut 32
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First
Year

Listed
Last Name First Name Notes Attributed

Ethnicity

Age at 
First 
Year 

Listed

Last Year 
Listed

Age at 
Last 
Year 

Listed
1847 Utaman Kiprian Son of K. and O., d. Oct 1848 Aglegmiut 4 1850 9
1847 Utaman Konstantin d. 1859 Aglegmiut 44 1859 56
1847 Utaman Afanasiy Son of K. and O. d. Sept. 1855 Aglegmiut 9 1855 17
1847 Vassiliev Alexei Son of Kuzma and Akulina Creole 3
1847 Vassiliev Kuzma Creole 31
1847 Vassiliev Akulina Wife of Kuzma, d. Jan 1851 Aleut 29 1851 32
1847 Yakovlev Ivan Creole 29
1847 Yakovlev Steponida Wife of Ivan Aleut 35
1847 Yukhatskoi Alexei Aglegmiut 35
1848 Lukin Dmitrii Son of Ivan and Natalia Creole 1
1848 Nauda Vassily Son of G. and S. Aglegmiut 1
1849 Abaluyuk Ilia Son of Alexandra Kuskokwim 1/2
1849 Anakhtuk Stepan Kuskokwim 34
1849 Anakhtuk Elena Wife of Stepan, d. March 1852 Kuskokwim 23 1852 26
1849 Anakhtuk Vassily Son of Stepan and Elena Kuskokwim 2
1849 Kolmakov Vassily Son of Fiona Matrozov Creole 19
1849 Magan Yakov Son of Mikhail and Nadezhda Aglegmiut 1
1849 Tiulan Daria Wife of Yakov Kvikhpak 18
1849 Tuchan Nikolai Kvikpak 24
1849 Tuchan Nastassia Wife of Nikolai Kvikhpak 21
1850 Agalnin Alexandra Wife of Luka A. Kuskokwim 25
1850 Agalnin Ilia Son of L. and A. Aglegmiut 1
1850 Chapiliak Evgenia Daughter of Natalia Aglegmiut 1
1850 Lukin Nastassia Daughter of S. and S. Lukin Creole 2
1850 Lukin Nastassia Daughter of 1. And N. Lukin Creole 3
1850 Naniun Paraskeva Daughter of Marko and Ov. Aglegmiut 2
1850 Stepanov Katerina Daughter of V. and P. Creole 2
1850 Yukhatskoi Katerina Wife of Aleksei Aglegmiut 32
1851 Akigian (?) Marina Wife of Semen Kvikhpak 23
1851 Chugik Ivan Kuskokwim 29
1851 Kinavin Samuel Son of G. and N., d. March 1854 Aglegmiut 1/2 1854 4
1851 Knutilov Prokopii Creole 20
1851 Panikhkok Dmitrii Son of Katerina Kuskokwim 1 1851 1

1851 Rezantsov Neophyte Creole 31
1851 Stepanov Ivan Son of Nikolai and Alexandra Creole 2

1851 Taitak Alexei Son of Maria Izianak d. Feb. 1855 Kuskokwim 20 1855 24
1851 Uehunuluk Tito Kvikhpak 14
1852 Kamilkorik Nikolai Kuskokwim 16
1852 Magan Kirill Son of M. andN. Aglegmiut 1/2
1852 Nanikhkun Barbara Wife of I van, d. Feb 1854 Aglegmiut 41 1854 43
1852 Nanikhkun Ivan Aglegmiut 34
1852 Perevedentsova Olga Daughter of Barbara, adopted by S. Lukin 1854 Creole 20
1852 Stepanov Ivan Son of N. and A. Creole 4
1852 Stepanov Alexandra Wife of Nikolai Creole 23
1852 Stepanov Nikolai Creole 28
1852 Tuchan Andrian Son of N. and N. Kvikhpak 1/2
1852 Utaman Natalia Daughter of K. and O., d. Jan. 1856 Aglegmiut 1/2 1856 5

1853 Abugin Alexander Kuskokwim 22

1853 Akigian Akulina Daughter of S. and M. Kuskokwim 1
1853 Chapiliak Dmitrii Son of Natalia Chapiliak Aglegmiut 1
1853 Kamluk Irina Mother of Alexander Abugin Kuskokwim 43
1853 Lukin Ovdotia Daughter of S. and S. Creole 1
1853 Magan Kirill Son ofM. andN. Aglegmiut 1
1853 Natkhuk Kharatina Daughter of P. and S. Agulmiut 1
1853 Stepanov Prokopii Son ofN. and A. Creole 1
1853 Takuchuak Maria Orphan adopted by Olga Perevedentsova Kuskokwim 6
1854 Lukin Semion Adopted by S. Lukin Kolchane 14
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1854 Tuchan Andrian Son of Nikolai and Nastassia Kvikhpak 2

1855 Akanan Nikolai Aglegmiut 19
1855 Chinauk Anisia Niece of Fiona Matrozov Aglegmiut 18
1855 Chugik Natalia Wife of Ivan Kuskokwim 30
1855 Chulukpak Pelagia Sister of Semen Akigian Kvikhpak 27
1855 Chuman Vassili Aglegmiut 20
1855 Kanuek Stephan Son of F. and B.d.1860 Aglegmiut 1 1860 6
1855 Kanuek Barbara Wife of Fyodor Aglegmiut 22
1855 Kanuek Fyodor d. 1860 Aglegmiut 21 1859 29
1855 Kshatagli Maria Wife of Ivan Aglegmiut 21
1855 Kshatagli Ivan d. 1860 Aglegmiut 22 1859 28
1855 Nikolaeva Matrena Widowed 1855 Kuskokwim 38
1855 Okalalulia Semion Same as adopted son, S. Lukin? Kolchane 15
1855 Taitak Kirill brother of Aleksei Kuskokwim 20
1855 Uklik Paraskeva Daughter of Mikhail Kuskokwim 2
1855 Uklik Kirill Son ofM. andM. Kuskokwim 9
1855 Uklik Maria Wife of Mikhail Kuskokwim 30
1855 Uklik Mikhail d. 1860 Kuskokwim 33 1860 42
1855 Yukhatskoi Katerina Wife of Aleksei Aglegmiut 37
1856 Alilnuk Irina Sister of Kirill Pagik Kuskokwim 18
1856 Chapiliak Maria Daughter of Natalia, d. Feb. 1856 Aglegmiut 1 1856 1
1856 Lukin Nikifor Son of S. and S. Lukin Creole 1
1856 Oksuk Natalia Wife of Ivan d. 1862 Aglegmiut 23 1862 29
1856 Oksuk Ivan d. i860 Aglegmiut 21 1860 25
1856 Pagik Kirill Kuskokwim 21
1857 Aksuk Ivan Aglegmiut 22

1857 Aksuk Alafia Daughter of I. And N. Aglegmiut 1
1857 Aksuk Natalia Wife of Ivan Aglegmiut 24
1857 Ayakhmuk Vassily Son of S. and U. Kuskokwim 8

1857 Ayakhmuk Ustinia Wife of Stephan Kuskokwim 25
1857 Ayakhmuk Stefan Kuskokwim 42
1857 Chapiliak Anisia Daughter of Natalia Aglegmiut 1

1857 Chinauk Anna Daughter of Anisia Aglegmiut 1

1857 Kagalilnuk Marfa Kuskokwim 27
1857 Kalmakov Matrena Wife of Vassily Tuzemka 19
1857 Kalmakov Maria Daughter of V. and M. Creole 3
1857 Kalmakov Evgenia Daughter of V. and M. Creole 1

1857 Kalmakov Vassily Creole 27
1857 Kanuek Ivan Son of F. and B.d.1860 Aglegmiut 1 1860 4
1857 Lukin Irina Wife #2 of Ivan, d. Jan. 10 1892 Tuzemka 24 1892 59
1857 Lukin Matrena Sister of Ivan Creole 20

1857 Lukin Fodosia
Daughter of Ivan and Irina, wife of Yakov 

Kukhochuk 1879/ age 25 Creole 2 1884 30

1857 Nikolaev Stefan Son of widow Matrena Nikolaeva Kuskokwim 1
1857 Oksuk Alafia Daughter of Ivan and Natalia d. 1860 Aglegmiut 1 1860 4
1857 Rezantsov Anna Wife of Neophyte Creole 23
1857 Yuchatskoi Maria Adopted Daughter of A and K. Aglegmiut 10
1858 Anakhtuk Pelagia Daughter of Stefan and Ustinia Kuskokwim 1/2

1858 Azlig (?) Stefanida Mother of F, M, and N. Kuskokwim 42
1858 Chuksak Klement Kuskokwim 25
1858 Chuyuman Vassily d. 1862 Aglegmiut 23 1862 27
1858 Naugamia Maria Kvikhpak 27
1858 Nilov Filip Kuskokwim 13
1858 Nilov Mikhail Brother of Filip Kuskokwim 8
1858 Nilov Nastassia Sister of Filip and Mikhail Kuskokwim 2
1858 Rezantsov Semion Son of Anna and Neophyte Creole 1/2 1858 1/2

1858 Tulekok Taral d. 1862 Kuskokwim 42 1862 45
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1858 Tulekok Irina Daughter of T. and T., d. 1859 Kuskokwim 1 1859 2
1858 Tulekok Maria Wife of Tara Kuskokwim 30
1858 Uklik Ivan Son of Mikhail and Maria Kuskokwim 1
1859 Anakhtuk Pelagia Daughter of S. and U. Kuskokwim 1
1859 Katuluk Maria Wife of Miron Kuskokwim 22
1859 Katuluk Miron Kuskokwim 25
1859 Knutilov Maria Son of Prokopii and Matrena Creole 1
1859 Lukin Ilia Son of Ivan and Irina Creole 1/2
1859 Matrozov Irina Wife of Alexei Creole 17
1859 Nugatak Nikita Kuskokwim 23
1860 Anakhtuk Pelagia Daughter of S. and U. Kuskokwim 1
1860 Andreianov Paraskeva Wife of Ivan Creole 18
1860 Andreianov Ivan Creole 21
1860 Kanuek Anna Daughter of Barbara and Fyodor Aglegmiut 1
1860 Katuliak Maria Kuskokwim 23
1860 Mayokok Maria Kvikhpak 16
1860 Nugatikh Nikita Kuskokwim 24
1860 Unulakuk Lyubova Widow Kuskokwim 33
1860 Unulakuk Fedocia Daughter of Lyubova Kuskokwim 3
1861 Alkhuluk Grigorii Kuskokwim 25
1861 Andreianov Agafia Adopted by Ivan and Paraskeva Creole 4
1861 Andreianov Pelagia Daughter of Ivan and Paraskeva Creole 1

1861 Chubuk Vasia Wife of Ivan, "nezakonnaya" Kuskokwim 33
1861 Chubuk Ivan Kuskokwim 34
1861 Chubuk Anna Daughter of Ivan and Vasia Kuskokwim 6

1861 Chubuk Petr Son of Ivan and Vasia Kuskokwim 1

1861 Chuyuman Natalia Wife of Vassily Aglegmiut 35
1861 Chuyuman Evgenia Daughter of Natalia (poss. Vassily) Aglegmiut 12

1861 Kavliguluk Pavel Kuskokwim 30
1861 Kinavin Matrena Daughter of Grigorii and Melania Aglegmiut 3

1861 Matrozov Anna Adopted daughter, Alexei and Irina, living with 
Sipary by 1880 Creole 4

1861 Naniun Kharatina Daughter of Marko and Maria Aglegmiut 1

1861 Naniun Maria Wife of Marko, 1862 Aglegmiut 22

1861 Oksuk Nastassia Daughter of Natalia d. 1862 Aglegmiut 1 1862 2

1861 Repnikov Yakov Manager, 1861, Merchant’s son, d. 1862 Russian 36 1862 37

1861 Rezantsov Dmitrii Adopted son, Neophyte and Anna Creole 9
1861 1 Tulekok Yakov Son of Taral and Maria Kuskokwim 1

1862 Alexeev Andrei Novgorod Peasant Russian 27 1863 28

1862 Dementiev Nikolai Moscow Peasant, d. March 27 1893 Russian 25 1892 54

1862 Ivanoff Grigorii Tyumen Peasant Russian 33 1863 34

1862 Khotsana Damian Kuskokwim 26
1862 Kivchigluk Pavel Kuskokwim 25
1862 Makik Uliana Kvikhpak 18
1862 Makik Maria Daughter of Uliana Kvikhpak 1

1862 Poiepalkov Andrei Tyumen Peasant Russian 43 1864 45
1863 Abugin Innokenti Son of Alexander and Lyubova Kuskokwim 2

1863 Chuyubnin Efimia Son of Pelagia, "nezakonorodenni" Kuskokwim 4
months 1863

4
months

1863 Chuyubnin Pelagia Kuskokwim 22

1863 Konsuk Maria Wife of Ivan, "nezakonnaya" Kuskokwim 18
1863 Konsuk Ivan Kuskokwim 30
1863 Konsuk Petr Son of Ivan Kuskokwim 5
1863 Konsuk Pavel Son of Ivan and Maria Kuskokwim 1

1863 Kukhachuk Yakov Tuzemtsev 9
1863 Mayak Maria Widow Kuskokwim 38
1863 Mayak Kirill Son of Maria Kuskokwim 17
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1863 Mayak Petr Son of Maria Kuskokwim 4
1863 Mayak Paraskeva Daughter of Maria Kuskokwim 10
1863 Natkhuk Illegible Son of Stepanida, "nezakonorodenni" Kuskokwim 1/2
1863 Uchunuluk Maria Wife of Tito Kuskokwim 21
1864 Abugin Anton Son of Alexander and Lyubova Kuskokwim 5
1864 Chumlyon Efimi son of Pelagia Kuskokwim 1
1864 Chumlyon Pelagia Kuskokwim 23
1864 Kikhchuk Yakov Adopted son of Maria Mayak Kuskokwim 5
1864 Matrozov Maria Daughter of Alexei Creole 2
1864 Matrozov Anna Daughter of Alexei, "nezakonorodenni" Creole 8
1864 Soloviev Andrei Novgorod Peasant(at Unalakleet when listed) Russian 29 1864 29
1865 Atchaimyok Alexandra Malemiut 22

1865 Chubuk Vassily
Son of Ivan and Vasia (nezakonnaya.), 

Miropomagan sevo goda Kuskokwim 1

1865 Semionov Vassily Rezansk "meschanin" (petty bourgeois) Russian 32 1865 32
1865 Tentokh Ingalik 16
1865 Yueyuk Antip Son of Alexandra Atchaimyok’s older sibling Malemiut 1
1876 Andreianov Sergei Son of Ioann and Paraskeva Creole 2
1876 Andreianov Pelagia Daughter of I. And P. Creole 17
1876 Dimentieff Efim Son of Nikolai Creole 13
1876 Dimentieff Anisia Daughter of Nikolai Creole 3
1876 Dimentieff Agafia Daughter of Nikolai Creole 7
1876 Dimentieff Ioann Son of Nikolai Creole 6

1876 Matrozov Andrei Son of Anna Matrozov (nezakonnaya) Creole 2

1876 Matrozov Georgii Son of Anna Matrozov (nezakonnaya.), 1883 in 
S.F. CA.

Creole 1

1877 Achugunak Evdokia Wife of Semion Kamilokozhen, d.Jan.20, 1885 Tuzemtsev 36 1884 41
1877 Chubuk Zakharii Son of Vassa and Ivan Tuzemtsev 5
1877 Dementiev Nikita Adopted by Nikolai and Anisia Kamilukozhen Creole 3
1877 Kamilokozhen Pelagia Daughter of S. K. and E. A. Tuzemtsev 6
1877 Kamilokozhen Petr Tuzemtsev 30
1877 Kamilokozhen Afanasiy Son of S. K. and E.A. Tuzemtsev 8

1877 Kamilokozhen Semion Tuzemtsev 45
1877 Lukin Anastasia Daughter of Ioann and Irina Lukin Creole 2

1877 Namilokokin Pelagia Daughter of S. and E. Tuzemtsev 4
1877 Namilokokin Vassily Son of S. and E. Tuzemtsev 1

1877 Namilokokin Evdokia Wife of Semion, "nezakonnaya" Tuzemtsev 35
1877 Namilokokin Semion Tuzemtsev 43
1877 Oksuk Marfa Daughter of Agafia Tuzemtsev 2

1877 Yunsek Kcenia Wife of Kirillo, "nezakonnaya" Tuzemtsev 21

1877 Yunsek Kirillo d. 1880 Tuzemtsev 28 1879 30
1877 Yunsek Georgii Son of Kirill and Kcenia Tuzemtsev 2

1879 Lukin Akulina Wife of Kirill, "nezakonnaya", widowed 1891 Creole 18
1880 Achugak Anna Daughter of Vassa and Ioann Chubuk Tuzemtsev 2

1880 Andreianov Pelagia Daughter of Ioann and Paraskeva Creole 15
1880 Kamilkozhen Anisia Wife of Nikolai Creole 42 1880 42

1880 Kamilkozhen Nikolai d. Dec. 4 1884 45 1884 49
1880 Lukin Petr Son of Ioann and Irina Creole 4
1880 Matrozov Ambrosii Son of Alexei and Irina Creole 14
1880 Mikhailov Kirillo Husband of Akulina Lukin Kuskokwim 29
1880 Sipary Georgii Son of Anna Matrozov and George Sipary Creole 5
1880 Yunsek Nikifor Son of Kcenia and Kirill Tuzemtsev 7
1880 Yunsek Maria Daughter of Kcenia and Kirill Tuzemtsev 1

1881 Lukin Petr Son of Ioann and Irina Creole 4
1882 Lukin Evdokia Daughter of Akulina and Kirill Creole 1 1882 1

1883 Andreianov Agnia Daughter of Paraskeva Andreianov Creole 2

1883 Matrozov Semion Son of Irina Creole 3
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1883 Matrozov Vassily Son of Inna Creole 8
1884 Achugunak Anisia Daughter of Evdokia and Semion Kamilkozhen Tuzemka 2
1884 Chubuk Nikita Son of Paraskeva Chubuk Tuzemka 4
1884 Kukhochuk Anisia Daughter of F. Lukin and Yakov Kukhochuk Creole 1 1884 1
1886 Chubuk Marfa Adopted daughter of Paraskeva Chubuk Tuzemtsev 11
1887 Kamilkozhen Pelagia Daughter of Semion Tuzemtsev 14

1887 Kamilkozhen Marfa Adopted by Semion, last name "Utgun" or 
Oksuk Tuzemtsev 15

1887 Kamilkozhen Savva Son of Semion Tuzemtsev 9
1887 Kamilkozhen Afanasiy Son of Semion Tuzemtsev 14
1887 Kamilkozhen Nikifor Adopted by Petr Kamilkozhen Tuzemtsev 5
1887 Kamilkozhen Anisia Daughter of Semion Tuzemtsev 5

I 1887 Matrozov Alexander Son of Anna, "nezakonnaya" Creole 1
1887 Matrozov Pelagia Daughter of Irina Creole 1
1887 Matrozov Marfa Daughter of Anna, "nezakonnaya" Creole 3
1887 Yunsek Anania Daughter of Kcenia Kirillova Tuzemtsev 3
1888 Dementiev Agfinina Wife of Efim Tuzemtsev 26 1889 27
1888 Dementiev Vassily Son of E. and N. Creole 6
1888 Dementiev Justinia Daughter of E. and N. Creole 4
1888 Dementiev Efim Son of Nikolai Creole 25
1889 Dementiev Elizaveta Daughter of Nikolai Creole 4
1889 Dementiev Tatiana Daughter of Nikolai Creole 9
1889 Dementiev Zhustinia Daughter of E. and A. Creole 5
1889 Dementiev Vassily Son of E. and A. Creole 7
1889 Matrozov Jeremiah Son of Anna Matrozov, d. Jan. 2, 1889 Creole 2 1889 *•>

L

1890 Dementiev Kcenia Daughter of Efim and Agfinina Creole 1
1890 Matrozov Olga Wife of Ambrose T uzemtsev 19
1890 Matrozov Nikolai Son of Anna Creole 1
1891 Matrozov Ekozeri Daughter of Anna Matrozov, "nezakonnaya", Creole 1 1891 1
1891 Utchun Marfa Adopted by S. Kamilkozhen Tuzemtsev 19
1892 Dementiev Pelagia Daughter of Irina Tuzemtsev 6
1892 Dementiev Irina Wife of Nikolai, 1892 Tuzemtsev 48
1892 Dementiev Irina Wife of Ioann Dementiev, nee’Pilnuk Tuzemtsev 21
1892 Matrozov Petr Son of Ambrosii and Olga Creole 1
1892 Pavlov Maksim Tuzemtsev 26
1893 Dementiev Mikhail Adopted by Efim Dementiev Tuzemtsev 3
1893 Dementiev Grigorii Adopted by Efim Dementiev Tuzemtsev 4
1894 Matrozov Ioann Son of Ambrosii and Olga Creole i

1895-6 Agnakuluk Anna Daughter of G. and A. Akilan None 7
1895-6 Akilan Grigorii None 40
1895-6 Akilan Irina Daughter of G. and A. Akilan None 10
1895-6 Aknikuchak Gavriil Worker None 55
1895-6 Aknikuchak Daria Wife of Gavriil None 51
1895-6 Aliliguk Anna Daughter of Anisia Tagian None 13
1895-6 Ashimak Ioann Adopted son of G. and D. None 17
1895-6 Ayapgalgia Maria Wife of Nikolai Nakugalgia None 20
1895-6 Chinliak Semion None 35
1895-6 Itivlyun Evdokia Wife of Anton Pipasanak None 26
1895-6 Kaiaksuk Alexander Son of Justinia Maguyukak None 29
1895-6 Koviakh Ioann Brother of Semion Chinliak None 21
1895-6 Kukamlikuk Kcenia Adopted daughter of Sophia Kukhtalagia None 8
1895-6 Kukhtalagia Sophia Wife of Alexander Kaiaksuk None 22
1895-6 Lukin Fyodor None 54
1895-6 Maguyukak Justinia None 62
1895-6 Nakugalgia Nikolai None 24
1895-6 Panikaiak Anna Wife of Grigorii Akilan None 41
1895-6 Pipasanak Anton brother of Grigorii Akilan None 30
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1895-6 Shcherbakov Evdokia Wife of Ilia Creole 43
1895-6 Shcherbakov Evdokia Adopted Daughter o f f  And E. Creole 14
1895-6 Shcherbakov Ilia Assistant to Sipary, Aleksandrov Creole 42
1895-6 Sipary Georgii Agent None 20
1895-6 Sipary Semion Son of G. and M. None 15
1895-6 Sipary Alexander Son ofG. and M. None 9
1895-6 Sipary Nikolai Son ofG. and M. None 6
1895-6 Sipary Marfa Daughter of G. and M. None 11
1895-6 Sipary Maria Wife of Giorgii, nee’Adolfova None 20
1895-6 Tagian Giorgii Son of Anisia Tagian None 20
1895-6 Tagian Anisia None 45
1895-6 Uyaklik Maria Adopted Daughter of G. and D. None 6
1914 Klimentov Evgenia Wife of Lazar Klimentov None 28
1914 Klimentov Melania Daughter of L. and E. Klimentov None 8
1914 Klimentov Zoia Daughter of L. and E. Klimentov None 14
1914 Klimentov Prokopii Son of Lazar and Evgenia Klimentov None 23
1914 Klimentov Lazar None 46
1914 Klimentov Paraskeva Daughter of K. and P. Klimentov None 12
1914 Klimentov Kliment Son of K. and P. Klimentov None 13
1914 Klimentov Fekla Daughter ofK. and P. Klimentov None 21
1914 Klimentov Kirill None 52
1914 Klimentov Pelagia Wife of Kirill Klimentov Creole 54
1914 Ugluvoskpap Matrena None 55

Table 3 1900 census record for Kolmakovskiy Redoubt taken by John Kilbuck.

Names Relation Color Sex Conjugal
Condition

Tribe and Clan Nativity Profession Can
Read

Can
Write

Dalia Head Indian F Widow Athapaskan, Ingalik Alaska At Home No No

Mary Daughter Indian F Single Athapaskan, Ingalik Alaska At Home No No

Maggie Lodger Indian F Single Athapaskan, Ingalik Alaska At Home Yes Yes

Anna Lodger Indian F Single Athapaskan, Ingalik Alaska At Home No No

Tomalla Lodger Indian F Single Athapaskan, Ingalik Alaska At Home No No

Matrona Lodger Indian F Married Athapaskan, Ingalik Alaska At Home No No

Ivan Lodger Indian M Married Athapaskan, Ingalik Alaska Hunting and 
Fishing

No No
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Old Napamute Ashipiack, Head M Indian 48 W N N AK Indian AK Indian AK Indian N None OA
William
Maxim Son M Indian 1 2 S N N AK Indian AK Indian AK Indian N None

Michael Son M Indian 8 S N N AK Indian AK Indian AK Indian N None

Sergius Son M Indian 7 s N N AK Indian AK Indian AK Indian N None

John Son M Indian 2.5 s N N AK Indian AK Indian AK Indian N None

Kolmakoffski Rabadou, Ezra Head M White 64 w Y Y NY French CDN French NY English Y Miner OA

William Son M White 12 s N N AK Indian NY Indian AK Indian N None

Davidson, Head M White 51 M Y Y IL English PA English PA English Y Miner OA
James A.

Fisher, W. Y. Head M White 60 M Y Y MO English KY English MO English Y Miner OA

Chugvack Shcherbakov, Head M Mediu 68 M Y Y AK Indian RUS Russian AK Indian Y None OA
Elia m

Shcherbakov, Wife F Mediu 68 M N N AK Indian RUS Russian AK Indian N None
Evdokia m

Cribbee, Head M White 51 S Y Y MA English NY English ME English Y Miner OA
William J.
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CHAPTER 6 RATIONAL ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR AND CULTURAL LOGIC

One area of promise in historical archaeology has been the possibility o f using historical 

information to corroborate theories of human behavior in prehistory (Binford 1985, Diamond 

1999). In many cases, historical and ethnographic information about contemporary so-called 

primitive peoples has been used to make inferences about the behavior patterns of prehistoric 

peoples. This approach has been termed ethnoarchaeology, and has been useful in building 

understanding of intrasite and intersite patterning in prehistory.

In this case, the concepts of Rational Economic Behavior and Cultural Logic are combined 

in order to understand the historical and archaeological record at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt (Langlois 

1997, Sahlins 1978, Salmon 1989). Intercultural economic exchange feeding international markets 

was the raison d ’etre for Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. What is proposed is that in this case of culture 

contact, there were at least two different sets of culturally based criteria for determining what is 

rational action in economic behavior. In addition, the exchange of materials and technologies 

between the Russians and the native peoples trading at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt was profoundly 

affected by the cultural logic systems of the recipients of these materials and technologies. The 

acceptance of and uses to which these new materials and technologies were put were culturally 

determined by the recipients, who adapted these materials in ways not considered by the bearers of 

these materials and technologies (Nelson 1899, Sahlins 1994, Zagoskin 1935, 1968

In classical political economy and prehistoric archaeology, Rational Economic Behavior is 

considered simple maximization of efficiency in subsistence and trading pursuits (Salmon 1989). 

This approach draws directly from classical political economy models devised in the eighteenth 

century (Smith 1987). The most common expression of this model for prehistoric behavior is the 

principle of least effort. This version proposes that all things being equal, people will support
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themselves by whatever means requires the least expenditure of energy and materials (Salmon 

1989). Recent economic theory incorporates aspects of game theory, degrees of knowledge, and risk 

behavior into the model (Langlois 1997). The goal of the classical model is the maximization of 

individual reward in quantifiable, material wealth. Prestige or social capital in most of these models 

is derived from having a high material worth. Some models incorporate relative prestige as a way 

to reduce risk in gathering wealth. In any case, the standard economic model requires a successful 

subject to be gaining in material wealth over his or her lifetime.

This model is inadequate when describing the lifeways of Kuskokwim River peoples. 

Seasonal periods of starvation were expected and endured, but what were considered to be wasteful 

and profligate disposals of goods and food took place, a practice that confounded visitors to the area 

throughout the historic period (Kilbuck 1988, Nelson 1899, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). Periods of 

privation took place in spite of the variety of game and fish resources available nearly year-round to 

native peoples with the skills, technology, and knowledge necessary to use them. At Kolmakovskiy 

Redoubt Yup’iit cultural rules were followed until there were no more native or Creole people 

remaining on-site.

Examples of these rules are the butchering of some animals with stone tools instead of iron 

as a token of respect, the bladder festival, and other treatments of game animals (Fienup-Riordan 

1984, Nelson 1899, Oswalt 1963, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). Reciprocity was required in transactions, 

even when harvesting tubers from rodent burrows. It was considered rude to ask a visitor why they 

had come until they had been there 3 days, and it would be rude not to treat them hospitably 

(Nelson 1899, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). Trade success was enhanced overtime by developing 

relationships of long duration with local peoples as a means of incorporating newcomers into the 

local system (Fienup-Riordan 1991). The Creoles and Russians were incorporated into the Yup’iit 

system by the manner of trade and through marrying into the local population (Zagoskin 1935,
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1968). There existed a structured, mutually understood set of rules for trade behavior and these 

rules reflected the methods of the Yup’iit combined with the goals of the Russian American 

Company.

A great deal of time and energy was spent in travel between villages and to distant areas, 

more than necessary to merely fulfill subsistence requirements (Fienup-Riordan 1991, Kilbuck 

1988, Nelson 1885, Pike 1896, Wrangell 1980). This travel served to gather information, renew or 

establish ties with distant groups, and trade for necessary items not available locally. Local goods 

were often traded up rivers and over passes into the interior, creating wealth for the coastal people 

and some degree of dependence for interior people (Burch 1970). Imported non-Native goods were 

very valuable, and had volatile worth depending on supply and demand concerns. Tea and tobacco 

in particular were in high demand among Native people, Creoles, and Russians (Zagoskin 1935, 

1968). Beads, after their initial novelty wore off, probably were not as important in trade. Native 

goods exchange continued between the coast and the interior with Russians attempting to interdict 

and control the flow of these goods (Zagoskin 1935, 1968).

Classical economic models also value information as a fundamental basis for rational 

economic decisions. The Russian American Company knew that it could not control certain 

information, and used this fact in order to maximize their returns. “The report about increasing pay 

in Nushagak is being announced, only it cannot now suddenly spread in the north, but since less 

wages are paid in the north than in 1828, there gradually can be no great differences in wages from 

an increase, and, meanwhile, judging only by the success of the last two years, it is possible to hope 

for attaining better results in trade at Mikhailovskii and at Kolmakovskii Redoubts” (RAC: Comm. 

Sent, Vol. 38, No. 219, Folio 58, 15 May 1857).

Other efforts to control prices and encourage increased fur harvest are made clear in the 

following letter sent to Fedor Kolmakov at Novoalexandrovskiy Redoubt in 1841.
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In regard to your activities at Aleksandrovskii Redoubt, I order your 

attention to be turned to the following principal subjects: (1) to the payment for 

furs by the natives who asked me about increasing pay for them through Clerk 

Klimovskii; that is why I ask you to investigate what seems unsatisfactory for the 

natives than make a new one, but it is by no means necessary to hold to the stated 

price for the Kad’iaks, the Kenais and the Chugaches, for these people are 

burdened by outside duties for the Company. Consequently, they must, by real 

justice, also have a little difference in the payment for furs. In my opinion I find 

that the established price for that country is quite sufficient’ as to the baidarshchiks 

sticking to it, this (and still more that they are sticking tot he Kad'iak price at the 

Iliamninskaia Odinochka) gave cause for the natives to ask for more pay for furs. 

Meanwhile, I am completely persuaded by a sufficient sign for the future from the 

capricious savages of that place that none are additionally increasing their efforts 

for the acquisition of more furs at present (that is what Klimovskii also reported to 

me), but, on the contrary, I am even convinced by that, by their inimical inclination 

to laziness, if they can obtain a small number of furs for all their necessities which 

are still very limited at present, then surely they will not begin to apply needless 

labors for acquiring more furs now, and they are taking better advantage (of 

happiness above all in their opinion) of lying at their sides at this time. 

Consequently, they only stop their labors and cares to procure more goods for 

payment by the impractical path to the redoubt in the interior of this country, and I 

still do not see substantial profits (from the increase or for furs) for both the 

company and for themselves for the present; therefore, I also order you to follow 

the following rules in drawing up prices: to retain such as the baidarshchiks have 

paid until now, not increasing anything in compariso9n with the past, for tobacco, 

beads, cloth, and in general such articles that are used as objects of luxury for the 

savages. If the payments will be made in blankets, heavy cloth, canvas, tent cloth 

and other articles which can be used by them for garments, then also in proportion 

increased their cost, more in comparison with the present existing prices, for we are 

obliged to enter into the circumstances of that country’s inhabitants, and if we wish 

that they might hand over all their furs (with which they have clothed themselves in 

the primitive state), then Christian duty enjoins us to give them the means and to
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think about how they will cover their nakedness; therefore, I order you to draw up 

on the noted subjects the exchange price in particular along the following 

examples; four spread-out large river beavers (or otters) are equal to a good woolen 

blanket included in this Company’s capital from 15 to 20 Rubles, on large beaver is 

equal to one arshin of heavy soldier cloth, one large beaver is equal to six arshins 

of Romanov Canvas or calico, one large beaver is equal to four arshins of tent 

cloth, one large beaver is equal to two or three skins of wild goats (if they prove 

suitable for the natives) and so on, to obtain and return as follows on river beavers, 

otters or other valuable fur having been noted in proportion to each trade good 

article, as well as to regulate payment medium and small beavers, otters, and etc., 

but it would be best to set the regulations once and for all (if that is possible) in 

order not to accept other skins except beavers and otters and then at prime sized, 

spread out and best choice for the noted goods for clothes. Having declared this 

price in Nushagak it follows that it be introduced by all means so that at 

Illimninskaia Odinochka as well as at Mikhailovskii Redoubt, so that the price 

might be the same throughout the north (RAC: Communications Sent, Vol. 20,

No.43, folios 51-57, 25 February 1841).”

What can be derived from this overview of ethnographic and historical accounts of trade 

behavior is a model for economic behavior quite similar to recent variations of the standard model 

with a different goal structure. For the native people, a goal of sufficiency is the most rational 

solution for economic behavior, rather than long-term maximization of personal wealth. Short-term 

maximization in the sense of maximizing return from exchange transactions is identical to the 

standard model (“driving a hard bargain” or even theft), especially with outsiders. Russian and 

American traders were particularly subject to theft or intimidation on visiting Yup’iit villages 

(Adams 1982, Nelson 1899, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). Knowledge in the sense of understanding the 

system of trade was perfect on both sides (Langlois 1997). Knowledge in the sense of commodity 

worth was likely a subject of constant discussion, information gathering, and rationalization 

(Langlois 1997). Information as a commodity was clearly gathered and effort was expended to
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avoid the full impact of the Russian American Company monopoly and price fixing schemes 

through alternative sources. “Malimiut” traders had access to novel and desired goods through both 

independent traders at Siberian and Kotzebue Sound trade fairs as well as from American and other 

commercial whalers (Bockstoce 1986, Burch 1970). The Dena’ina of Cook Inlet knew the trade 

route through Rainy Pass, and by 1842 were able to trade goods from Cook Inlet, which had a 

different pricing structure (Adams 1982, Burch 1970, Dali 1877, Nelson 1899, Zagoskin 1935, 

1968).

At this point it would be worthwhile to discuss the issue of world system theory in the 

Russian American context. Some authors have recently attempted to graft the Russian American 

Company onto the structure of a world capitalist system (Crowell 1997). Wallerstein, who first 

elucidated the concept of a capitalist world system, rejects Russian inclusion in any undertaking 

described as capitalist (Wallerstein 1983). The Russian American Company was a government- 

chartered monopoly with closely held shares. The company was regulated by the Russian 

Government and operated in cooperation with the Imperial Navy, and was under the scrutiny of the 

Russian Orthodox Church as well. The company traded with China through Kiakhta, fed the 

Russian domestic market for furs and Chinese products, and traded around the Pacific for supplies. 

This trade was regulated, precluding the concept of free-market trading of commodities, and is more 

properly described as the continuation of a geographically widespread primitive capitalism. 

Wallerstein contends that Russia may never be a part of the capitalist world system, instead 

proceeding towards Scandinavian-style state socialism as an end goal (Wallerstein 1983).

Other writers have inflated Wallersteins’ concept in favor of a world system that merely 

describes the vast geographic extent of interregional trade in Eurasia and Africa (Braudel 1977, 

Gunder Frank and Gill 1993, Wallerstein 1993). Crowell takes this approach, conflating the 

existing patterns of interregional exchange under a variety of circumstances with the notion of a
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capitalist word system (Crowell 1997). None of the parties to the triangle trade in the Pacific were 

capitalist in the strict sense, but rather proto-capitalist. Examples of this proto-capitalism could 

include the promyshlenniks and small independent companies that began Russia’s interaction with 

Alaska, where shares were sold for in-kind merchandise and supplies. Shareholders who were 

farmers, for example, could purchase shares in a fur-buying voyage for wheat, rye, ship’s bread, and 

other agricultural products. Traders could purchase shares in exchange for guns, powder, 

chemicals, cloth, beads, and the like. Cash was less important than the ability to supply actual 

provisions and trade goods (Black 1981, Cobb 1935, Fisher 1940, Gatrell 1994). Capitalism was an 

aberration to be reigned in by government control due to the propensity for corruption and abuse, 

Alaska providing ample evidence of this trait during the American period (Black 1981, Teichmann 

1963).

Long-term maximization was not the goal of Yup’iit and other Alaska Native groups in this 

area for several reasons. Primary among these was the fact that any item could be borrowed 

without question by another person, and refusal to do so would be a violation of social rules of 

conduct (Nelson 1899). Persons who accumulated quantities of goods were also required to 

distribute these goods in ceremonies mistakenly called “potlatches” (From the Chinook jargon word 

for the Northwest Coast practice), which were only successful when the host was absolutely 

destitute (Kilbuck 1988, Nelson 1899, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). Persons failing to make the required 

distributions were considered selfish and might suffer rejection from the group or suffer accusations 

of causing problems with the spirit world (Burch 1970, Fienup-Riordan 1988, Nelson 1899). For 

these reasons, a goal o f sufficiency (“satisfice” in economic terms) was the most rational response 

except in the case of the “potlatch” where goods were gathered for ceremonial redistribution. 

Superior knowledge in the sense of being able to take advantage of available resources when 

needed rather than storing mass quantities is more valuable under these conditions.
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The Patterns in Conflict

In the case under discussion, members of several cultures interacted in economic and social 

contexts through situationally appropriate behaviors. There is a congruency of behaviors among 

local native people of various groups, while the employees of the Russian America Company and 

subsequent Euroamerican visitors and residents embodied a different set of behaviors. The goal of 

the Russian America Company was, in conformance with Imperial interests, the generation of profit 

for investors and the maintenance of its trade monopoly on the North Pacific. For the employees, 

the accumulation of wealth was seldom a part of the path to upward social mobility. Upward 

mobility was through service and achievement in military, civilian or religious life.

Many ethnic Russian or Siberian employees were serfs and meschanin from towns, 

agrarian or pastoralist backgrounds and were not accustomed to seasonal privation (Fedorova 1973, 

Wrangell 1980). The Creoles likely understood something about agricultural but much more about 

subsistence approaches and adapted to local conditions (Zagoskin 1935, 1968). These strategies, 

supplemented with imported food, usually insulated them from seasonal periods of severe privation. 

It was possible to store or purchase food and other necessities. In rural Russia there was a tradition 

of being tied to a village, and those employed by the company continued to pay taxes to their home 

districts (Fedorova 1973, Field 1994, Gatrell 1994).

The business function of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt was to trade for pelts. At the time of 

Kolmakovskiy Redoubt’s founding in 1840, a variety of furbearers were taken for trade to serve the 

need for domestic furs (interception of Native trade) and trade for export to China. Later beaver 

pelts specifically were needed to satisfy changes in demand in China and Europe and to satisfy the 

terms of a contract made with the Hudson’s Bay Company (Galbraith 1957). Even if the Redoubt 

itself lost money, the Russian America Company would profit due to the differences in prices in
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international trade and the decreasing cost of goods due to European and American industrial 

advancements.

In exchange for the lease of Fort Stikine and all of the beaver pelts procured by the Russian 

America Company the Hudson’s Bay Company provisioned some of the Russian colonies on the 

Pacific Ocean and turned over sea otter pelts received in trade (Galbraith 1957, McLoughlin 1944). 

As part of this provisioning, a great deal of British-made trade goods were brought to the colonies, 

including mass-produced ceramics as well as food products, tea, and textiles (McLoughlin 1944). 

This lowered prices and increased availability of imported goods for both employees and local 

native peoples. Accumulating and profligately demonstrating one’s wealth through the purchase of 

imported goods became an important part of the social life for Creole and Russian people in the 

larger settlements (Zagoskin 1967).

American period trade was based on the laissez faire approach of the time. This rapidly 

depleted the resources of particular regions and resulted in regulation after the fact, as in the case of 

the Pribilov Islands seal population (Elliot 1881). The general result of this unregulated trade was a 

population decline in furbearers, probably due to expedient harvesting techniques (Van Stone 

1979). The Russian American Company had long had a sustained yield model in place for long 

term management of the resource. Americans typically overcharged for goods such as liquor, flour 

sugar, and molasses, which were either necessities or used in getting drunk or making alcoholic 

beverages (Stafeev 1985, Van Stone 1979). Competition worked to the advantage of Native 

peoples until the Alaska Commercial Company gained a de facto monopoly over the fur trade (Van 

Stone 1979). Competition and the rapid turnover of get-rich-quick operations prevented long-term 

relationships from being established generally in favor of here-today, gone tomorrow boom towns 

like Iditarod, Flat, Georgetown, and Crooked Creek (Oswalt 1980a).
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In general, the native peoples trading with the company through Kolmakovskiy Redoubt 

did not share these approaches to wealth. Social status was based on merit and age, and the exercise 

of overt power was frowned upon (Oswalt 1964, Raymond 1869). Wealth could be accumulated 

for some purposes but was subsequently redistributed in “potlatches” and at ceremonial occasions 

(Kilbuck 1988, Nelson 1899, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). If someone accumulated wealth without 

redistributing it, they were considered stingy, and could be marginalized or blamed for group 

misfortunes. Accumulation of wealth without sharing on request could become profoundly 

offensive to the community (Nelson 1899). A system of reciprocal exchanges took place over time 

that, within large limits, balanced the allocation and distribution of resources.

Being seasonally mobile, Native peoples had to carry or cache food and gear while off on 

other pursuits. Their pattern has been described as “Central Based Wandering”, but in reality they 

did not “wander” (Oswalt 1964). There were seasonal camps where they intercepted several 

resources at once, and smaller camps for specific resources (Zagoskin 1935, 1968). During, 

between, or en route to resource harvests was time for travel and trade with neighboring and distant 

groups. Some persons were designated traders due to their skill or connections. This trade could be 

characterized as barter, usually with the assistance of a relative or trade partner (Burch 1970, 

Kilbuck 1988, Nelson 1899). Reciprocal arrangements existed which encouraged the growth of 

geographically vast networks of trade, marriage, and information exchange (Nelson 1899, Oswalt 

1964, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). Prior to direct contact with Russians, they had access to European 

technology indirectly through trade with neighboring Inupiat groups, who obtained goods from the 

Chukchi of Siberia. Following the invasion of the Arctic by Yankee Whalers in the 1840s, 

European goods were traded east and later south from whalers and traders through Inupiat and other 

intermediaries. This was in addition to trade from Fort Yukon (1846), from the Copper River
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through Lake Minchumina and from Cook Inlet via Rainy Pass (Nelson 1899, Raymond 1869, 

Simpson 1973, Zagoskin 1935, 1968).

They also had very different ideas regarding their relationship with the physical 

environment and its resources, which conflicted with Euroamerican and Russian ideas. Conditions 

of plenty or scarcity were tied to concepts of right action, not work (Fienup-Riordan 1984). There 

was a spiritual connection between the hunter and the game, which required respect, humility, and 

ritual action to satisfy (Fienup-Riordan 1986). If a resource failed, it was due to either a failure to 

respect the game or the interference of a spiritual practitioner. Hoarding, being greedy or bragging 

and failure to properly treat the carcass of a game animal were reasons cited for game shortages 

(Fienup-Riordan 1986, Nelson 1899). Disease was also linked to spiritual causes, which 

complicated Russian efforts to inoculate local populations against smallpox (Arndt 1984, Fortuine 

1989).

The contrast between these two systems is evident in the trade strategies used locally by the 

Russian American Company. Beaver peltry was a main item of trade, although beaver castors and 

the hides and specific parts of wolves, caribou, moose, mink, ermine, river otter, and wolverine 

were also traded. These were graded by size and quality, and were given a value in credit for goods 

at the trading post. A variety of native goods were usually available at the Redoubt for purchase by 

local trappers, but imported goods had to be transported from Novoalexandrovskiy Redoubt on 

Nushagak Bay and later from St. Michaels (Netsvetov 1984). Other goods were brought from up or 

down river. This required the hiring of native peoples and their boats to transport these goods. 

Problems with transportation affected the availability of goods, particularly the in-demand tea, 

tobacco, sugar, and molasses. This transportation situation did not change until the late 19th 

century, when the establishment of Bethel and better charting of the Kuskokwim delta made it a key 

port for transshipping goods to riverine steamboats. In the twentieth century, winter roads from the
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Alaska Railroad railhead at Nenana (1923) made transportation cheaper and more reliable, while 

aircraft grew in importance for small goods from the 1920s on (Raymond 1869, Schneider et al. 

1984).

The Russians attempted to steer the trade towards items that they could make a profit on 

and that would increase the supply of furs traded to the Redoubt (Jackson 1991, Sarafian papers nd). 

Certain European commodities were available quite cheaply to the company, while others were 

more expensive. Cloth, ceramics, and beads were particularly inexpensive to the Company. The 

manager was ordered to encourage his customers to purchase cloth, available cheaply from China 

and Great Britain, in order that they may clothe themselves with these materials rather than the furs 

that they wore at the time (RAC: CS V20, No. 43, Folios 51-57 25 February 1841). In addition, he 

was ordered to raise the price paid in store credits for each pelt, with the goal of encouraging 

trappers to trap more beaver pelts. Galbraith (1957) states that beaver pelts were more profitable in 

trade to the Hudson’s Bay Company through the contract than in trade to China.

Semion Lukin protested based on his knowledge of how the local people operated 

economically, but was overruled. As Lukin predicted, the result of increasing the prices paid for 

furs was a decrease in the number of pelts brought in for trade (Jackson 1991, Sarafian n.d.). In 

addition, rather than substituting clothing made of cloth for garments, it became a supplemental 

clothing layer over the traditional fur garb in the form of kuspuks, parkas, anoraks, kerchiefs, and 

camouflage oversuits for hunting on snow. Historic photographs document the differences between 

Natives who had access to pre-made European style clothing, such as at St. Michael, Nushagak, and 

Belkofski, and the more removed peoples who I suggest modified existing clothing patterns using 

imported cloth. There are few remarks about the changes in clothing in the historical record to 

support or refute this, but an evolutionary approach would follow from other material culture 

examples cited later in this work.
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The following season, on the recommendation of the redoubt manager, the prices paid for 

pelts were lowered, requiring more pelts to achieve the level of credit that would allow the purchase 

of desired items by the trappers. These prices were lowered until they reached a bottom limit, at 

which point the trappers would travel long distances in order to find a more advantageous pricing 

stmcture or go far deeper into debt than they could ever (or intended to) repay. The Kenai’tze were 

economic actors who took advantage of pricing differentials in different areas to their advantage in 

trade to the interior through Rainy Pass, as were the previously mentioned Inupiat, Kolchane and 

Koyukon. At this point, the prices were again adjusted upwards in order to make it more attractive 

to trade locally.

In addition to the competition from other trading posts that customers would travel to there 

was persistent competition from native traders. Russian trading posts were placed in locations that 

intercepted local trade and travel routes. Kolmakovskiy was strategically placed in order to 

intercept the traffic on the Kuskokwim and the portages to the Yukon River, the Nushagak River, 

the Tikchik Lakes, Norton Sound, and Bristol Bay. Already in place were trade routes with Inupiat 

traders, who in turn traded with Chuckchi and Russian traders on the Siberian side of the Bering 

Straits (Burch 1970, 1975, 1976,2000, Fisher 1941, Hall 1970, Nelson 1899, Raymond 1869). In 

particular, the trade fairs on the Siberian coast and Kotzebue Sound were able to provide many of 

the things desired by the local people at better prices, excluding the Russian America Company 

(Hall 1970). Items of native manufacture such as seal oil, various hides and leathers, and clothing 

items made elsewhere in the colonies were available at the Redoubt. These items made up a 

significant amount of the native trade along the river, as maritime products went upriver and 

terrestrial products came down (Osgood 1940, Zagoskin 1967). By the mid-1840s the influx of 

whaling ships with trade goods had an effect on the prices of some goods as various intermediaries 

traded these goods down these same routes (Bockstoce 1986, Simpson 1973).
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Another area of contrast between the Russian American Company and its customers at 

Kolmakovskiy Redoubt was in the types of goods desired by the local peoples. The local peoples 

rapidly adopted tobacco, tea, and sugar, before there were any permanent Russian posts on the 

Kuskokwim or Yukon (Jackson 1991, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). Demand grew for ship’s biscuit (pilot 

bread), which was presented to redoubt visitors, and flour, used for mush (Nelson 1899, Oswalt 

1960, Raymond 1869, Zagoskin 1935, 1968). Local peoples prized sewing needles, metal axes and 

knives, and metal cooking and storage vessels. Beads were valuable, and had functions similar to 

money in trade transactions. The Russians did not trade liquor or firearms, and may have had 

problems maintaining the few firearms in company possession (Zagoskin 1967). Guns have been 

found in Native graves of the Russian period, in one case “an ancient flint lock” (Pike 1869). They 

had no qualms about loaning out the working firearms to native people who hunted on the 

employees’ behalf.

The value of beads to the local people should have decreased as they were saturated with 

cheap glass beads. Distinctive beads, primarily those of specific favored colors and/or shapes, 

likely retained some value individually. A similar process of devaluation is described for the 

Nushagak region (Van Stone 1968). A desire for grave goods may have been a driving force in 

creating continuing demand for some European products that would otherwise have saturated the 

market.

The native peoples of the Kuskokw im rapidly adopted ceramic teacups as part of the 

Russian tea complex. Jackson (1991) provides a thorough explanation of the adoption, use, 

modification and value of ceramic teacups by the native peoples of the Kuskokwim. Two practices 

result from modification taking place after the breakage of the cups and saucers. Some ceramic 

items show evidence of mending with spruce pitch and sinew thread, which may have restored them 

to functionality. Jackson (1991) indicates that the appearance of functionality may have been the
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goal of these repairs. Saucers with decorative elements have also been modified after breakage into 

labrets and other adornments. The labrets are generally oval, with a groove on the rim, and include 

some colorful decorative element from the piece. Other pieces are elongated diamonds or ovoid 

forms with smoothed edges, a drilled hole for a thread, and include decorative elements. These 

practices were also found at Castle Hill (Thompson 1999).

Ceramics and metal items were also reconfigured into utilitarian items before they had 

actually broken. In the case of ceramics, there are examples of saucers and plates being ground for 

use as scrapers, either before or as a cause of breakage. Metal traps were not used by the Yup’iit 

hunters, as metal may have been offensive to the trapped animals and/or more valuable in the form 

of knives and scrapers (Fienup-Riordan 1984, Nelson 1899).

American period artifacts show evidence of different valuation by native peoples. Spent 

cartridges were drilled for stringing as decoration, or used for the tips of blunt arrows. Nearly all 

the centerfire cartridges were reloaded repeatedly until they ballooned, burst, or shattered at the 

mouth. Tin cans were used for uluaq blades, hinges, funnels, lanterns, and perforated in order to 

make lead shot for shotguns. Glass bottle bases show ev idence of reworking into scrapers. Iron 

barrel hoops were recycled into men’s knives and projectile points, leaving only the riveted joint.

How much of this reworking was undertaken by Native peoples is hard to determine, 

however. The adaptive re-use of discarded materials by local peoples shows a conservation of form 

in the face of new technologies, techniques, and strategies. Crooked knives and uluaq were not 

discarded because manufactured knives are suddenly available. In this case, they are made from 

new materials in the old forms. Discarded parts of packaging or broken items were reworked into 

traditional forms. The merits of new things were actively negotiated by the recipients and accepted 

on their terms. The Russians and American traders had little power to force their will on local
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native people and had limited success in directing changes in their culture or behavior (Dali 1869, 

Kilbuck 1988, Nelson 1899).

American efforts to control the economic exchange process worked initially through the 

introduction of Protestant missionaries, whose goals included making farmers and herders of the 

Native peoples among whom they worked (Fienup-Riordan 1991). Some of these practices were 

and continue to be antithetical to the Native conception of right action in the universe, particularly 

the concepts of animal husbandry and individual accumulation of wealth without periodic 

redistribution (Fienup-Riordan 1991, Osgood 1958, Oswalt 1990). Others were merely 

discomforting or expensive, such as the use of European style dress and firearms (Fienup-Riordan 

1991). Following the missionaries were various branches of the federal government that attempted 

to impose a new way of life on the people of the region. They would not succeed until epidemic 

disease had again ravaged the population in 1900 and again in 1918, when influenza struck the 

region (Fortuine 1992, Kilbuck 1988).
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Figure 16 Site map from Jackson (1991).
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CHAPTER 7 ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS

Artifact typologies in historical archaeology tend to be based on facts assumed about the 

artifacts based on contemporary usage. Issues that have to do with misinterpretation of extinct 

technological complexes and ethnic identity have been addressed by South, in his recurrent flax 

hackle example (South 1977, 1973, 1968). The site investigated here after the fact includes Native, 

pre-industrial European and Industrial age technologies that were not ethnically specific. Most 

typologies in historical period archaeology are directed towards European Americans in specific 

settings: urban, rural, frontier, and colonial (Ferguson 1992, Lightfoot et al 1991, Smith 1974, South 

1977). The underlying assertion is that there is a separation between Native material culture 

(relegated to the prehistoric) and a European historical material culture (Rogers and Wilson 1993).

If artifact patterning is the remnant of cognitive processes and that these cognitive processes are 

formed by cultural norms, then the historical merging of Native and Russian cultures that took place 

at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt crosses the boundary between prehistoric and historic material cultures 

(Deetz 1973). Therefore, rather than attempting to modify an existing typological system, a 

synthesis of material and technological attributes were used to subdivide the artifact collection.

The typological system used here was devised in order to better date the stratigraphic 

sequences and ascertain whether any major historical changes can be found in the artifact record. In 

order to achieve this the material was organized in a manner that would separate time-sensitive 

materials and technologies from others that show less change over time. This will be explained 

more explicitly for each artifact category, as the timing and propagation of technologies and 

materials must be considered in historical and logistical context. This context includes problems of 

supply as well as choices made consciously by Russian America Company and Alaska Commercial
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Company managers as to what items and technologies were profitable to trade at Kolmakovskiy 

Redoubt.

Beads

There are nearly 3,000 beads in the collection recovered from Kolmakovskiy Redoubt. The 

bead category encompasses all beads regardless of the material they are made from. Beads were 

primarily made of glass, but materials and techniques include wood, ivory, bone, horn, wound glass, 

blown glass, cut glass and molded glass. These were recorded by the dominant primary colors and 

by a special bead category which included variations in color, size, form, and material. These are 

summarized in Table 5. Of these, only one wooden bead was recovered. The balance were wound 

or tubular glass beads, with one blue molded Prosser type glass bead. Seed beads vary primarily by 

outer diameter, and may also vary by the diameter of the hole.

The vast majority of the beads in this collection consist of “seed” sized glass beads, under 

2.5mm in outside diameter. More precise measurement was initially attempted using a metric circle 

template to establish outside diameter, and subsequently rejected due to the unnecessary precision 

of this method. Other bead typologies were considered, but it was determined that bead 

manufacturing was a mature technology by 1840 and little was likely to be gained through the effort 

of classification (Kidd 1979). More precise color distinction was also deemed unnecessary on the 

assumption that the end-users did not make fine distinctions when purchasing or receiving the 

beads, which were distributed in multi-sazhen strings or in loose bulk form (Zagoskin 1967). The 

special beads were more likely sold in smaller quantity, and include Comaline d’Aleppo, hand- 

ground, Venetian wound beads, and many color variations including transparent and translucent 

layering and speckling. More specific information is included in Appendix A, with specific 

descriptions of beads separated by excavation unit.
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A possibility that was not pursued but that may be of future utility would be the use of wire 

feeler gauges to determine the size of the wire used to manufacture the bead. This may allow the 

separation of beads by a controlled variable for wire wound beads.
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Special/Other
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Black R 13

Yellow ■  36

Bead Frequencies

Table 5 Bead frequencies: Total beads and Special beads
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purple 1

Pink J  108
1
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Peach 1

linear transparent grooved tube 1 4
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green-transparent 1 4

green solid 1 10

Molded faceted Prosser style 1

clear 3  6

50 100 150 200 250
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It is difficult to clearly delineate the origins of the different types of beads in a trading 

context. In the collector’s market currently, the standard for antique Russian beads is the round or 

hand ground faceted “Russian Blue”. While many of these on the tourist market in Anchorage are 

likely to be copies or knock-offs, this style of bead is identified by most as traditional. Russian 

documents note that specific bead types and designs were preferred regionally and that the Russian 

American Company would make efforts to offer customized items for sale (RAC: Communications 

Sent, volume 9. No. 555, Folio 444, 16 November 1832). Ketz’ discussion of the beads in the 

Copper River Valley sites would indicate that many of the beads listed in the “Special” category 

were brought in by the Alaska Commercial Company and post-date Russian occupancy (Ketz 

1983). His use of Oswalt’s stratigraphic dating of Comaline D ’Aleppo beads and the subsequent 

re-analysis of site context here supports the later introduction of the special beads (Ketz 1983). The 

introduction of these more complex and probably more expensive beads may indicate a plateau in 

the value of beads in the period Ketz discusses (1872-1901), some time after the Russian departure 

(Ketz 1983). This may have limited supply while increasing demand, as beads were removed from 

circulation through burials, inter-group trade, and attrition through loss.

Ceramics

The ceramic category consists primarily of white ware imported to Kolmakovskiy as trade 

goods. Other ceramics, such as native pottery, pipes (both drainage and tobacco), and in the form of 

doorknobs and other decoration are treated under the ‘other material’ category. The technology 

used in the manufacture of this category changed little in the period of time covered by the 

construction, occupation, and eventual abandonment of Kolmakovskiy Redoubt (Jackson 1991, 

Thompson 1999).
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Ceramics at the site were competently addressed in Louise Jackson’s 1991 dissertation, and 

were not re-analyzed for this thesis. The ceramics represent a variety of functional types, including 

vessels, plates, saucers, bowls, and teacups, and are predominantly of English manufacture (Jackson

1991). This neatly corresponds with the historical circumstances of the Russian American 

Company, which was receiving Spode wares through an agreement with the Hudson Bay Company 

(Jackson 1991, Thompson 1999). This agreement is indicated at other sites by the predominance of 

mass-produced Spode, Copeland, and other English white wares, and the replacement of Russian, 

German, and other wares at Castle Hill (Jackson 1991, Thompson 1999). Post-Russian wares at 

Kolmakovskiy include American, Japanese, and Chinese wares as well as the continuation of mass- 

produced, inexpensive Spode and other English china.

Leather

Leather items were studied on the basis of material only. It must be understood that only 

chemically tanned and thus industrial period leather is likely to have survived in an archaeological 

context. Native tanned leathers and hides likely had a very short use life and probably ended up as 

dog food (Oswalt 1960, Zagoskin 1967). Russian leathers were chemically treated, and were noted 

as imports on ship manifests. Leather is predominantly found at Kolmakovskiy in the form of boots 

and shoes, both hand and machine made, as well as reinforcement for suspenders and trousers.

Some of the leather pieces are the tabs for attaching suspenders to trouser buttons.

Shoes were made locally, probably during the Russian period, as evidenced by the hand 

made wooden shoe lasts and pointed boots. Prior to the US Civil War, boots were not differentiated 

by left and right feet, but rather were roughly pointed and fit either side until they took a set from 

use. Commercially made boots used brass hooks, loops and lacing points and were of later 

manufacture. Other shoe fragments include ornate perforated designs and are likely women’s 

shoes. Stacked heel sections are held together with nails and in one case, a screw.
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Straps for dog harnesses make up the balance of this category, many maintained with shoe 

leather recovered from worn-out manufactured boots. Some of the leather scraps may have been 

used as door hinges based on the nails still in them. There is evidence that worn shoe leather was 

recycled for patching other shoes or items, as many machine made boot fragments appear to have 

been cut apart in order to salvage material by removing the lacing section of the upper.

Metal

Metal as a material encompasses a wide variety of forms and functions. Excluded from this 

category are cartridges and cans, which are functional subsets of the metal material class. Many of 

the metal items in the collection are related to the packaging of things in metal-reinforced wood 

containers. Barrel hoop fragments, usually consisting of only the riveted section, are numerous, as 

are fragments of banding or strapping iron used in making rectangular crates. Local people 

recycled much of this material into other things, such as knives and projectile points.

Fasteners include threaded bolts and screws as well as a variety of nails. All the nails are 

either machine-made cut nails or wire nails. Some wood and machine screws are also present. It is 

likely that nails, bolts and screws represent post-Russian occupation at the redoubt, due to the fact 

that they are all machine made.

The category also includes fragments of household items. Foremost among these are the 

remnants of cast iron stoves and cookware, which first arrived at the site with Hieromonk Illarion 

(Oswalt 1960). Stamped metal housewares include parts of kerosene lamps, decorative tableware, 

silverware, and cookware. Enamel covered tinware plates (graniteware), cooking pots, and 

candleholders are also present. These are all likely to be post-Russian, particularly in view of the 

patent dates on the various fragments of kerosene lamps. Also present are decorative door lock 

plates, doorknobs with metal and ceramic handles, door lock mechanisms, hinges, and bed frame 

parts.
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Gun parts are also present in the metal category. Rifle or shotgun barrels, a double-barrel 

shotgun mechanism, a butt plate, several ramrods, and two gun dragons are present. The gun 

dragons are likely of the Russian period, and one in particular resembles those on trade guns sold by 

the Hudson’s Bay Company on display in the Wrangell Museum. Functionally related items in 

other categories include a walnut gunstock, a locally manufactured gun stock, the cartridge 

category, several local and imported gun flints, parts of ball molds, several tin cans modified for 

making shot, and cans for powder and percussion caps. Shotgun shot was made by perforating the 

bottom of a tin can with a nail and pouring molten lead into it, so that the liquid metal drips into a 

container of water, forming round balls as it solidified. Possibly related are bars of lead, which may 

have been used for making shot and bullets, but could also have been used in the repair of glass 

windows (Adkins, personal communication 1997).

Miscellaneous metal artifacts include a variety of identifiable objects. A cast metal 

identification plate for a steam pump was probably connected with the mining taking place in the 

Tuluksak-Bear Creek drainages. No date could be found for its manufacture, although the 

manufacturer, Worthington, still exists as part of the Ingersoll-Dresser Corporation. Parts of 

padlocks, pocketknives with acetate handles, semi-lunate and crooked knife blades, and several 

composite tools are present. Among these is a perforator or pressure flaking tool, consisting of a 

nail inset in an antler handle. Several cast hammer heads and possible screwdrivers, as well as cast 

hatchet heads, were found. The Russian axe head, as well as the best preserved cast iron teakettle, 

were collected from people living in the area and not recovered at the site (Jackson 1997 personal 

communication). A lithographed mechanical tin toy representing an African-American person, 

probably designed to climb a stick or dance, is part of the collection. This artifact retained much of 

its stamped in and some of its painted detail, although some of the mechanical parts and the legs are 

missing.
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Wood

The wood category predictably encompasses artifacts made of wood and bark. In terms of 

function there is a fairly wide range of uses, and some clearly defined culture-bearing items 

(DeLaguna 1947, Fienup-Riordan 1991, Osgood 1935, Van Stone 1995).

Containers are divided into two groups, imported and locally manufactured. Imported 

containers include wood and iron hooped barrels, and nailed and strapped crates. These often have 

rust marks or band impressions on their surfaces and are made from milled lumber. Locally 

manufactured containers include a variety of birch bark baskets and boxes, some incorporating 

carved wood. Bent wood boxes, cups, and dippers are also present. All of the locally manufactured 

containers incorporate some carved design, stitching, and black and red paint into their 

manufacture. Some carved wood pieces appear to be lids for oval tin cans, such as tobacco and gun 

powder cans. The composite containers are quite similar to those in the Athabaskan display at the 

UAF Museum, with a carved wood bottom and top and a sewn birch bark body. Many of those in 

the collection are in quite good condition.

Structural wood and timbers are represented in a few cases, and appear to be small- 

diameter spruce with the bark peeled off. Domestic items include carved wooden spoons, forks, 

butter spreaders, and bowls. Tools consist of a great number of wooden wedges; many with use 

wear apparent on the pointed end. Among the most interesting are the number of dowels and pieces 

of worked wood with dowel holes, which compare favorably to parts of dog sleds and kayaks in the 

UAF Museum. This is representative of the great deal of travel and associated maintenance of 

travel equipment that was a key part of trade conducted from the site.
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Finally, there are many parts of bows. These are almost always the tips of the bows where 

the bowstring attaches. One identified example appears to have been a commercially manufactured 

bow, but the others appear to be locally manufactured. Some of these have red and black paint 

remains on them, and have a roughly identical cross section. Associated with the bows are the blunt 

arrowheads made from rimfire cartridges for stunning birds and small game.

Stone, Bone, Antler, and Ivory

This category encompasses a large number of materials with a smaller number of functions. 

Many of these materials are used for net weights, projectile and spear points, and for scraping or 

abrading. These materials likely constituted the useful milieu of locally available materials utilized 

by the native peoples of the area.

Stone artifacts present in the collection include a number of functional items. Gunflints are 

easily recognized, and some of them appear to be made of imported European flint. Whetstones are 

also made of both imported and local stones, with some appearing to have been commercially 

manufactured. Many show extensive use-wear. The projectile points are ground slate, similar to 

the Yup’ik technology from downriver. There are no percussion-flaked projectile points.

Antler seems to have been used for a variety of purposes. There are numerous main beam 

parts of moose and caribou antlers used for fish net weights, mostly unmodified but for two drilled 

holes. Antler prongs for fish spears, projectile points, and bow tips for compound bows are present 

in the collection. Other antler fragments look like toy knives, or handles for tools. There are a very 

few examples of what appears to be a three-part harpoon head, with a slotted harpoon head, the 

middle toggle piece, and the socket for the end of the shaft. All that is missing is the cross blade.

There are numerous examples of woven bark and grass matting, net bags, twine, and 

baskets. Some of these are very finely made and in a very good state of preservation. There are 

several complete baskets and net bags, as well as several fragments of decaying twine. Several of
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the mats feature bark and grass interwoven in a herringbone pattern with very square comers and 

precisely made warp and weft.

Ivory objects include carved decorated objects, story knives, pipe stems, and utilitarian 

items. There are two story knives, each decorated with incised circle patterns and elaborated with a 

variety of raised design elements. There are several carved toggles, of which one features two 

finely executed walruses sitting on the toggle cylinder. A bobbin shaped carving has two human 

faces, apparently Eskimo, facing outward from the center of the bobbin. Another carved piece 

resembles a surfacing belukha whale. There are several pipes and pipe stems, with some decoration 

still visible. There are several ivory fish spear prongs, with heavily serrated edges. Finally, there 

are numerous ivory dowels, used to peg sea mammal bone onto the runners of dog sleds.

There are a large number of bone dog sled runner shoes, rectangular in cross section with 

medial aligned holes of similar sizes. Some of these have been broken and turned into net weights, 

yet may still have ivory dowels in the medial holes. Some of these show a great deal of wear and 

abrasion on the rounded bottom surface. Other bone items include a bird bone pipe stem, and a 

small bone, shaped like a clock hand and painted black. Some of the carved bone artifacts look like 

they must have some function, but it is not readily apparent what that function may be.

An interesting side note at this point is the presence of wedges of ivory, bone, antler, and 

wood. Some references indicate that at times the cutting of wood with iron tools was considered to 

be spiritually offensive (Nelson 1899). More information of this order is important if we are to 

explain parts of assemblages that otherwise are not so transparent to the modem observer.

Glass

Glass takes three forms in this category; window glass, bottle glass, and glass buttons. 

Window glass is self-explanatory, and is likely first brought to the site very late in the Russian 

period or early in the American period (Oswalt 1980). The buttons were included strictly due to
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their material of manufacture, as pressed glass buttons do not seem to have great value in 

chronology at the time scales dealt with here. These are all 2 and 4-hole shirt type buttons. Bottle 

glass is the most revealing subset of this category.

The main bottle glass forms are those of liquor bottles. Of the liquor bottles, the majority 

of brands are from San Francisco. These include the Enterprise Brewing Company and various 

incarnations of the Jesse Moore Hunt Companies, including bourbon and whiskey. Non-hranded 

liquor bottles include several green glass wine type bottles, which are clearly hand-made and of 

inconsistent thickness, include numerous bubbles and voids, have hand applied lips, and have large 

pintle marks (Baugher-Perlin 1982, McMahon 2001). These may have been imported during the 

Russian period. Bifacial and unifacial reduction techniques were applied to several glass bottle 

bases, resulting in disc shaped scrapers and semi-lunate blades.

Non-liquor bottles contained a variety of products. Several white glass containers of 

Mentholatum ointment were found on site. Mentholatum was formulated in 1889 in reaction to 

several popular patent medicines and was used for everything from colds to keeping ice from 

forming on sled dogs’ footpads (Hyde 1986, Stuck 1916). Food and condiment containers include 

Yacht Club salad dressing, Beatrice (incorporated 1905) and Cincinnati preserves, Snider’s and 

Heinz Catsup (Heinz patented in 1904), Durkee Salad Dressing (Patented 1877), Horlick’s Malted 

Milk (1873), Lea and Perrins Worcestershire Sauce (1835), and several other unidentified but 

recognizable food bottles are among those found on the site (www.horlicks.com. 

www.infoanalvtic.com/gage/beatrice.html. www.lea-perrins.com/products/worcestershire.html. 

Lunn 1981). It is quite likely that the vast majority of these represent products brought in via 

steamboat during the 20th century.

Other containers in the glass category' include nursing bottles. These are graduated, oddly 

shaped bottles that are associated with rubber nipples listed in the other materials category. Other
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associated items include liquor bottle and food product lids. Among these are metal and rubber 

crimped beer bottle caps from Schlitz and Anheuser-Busch, dated to the 1920s by corporate 

literature, and found on broken bottlenecks. Snider’s Catsup had a decorative stamped metal 

threaded lid and some of the hard liquor bottles had embossed metal threaded lids as well.

Several small bottles that have survived intact are patent medicine bottles. These include 

Hostettler’s Stomach Bitters, Dr. Murray’s Magic Oil, Biliger’s, and several other bottles with 

partial labels. Similar in size and form are the extract and spice bottles, some of which include 

recognizable trademark devices, such as the Crescent (1883) bottle, while others appear to have had 

paper labels that did not survive (www.historylink.org). Notably, several bottles in this size range 

were not only complete but retained some fluid,

Non-container glass primarily consists of lamp glass. This clear glass is of varying 

thickness, but all share the specific form of an irregular cylinder, with a large base diameter, a much 

larger diameter in the lower third, then tapering off to a smaller diameter chimney. Many of the 

lamp glass fragments are etched with text, such as the R&O Hot Blast example, or the size 

expressed in the form of a number. Window glass is also included in this category.

Cartridges

Cartridges are definitely limited to the post-Russian penod on the site, and are primarily 

deposited in one site area. The rimfire cartridges are predominantly .22 caliber in various lengths, 

which are popular, inexpensive, and relatively quiet. Even today many rural natives prefer to hunt 

small birds and game with the .22 rather than a shotgun (Lawrence Edwards, personal 

communication 1997). The other rimfire caliber is the Henry .45 cartridges, which accompanied 

one of the first popular lever-action rifles. Some of the rimfire cartridges have been recycled into 

blunt tips for arrowheads.
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Centerfire cartridges include at least 22 calibers and sizes, and likely came in with the gold 

rush. Shotgun shells include 12, 16, and 20 gauges, with the only identified shotgun remains being 

12 gauge. All of the centerfire cartridges show evidence of having been reloaded until the brass lost 

its malleability, cracking at the mouth or shoulder or bursting in the body section. Charles Adkins 

provided a system of analyzing cartridges in order to determine a minimum number of firearms for 

each caliber, but due to the damaged cases this was not possible (Adkins 1997).

Van Stone traces the introduction of breech-loading firearms to the AJaska Commercial 

Company, which sold them for exorbitant prices throughout the Lower Yukon region (Van Stone 

1979). Initially percussion cap shotguns were imported by Yankee whalers for trade to the Natives 

of Northwest coastal Alaska, who then traded them into the interior and down the coast (Van Stone 

1979). The problem for the Native users of firearms was supply, as percussion caps and cartridges 

had to be purchased from the trading posts for furs, making the flintlocks traded by the Hudson’s 

Bay Company through Fort Yukon more
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Table 6 Cartridge measurements. Based on Charles Adkins’ work with identifying spent cartridges in archaeological
sites.

UA
Museum
Number

Field
Number

Head Stamp Case Type Neck Shoulder Base Mouth Rim Case
length

Rimfire/
centerfire

Primer

! 0831 E-l Tapered 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0831 E-l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0397 E-l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0383 B-l Shotgun 0 0 0.81 0 0.879 0 C 0.178
0827 C-3 tapered 0 0 0.471 0 0.518 1.317 c 0.173
0396 E-l shotgun 

base, paper 
tube

0 0 0.696 0 0.75 0 c 2.8

0396 E-l Diamond shotgun 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0.2
0396 E-l H Bottleneck 0.334 0.405 0.419 0 0.5 2.036 c 0.17
0396 E-l H Bottleneck 0 0 0.456 0 0.456 1.918 c 0.212
0396 E-l H Tapered 0 0 0.502 0 0.602 2.118 c 0.194
0831 E-l H Tapered 0 0 0.534 0 0.606 0 c 0.195
0831 E-l H bottleneck 0.292 0.34 0.348 0 0.402 0 c 0.18
0831 E-l H bottleneck 0 0.432 0.442 0 0.504 2.011 c 0.232
0831 E-l none Straight 0 0 0.432 0 0.508 0 c 0.208
0831 E-l P Bottleneck 0 0.408 0.422 0 0.504 0 c 0.2
0831 E-l P Bottleneck 0 0 0.354 0 0.402 1.326 c 0.182
0831 E-l P straight 0 0 0.421 0 0.504 0 c 0.197
0396 E-l P Tapered 0 0 0.502 0 0.602 2.104 c 0.223
0831 E-l P straight 0 0 0.476 0 0.522 0 c 0.19
0822 E-2 S bottleneck 0.336 0.403 0.414 0 0.502 2.035 c 0.203
0828 F-2 U.M.C./ .30 U.S.A. bottlenecks 0 0 0.425 0 0.503 0 c 0.2
0826 G-l U.M.C. / .44-40 shotgun 0 0 0.694 0 0.75 0 c 0.27
0390 G-l U.M.C. Co. /N o 12 shotgun 0 0 0.699 0 0.749 2.492 c 0.212
0390 G-l U.M.C./ .301.UGER. Shotgun 0 0 0.747 0 0.803 2.498 c 0.203
0820 NP U.M.CV 303 SAV tapered 0 0 0.506 0 0.604 2.139 c 0.191
0373 R-l U.M.C./S/H/3S-55 bottleneck 0 0 0.346 0 0.39 0.848 c 0.174
0821 R-2 W.C. C O /.30-30 bottleneck 0 0 0.421 0 0.502 2.042 c 0.202
0387 S-G-

(Cs)
W.C. C O ./30-30 bottleneck 0 0.402 0.417 0 0.501 2.032 c 0.203

0387 S-G-
(Cs)

W .R.ACo/40 65 
W.C.F.

shotgun 0 0 0.851 0 0.921 0 c 0.275

0382 S-I-(D)-
3

W.R.A. Co / .30 W.C.F. bottleneck 0 0.423 0.451 0 0.532 2.324 c 0.212

0392 S-l-4 W.R.A. Co / .32 S & W. shotgun 0 0 0.75 0 0.812 0 c 0.204
0392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o /30 W.C.F. Tapered 0 0 0.504 0 0.6 2.071 c 0.22
0392 S-l-4 W.R.A. C o /38-55 straight 0 0 0.459 0 0.538 1.888 c 0.213
0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co/25-20 

W.C.F.
straight 0 0 0.484 0 0.523 1.288 c 1.71

0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. CO/30 W.C.F. shotgun 0 0 0.704 0 0.757 0 c 0.188
0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F. Tapered 0 0 0.42 0 0.496 2.015 c 0.213
0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F. straight 0 0 0.479 0 0.519 1.307 c 0.168
0395 S-J-4 W R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F. bottleneck 0 0.407 0.433 0 0.502 2.046 c 0.206
0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. CO. / .30 W.C.F. shotgun 0 0 0.817 0 0.882 0 c 0.267
0830 T-1-1 W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. Bottleneck 0 0.411 0.417 0 0.502 0 c 0.2
0830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. 0 0 0.416 0 0.498 0 c 0.212
0830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./40-65 Tapered 0 0 0.51 0 0 0 c 0.216
0830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./45-70in 

circle
bottleneck 0 0.44 0.42 0 0.502 2.042 c 0.195

0830 T-l-1 W.R.A. Co. / 8 M/M bottleneck 0 0.411 0.416 0 0.498 2.042 c 0.21
0389 T-l-1 W.R.A. Co. Z.38-55 shotgun 0 0 0.815 0 0.875 0 c 0.214
0829 1-2-2 W.R.A. CO. /30. W.C.F. bottleneck 0.345 0.396  ̂ 0.418 0 0.496 2.041 c 0.21
0825 T-3-2 W.R.A. CO./ 25-20 

W.C.F.
tapered 0 0 0.505 0 0.601 2.094 c 0.208
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UA
Museum
Number

Field
Number

Flead Stamp Case Type Neck Shoulder Base Mouth Rim Case
length

Rimfire/
centerfire

Primer

0825 T-3-2 W.R.A. C o./30 W.C.F Tapered 0 0 0.505 0 0.595 2.104 C 0.212
0814 T-5-1 W.R.A. Co./30 W.C.F. bottleneck 0.332 0.405 0.416 0 0.505 2.046 C 0.212
0824 T-5-2 W.R.A. Co./30 W.C.F. tapered 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0
0394 1-1-2 W.R.A. C o/44 W.C.F. tapered 0 0 0.421 0 0.487 2.092 c 0.173
0394 1-1-2 W.R.A. Co/44 W.R.F. tapered 0 0 0.504 0 0.603 2.092 c 0.211
0394 1-1-2 W.R.A. Co/,40-82 

W.C.F.
Bottleneck 0 0.415 0.425 0 0.496 2.047 c 0.216

0394 1-1-2 W.R.A. Co / 5 06 Bottleneck 0.353 0.409 0.428 0 0.499 2.045 c 0.211
0393 1-1-3 WINCHESTER / No. 16 straight 0 0 0.465 0 0.517 0 c 0.166
0393 1-1-3 WINCHESTER/No. 16 straight 0 0 0.469 0 0.513 1.292 c 0.17
0393 1-1-3 WINCHESTER/No 12/ 

NEW RIVAL
shotgun 0 0 0.802 0 0.878 0 c 0.255

0396 E-l H Bottleneck 0.265 0.362 0.422 0.26 0.494 2.062 c 0.195
0396 E-l FI Bottleneck 0.278 0.332 0.341 0.278 0.4 1.298 c 0.177

1 0831 E-l H Bottleneck 0.296 0.339 0.375 0.279 0.407 1.325 c 0.18
j 0829 1-2-2 W.R.A. Co. /30 W.C.F. bottleneck 0.285 0.335 0.345 0.279 0.402 1.333 c 0.188
! 0831 E-l P Bottleneck 0.289 0.34 0.35 0.282 0.405 1.322 c 0.173
j 0391 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./32 W.S. bottleneck 0.28 0.338 0.342 0.282 0.4 1.332 c 0 178
» 0389 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. bottleneck 0.27 0.326 0.346 0.284 0.411 1.333 c 0.173
1 0389 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F bottleneck 0.328 0.397 0.412 0.326 0.502 2.024 c 0.171

0827 C-3 bottleneck 0.332 0.403 0.416 0.33 0.501 2.036 c 0.21
j 0831 E-l H bottleneck 0.338 0.403 0.42 0.33 0.502 2.038 c 0.202
! 0831 E-l P bottleneck 0.332 0.406 0.4161 0.33 05 2.042 c 0.212
P 0831 E-l H Bottleneck 0.332 0.402 0.418 0.331 0.502 2.038 c 0.201
1 0392 S-l-4 W.R.A. Co / 30 W.C.F. Bottleneck 0.335 0.408 0.424 0.331 0.502 2.028 c 0.202

0389 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./38-55 Bottleneck 0.343 0.417 0.457 0.331 0.54 2.31 c 0.208
0831 E-l H Bottleneck 0.328 0.406 0.416 0.332 0.502 2.046 c 0.212
0831 E-l H Bottleneck 0.332 0.406 0.413 0.332 0.504 2.045 c 0214
0831 E-l H Bottleneck 0.332 0.402 0.423 0.332 0.502 2.041 c 0.222
0831 E-l P bottleneck 0.332 0.402 0.418 0.332 0.502 2.038 c 0.212

j, 0396 E-l PETERS/ .30-30 Bottleneck 0.332 0.402 0.422 0.332 0.49 2.06 c 0.202
' 0392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C O /30 W.C.F. Bottleneck 0.336 0.402 0.416 0.332 0.495 2.046 c 0.212

0831 E-l H Bottleneck 0.332 0.408 0.42 0.333 0.5 2.051 c 0.212
0828 F-2 U.M.C. / .30 U.S.A. bottleneck 0.34 0.403 0.42 0.333 0.5 2.046 c 0.202
0392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o /30 W.C.F. bottleneck 0.334 0.41 0.424 0.333 0.495 2.05 c 0.212
0394 1-1-2 W.R.A. Co/ 30 W.C.F. bottleneck 0.336 0.404 0.418 0.335 0.498 2.041 c 0.174
0396 E-l H Bottleneck 0.336 0.408 0.414 0.336 0.5 2.046 c 0.202
0831 E-l H Bottleneck 0.342 0.422 0.452 0.338 0.536 2.308 c 0.213
0396 E-l H bottleneck 0.343 0.412 0416 0.338 0.502 2.036 c 0.212
0831 E-l H bottleneck 0.338 0.405 0.422 0.338 0.502 2.043 c 0.211
0396 E-l PETERS 30-30 Bottleneck 0.341 0.422 0.441 0.338 0.504 2.016 c 0.22
0392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o /30 U.S.G. Bottleneck 0.338 0.438 r 0.039 0.338 0.505 2.022 c 0.219
0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co /32 W.S. Bottleneck 0.34 0.42 0.455 0.338 0.539 2.314 c 0.222
0396 E-l H bottleneck 0.34 0.422 0.453 0.34 0.536 2.314 c 0.203
0392 S-I-4 W.R.A. Co / 303 SAV Bottleneck 0.346 0.445 0.436 0.341 0.469 2.559 c 0.205
0390 G-l U.M.C./ 30-30. bottleneck 0.345 0.425 0.453 0.342 0.538 2.316 c 0.198
0396 E-l H bottleneck 0.346 0.403 0.415 0.343 0.503 2.04 c 0.241
0831 E-l H bottleneck 0.342 0.404 0.414 0.343 0.502 2.039 c 0.234
0392 JS-I-4 U.M.C./ .30 U.S.A. bottleneck 0.335 0.408 0.416 0.343 0.495 2.05 c 0.206
0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. C O ./.30 W.C.F. Bottleneck 0.365 0.443 0.457 0.343 0.54 2.305 c 0.213
0396 E-l H straight 0 0 0.336 0.344 0.372 0.6 c 0.182
0396 E-l PETERS / .32 W.S. Bottleneck 0.348 0.444 0.471 0.348 0.468 2.562 c 0.209
0385 E-2 REM-UMC/ 

No./12/ARROW
bottleneck 0.342 0.407 0.414 0.348 0.498 2.035 c 0.215

0396 E-l No. 12/U/S/CLIMAX. Bottleneck 0.356 0.44 0.478 0.354 0.47 2.258 c 002
0381 S-I-(A)-

3
W.R.A. C O /.22 H.P. Bottleneck 0.343 0.43 0.466 0.358 0.54 2.31 c 2.05
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UA
Museum
Number

Field
Number

Head Stamp Case Type Neck Shoulder Base Mouth Rim Case
length

Rimfire/
centerfire

Primer

0398 S-M W.R.A. Co. / .30 U.S.G. straight 0 0 0.34 0.378 0.403 0.885 C 0.185
0396 E-l indet Tapered 0 0 0.417 0.4 0.496 2.126 C 0.2
0824 T-5-2 W.R.A. Co./ 45-70 Tapered 0 0 0.417 0.403 0.503 1.744 c 0.202
0830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./303 SAV Tapered 0 0 0.419 0.408 0.502 2.122 c 0.205
0389 T-l-1 W.R.A. Co. / 30 W.C.F. straight 0 0 0.412 0.415 0.432 1.122 C 0.162
0829 T-2-2 W.R.A Co./ .30 W.C.F. Tapered 0 0 0.454 0.418 0.53 1.795 c 0.212
0392 S-M W.R.A. C o /30 W.C.F. straight 0 0 0.439 0.423 0.506 1.284 c 0.221
0388 S-G- 

' *•
W.F.A. Co. /.30 W.C.F. Tapered 0.427 0.453 0.501 0.428 0.602 2.393 c 0.213

0396 E-l H Tapered 0 0 0.502 0.432 0.602 2.104 c 0.222
0831 E-l H Straight 0 0 0.468 0.442 0.515 1.295 0 0.181
0396 E-l P Tapered 0 0 0.463 0.444 0.521 1.31 c 0.182
0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F. Straight 0 0 0.475 0.446 0.522 1.306 c 0.182
0386 C-3 Tapered 0 0 0.474 0.448 0.515 1.321 c 0.193
0396 E-l H Tapered 0 0 0 0.451 0.466 1.3 c 0.173
0823 T-6-1 W.R.A. CO/25-20 

W.C.F.
tapered 0 0 0.506 0.475 0.598 2.112 c 0.211

1 0819 G-l U.M.C. / 41-0 Straight 0 0 0.482 0.482 0.504 1.28 c 0.2
0399 G-l U .M .C ./S /H /. 45-70 straight 0 0 0.478 0.491 0.509 1.263 c 0.212
0396 E-l PETERS/.25-20

MARLIN
Shotgun 0 0 0.744 0.738 0.804 2.555 c 0.212

0396 E-l H shotgun 0 0 0.81 0.812 0.878 2.634 c 0.2
0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. CO. / .30 W.C.F. shotgun 0 0 0.855 0.845 0.912 2.722 c 0.206
0378 C-2 straight 0 0 0.45 0 0.516 0.941 R 0
0812 C-2 straight 0 0 0.442 0 0.499 0 R 0
0816 D-1 straight 0 0 0.445 0 0.517 0.923^ R 0
0815 D-2 straight 0 0 0.444 0 0.516 0.921 R 0
0831 E-l straight 0 0 0.446"I 0 0.52 0.925 R 0
0831 E-l straight 0 0 0.25 0 0.298 0.953 R 0
0831 E-l straight 0 0 0.232 0 0.269 0,611 R 0
0831 E-l Diamond Straight 0 0 0.241 0 0.302 0.952 R 0
0396 E-l Diamond Straight 0 0 0.333 0 0.368 0.814 R 0
0831 E-l H straight 0 0 0.323 0 0.371 0 R 0
0318 F-2 U straight 0 0 0.454 0 0.512 0.926 R 0
0828 F-2 U M C /35 REM straight 0 0 0.454 0 0.514 0.952 R 0
0390 G-l U .M .C./.44-40 straight 0 0 0.454 0 0.518 0.912 R 0
0826 G-l U.M.C. / .45 Colt straight 0 0 0.23 0 0.262 0.628 R 0
0826 G-l U .M .C ./30 U.S.A. 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 0
0392 S-M W.R.A. Co / .45-70 in 

circle
Straight 0 0 0.458 0 0.514 0 R 0

0392 S-I-4 W.R.A. Co / 25-.20 
W.C.F.

Straight 0 0 0.45 0 0.518 0 R 0

0392 S-M W.R.A. C O /3 0 U S G Straight 0 0 0.498 0 0.526 0.84 R 0
0384 S-J-(B)-

3
W.R.A. C O /40-65 

W.C.F.
straight 0 0 0.461 0 0.515 0.938 R 0

0379 S-J-(D)-
1

W.R.A. C o /45 W.C.F. straight 0 0 0.448 0 0.518 0.87 R 0

0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. C O /45-70 straight 0 0 0.467 0 0.518 0.935 R 0
0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co /25-20 

W.C.F.
straight 0 0 0.249 0 0.295 0.958 R 0

0395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co /30 W.C.F straight 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 0
0830 T-l-1 W.R.A. Co. / .44 W.C.F. Straight 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 0
0389 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./25-20 

W.C.F.
straight 0 0 0.502 0 0 0 R 0

0830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. Straight 0 0 0.225 0 0.267 0.611 R 0
0829 T-2-2 W.R.A. Co./30 USG straight 0 0 0.45 0 0.519 0.884 R 0
0371 T-3-2 W.R.A. Co./ .44 W.C.F. straight 0 0 0.465 0 0.511 0.899 R 0
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1 UA
Museum
Number

Field
Number

Head Stamp Case Type Neck Shoulder Base Mouth Rim Case
length

Rimfire/
centerfire

Primer

0394 T-7-2 W.R.A. Co/ 30 U.S.C. straight 0 0 0.455 0 0.515 0.911 R 0
1 0393 T-7-3 W.R.A.CO. / 303 SAV straight 0 0 0.448 0 0.521 0.916 R 0
1 0393 T-7-3 WESTERN .30 .30 straight 0 0 0.449 0 0.516 0.895 R 0

0393 T-7-3 W ESTERN/No/10/ 
FIELD

straight 0 0 0.448 0 0.515 0.927 R 0

0393 T-7-3 WESTERN/No/20/ 
FIELD

straight 0 0 0.453 0 0.507 0.9 R 0

0393 T-7-3 WESTERN/No
12/FIELD

straight 0 0 0.262 0 0.311 1.004 R 0

0385 E-2 REM-UMC/No/20/ 
NITRO CLUB

straight 0 0 0.225 0.225 0.266 0.612 R 0

0813 E-l straight 0 0 0.22 0.226 0.265 0.622 R 0
0396 E-l H Straight 0 0 0.222 0.226 0.273 0.612 R 0

1 0827 0 3 straight 0 0 0.222 0.227 0.271 0.611 R 0
! 0396 E-l Diamond straight 0 0 0.226 0.228 0.276 0.413 R 0

0831 E-l Diamond straight 0 0 0.23 0.229 0.274 0.615 R 0
0830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. Straight 0 0 0.229 0.229 0.27 0.609 R 0

I 0831 E-l 1901 /No 20/ LEADER Straight 0 0 0.228 0.23 0.268 0.61 R 0
I 0831 E-l 1901 / No/20/LE ADER straight 0 0 0.23 0.23 0.268 0.605 R 0
I 0396 E-l diamond design straight 0 0 0.227 0.234 0.271 0.61 R 0
P 0830 E-l Straight 0 0 0.255 0.242 0.288 0.969 R 0
! 0831 
I
L

E-l 1901/No 16/NEW 
RIVAL

straight 0 0 0.246 0243 0.298 0.958 R 0

0822 E-2 REM-UMC/ 30 USA straight 0 0 0.242 0.243 0.29 0.955 R 0
0831 E-l Diamond straight 0 0 0.248 0.245 0.29 0.959 R 0
0831 E-l Diamond Straight 0 0 0.247 0.245 0.297 0.968 R 0
0399 G-l U.M.C. / .45 COLT straight 0 0 0.256 0.252 0.306 0.67 R 0
0813 E-l Diamond straight 0 0 0.247 0.259 0.313 0.675 R 0
039? E-l Diamond straight 0 0 0.243 0.26 0.292 0.975 R 0
0394 T-7-4 WINCHESTER,7 No. 10 straight 0 0 0.448 0.443 0.516 0.948 R 0
0392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o /.45-70 in 

circle
straight 0 0 0.44 0.444 0.511 0.906 R 0

0386 0 3 Straight 0 0 0.447 0.445 0.52 0.902 R 0
0829 T-2-2 W.R.A. Co. /.44 W.C.F. straight 0 0 0.45 0.445 0.515 0.926 R 0
0393 T-7-3 WINCHESTER / No 20 straight 0 0 0.455 0.446 0.512 0.838 R 0
0812 C-2 straight 0 0 0.447 0.447 0.515 0.955 R 0
0394 T-7-2 W.R.A. C O /30 W.C.F. straight 0 0 0.451 0.447 0.515 0.932 R 0
0396 E-l Diamond Straight 0 0 0.447 0.448 0.515 0.941 R 0
0384 S-J-(B)-

3
W.R.A. C o /38-55 straight 0 0 0.448 0 449 0.519 0.859 R 0

0318 F-3 U.M .C./.38 A.C.P. straight 0 0 0.45 0.45 0.514 0.914 R 0
0828 F-2 U.M.C. / .25-20. straight 0 0 0.453 0.452 0.511 0.95 R 0
0817 F-l U straight 0 0 0.458 0.453 0.513 0.868 R 0
0827 C-3 straight 0 0 0.448 0.455 0.516 0.933 R 0
0386 C-3 Straight 0 0 0.458 0.455 0.518 0.86 R 0
0380 S-J-(D)-

3
W.R.A. C o /45-70 straight 0 0 0.45 0.456 0.52 0.848 R 0

0829 T-2-2 W.R.A. Co. GOG. 1903 straight 0 0 0.228 0.272 0.612 R 0
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valuable for some time (Van Stone 1979). By the 1880s, rapid fire lever action rifles like the .45 

Henry were in use by Native peoples, arguably increasing the efficiency of hunting and having a 

more serious impact on game populations (Van Stone 1979). Other calibers are present in a variety 

of new types, which flooded the market following the Civil War, as innovation in materials, and 

design created more powerful firearms. This proliferation in calibers and the limited supplies of 

pre-manufactured ammunition is the likely reason for the heavy reloading evidenced in this 

collection.

Cans

Tin cans are one of the major food preservation advances of the 19th century. Although the 

technique goes back to 1814, it was not perfected until the mid-19th century. It is highly unlikely 

that much canned food was sent to Kolmakovskiy until steamboats made transportation relatively 

easy in the late 1890s. At Kolmakovskiy, the vast majority of recovered cans were food cans, 

including condensed milk, fruit, meat, and fish. Only a few fuel cans are present in the collection. 

This is likely due to their utility for other purposes after the contents are used up-they become 

stoves, shingles, sheathing, and cooking pans. Other can remnants are present in the collection as 

ulnaq blades.

There are many fish tins. It was noted that George Separe was well known for liking 

canned sardines packed in oil (Kilbuck 1988). Several other key-strip type cans are meat, fruit, 

butter, or coffee cans. Cans with friction lids include Royal baking powder, Ghirardelli’s cocoa 

powder, Crisco shortening, and Tetley’s tea. Butter tins from Darigold and other West Coast dairies 

retained their colorful lithography, with the Darigold brand beginning in 1925. Umberto Dickey, 

the founder of the Darigold Company, had been a packer at Chilkoot Pass in 1897-8 and was one of 

the original partners in the Northern Commercial Company, (Satterfield 1993). Log Cabin syrup’s 

distinctive can has one representative in this collection, and is dated to the mid-1920s (Bowers no
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date, Mills personal communication 1997). These cans were often adaptively reused when empty 

for use as toys, lanterns, and decorations (Mills personal communication 1997).
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Figure 18 Tobacco cans. These are identical to cans found at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt and in similar condition.
were found as collectibles on E-Bay.
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Non-food cans overwhelmingly consist of tobacco tins. These include smoking tobacco, 

such as Prince Albert, Tuxedo, and Lucky Strike, and chewing tobacco, such as Dill’s Cut Plug, 

Edgeworth, and Lucky Strike plug. Tins for chewing tobacco were a relatively late innovation, as 

plug tobacco was normally sold in bulk, with the branding represented by a metal tag. Many of the 

tobacco tins are in excellent condition, with easily readable lithography and very little rust or 

crushing. One example of a non-food, non-tobacco can is present: a can manufactured for the 

California Soap company.

Robin O. Mills provided a standardized recording form he developed for cans recovered 

from historic mining sites, which was converted into a database form. This database was provided 

to him in electronic form for inclusion in his research. It is clear that historical archaeology will 

benefit in the future from closer study of this aspect of material culture.

Other Materials

The other materials category encompasses a wide variety of both material and functional 

types. Of the materials, there are numerous vulcanized and soft rubber items, silk, cotton and 

woolen fabrics, bricks, plastics, graphite, carbon,, hardboard, and non-domestic ceramics.

Of the rubber items, the most useful are the vulcanized items that are molded with dates on 

them. Generally they include the Goodyear patent date of 1851, as well as other trademark 

information. Several hard rubber buttons, with molded in textures or designs are present in the 

collection. There are several combs, including nit combs. Chesterfield pipe stems are associated 

with both wood and ceramic pipe bowls. Soft rubber items include such practical items as galoshes 

and shoe soles as well as rubber balls and molded rubber animals.

Pencil leads and battery cores are also included in this category. Several D size dry cell 

battery cores, some with the metal end buttons on them, are in this collection, associated with some
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possible flashlight parts in the metal category. The pencil leads are from #2 pencils, with the 

surrounding wood having split off in some cases.

Non-domestic ceramics include a tobacco pipe bowl, brick and mortar fragments, and 

ceramic water pipe sections. Some of the brick fragments are quite similar to Russian bricks from 

Kodiak and found in Sitka at the Castle Hill excavation. These are gray to light red with very large 

pebbles in the matrix. The ceramic pipe fragments are from Placer County, California, and are very 

finely made, smooth and red with fine matrix. Some of the mortar fragments appear to have Russian 

letter imprints on them, but the associated bricks are not in the collection for refit.

Plastic, hardboard, and paper items are 20th century materials. A newspaper fragment is 

clearly from 1924 based on information in the text. A cigarette paper wrapper is readable but not 

easily dated. Acetate and Bakelite items include poker chips, knife handles, combs, brush handles, 

and other small items. Plastic items also include parts of the pocketknife in the metal category. 

Hardboard items include some poker chips, as well as some other pieces that may have been parts 

of furniture or the like.

Fabrics include primarily woven woolens and some cottons, with some silk in the form of 

ribbons and tassels present as well. Machine made socks and mittens are present and are likely 

American period imports. Some of the cloth has been covered with paint spatters and was likely 

worn out clothing. It is unclear whether the clothing was locally made or imported ready-made. 

Some metal items indicate that overalls were purchased pre-made, and post-date the Russian 

occupation.
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CHAPTER 8 QUANTITATIVE ARTIFACT ANALYSIS

Due to the lack of systematic sampling and point provenience information, it was 

impossible to perform higher-level statistical tests on the data set generated by artifact re-analysis. 

Frequencies, ranks, percentages, and presence/absence traits are analyzed for what information can 

be gained. Contrasts were made within and between structures and test units, between structures 

and test pits, and so on.

Total Frequencies

Total artifact counts were calculated for discrete units. The units in order from highest to 

lowest frequencies are J, F, T-7, C, I, E, T -l, and G. Units adjacent to Old Andrew’s and Separe’s 

houses have the highest frequencies. Units further from the house and those with stratigraphic 

separation had the lowest ranks. Artifacts per unit ranged from 2,258 in J, with 1,404 of them being 

ceramic fragments and 410 beads, to T-6, with only 10 artifacts total. The top 10 ranked units 

include 8,577 of the 9,193 provenienced artifacts, or 93% of the provenienced total. Dates are 

based on ceramic age ranges from Jackson (1991), patent dates on the material or dates from other 

sources.
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Table 7 Summary table o f frequencies. Artifacts summarized by unit with available dates.

Structure Unit
Number

Depth Dates Beads Ceramics Cans Cart
ridges

Glass Leather Metal Other
Materials

Stone,
Bone,

Antler,
Ivory

Wood

No Data No Data No
Data

85 2 5 1 5 1 5 5 4 26

Store A-l No
Data

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2

Blockhouse B-l "a few 
centim 
eters"

1847-
1867

11 27 3 1 10 0 2 1 2 2

Kashim C-l 20 cm 155 20 4 0 2 6 2 5 17 21
C-2 10 cm 1887-

1890
309 220 7 3 13 3 3 2 9 8

e-3 35 cm 1845-
1895

25 172 8 7 18 3 3 6 16 4

Bathhouse
#2

D-l 30 cm 1866 61 38 1 1 5 2 0 0 6 5

D-2 28 cm 1866-
1900

55 38 18 1 13 3 4 3 3 6

D-3 40 cm 2 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
Old

Andrew’s
House

E-l 22 cm 1851-
1924

121 114 14 68 27 0 9 30 14 4

E-2 10 cm 1866-
1895

0 9 15 4 1 0 8 1 2 3

E-3 25 cm 1877 33 34 9 0 14 0 1 0 1 2
Eskimo

Barracks
F-l 52 cm 

(max)
1852-
1900

287 273 4 1 18 0 4 5 14 49

F-2 70 cm 1852-
1910

554 209 9 5 15 0 0 3 14 24

F-3 60 cm 1866-
1910

28 10 11 1 18 0 0 0 3 4

Separe’s 
House

G-l Single
Unit

1868-
1925

56 21 7 10 9 3 1 2 3 1

Separe’s 
House

S-G-(Cs) No
Data

1885-
1895

4 0 2 3 19 1 2 2 2 6

Random 
Test Pit

R-l No
Data

1852-
1900

2 17 0 1 2 1 1 3 6 1

Random 
Test Pit

R-2 No
Data

1891-
1895

35 32 0 1 11 1 3 1 0 2

Priest’s
House

S-I-(A)-1 30 cm 1852-
1878

33 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 3

S-I-(A)-2 25 cm 1852-
1878

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S-I-(A)-3 20 cm 1892-
1895

0 14 0 1 3 3 0 0 4 6

S-I-(B)-1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
S-I-(B)-2 14 15 1 0 1 2 0 0 4 11
S-I-(B)-3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
S-I-(C)-1 4 4 1 0 0 2 1 0 1 4
S-I-(C)-2 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
S-MQ-3 8 63 3 0 4 7 0 0 4 3
S-I-(D)-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S-I-(D)-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S-I-(D)-3 7 28 2 1 4 4 2 1 0 1
S-I-(E)-3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

S-I-3 20-25
cm

1847-
1913

0 144 24 0 16 3 1 1 7 7
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Structure Unit
Number

Depth Dates Beads Ceramics Cans Cart
ridges

Glass Leather Metal Other
Materials

Stone,
Bone,

Antler,
Ivory

Wood

S-I-4 25 cm 1866-
1903

0 211 51 14 44 4 8 2 2 8

Creole
Barracks

S-J-(A)-1 60 cm 
max

1845-
1910

3 53 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 10

S-J-(A)-2 15 cm 1852-
1878

15 61 0 0 8 1 I 0 1 7

S-J-(A)-3 20 cm 1760-
1887

0 13 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 1

S-J-(B)-1 65 182 9 0 10 4 0 0 13 35
S-J-(B)-2 71 127 3 0 7 0 0 0 7 2
S-J-(B)-3 7 146 4 2 11 4 0 0 2 4
S-J-(C)-1 52 101 8 0 5 2 0 4 14 25
S-J-(C)-2 0 48 2 0 6 1 0 0 2 7
S-J-(C)-3 0 60 0 0 6 2 0 0 1 1
S-J-(D)-1 89 93 7 1 5 1 0 0 6 15
S-J-(D)-2 7 106 3 0 6 0 2 0 2 1
S-J-(D)-3 4 18 2 1 5 1 0 0 1 4
S-J-(E)-1 53 18 5 3 3 1 0 1 4 8
S-J-(E)-2 9 122 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 8
S-J-(E)-3 4 48 3 0 5 2 0 0 0 7

S-J-4 30 cm 1852-
1920

31 208 21 14 21 3 3 7 7 3

Old Prayer 
House

S-K-l Below
Plank
Floor

27 12 0 0 1 0 1 0 5 10

S-K-2 Above
Plank
Floor

1858-
1872

0 15 1 0 2 0 0 0 3 1

Test Pit 1 T-l-1 No
data

1852-
1933

20 102 15 16 4 5 1 2 13 4

Test Pit 2 T-2-1 3 cm 7 6 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 0
T-2-2 Sod

Layer?
1866-
1895

0 11 5 6 5 2 2 0 1 1

Test Pit 3 T-3-1 No
Data

16 28 3 3 1 3 0 2 7 5

T-3-2 1866-
1924

13 35 4 3 4 3 0 4 4 11

Test Pit 4 T-4-1 No
Data

34 19 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 5

T-4-2 1890-
1942

27 11 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 3

Test Pit 5 T-5-1 55 cm 88 181 14 1 7 9 6 7 13 39
T-5-2 22 cm 1884 6 119 10 2 5 3 9 2 6 5

Test Pit 6 T-6-1 No
Data

1852-
1878

2 4 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0

Test Pit 7 T-7-1 No
Data

1845-
1878

0 95 0 0 2 3 1 2 6 15

T-7-2 No
Data

1845-
1910

212 507 24 7 20 2 3 1 6 14

T-7-3 No
Data

1852-
1925

0 121 48 9 35 5 2 9 7 8

T-7-4 No
Data

1866 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Site Stratigraphy

Few of the units have detailed depths recorded. Oswalt described the stratigraphic column 

by observed soil color changes, although he did not record the color change with a Munsell or other 

standardized color chart (Oswalt 1980). This information may have been recorded in the field 

notes, which were not with the collection at the University of Alaska Museum. This reconstruction 

(Figure 19) from the published report shows some possible stratigraphic continuity between units in 

the silt layer. Structure F appears to have the most extreme depth, while the others seem to be more 

comparable.
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Stratigraphic Data

Figure 19 Stratigraphy. Reconstructed from Oswalt (1980) and Jackson (1991)
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Stratigraphic Differentiation

The expectation for this site was that Russian units would be defined by the absence of items 

considered unavailable to the Russians at Kolmakovskiy. Subsequent occupants were thought to 

have had a greater access to canned food and technological innovations such as cartridges, breech- 

loading firearms, pressboard, glass, vulcanized rubber, and so on. The time of their invention or the 

difficulty of transporting them would have excluded these items from Russian-era levels. For this 

case, industrial manufactured items are dubbed “technofacts”. Referring to the technofact 

distribution map, it is clear that this expectation was not strictly met. In structures with stratigraphic 

separation there are four patterns: increase, decrease, stasis, and curved distributions. Structure I 

(Table 8) demonstrates an increase in the frequency of technofact category items over stratigraphic 

time.
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Table 8 Structure 1 technofacts. This case fits the general assumption that technofacts increase in frequency over
stratigraphic time.

Technofacts by Level, Structure I

u ■
Cans Cartridges Glass Metal Other

□  S-I-4 51 14 44 8 2
□  S-I-3 24 0 16 1 1
□  Level 3 total 5 2 12 2 1
□  Level 2 total 1 0 2 0 0
□  Level 1 total 2 0 1 1 0

Russian period accounts most often mention privation and lack of access to European 

goods at Kolmakovskiy Redoubt (Netsvetov 1984, Oswalt 1960, Zagoskin 1935, 1967). 

Transportation was over portages from Novoalexandrovskiy on the Nushagak River or from St. 

Michaels over the Yukon River to the portage, and from there up the Kuskokwim. All three sources 

report on the difficulty of traveling to Kolmakovskiy. Due to the lack of available Russian or 

Creole labor, Native men and their boats were hired to carry the tons of trade goods and provisions 

to Kolmakovsky. Most valued by the employees seemed to be flour, pilot bread, tea, tobacco, and 

sugar. Usually packed in cloth bags and sometimes barrels, these items were often contaminated
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with water or in otherwise rough shape once they reached Kolmakovskiy Redoubt (Netsvetov 1984, 

Oswalt 1960 Zagoskin 1935, 1967). Conveniently, these items were often used to pay the porters 

and to trade with others for their peltry. Iron, ceramics, and things packed in wooden crates and so 

on were likely not popular items to carry on these routes. Pre-manufactured items likely made up 

the most of the heavy goods, especially those loads that could be split among several porters. The 

artifact record from this period would be indistinguishable from Yup’ik, Deg Hii’taan or Kolchan 

village sites without the evidence of the structural remains.

The early American period, 1867-1898, probably differs only slightly in the availability of 

manufactured goods from the outside world. Canned food, breech-loading rifles and shotguns using 

metallic cartridges, foot-specific shoes, and mass-produced firearms were all made widely available 

following the American Civil War. Alaska Native people seem to show a conservative approach to 

these new technologies. This may be due to the higher cost of sustaining the use of imported 

firearms and tools or a cultural belief system that precluded or regulated their use. Transportation 

only improved slightly during this time with the advent of oceangoing ships that could reach Bethel. 

On the geopolitical level, the rise of San Francisco, Seattle, and Vancouver and the transcontinental 

railroad increased the flow of goods and the establishment of industry on the Pacific Ocean. This 

lowered the general cost of American manufactured goods around the Pacific Rim. Steamships 

were bringing tourists to Southeast Alaska, whaling continued northeast beyond Pt. Barrow, and the 

salmon and forest resources of Alaska were of growing interest to American business.

The Klondike and Nome gold rushes brought drastic change to the region, as well as the 

published results of the 1898 USGS and military expeditions into Alaska’s interior. The Yukon 

River became a freeway for travelers from the Yukon Territory to Norton Sound and the Seward 

Peninsula. As the gold rush spilled over to the Kuskokwim and Innoko, steamboats carrying tons of 

manufactured goods began to ply the Kuskokwim. Canned food and manufactured items were
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available in bulk, and the establishment of post offices and government offices commenced along 

the steamboat routes. Natives and itinerant settlers could now cut wood, shoot game and sell fish to 

the steamboat crews and passengers and prospectors could rapidly travel throughout the interior 

river drainages.

This also brought every imaginable disease to the mostly virgin soil of Alaska’s Native 

population. This included tropical diseases like yellow fever and malaria as well as more endemic 

diseases of the time, like polio, typhus, mumps, smallpox, influenza, and so on. Yellow Fever and 

Malaria are generally thought of as tropical diseases, but in this case people were coming through 

tropical areas and getting infected, providing a secondary host for these diseases, which could be 

spread by Anopheles mosquitoes during warm summer periods (Boyd 1999). Misdiagnosis of 

diseases and the generally poor kno wledge of disease process until the mid-twentieth century7 may 

have also played a part, as hepatitis and other diseases can create symptomologies that could be 

mistaken for other diseases (Boyd 1999). Endemic Euro-American diseases devastated the Native 

population and did the most damage to their cultural continuity7. In particular, the 1900 and 1918 

pandemics devastated Natives and Non-natives alike. This period was a kind of Diaspora for the 

Yup’iit, as people moved together to new places and abandoned old villages 

(www.dced.state.ak.us). Some contemporary sources believe that the repercussions of these 

epidemics are still strongly felt today and are responsible for far more disruption than the ephemera) 

presence of prospectors or the continued presence of Protestant, Catholic, and Orthodox 

missionaries (Napoleon 1991).

Technofacts as a byproduct of the availability of items of industrial production help to 

clearly delineate relative ages of site units. Russian era levels are presumed to have few 

technolacts, as this category of goods was expensive and difficult to transport during the Russian 

period. Illarion mentions bringing window glass, door hardware, and an iron stove with him to
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Kolmakovskiy, and finding only a few broken glass windowpanes in the Chapel with the other 

buildings having seal gut windows and clay stoves. Following the sale of Alaska until the Gold 

Rush, there would have been a gradual increase in technofacts as trade and supplies came from the 

burgeoning Pacific Coast of America. The Gold Rush would have presented a large pulse of goods 

as prospectors brought literally tons of goods, and stores began to be established throughout the area 

at boom sites like Georgetown and Cripple Creek. World War I would have ended this pulse, and 

on the middle Kuskokwim there would have been a small but steady presence with increasing use 

of guns and a continued use of canned goods.
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Table 9 Technofacts and Dates.

Total Technofacts Unit Minimum date Maximum date
0 A-l 0 0
17 B-l 1867 1867
13 C-l 0 0
28 C-2 1887 1890
42 C-3 0 0
7 D-l 1866 1866

39 D-2 1866 1900
4 D-3 0 0

148 E-l 0 0
29 E-2 1866 1895
24 E-3 1877 1877
32 F-l 1852 1900
32 F-2 0 0
30 F-3 1866 1910
29 G-l 1868 1925
28 G-CS 1885 1895
4 1-1 1852 1878
3 1-2 1852 1878
22 I-(A-E)-3 1892 1895
42 1-3 1847 1913
119 1-4 0 0
190 J-l 0 0
376 J-2 1878 1878
749 J-3 1887 1887
66 J-4 0 0
2 K-l 0 0
3 K-2 1872 1872

38 T-l-1 0 0
4 T-2-1 0 0
18 T-2-2 1895 1895
9 T-3-1 0 0
15 T-3-2 1924 1924
1 T-4-1 0 0
1 T-4-2 1890 1942

35 T-5-1 1852 1910
28 T-5-2 1884 1884
3 T-6-1 1852 1878
5 T-7-1 1845 1878

55 T-7-2 1910 1910
103 T-7-3 1925 1925
1 T-7-4 1866 1866
7 R-l 1852 1900
16 R-2 1891 1895
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Table 10 Total Technofacts.
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Examining table 10 certain patterns become apparent. Structure A has no technofacts. 

Structures C and I and Trench 3 have technofact frequencies that increase over stratigraphic time. 

Structures D and J and Trench 7 increase over stratigraphic time and then fall off drastically near 

the surface. Structures F, G, and K show little variation over stratigraphic time, indicating a single 

Post-Russian occupation. These observations must be tempered by information reflecting 

depositional patterns, which may create different possible interpretations of the observed patterns. 

The technofact concept does supply a useful separator for the Russian and American periods, 

however, and could be further developed with more work in Western Alaska.

Within Structures Compared to Test Pits

Artifact frequencies within structures were contrasted to artifact frequencies in test pits 

outside of structures. For all artifact types, there was a ratio of from 1.7 to 4.8 to 1, inside to outside 

structures. This may be associated with the difference in surface area excavated within and outside 

structure foundations. Within-structure surface area, ignoring depth or volume, was excavated in a 

3.3 tol ratio to outside structure test pits. The mean of the artifact type ratios was 2.8, with 2/3 of 

the ratios fitting within one standard deviation of the mean and 8/9 within two standard deviations. 

Only the bead category significantly deviated from the area ratio with more beads found inside 

structures than out, exceeding the mean by two standard deviations. Beads were either rarely lost 

outside of structures or were recovered more often outside. The other artifact categories were 

present more or less equal to the 3.3 to 1 ratio. A chi square test was performed (Table 11), 

showing that at the 95% confidence level, all artifact categories conformed to this ratio.
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Table 11 Chi square calculation.

Beads Ceramics Cans Cartridges Glass Leather Metal Other
Material

SBAI Wood

Inside
Total

2219 3106 265 151 375 71 67 76 209 342

Outside
Total

462 1288 124 51 101 42 29 34 73 113

Inside/
Outside

4.80303 2.41149 2.137097 2.960784 3.712871 1.690476 2.310345 2.235294 2.86301 3.02654 For dL=9

Inside/
Outside

3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 95%-
3.325

chi
square
value

0.6846 0.2392 0.40980 0.03486 0.051655 0.78502 0.296793 0.343515 0.05786 0.02265 2.925981

Variation within Structures

Structures I and J were subdivided below the floorboards at the floor joists. The lowest 

three levels in each were subdivided into five units and compared graphically. Structure J was also 

contrasted to the lowest three levels of adjacent test pit 7. Other structures were contrasted by level, 

with most having three levels, with three being the sod or surface and one being the lowest.

Table 12 Frequency Distribution in Structure I

Beads Ceramics Cans Cartridges Glass Metal Other SBAI Wood Leather
S-I-(A)-1 33 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 3 0
S-I-(B)-1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
S-M Q-l 4 4 1 0 0 1 0 1 4 2
S-I-(D)-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S-I-(A)-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S-I-(B)-2 14 15 1 0 1 0 0 4 11 2
S-MQ-2 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
S-I-(D)-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S-I-(A)-3 0 14 0 1 3 0 0 4 6 3
S-I-(B)-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
S-HQ-3 8 63 3 0 4 0 0 4 3 7
S-l-(D)-3 7 28 2 1 4 2 1 0 1 4
S-l-(E)-3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

S-I-3 0 144 24 0 16 1 1 7 7 3

S-I-4 0 211 51 14 44 8 2 2 8 4
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Table 13 Frequency Distribution in Structure J

Beads Ceramics Cans Cartridges Glass Leather Metal Other SBAI Wood
S-H AM 3 53 0 0 0 2 0 0 3 10
S-J-(B)-1 65 182 9 0 10 4 0 0 13 35
S-H CM 52 101 8 0 5 2 0 4 14 25
S-J-(D)-1 89 93 7 1 5 1 0 0 6 15
S-J-(E)-1 53 18 5 3 3 1 0 1 4 8

S-J-(A)-2 15 61 0 0 8 1 1 0 1 7
S-J-(B)-2 71 127 3 0 7 0 0 0 7 2
S-J-(C)-2 0 48 2 0 6 1 0 0 2 7
S-J-(D)-2 7 106 3 0 6 0 2 0 2 1
S-J-(E)-2 9 122 1 0 3 0 0 0 2 8

S-J-(A)-3 0 13 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 1
S-J-(B)-3 7 146 4 2 11 4 0 0 2 4
S-J-(C)-3 0 60 0 0 6 2 0 0 1 1
S-J-(D)-3 4 18 2 1 5 1 0 0 1 4
S-J-(E)-3 4 48 3 0 5 2 0 0 0 7

S-J-4 31 208 21 14 21 3 3 7 7 3

Horizontal distributions in structures I and J exist for the lowest three levels, with the third level in 

both being divided by floorboards. The presence of cartridges on the first levels of both may 

indicate disturbance or poor recordation of surface relief. Other technofacts are present on these 

lower levels and will be addressed in the technofacts section. Patterns appearing in the horizontal 

distributions are a mounding effect in the frequencies of ceramics in the central three units, shifted 

towards one end of the structure or the other. There are fewer beads in I than in J, with a gradation 

of high to low from A to E. In J, B through E cluster near each other, but A is drastically smaller.

In the two examples above where horizontal distinctions were made there are some clear issues with 

either contamination of strata or unclear presentation of surface relief. This is most clear in the 

distribution of cartridges, cans, metal, and other material category items, which should not be 

present in Russian-era construction levels. Structure I had tin cans in all stratigraphic levels, 

although the number does increase towards the surface as expected. Structure J similarly shows an 

increase in cans and cartridges indicating again contamination, surface topographic relief, or the 

contemporaneous discard of these artifact types.
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Conclusions

One of the main conclusions to be drawn from this effort is the fact that without the 

historical component, the site would clearly have been interpretable as a Native Alaskan site and a 

later American period trading post. The scarcity of distinctly Russian artifacts would have indicated 

that the Russian American Company was only of peripheral importance to the region and had no 

lasting presence. Only oral history would have placed them there. The continuity of the Russian 

Orthodox Church and in the Russian and Finnish surnames of local people are strong measures of 

the lasting influence of the Russian American Company.

It is clear that through the use of a time-sensitive typology based on the advent of various 

technological innovations present in the material culture of the site it is possible to date site 

components. This information was recovered in spite of the problems with excavation 

methodology and technique that precluded the use of statistical testing methods. Most of the tests 

possible are presence/absence of time-sensitive artifact classes. The classes as set here are not 

meant to take the place of other typologies or to stand as a new standard model. In this case the 

typology was developed for short-term use in dating and characterization of the site components. 

While this typology may be useful in describing other Russian American Company sites, its 

chronological value is limited to questions of product availability and timing. Breech loading 

firearms using metallic cartridge ammunition and canned food are the strongest indicators of a post- 

Russian occupation. New materials were likely slow to penetrate, and new technologies and 

copyrighted corporate identities were innovations that arose in industrializing nations undergoing 

drastic economic changes. In other circumstances, corroborating evidence for determinations of 

product availability must be found. Here they were valuable in differentiating the deposits.
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Historic data demonstrated that the post was occupied and run by predominantly Aleut, 

Yup’iit and Deg Hit’aan women who married the Creole and Russian management and employees. 

Many of the workers were Aglegmiut from the Nushagak area who were somewhat dependent upon 

the legacy of Fedor Kolmakov in protecting them from their neighbors. Others were local hires.

The men responsible for trading were generally not in residence but out traveling, trying to 

encourage people to trap for furs and trade at the post. The managers ranged from Lake 

Minchumina to Novo-Alexandrovskiy to St. Michaels exhorting the native people to trade with 

them for furs. In the American period there were more independent traders, then two main 

competitors, and finally again a monopoly. Women continued to dwell in and de facto manage the 

redoubt while the male managers and employees traveled. Only with the epidemic of 1900 did this 

change and Kolmakovskiy begin to decline.

The archaeological information largely corroborates the historic information. Native 

technology dominates the assemblages with a large pulse in the presence of technofact materials 

associated with the Gold Rush. Bows and arrows continued to be present while a variety of metallic 

cartridges were disposed of or used as blunt arrow tips. Fish spears made of animal bone and ivory 

were still in use when Spurr passed through in 1898. Metal tools made from recycled metal were 

recovered with ground slate tools and projectile points of similar form. Bottles and cans, too heavy 

to carry by hand over the portages from St. Michaels or Novo-Alexandrovskiy, were brought by 

steamboat, discarded and recycled into native tool forms. Barrels replaced birch-lined pits in the 

manufacture of fermented salmon. Local people adopted what was useful, and what was too 

expensive or complicated faded out against a background of Native tradition. These Native 

traditions were a baseline, sustainable set of technologies and behaviors that ensured a level of 

success.
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The beginnings of disposable American culture are shown in the evolution of packaging 

materials, from the paper labeled can jabbed open with a knife to the brightly decorated hinged and 

threaded containers which populate some of the later units. Barrel hoops and strap steel banding 

around nailed crates provided grist for the mill of creative reuse. By the time of the Gold Rush, a 

saturation point was reached and more of these items were found intact or relatively complete.

These items would have been too good to throw away at one time, and would have been reused, not 

thrown out.

The common denominator is the persistence and flexibility of Alaska Native people and 

their cultures. Native people clearly adapted new materials and technologies in their lives but 

retained traditional forms where possible. Pre-manufactured axes and knives were adopted and then 

customize through decoration and aesthetic enhancements. New uses were found for the new items, 

and even broken things were used for decoration if they were aesthetically pleasing and malleable. 

Old materials and technologies were adapted to new purposes, as Native dog mushers freighted 

equipment and supplies from Kolmakovskiy to the Nyac diggings and elsewhere. Native people 

became part o f the regional, seasonal economy and gravitated towards these new sources of income, 

much like the seasonal camps in their traditional cycle.

As the American presence in Alaska peaked during the Gold Rush, disease and cultural 

conflicts changed the Native way of life permanently. The hopscotch nature of Euro-American 

settlement in the pursuit of natural resources resulted in the concentration of people at the upper and 

lower reaches of the Kuskokwim River. A new technology replaced the old at a rapid pace, with 

steamboats replaced by gasoline launches, and soon in turn replaced by airplanes for transportation. 

The depletion of natural resources resulting from the influx of American miners and the increasing 

commercialization of Alaska’s resources resulted in some privation for the Native population. 

American Indian policies changed the mental landscape of Native peoples with the advent of Native
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Hospitals, schools and missions. With diminished population and the redistribution o f people and 

economic opportunities, the Middle Kuskokwim region was essentially emptied. Most of the 

Yup’iit moved towards the coast, either Bethel or Bristol Bay. Deg Hit’aan people moved north, 

and the Upper Kuskokwim People moved further inland towards McGrath.

Material culture changes can be observed and gauged for effects on new markets. The 

introduction and conditions of acceptance of new technologies, knowledge, and tools can tell a great 

deal about actual contemporary conditions. The persistence of older technologies, knowledge and 

tools in the face of the new establishes what is tradition, and gives these holdovers greater meaning. 

The continuation of Russian Orthodoxy with Yup’iit staff in the face of a broad spiritual onslaught 

represents a dialogue of conditional acceptance and negotiation of terms. The persistence in the 

archaeological record of bone, wood, ivory, and antler subsistence tools indicates a similar dialogue 

and negotiation process in the domain of material culture.

Historical archaeology as an interactive research dialogue is definitely a viable approach. 

What to Oswalt may have seemed the recent past is now a distant mystery and understanding the 

20th century is a worthwhile research pursuit. The extension of industrial goods and the modem 

world has drastically changed the character of the hinterlands, and America’s experiences with 

colonialism and Indian policy have extended to what was once the great unknown Arctic. Having 

the accounts of individuals in the historic past enriches the understanding of archaeological patterns, 

while the artifacts themselves speak to the cultures and peoples using and making them. 

Understanding the context of historic accounts is an exercise in reflexive ethnography, where we 

begin to understand the context of the observer, enriching the meaning of events. This reflexive 

understanding helps explain the behavior of the observed and de-privileges the perspective of the 

viewer as detached observer. Critically understanding the historical and other information and
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incorporating the insights in an interpretive work is the most difficult but rewarding component of 

archaeological research.
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APPENDIX A: SITE DATA

Structure A: Store

A-l No recorded depth The south 1/3 of structure A in and below the sod layer no dates

f ]
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Field
Number

Museum
Number Description/Count

A-l 2860 1 bead

A-l 4240
Bone piece, with a slight but not pronounced curve. 4 holes, 3@ 5/16”, one 3/8", medially arrayed down the

long axis at irregular intervals.
A-l 4141 Part of stone bowl, one edge turned up, cross section is uneven.
A-l 4142 Whetstone. One edge is curved and radiused, other sides broken.
A-l 4182 Broken gray brick, letters "COW” on face.
A-l 3965 Spoon or paddle, hole drilled in end of handle, other end widens out and has smoothed edges.
A-l 2904 6 beads
A-l 2917 2 beads
A-l 3904 Barrel lid, round edges beveled. Oswalt:”Store sod”.

Beads

Museum Number Field Number Total Beads Size Re
d §
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Description

2860 A-l 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2904 A-l 6 medium 0 0 0 0 6 0 cut tube type
2917 A-l 2 medium 2 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
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Structure B: Blockhouse

B-l A few centimeters A single thin layer of artifacts, treated as a single unit. 1847-1867
Bottom is sterile silt.

c__________1
m

Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

B Const. 3989 Pole section, cut at both ends with axe.
B-l 485 Carriage head bolt, threads mostly gone, head is 1" across.
B-l 4316 Carved fragment of ivory, broken, part of larger object.
B-l 4315 Fragment of ivory, sawn on two sides of triangular piece.
B-l 632 Small iron plate with hole drilled through it, upper middle third and centered.
B-l 238 Iron rod, one end sheared and smeared, other end tapered to blunt tip.

B-l 280 Cover plate for old style lock. Rectangular cast iron with ears for screws, countersunk type holes. Raised rim,
large oval lock hole, 3/4xl/2".

B-l 276 Carriage head bolt, with square nut, coarse thread, 1/4" shaft.
B-l 4581 Rubber 2 hole button, "N.R.Co. Goodyear’s Pat. 1851", flat disk with raised disk in center.
B-l 383 REM-UMC/ No./l 2/ARROW shotgun cartridge.
B-l 3615 Cork for wine bottle.
B-l 199 Shattered cast iron stove lid fragment.
B-l 433 Cut nail.

B-l 1023 Lock part, listed as paddock hasp on bag. Loop of thick iron or steel with teeth cut into inside legs o f U shaped
part.

B-l 355 Cut nail.
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

B-l 3182 Bottle side fragment, similar in shape and color to 3246, 3246.
B-l 2794 2 Beads.
B-l 2890 9 Beads.
B-l 3440 Scalloped rim for vase or lamp glass, hand made-no mold seam, scallops hand impressed.

B-l 717 Rectangular piece of metal with large (3/8") hole punched through, creating a well or depression around the
hole.

B-l 3034 Jesse Moore Hunt pint bourbon bottle, shoulder and neck/lip/mouth present, leaf surrounded "TRADE/MARK"
on shoulder.

B-l 498 Disk for hole-in-top can, matchhole in center.
B-l 3425 Glass bottle lip fragment.
B-l 3351 small part of bottle shoulder
B-l 3231 Fragment of lamp glass with rim
B-l 2785 4-hole white glass button, 17x5mm.
B-l 3379 Obviously related, like flower petals.
B-l 583 Can top with hole in center disk, match hole.
B-l 841 3 wire nails, one large, one medium, one small.
B-l 677 Table knife tip.
B-l 332 Latch part, with small hook at end.
B-l 3116 Plate glass
B-l 468 Strap stock, iron.

B-l 544 Cast iron comer molding with countersunk head screw holes along one side, and cap at one end. Decorative 
flange along all comers. Broken through countersunk hole.

B-l 65 Can center disk with matchhole 1 12/16” dia.
B-l 3000 Small stopper top bottleneck and lip/mouth, 1 3/8” by 5/8” o.d, part of seam visible through shoulder section.
B-l 248 Cylindrical iron rod, cut off at both ends with some shear smearing

Beads

Museum
Number Provenience Total Beads Size Re
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Description

2890 B-l 9 medium 0 0 0 0 9 0
2794 B-l 2 small 0 2 0 0 0 0 sky blue

Cartridges

Museum
Number

Unit
Number Head Stamp Case Type Rimfire/

centerfire
Primer

Hammer marks/ observations

0383 B-l REM-UMC/No./12/
ARROW

Shotgun Center 0.178 Off center round firing pin mark .092. 
Composite, brass base with embossed 

"REMINGTON-UMC" around joint with 
steel body.
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Structure C: Kashim

C-3 35 cm Consolidated mass of cultural leavings. May reflect later reconstruction, 
including floor. 1845-1895

C-2 10 cm Wood chips and spruce bark. 1887-1890
C-1,5 2 cm Silt, presumed culturally sterile. N.D.

C-l 20 cm

Wood chips, spruce bark, lenses of clear silt, pockets of pebbles, ash, and 
twigs. Compacted and trampled. Concentrated ash layer near center of 

north wall. Cut off posts in center north. One post in center of North-South 
midline is a possible roof support.

N.D.

1 meter

t
N
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Museum
Number

4095

4005

3607
3646
3515
3525
3619
3537
3489

3734

3479

3653
4214

4032

4305
4225
4151
4468
4397
4258
4470
4152
4330
4346
589

800

580
578
3117
2790
4290
4013
3877
3878
3988
3880
3859
4245
3576

4364

3903
3556
4102
3480
4080
4507
4650
4707
4395
3721

184

Description/Count

_______________Moccasin sole, larger size not shaped like mukluk type soles. Hand made._______________
Leather scrap, possibly reworked shoe leather but probably leftovers from shoe manufacture. One scrap is of

__________________________________the very thick black leather.__________________________________
Oval wood block with mt around the perimeter, similar to ivory example with face on it but larger.

___________________________________ Small flat wooden disk.____________________________________
 Broken piece of worked wood, possible tapering and opposite end possible squaring off._________

Triangular piece of wood, base has half a drilled hole in it, one side is broken off, other side is sawn.
Oval wood piece with rim, top is smoothed and rounded, bottom is slightly damaged, like a friction fit lid. 
Oval wood piece, tapered sides, four small nail holes, one at each side. Probably part of novelty container.

___________________________________Section of flat disk piece.___________________________________
Oval wood piece, to fit tobacco can possibly. Metal tab, key shaped, goes through wood near one end and is 

bent over to retain it in the hole. On key side are lateral and perpendicular incised grooves in graph like
__________________________________________ pattern.__________________________________________

Smooth piece of wood with tapered end, bulb section, and another tapered waist, then widening out again to
__________________________________ where it is broken. Sketch._________________________________ _
__________________________________Toggle with central groove._________________________________ _
______________________________ Gunflint, native manufacture, worn._______________________________
One large boot heel, hobnailed, several other fragments of small shoes, including two sole fragments and two

__________________________________________ uppers.________________________________________ __
_______________________ Ivory fragment cut at ends but not obviously worked._______________________

Long bone section, ends reworked, one shows chop marks from whittling, possibly a small hide scraper.
 Mudstone, some grooves in flat surface._____________________________
_________________________ Net bag fragment, twisted grass, medium weave._________________________
______________________________________ Antler net sinker______________________________________
________________Long bone fragment, pointed at one end, possibly reworked on purpose.________________
__________________________ Numerous fragments of twined grass cordage.__________________________

See 4151. Stone Similar with two refit pieces, same grooves along the top, glued together by Oswalt.
______________________________ Bone awl, tapered end cut to a point.______________ ________________
____________ Bone sled shoe, one end partly broken and sawn, other end sawn, 2 5/16" holes._____________
_____________________ Lid with center disk cut out with knife, part of lid included._____________________
Small fragment of can, bent. Possibly top or bottom of rounded side of oval can, with part of crimped seam to
_________________________________________lid present._________________________________________
___________________________ Sidewall of rectangular or large square can.___________________________
_________________________________ Possible part of lid to tea can._________________________________
_________________________________________ Plate glass_________________________________________
___________________ 4-hole 11x3mm glass button with red litho’d pattern discernible.___________________
___________________ Antler, forked at one end, tapered at the other, part of fish spear.___________________
___________________________________ Fragment of shoe upper.______________________________

Tapered oval cross section, coming to a point at both ends, with notches or serrations carved in larger end.
_________________________________ Broken piece of dog sled rail.___________ _____________________
_______________________ Shoe last, larger, no apparent bias for left or right foot._______________________
_____________________________ Broken spoon, exaggerated spoon end. _________________________
 Antler wedge.________________________________________
_______ Part of dog sled basket, same as 4243, rectangular cross, end tapered to rectangular 1/2x1 /4"._______
___________________________________Looks like part of buckle.___________________________________

Bone fragment, either cut out of something else to make a hole or as a part of some bigger thing cut out
 specifically to fit._________________________________ ____
 Chisel shaped wedge of wood, possibly a spatula._________________________
___________________________ Broken off on one side, but not at center mt.________________ ___________

Moccasin sole stitched around the periphery without the curving and shaping seen in a mukluk type sole.
____________________________________Piece of cut off branch.____________________________________
________________Scrap from several boots, primarily uppers, etc., with machine stitching.________________
_________________________________Braided grass, similar to 4508._________________________________
_______ Whole tree bark fungus, bark still attached. Medicinal or part of the Yuplk tobacco culture.________
__________________________ Light gray reworked chert fragment, gunflint.___________________________
_______________________ Large thin fragment of antler. Not obviously shaped._______________________

Slightly curved wood piece, one end is broken, other end is cut to equilateral triangle with a flat tip.
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2876

3888

2892
995
837
701
432
936
577
458
2918
2800
2946
4365
2891
2863

4503

4437
4593
4635

986

467
670

2811
2760
4177
2928
2930
2932
2931
2929
3053
3170
3172
2801
3027
3181
4241
4716
4167

4186

4276

4301

4212
378
812
812

3118
596

4302
4709
2868
2927
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Description/Count

__________________________________________ 1 bead. ______________________________________
Tree section, cut at both ends, one end cut at angle like a felling cut, charred in spots with lots of charcoal,

________________________________________ blackening._____________________________________ ___
_________________________________________ 92 beads._________________________________________
_________________________Small chisel blade. Wooden handle part missing.______________________ __
_______________________________3 cut nails_______________________________
 Large metal sheet, looks similar from the shovel in this collection. Quite rusted.____________
______________________________ 2 cut nails_______________________________
________________________________________ Musket ball________________________________________
 Cut up sheet metal, semi circular cut out in folded over piece of sheet metal______________
________________________________Cauldron fragment, small hooks.________________________________
_______________________________ 3 beads._______________________________
_________________________________________ 24 beads._________________________________________
_________________________________________ 12 beads._________________________________________
_______________________________________ Piece of chalk._______________________________ _
_________________________________________ 12 beads._________________________________________
_______________________________ 9 beads._______________________________
Medium brown tweed fabric fragment. Herringbone pattern, 2 scraps, 3x4.5", other fragment is coarse brown
_________________________________wool fabric scrap, 1.75 x 4.5"._________________________________
_______________________________ Small strip of brown wool fabric.________________________________
_________________________ Small stone cylinder, possibly flint for a lighter.__________________________
_________________________________Mica stove window fragment._________________________________

Iron piece with fork in the end, possibly incomplete, looks almost spoon like. Center of fork is worn out or
__________________________________________ drilled.__________________________________________
_______________________________________Iron strap stock_______________________________________
Three-pointed piece of metal, the points curved in different directions, with curv ed joints connecting the ends.
__________________________________________ 1_bead.__________________________________________
__________________________________________ 1_bead.__________________________________________
_______________________________ Polygonal fragment of mud brick._______________________________
_______________________________ 6 beads._______________________________
_______________________________ 2 beads._____________________________ _
_________________________________________ 41 beads._________________________________________
__________________________________________5_beads.__________________________________________
_______________________________ 8_beads._______________________________
____________________________ Test tube with cork stopper intact in tube.____________________________
______________________________________Lamp glass shard.______________________________________
 Lamp glass shards._____________________________________
__________________________________________ 1_bead.__________________________________________

"G. B(U)RNETTE/ (A)POTHECARY/ (MONTG)OMERY ST. S.(F).", medicinal product bottle.
_______________________ Shoulder and body fragment, probably a wine bottle.________________________

Bone, 2 holes: one in center, one at pointed end. 7/16 for middle, 5/16 for pointed end. Sawn at flat end.
__________________________Whetstone, heavily used, chipped at both ends.__________________________
______________________________________Sharpening stone.__________________________ ___________

Concentric circle incised pottery, native made, black and brown in color, similar in design to the other bowl
______________________________________ fragments in C-3,______________________________________
 Antler wedge, proximal end has square hole beginning, about 3A through._______________

Stone. Tapered at both ends, with a narrowed waist and four areas of incised lines equally spaced along the 
long axis and continuing out to the tapered ends. One incised line at narrowest part of waist. One tapered end
________________________________appears to have been broken off.________________________________
 Grey outside, red inside, coarse matrix brick fragment_______________________
 .45 cartridge________________________________________
________________________________________ P cartridge.________________________________________
 .45 cartridge.________________________________________
_________________________________________Plate glass._________________________________________
___________________________ Cut out center disk with part of lid attached. ______________________
________ Looks like an ivory butter knife, kind of, with a possibly intentional notch at pommel end.________
_____________________ Ground slate projectile point, hollow ground/blood groove._____________________
_______________________________174 beads.______________________________

48 beads. _______________________________________
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

C-2 2871 4 beads.
C-2 2788 2 white glass buttons, 11x3mm, one concave, one convex.
C-2 3198 Small wine bottle shard-not thick.
C-2 3076 One clear blue fragment, body, and seven clear green body shards.
C-2 3422 Bottle bottom, base with sides, labeled on base "McG/AC".
C-2 3248 Beer bottle fragment.
C-2 3031 Bottle; hand applied lip, larger diameter than fifth bottle.
C-2 774 Small fragment of baking powder can lid.
C-2 629 Lid for hole in top can, cut out with large knife jabs then pried off. Center disk missing.
C-2 655 Fragment of rectangular or square can with crimped seam.
C-2 3386 Painted glass with possible mirror coating.
C-2 565 Comer of friction fit baking powder can lid.
C-2 560 Part of a small, metal can lid, friction closure.
C-2 792 2 cut-up can fragments. Tin snips or scissors used.
C-2 2872 24 beads.
C-2 2893 29 beads.
C-2 2871 4 beads.
C-2 2906 11 beads.
C-2 2795 11 beads.
C-2 2893 29 beads.
C-2 2877 2 beads.
C-2 4467 Numerous fragments of grass cordage.
C-2 857 3 cut nails.
C-2 3612 Part of barrel or box, one end broken, mt for wiie or strapping with some rust stains.
C-2 3921 Spatula or spoon/stirring stick.
C-2 3872 Broken handle section of bow.
C-2 3533 Tapered to a sharp point.
C-2 3470 Rectangular cross section, end has little peg carved into it.

C-2 3679
Wood, roughly cylindrical with off center tapered point at one end, other end tapered irregularly. Sawn notch

1/3 up from the pointed end.
C-2 3539 Oval box top or bottom, hole in top with metal plug, probably a handle for pulling off the lid of novelty box.
C-2 811 Ginger ring, metal ring with partially overlapping ends.
C-2 887 Bone handled table knife, broken at both ends. No rivet attachment glued together by Oswalt presumably.
C-2 4667 2 fragments of birch bark, one straight and rectangular, other curled up. Both have stitching holes present.
C-2 506 Scissors.
C-2 745 Barrel hoop fragment.
C-2 964 Metal disc, hole in center, relatively thick.

C-2 1008
Cast iron kettle fragment, includes rim, two holes filled with copper rivets or nails, possibly repaired until the

final shattering event.
C-2 4478 Brown-yellow wool scrap.
C-2 883 Cut nail with pounded, mushroomed head. Possibly used as center punch.
C-2 457 Fragment of cast iron frying pan, part of 0463.
C-2 421 Metal strip.
C-2 438 4 cut nails.

C-2 951
Copper lamp wick pass-through, hat shaped, 14/16 by 5/16 hole in top for wick, and 15 holes in brim, cut outs

in rim.
C-2 477 Wire for top of watch winder stem.
C-2 4009 Black pebble grained leather, folded, stitched to form a cover or bag.
C-2 4077 Shoe or boot sole, square toed lefty. Stack heel, nailed and stitched welt.
C-2 4071 Fragments of shoe leather.
C-3 3421 Bottle base and sides, relatively complete, lettered "-IGFIAM’S/-NClSCO".
C-3 2786 White glass, 4 hole 11x3mm button, with brown +s litho’d on.
C-3 3358 Bottle neck and mouth fragment
C-3 3022 Stopper stem, probably same as 3021.
C-3 3651 Oddly shaped wood piece, with two holes drilled through. Sketch. Drum handle?
C-3 3160 Lamp glass, smoothed rims on all pieces.
C-3 3199 Transitions from thick to thin, deep green like other champagne bottle fragments.
C-3 3439 Matches 3433 in pattern.
C-3 738 Banding iron fragment, 2 pieces riveted together.
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

DescriptioaCount

C-3 2786 4 hole, 13x4mm glass button
C-3 296 Copper or bronze piece, probably scrap chopped out of a larger piece of sheet stock.

C-3 628
Rectangular piece of strap iron with oval slot through center along axis, with another slot through one side.

Possible temporary chain link.
C-3 657 Triangular fragment of metal with nail hole
C-3 938 Small ring, I.D. Vi\
C-3 288 Copper strip, tapered at either end, possibly a bracelet or similar missing the soldered connection.
C-3 313 Long twist drill or auger bit.
C-3 298 Scissors
C-3 3298 Base and body fragment, looks like a column of some design.
C-3 266 Rocker arm, broken off end at one.
C-3 3001 Milk-bottle type top, lip/mouth fragment, hand applied rim.
C-3 4106 Sole, foot, and part of upper of leather boot, square toed, grommetted upper for lacing, machine stitching.
C-3 4107 Shoe or boot sole, square toed right, with foot part, machine stitched foot to upper seam. Nailed welt.
C-3 4135 Lacing strip from boot. Machine stitched.
C-3 463 Cast iron frying pan fragment, part of 0457, includes pour spout and flat bottom section.
C-3 251 Iron pipe section, corroded in half at one end.

C-3 2779
10.5x3mm white with brown litho dots on rim, 4 hole, 13x4mm 4hole with radial lines, filled with red-brown

paint.
C-3 695 Crank handle for meat grinder, includes shaft and piece that locks onto the body of the device.
C-3 625 Fragment of sheet metal, quite corroded.
C-3 243 Metal stake or bayonet. Possible rivet through the base.
C-3 265 Screwdnver or chisel, rhomboid with add-on blade, distal end has notch in one comer.
C-3 4260 Antler net gauge, 1.5"" mesh, for small fish.
C-3 4281 Shattered ivory fragment, looks fossilized.
C-3 4268 Antler scraper or chisel type thing, pointed end chipped.
C-3 4708 Slate blade fragment, roughly rectangular.
C-3 861 3 cut nails.
C-3 869 Threaded, heavy top, ""C.P.W. SF CAL"", powder can lid.
C-3 198 Part of cast iron box stove, comer, bolted together with a square headed bolt
C-3 4591 Small cast iron fragment.
C-3 4611 Corrugated roofing tin.
C-3 4244 Sled runner piece, 4 holes, two .5” and two .25" alternating, one .5" is through broken end, other end sawn.
C-3 4382 Story knife.
C-3 4155 Flat on two sides with some percussion scars.
C-3 4190 Pottery rim sherd, incised with concentric circles. Similar to 4191 and 4210.
C-3 4250 Antler spoon, broken with refit fragment at handle end.

C-3 4391
Long axis has depression running the length, terminating in a hole drilled through. One side has comer almost 

square. Opposite the end with the hole, piece terminates in wedge. Flesher.

C-3 4210
Rim and body fragment of native pottery bowl, concentric circles on inside. Refits with 4191, same design as

4190.
C-3 4191 Native pottery fragment incised with concentric circles. Related to 4210,4190. Close to a refit.
C-3 4159 Whetstone.

C-3 219
Cast iron piece, probably box stove part, text: "NATION/ATT & CO./TON/7". Oswalt tag, KOL Ld house

sod.
C-3 4163 Triangular flat piece of slate, possible broken ulu blade.

C-3 4242
Net weight, one hole at end is vertical, two holes along bottom do not go all the way through, and other end 

the hole is horizontal. Vertical is 1/8", two bottom are 3/8", and other end is 3/16".
C-3 3226 Lamp glass fragments with base, body fragments.
C-3 3319 Bottle base, "B C".
C-3 275 Brass cabinet hinge.
C-3 3119 Plate glass.
C-3 3107 Champagne bottle base or mouth of carboy size bottle.

C-3 3049
Bottle base fragments, 2 with naked lady against mountain motif, one with man's head motif. Headpiece 

resembles one fragment from 3016 bag, but does not refit. Letters ""reka"" on top of pastoral lady motif bases.
C-3 3900 Barrel lid, decayed and broken.

C-3 3977
Wooden wedge, pointed end rounded, wide end smoothed round. Looks like a hickory axe handle reworked

into a wedge.
C-3 4677 Birch bark fragment with widely spaced single row of coarse holes.
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Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

C-3 4642 Strap iron section, 4 holes, %", equally spaced along long axis, 1 end square, other 45 deg. Cut comers.

C-3 4266
Antler spear point with one barb tip broken otT, conical pointed tang, and one vertically oriented hole, 7/16"” x

1/16"", near proximal end.
C-3 3371 Ribbed glass fragment, possible dish or lampshade.

C-3 227 Flap assembly of some kind. Cast iron semi-lunate piece, tapered on curved side, with pin extending from flat 
side 1 9/16" on one side, Va diameter, extends through completely.

C-3 300 Pocket knife, fake or real tortoise on one side inlay, other wood or antler.
C-3 720 Large spoon, writing on back, "SGI" over "WB" underline over "W".
C-3 437 3 cut nails
C-3 994 Rectangular iron rod, bent slightly.
C-3 471 Iron strap stock.
C-3 4639 Folded scrap of lead foil.
C-3 983 Cast iron fragment, shaped, rectangular section with stem, broken.
C-3 301 Pocketknife, shield device on plastic or similar inlay.
C-3 511 Metal grommet half, 6/16 hole in center, edges rolled, concave face.
C-3 4376 Net float, rectangular hole cut in comer, 1/16x1/4".
C-3 561 Two can fragments, center hole lid.
C-3 796 Can lid fragment.
C-3 592 Can lid center disk, with part of lid as well.
C-3 200 Oval tall can, possibly powder can. 4 3/16"" bottom length.
C-3 500 Disk for hole in top can, hole punched in center.
C-3 827 H
C-3 827 H
C-3 827 Cartridge.
C-3 386 Cartridge.
C-3 386 H
C-3 827 W.R.A. CO. /30. W.C.F.
C-3 386 P
C-3 726 Center disk from hole in top can with match hole, solder probably melted off.
C-3 598 Center disk from hole in top can, heavy solder.
C-3 502 Large disk for hole in end can, 6-pointed star embossed in center with hole punched in match hole.
C-3 3061 One polygonal bottle base, 10 sides, one fragment of round bottle base.

C-3 4688
Possibly the end of a gun cleaning rod, wood cylinder with copper end cap fragment, hole in center of wood

piece.
C-3 4199 Flakes of red material, from outside of cylinder-pipe.
C-3 2894 1 bead.
C-3 2894 1 bead.
C-3 2947 4 beads.
C-3 2867 19 beads.

Beads

Museum
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Number
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2891 C-l 12 medium 0 0 0 0 12 0
2863 C-l 9 5 small, 4 medium 0 2 0 0 7 0 sky blue, one wound medium
2892 C-l 92 medium 0 0 0 0 92 0 Strung white beads, cut tube.

18 small, 6 0 24 0 0 0 0
2800 C-l 24 mediums
2760 C-l 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 peach colored
2918 C-l 3 medium 0 0 0 0 0 3 red on white center
2946 C-l 12 medium 12 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2876 C-l 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 green
2811 C-l 1 medium 0 0 0 1 0 0
2932 C-2 41 small 0 0 0 0 41 0 seeds
2931 C-2 5 small 0 0 0 0 0 5 clear seeds
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Total
Beads

Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special/
Other

Description

2868 C-2 174 47 mediums, 1 
large, 126 smalls

0 44 0 0 32 98 98 red and white, white center with red 
outside. One large, 8mm x 4mm.

2927 C-2 48 medium 0 0 0 0 48 0 Cut tube beads
2795 C-2 11 medium 0 11 0 0 0 0
2801 C-2 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 clear green
2906 C-2 11 small 0 0 0 0 0 11 clear glass seeds
2929 C-2 8 medium 0 0 0 0 8 0
2930 C-2 2 small 0 0 0 0 2 0 Fused together
2928 C-2 6 medium 0 0 0 0 6 0
2872 C-2 24 small 24 0 0 0 0 0 clear red
2893 C-2 29 small 0 0 0 0 0 29 pink seeds
2871 C-2 4 medium 4 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2893 C-2 29 small 0 0 0 0 0 29 pink seeds
2871 C-2 4 medium 4 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2877 C-2 2 small 0 0 0 0 0 2 green clear

2867 C-3 19 18 mediums, 1 
small

0 1 0 0 18 0

2894 C-3 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 pink seed
2947 C-3 4 medium 0 0 0 0 0 4 red on white center
2894 C-3 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 pink

Cartridges

Museum
Number

field
number

Head
Stamp Case Type Rimfire/

centerfire
Hammer marks/ observations

0378 C-2 straight R
2 rectangular firing pin marks, level, one shorter than the other, above the 

median plane.
0812 C-2 P straight R 2 rectangular pin marks, in line and on plane, of equal length

0812 C-2 straight R
2 rectangular pin marks, on the same plane, of approximately equal 

length.

0827 C-3 H straight R
Centered, vertical rectangular pin mark, quite deep, deforms the rim of 

the cartridge.

0827 C-3 H straight R
2 rectangular pin marks, one on plane but slightly higher than the other, 

that is, parallel. Hole drilled in body of cartridge, .132 x .134", .165 
above the bottom of the rim.

0827 C-3 tapered C .092 pin mark, off center, round. Mouth is crushed.
0386 C-3 Tapered C Centered pin mark, round, obscured by metal deformation.

0386 C-3 H Straight R
Same structure as centerfire, but no primer or hole for one. Center has 

recessed circle with letter H raised. No pin marks.

0827 C-3
W.R.A.
CO. /30. 
W.C.F.

bottleneck C
.092 dia pin mark, off center on one axis, round.

0386 C-3 P Straight R Pair of obscured rectangular firing pin marks, approximately on plane.
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Structure D: Bathhouse #2

D-3 40 cm
Surface above floorboards but below sod and roof debris. Stone cluster 

surrounds stove parts.
N.D.

D-2 28 cm Wood chips. Artifacts assumed to have fallen between floorboards. 1866-1900
D-1.5 2 cm Silt; presumed to be culturally sterile. N.D.
D-l 30 cm Midden not associated with the later structure. 1866

Side Profile and Plan

Sheet Metal
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

3216 D-l Panel of body of polygon or rectangle bodied bottle.
3346 D-l Thick, non-diagnostic small fragments.
4249 D-l Antler net weight, holes at either end.
3180 D-l Bottle base and body fragment, probably wine or champagne.
3476 D-l Shaped like a plumb bob.
3620 D-l Tapers to an approximate point, split and damaged. Peg for fitting something.
3546 D-l Broken off dowel end.
3652 D-l Pistol grip handle for some utensil. Hole in distal end with groove around it for clinching something in.
4063 D-l Small rectangular scrap of leather.
4367 D-l Piece of chalk.
997 D-l Cone shaped fragment, probably the tip to 1019, does not refit but is the appropriate size, with accommodation for

missing fragments.
4485 D-l Felt, gabardine, serge, tweed, 4 cloth fragments.
3092 D-l Bowl fragments glued together, related to 3090 and 3230.
4132 D-l Nail or stitching holes along one side, cut and reworked.
856 D-l Cut nail

2878 D-l lbead.
4314 D-l Tapered antler fragment, sawn at both ends.
4369 D-l Antler piece, end tapered like a scraper, then sawn off the larger handle part.
4405 D-l Bone sledrunner shoe, both ends broken at holes.
4710 D-l Triangular projectile point, slate, some effort to hollow grind from base.
4300 D-l Antler handle with inset metal piece into end, some kind of tool-scraper, screwdriver? Metal piece is rectangular,

1/16” thick by 5/16" wide.
2948 D-l 9 beads.
2802 D-l 1 bead.
2865 D-l 50 beads.
3554 D-l Tapered cylinder, sharpened to a point, rounded off.
816 D-l H stamped cartridge.
799 D-l 3 fragments, flat can metal.

3200 D-l Two brown liquor bottle fragments from rectangular bottle, one thick champagne bottle fragment.
4073 D-2 One footed shoe soles. Hand stitched.
4062 D-2 Fragments of brown, fine leather shoe upper.
4039 D-2 2 fragments of leather, one pebble grained, other raw, like shoe insides.
728 D-2 Center of hole in top can disk, with match hole.
784 D-2 Sardine can with stepped recessed bottom for key.
148 D-2 Lid, star with 8 rays, match hole in center, solder heavy on top rim.
763 D-2 Key with wound key strip.
612 D-2 Can fragment, still shiny, cut into rectangle and folded along the long axis, with nail holes along the long sides. 

Bracket or comer reinforcement of some kind.
775 D-2 Lid for can.

3072 D-2 One clear blue rectangular base, sun motif on bottom, one cylindrical base with "C-4" on bottom, fragments of
polygonal bottle.

501 D-2 Disk for hole-in-top can, matchhole in center.
3545 D-2 Broken off dowel end.
4341 D-2 Bone sled shoe runner piece, broken both ends, weathered.
4338 D-2 Broken bone sled runner section, one broken side has half of a .5” hole.
170 D-2 Key, slotted, 1 10/16, slot 6/16 long, 1/8 in from end.

4324 D-2 Ivory, approximately triangular cross section, three holes drilled not completely through, 1/16”, one on both sides, 
other has just one partial hole through one side.

815 D-2 H stamped cartridge.
4638 D-2 Asbestos.
234 D-2 Metal rod, partially sleeved, probablv part of a larger piece, broken off.
795 D-2 Extruded iron piece with medial, linear incisions, which are spread open. Folded at these spots.

3544 D-2 Broken piece of dowel.
3487 D-2 Tapered off center to chisel point, broken at other end.
3343 D-2 Bottle glass, one fragment with a seam, another with a possible lip.
3553 D-2 Tapered to point, point is reworked to flattened taper.
3221 D-2 Smooth rimmed fragment- see 3218-3220.
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

3907 D-2 Worked wood, with a rectangular dowel for attaching it to something. See sketch.
3079 D-2 Liquor Bottle. "TRADE MARK/ FULL MEASURE/ REGISTERED/QUART".
591 D-2 Can lid with hole in center, match hole, lighter solder than others.

3201 D-2 One champagne bottle fragment, one wine bottle fragment, one polygonal bottle fragment-8 sided.
3432 D-2 Similar to 3426, scalloped.
3437 D-2 Base fragment, radiating rays, or possible lid center.
3120 D-2 Plate glass
3112 D-2 Probable beer bottle, long neck, numerous small fragments.
3228 D-2 Ribbed glass fragment, gin bottle? Matches 3229.
3384 D-2 Melted glass fragment.
3318 D-2 Extract bottle body fragment.
3596 D-2 Round spike, tapered to a point.
2933 D-2 14 beads.
452 D-2 Metal cylinder, with a curve in it.
815 D-2 Cartridge case, brass, letter H stamped in center, possibly 4 but definitely 2 firing pin marks, rimfire.
237 D-2 Stake or similarly shaped iron piece, one end flattened and tapered thinner, other end has rectangular cross section, 2 

comers have chopped in barb like cuts, making it almost harpoon like.
858 D-2 2 cut nails
246 D-2 Iron bar stock, worked into a bent and cut object. Probably a boiler or stove door handle of some kind.

2809 D-2 1 bead.
2895 D-2 4 beads.
2895 D-2 4 beads.
794 D-2 Small fragment of flattened, soldered, folded flat can wall.

2873 D-2 1 bead.
2798 D-2 2 beads.
2949 D-2 3 beads.
2859 D-2 9 beads.
2934 D-2 9 beads.
2951 D-2 1 bead.
4476 D-2 Brown wool fabric scrap.
4586 D-2 Battery cores for D size carbon batteries, one piece labeled "-BATTER", both broken.
4194 D-2 Fragment of material.
3438 D-2 Large bottleneck fragments.
777 D-2 Friction fit lid, possibly shortening or grease-residue dried on inside of lid.

2804 D-2 6 beads.
705 D-2 Rectangular metal sheet, cut with tin snips.
515 D-2 Disk for hole in top can, with matchhole in center.
725 D-2 Can center of the lid disk with match hole, small hole through center upper quarter. Looks like nail hole.
729 D-2 Hole in top can center disk with match hole.

2803 D-2 1 bead.
45 D-2 Buckeye type chain with swivel in center.
24 D-2

293 D-2 Cut nail, bent over, with mangled head.
226 D-2 Cast iron rim fragment of round object.
521 D-2 3/4"" nail through center of metal disk, square nail, for upholstery or decoration
271 D-2 Nut and bolt, bolt is 1/2" square, bolt is quite rusty but coarse threaded.
982 D-2 Cast iron fragment, rectangular.
635 D-2 Formed sheet metal bracket, flat with long sides folded over evenly, ends are folded over into loops, like this: o o.
273 D-2 Threaded end of bolt, shattered through shaft towards the head end. Fine, machine type thread.
46 D-2 Buckeye chain with snap swivel on end, probably end of 0045.
576 D-2 Part of can top, cut offboth at the sides and the lid top, jab and lift on top probably.
714 D-2 Knob, small, probably for cabinet rather than a door, floral pattern on cast iron knob, with square shaft still attached

by a set screw.
878 D-2 Cut nail
662 D-2 Knife blade, possibly made from barrel hoop or similar. One linear side, other has parabolic curve, tip and handle

broken off.
164 D-2 Sardine type can lid, wound around a can key.
833 D-2 5 wire nails
778 D-2 Can lid, possibly friction fit.
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

3332 D-3 Part of cylindrical bottle section, no writing, irregular thickness, part of seam on fragment.
3190 D-3 Thinner bottle body fragment.
2833 D-3 2 beads.
838 D-3 2 wire nails

3121 D-3 Plate glass

Beads

Museum
Number

Unit
Number

Total
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2865 D-l 50 medium 0 10 0 0 40 0 cut strung beads.
2802 D-l 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 2ra> _  - .....
2948 D-l 9 medium 9 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2878 D-l 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 green
2933 D-2 14 medium 0 0 0 0 14 0
2934 D-2 9 medium 0 0 0 0 9 0
2803 D-2 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0
2809 D-2 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0
2859 D-2 9 7 small, 2 medium 0 0 0 0 7 2 2 linear gicoved rod beads, medium (4x4x1).
2804 D-2 6 small 0 6 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2873 D-2 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 red clear on white center
2895 D-2 4 small 0 0 0 0 0 4 pink seeds
2949 D-2 3 medium 0 0 0 0 0 3 red on white
2895 D-2 4 small 0 0 0 0 0 4 pink
2798 D-2 2 small 0 0 2 0 0 0
2951 D-2 1 medium 0 0 0 1 0 0
2833 D-3 2 small 0 0 0 0 0 2 periwinkle

Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Head
Stamp Case Type Rimfire/

centerfire
Hammer marks/observations

0816 D-l H straight R
2 rectangular firing pin marks, one slightly shorter than the other, but 

straight and level on plane slightly above the central axis.

0815 D-2 H straight R
2 sets of rectangular pin marks, one set quite light, other heavier. Obscured 

by corrosion, mouth is damaged as well.
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Structure D: Bathhouse #2

D-3 40 cm
Surface above floorboards but below sod and roof debris. Stone cluster surrounds

stove parts.
N.D.

D-2 28 cm Wood chips. Artifacts assumed to have fallen between floorboards. 1866-1900
D-1.5 2 cm Silt; presumed to be culturally sterile. N.D.
D-l 30 cm Midden not associated with the later structure. 1866

Side Profile and Plan

Sheet Metal
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Museum
Number

Field
Number Description/Count

3216 D-l Panel of body of polygon or rectangle bodied bottle.
3346 D-l Thick, non-diagnostic small fragments.
4249 D-l Antler net weight, holes at either end.
3180 D-l Bottle base and body fragment, probably wine or champagne.
3476 D-l Shaped like a plumb bob.
3620 D-l Tapers to an approximate point, split and damaged. Peg for fitting something.
3546 D-l Broken off dowel end.
3652 D-l Pistol grip handle for some utensil. Hole in distal end with groove around it for clinching something in.
4063 D-l Small rectangular scrap of leather.
4367 D-l Piece of chalk.

997 D-l
Cone shaped fragment, probably the tip to 1019, does not refit but is the appropriate size, with accommodation for

missing fragments.
4485 D-l Felt, gabardine, serge, tweed, 4 cloth fragments.
3092 D-l Bowl fragments glued together, related to 3090 and 3230.
4132 D-l Nail or stitching holes along one side, cut and reworked.
856 D-l Cut nail

2878 D-l lbead.
4314 D-l Tapered antler fragment, sawn at both ends.
4369 D-l Antler piece, end tapered like a scraper, then sawn off the larger handle part.
4405 D-l Bone sledrunner shoe, both ends broken at holes.
4710 D-l Triangular projectile point, slate, some effort to hollow grind from base.

4300 D-l
Antler handle with inset metal piece into end, some kind of tool-scraper, screwdriver? Metal piece is rectangular,

1/16" thick by 5/16" wide.
2948 D-l 9 beads.
2802 D-l 1 bead.
2865 D-l 50 beads.
3554 D-l Tapered cylinder, shaipened to a point, rounded off.
816 D-l H stamped cartridge.
799 D-l 3 fragments, flat can metal.

3200 D-l Two brown liquor bottle fragments from rectangular bottle, one thick champagne bottle fragment.
4073 D-2 One footed shoe soles. Hand stitched.
4062 D-2 Fragments of brown, fine leather shoe upper.
4039 D-2 2 fragments of leather, one pebble grained, other raw, like shoe insides.
728 D-2 Center of hole in top can disk, with match hole.
784 D-2 Sardine can with stepped recessed bottom for key.
148 D-2 Lid, star with 8 rays, match hole in center, solder heavy on top rim.
763 D-2 Key with wound key strip.

612 D-2
Can fragment, still shiny, cut into rectangle and folded along the long axis, with nail holes along the long sides. 

Bracket or comer reinforcement of some kind.
775 D-2 Lid for can.

3072 D-2
One clear blue rectangular base, sun motif on bottom, one cylindrical base with "C-4" on bottom, fragments of

polygonal bottle.
501 D-2 Disk for hole-in-top can, matchhole in center.

3545 D-2 Broken off dowel end.
4341 D-2 Bone sled shoe runner piece, broken both ends, weathered.
4338 D-2 Broken bone sled runner section, one broken side has half of a .5" hole.
170 D-2 Key, slotted, 1 10/16, slot 6/16 long, 1/8 in from end.

4324 D-2
Ivory, approximately triangular cross section, three holes drilled not completely through, 1/16", one on both sides, 

other has just one partial hole through one side.
815 D-2 H stamped cartridge.

4638 D-2 Asbestos.
234 D-2 Metal rod, partially sleeved, probably part of a larger piece, broken off.
795 D-2 Extruded iron piece with medial, linear incisions, which are spread open. Folded at these spots.

3544 D-2 Broken piece of dowel.
3487 D-2 Tapered off center to chisel point, broken at other end.
3343 D-2 Bottle glass, one fragment with a seam, another with a possible lip.
3553 D-2 Tapered to point, point is reworked to flattened taper.
3221 D-2 Smooth rimmed fragment- see 3218-3220.
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

3907 D-2 Worked wood, with a rectangular dowel for attaching it to something. See sketch.
3079 D-2 Liquor Bottle. 'TRADE MARK/ FULL MEASURE/ REGISTERED/QUART".
591 D-2 Can lid with hole in center, match hole, lighter solder than others.

3201 D-2 One champagne bottle fragment, one wine bottle fragment, one polygonal bottle fragment-8 sided.
3432 D-2 Similar to 3426, scalloped.
3437 D-2 Base fragment, radiating rays, or possible lid center.
3120 D-2 Plate glass
3112 D-2 Probable beer bottle, long neck, numerous small fragments.
3228 D-2 Ribbed glass fragment, gin bottle? Matches 3229.
3384 D-2 Melted glass fragment.
3318 D-2 Extract bottle body fragment.
3596 D-2 Round spike, tapered to a point.
2933 D-2 14 beads.
452 D-2 Metal cylinder, with a curve in it.
815 D-2 Cartridge case, brass, letter H stamped in center, possibly 4 but definitely 2 firing pin marks, rimfire.

237 D-2
Stake or similarly shaped iron piece, one end flattened and tapered thinner, other end has rectangular cross section, 2 

comers have chopped in barb like cuts, making it almost harpoon like.
858 D-2 2 cut nails
246 D-2 Iron bar stock, worked into a bent and cut object. Probably a boiler or stove door handle of some kind.

2809 D-2 1 bead.
2895 D-2 4 beads.
2895 D-2 4 beads.
794 D-2 Small fragment of flattened, soldered, folded flat can wall.

2873 D-2 1 bead.
2798 D-2 2 beads.
2949 D-2 3 beads.
2859 D-2 9 beads.
2934 D-2 9 beads.
2951 D-2 1 bead.
4476 D-2 Brown wool fabric scrap.
4586 D-2 Battery cores for D size carbon batteries, one piece labeled "--BATTER", both broken.
4194 D-2 Fragment of material.
3438 D-2 Large bottleneck fragments.
111 D-2 Friction fit lid, possibly shortening or grease-residue dried on inside of lid.

2804 D-2 6 beads.
705 D-2 Rectangular metal sheet, cut with tin snips.
515 D-2 Disk for hole in top can, with matchhole in center.
725 D-2 Can center of the lid disk with match hole, small hole through center upper quarter. Looks like nail hole.
729 D-2 Hole in top can center disk with match hole.

2803 D-2 1 bead.
45 D-2 Buckeye type chain with swivel in center.
24 D-2

293 D-2 Cut nail, bent over, with mangled head.
226 D-2 Cast iron rim fragment of round object.
521 D-2 3/4"" nail through center of metal disk, square nail, for upholstery or decoration
271 D-2 Nut and bolt, bolt is 1/2" square, bolt is quite rusty but coarse threaded.
982 D-2 Cast iron fragment, rectangular.
635 D-2 Formed sheet metal bracket, flat with long sides folded over evenly, ends are folded over into loops, like this: o o.
273 D-2 Threaded end of bolt, shattered through shaft towards the head end. Fine, machine type thread.
46 D-2 Buckeye chain with snap swivel on end, probably end of 0045.
576 D-2 Part of can top, cut off both at the sides and the lid top, jab and lift on top probably.

714 D-2 Knob, small, probably for cabinet rather than a door, floral pattern on cast iron knob, with square shaft still attached
by a set screw.

878 D-2 Cut nail

662 D-2
Knife blade, possibly made from barrel hoop or similar. One linear side, other has parabolic curve, tip and handle

broken off.
164 D-2 Sardine type can lid, wound around a can key.
833 D-2 5 wire nails
778 D-2 Can lid, possibly friction fit.
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Museum
Number

Field
Number Description/Count

3332 D-3 Part of cylindrical bottle section, no writing, irregular thickness, part of seam on fragment.
3190 D-3 Thinner bottle body fragment.
2833 D-3 2 beads.
838 D-3 2 wire nails

3121 D-3 Plate glass

Beads
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Number

Unit
Number Total
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2865 D-l 50 medium 0 10 0 0 40 0 cut strung beads.
2802 D-l 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 gray - .......................-

2948 D-l 9 medium 9 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2878 D-l 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 green
2933 D-2 14 medium 0 0 0 0 14 0
2934 D-2 9 medium 0 0 0 0 9 0
2803 D-2 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0
2809 D-2 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0

2859 D-2 9 7 small, 2 
medium

0 0 0 0 7 2 2 linear grooved rod beads, medium (4x4x 1).

2804 D-2 6 small 0 6 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2873 D-2 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 red clear on white center
2895 D-2 4 small 0 0 0 0 0 4 pink seeds
2949 D-2 3 medium 0 0 0 0 0 3 red on white
2895 D-2 4 small 0 0 0 0 0 4 pink
2798 D-2 2 small 0 0 2 0 0 0
2951 D-2 1 medium 0 0 0 1 0 0
2833 D-3 2 small 0 0 0 0 0 2 periwinkle

Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Head
Stamp

Case Type Rimfire/
centerfire

Hammer marks/observations

0816 D-l H straight R
2 rectangular firing pin marks, one slightly shorter than the other, but 

straight and level on plane slightly above the central axis.

0815 D-2 H straight R
2 sets of rectangular pin marks, one set quite light, other heavier. Obscured 

by corrosion, mouth is damaged as well.
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Structure E: Old Andrew’s House

E-3 25 cm Discontinuous sod layer. Includes roof remains and planks. 1877
E-2 10 cm Above floorboards separating unit from E -l. 1866-1895

E-l 22 cm
Construction period debris and artifacts that fell between floor boards. Foundation 

logs possibly recycled from other structures. Pot hunter pit to this depth near center of
structure.

1851-1924
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

645 E-l Handle for small pan? Stamped sheet iron piece, tapers to a loop.
4598 E-l Brass disk, stamped with keyhole shaped hole, larger circle off center, semicircle cutout below it.
711 E-l Fork, 4 tined table fork.
402 E-l Oddlv shaped worked flat iron bar stock, two drilled holes. Tapered and rounded.
809 E-l Metal ring, not totally circular, ends not connected.

4605 E-l Bell shaped piece, cast, holes drilled through top, metal key way, square with circular hole-meat grinder.
1012 E-l Suspender buckle, "SHIRLEY PRESIDENT".
516 E-l Hat shaped grommet like 0513.
946 E-l Blade for log peeler, tapered, half-oval shape, big chunk missing out of curve.

923 E-l
Stamped copper button, Russian letters on face with leaf design "S:F:M:K:G:G:V", dished, with pin back soldered

on.
270 E-l Self-tapping countersunk brass wood screw, regular head.

4608 E-l Iron belt buckle with pivot pin, 3/4" belt.
250 E-l Half round ceramic channel section. Like half a piece of pipe.

4616 E-l Ketchup bottle foil top, "Snider’s/Homemade/Catsup", 3 vertical lines separated by 1/8".
4612 E-l Lead fishing weight, hole through center.
1010 E-l Buckle for suspender, "SHIRLEY/PAT. AUG 28 82", rectangular/art deco style
2805 E-l 1 bead.
4672 E-l Two rows of stitching, one row fairly coarse, other finer. Fold might be part of comer of box or vessel.
3759 E-l Handle for wooden utensil, broken at working end. Large hole drilled in proximal end, 3/8".
3486 E-l Golf tee shaped piece, tapers to point.
3585 E-l Broken stick.
2896 E-l 1 bead.
864 E-l Suspender part, "SHIRLEY MAKE/ PRESIDENT", intact.

2847 E-l 12 beads.
4321 E-l Fragment of tapered flat bone, painted black, with pin through non-tapered end. Looks like clock hand.
633 E-l Gravv ladle, handle and tip rusted off, spoon part is stomped flat.
935 E-l Lead fishing weights, 2, 118 grams.

4332 E-l
Antler, rectangular notch through center, 3/16" hole through comer end, opposite from hole is another inset notch 1 

3/8" xl/16", other end is tapered to rounded chisel point. Center hole is chamfered, .75"x 1/16".
4312 E-l Triangular fragment of worked bone, half of a drill hole left in one end, other end is pointed.
4711 E-l Projectile point, hollow ground slate, recessed base.

; 4441 E-l Grass twine, braided, approx. .5" across, three strands.
4329 E-l Pipe stem from small animal long bone, inside has carbon, could go with 4298 (approximate refit).
4164 E-l Whetstone.
4488 E-l Three stranded grass rope.

4325 E-l
Antler piece, sawn flat and painted black one side, broken, with three holes through flat and half round sides. Two 

medial holes, 1/16", and one off center 3/32" hole, broken through.
396 E-l Cartridge, W .R.A.Co/5 06

4387 E-l Antler harpoon point, 3/16" hole drilled in the proximal end. Proximal end tapered for rectangular shaped socket.
2874 E-l 2 beads.

4459 E-l
Grass, woven through, one direction is just twined, other direction is braided and woven through, loosely spaced, 

looks like the grass socks for mukluks in the museum display.
4279 E-l Antler piece, hole bored through base of pyramid, tapers to point like Caspar’s head.

4232 E-l
Ivory partly serrated point, probably fish spear, tang at proximal end, remnant of longitudinal incision at proximal 

end, three serrations, long fluke-like distal end.
924 E-l Brass disk, shiny.
663 E-l Ulu blade cut from sheet metal.
509 E-l “Courageto.../1856...” Medal.
879 E-l 2 cut nails, one with large mushroomed head, both curved at distal end.
524 E-l Copper hoop, inside part of pocket watch.
865 E-l Suspender or overall buckle, "Extra Heavy".
483 E-l Watch back for pocket watch.
377 E-l 1 large cut nail, heavily coated with rust.
525 E-l Copper bowl shaped object, rolled rim, 3 holes near rim at 120 degrees-lamp part or part of pan balance.

929 E-l
Brooch, brass with purple glass or amethyst mounted off center, pin missing, pin mounts present, grape leaf design

with striped background.
713 E-l Knife blade, tang broken off.
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0931 -b E-l 4 hole stamped metal button.
302 E-l Scissors handle.
324 E-l Wire loop.

4380 E-l
Bone story knife, three bubbles on handle, large hole through balance point, pommel has hole, incised 

longitudinally along top and bottom margin. Bubble holes are 1/16, pommel is .25, and balance hole is 3/8.
2907 E-l 6 beads.
831 E-l W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F.
831 E-l W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F.
396 E-l W.R.A. Co / .32 S & W.
813 E-l H
813 E-l Diamond
396 E-l No. 12/U/S/CLIMAX.
831 E-l Cartridge.
831 E-l W.R.A. Co./ .30 W.C.F.
1812 E-l 2 Beads.
396 E-l U.M.C. / .44-40

2935 E-l 2 beads.
2936 E-l 1 beads.
2864 E-l 35 beads.
2810 E-l 1 beads.
2849 E-l 7 beads.
2807 E-l 1 beads.
396 E-l U M C /35 REM
396 E-l W.R.A C o /40 65 W.C.F.
396 E-l WINCHESTER/No. 16

4698 E-l Boot or shoe fragment with lacing holes.
4694 E-l Leather suspender loop.
4053 E-l Possibly a dog collar, strips stuck together with three rivets, 1/16" thick by 1/2".
4068 E-l Copper riveted bootlace holes. Machine stitching evident around the holes.
4129 E-l Rectangular scrap, sewn and folded, with hole indicating rivet.
4138 E-l Loop for suspender, brown leather, stitched around the buttonhole, and folded and stitched through the middle.
4004 E-l Tab with rivet hole and rivet imprint, no stitching, dog collar.
396 E-l W.C. C O /.30-30
396 E-l U.M.C. C o./N o 12
831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./.30 W.C.F.
396 E-l H
396 E-l U.M.C. / S / H / .45-70
396 E-l W.R.A. Co./ 45-70
397 E-l H
831 E-l W.R.A. Co/25-20 W.C.F.
831 E-l W.R.A. Co. /30 W.C.F.
831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./32 W.S.
831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F.
396 E-l 1901 / No/20/LEADER
831 E-l W.R.A. C o /45-70
396 E-l WESTERN .30 .30
396 E-l W.R.A. Co. /. 44 W.C.F.
396 E-l W.R.A. Co. / 38-55
396 E-l W.R.A. CO. / .30 W.C.F.
396 E-l U.M.C. / .30 U.S.A.
396 E-l W.R.A. Co. / 8 M/M
396 E-l W.R.A.CO. /' 303 SAV

2808 E-l 2 beads.
396 E-l W.R.A. Co /32 W.S.
830 E-l Cartridge.

2842 E-l 1 beads.
2899 E-l 3 beads.
2806 E-l 1 bead.
2896 E-l 1 bead.
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2937 E-l 13 beads.
2832 E-l 24 beads.
2950 E-l 1 bead.
831 E-l W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F.
831 E-l Diamond
831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F.
831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./303 SAV
831 E-l W.R.A. Co./30 W.C.F.
831 E-l W.R.A. Co. A38-55
831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F.
831 E-l W.R.A. Co/44 W.R.F.
831 E-l U.M.C./ .30 U.S.A.
831 E-l W.R.A. C o./30 W.C.F.
831 E-l W.R.A. CO./ 25-20 W.C.F.
831 E-l H
831 E-l H
831 E-l Diamond
831 E-l Diamond
831 E-l Diamond
831 E-l H
831 E-l Diamond
831 E-l Diamond

2799 E-l 4 beads.
831 E-l W.R.A. C O /25-20 W.C.F.
440 E-l Six nails, machine cut, similarly sized.
3087 E-l Bottle base with circle and offset "IV" on center.
3317 E-l Neck fragment for extract bottle.
3414 E-l Seam through neck and rim/mouth/lip, 11/16 id, cork stopper hole present
3313 E-l One bottom, 15 sided, one body fragment from some other bottle.
3365 E-l Neck and shoulder fragment, molded lip, long straight neck.
3032 E-l Salad dressing type bottle, threaded closure, paneled body, 8 sides.
4323 E-l Melted glass, cylindrical, white, broken 2 ends, 1 broken through center and flattened.

3030 E-l
Fragments rubber banded together, neck and lip refit, rectangular bottle with recessed panel, stopper top, possibly

sauce bottle.
2950a E-l Glass Button, iron pinback not intact but partly present. 8.5x5mm.

2780 E-l
8.5x5mm hemispherical button with metal wire loop, 13x4mm 4hole button with brown litho dots, 12x3mm 4 hole 

convex, 15x5mm 4 hole reddish brown button.
3055 E-l Chandelier type dangle, crystal, faceted, approximately tear drop shaped with hole near top for attachment.
2797 E-l 6 glass buttons, 2 10x3mm 2hole, 1 10x3mm 4 hole, 3 11x3mm 4 hole buttons.
413 E-l Perforated lamp wick screen, with slot for wick, etc.
931 E-l Button, rivet, "The Underhill/Union Made".

3189 E-l
Thick green bottle, probably wine bottle, see other Green, includes one base rim fragment for wine or possibly

champagne bottle.
0944b E-l Cooking knife, wood handle riveted on, capped with pewter.
0440-b E-l Machine made cut nail
0440-c E-l Machine made cut nail

708 E-l Table knife, hollow stamped metal handle pieces, rusted out.
716 E-l Knife blade for table knife

232 E-l
Strip of 1/16" thick strap or banding, rolled at one end to form a semi-tubular shape, possibly to grip a handle. Flat 

end has some kind of residue on it, possibly mortar.
229 E-l Part of door knob and lock apparatus.
960 E-l Blob of melted lead or solder
480 E-l Small pocket watch outside frame or bezel with winder stem in place, nickel or chrome plated.

249 E-l
Part of t section cast iron piece, one end broken, other radiused with a centered drilled hole, countersunk on flat side

ofT.
927 E-l Watch face, porcelain-coated copper, gear still on back.
949 E-l Wick pass-through for oil or kerosene lamp, center slot 1" by 3/16".
952 E-l Threaded cap for fuel filler hole on kerosene lamp 0965

3385 E-l Melted slightly shoulder fragment
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758 E-l Meat can key.
762 E-l Can key.
757 E-l Can key.
754 E-l Sardine can type key with wound strip.
764 E-l Sardine can key.
761 E-l Sardine can key.
166 E-l Can key, wire, 2.5 ins. Long, 1/8 in. wire, no wound metal present.
759 E-l Short shafted can key.
747 E-l Paint can, blue or blue green paint, paint can type lid, paper label, not readable but still present partly.
504 E-l Can key for meat type can.
562 E-l Slip fit baking powder lid. "FECT/CREAM/WDER", charcoal pressed inside and rusted on.
508 E-l Small disk for hole in top can, match hole, small rim around edge, convex shape

3065 E-l Ten-sided bottle base, one round bottle base.
178 E-l Rolled lip on edge of lid, poss. Spice can.

3434 E-l 3 refit, repeated squares pattern.
3451 E-l Bottleneck and mouth, seam visible.
831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./25-20 W.C.F.

3383 E-l burned glass fragment
397 E-l Cartridge.

3373 E-l Small bottle bottom, "TC 2630", Tobasco?
3234 E-l Lamp glass fragments

3158 E-l
Glued together fragments, one assembly possibly lid for 3157, other assembly possibly some kind of jar, maybe 

cold cream. Some fragments with decorative bump motif.
3366 E-l Scalloped glass, blue with white stripes.
3217 E-l Etched, decorated glass fragments, with one paneled bottle piece, and two possible lamp glass pieces.
3364 E-l Bottleneck fragment, machine lip.
3122 E-l Plate glass.
3419 E-l Jesse Moore Hunt fifth bottle fragments, all refit and glued together.
3094 E-l One rectangular bottle bottom and sides, one normal bottle base with sides and fragments, clear purple color
753 E-l Sardine can key and lid.

4487 E-l Cotton or silk fabric strip unwound to make a tassel.
396 E-l H
396 E-l U

4705 E-l Pipe bowl, briarwood.

4700 E-l
"I.R.COMB CO.GOODYEAR 1851/EXTRA QUALITY". Very fine tooth (nit) comb, double sided, teeth on both

sides.
3369 E-l Mirror fragment
4715 E-l Looks like a section of pipe, all black with light gray inclusions, unknown.
4631 E-l Rubber toy farm animal, probably a horse, outside textured to resemble hair
396 E-l P(eters) cartridge.

4578 E-l “I.R.C. Co. Goodyear 1851”. Front of 4 hole dished button has "C A" scratched into it.
4701 E-l Pipe stem fragment, "Chesterfield/CPF", "Solid Rubber".
4576 E-l 4 hole button, bone.
4697 E-l Half of a medium tooth comb.
4703 E-l Rubber nipple for the nursing bottle in glass database? Or else a pawn piece from a large chess set.
4684 E-l Fragment of a poker chip, same style as 4685.
955 E-l Brass washers, 10/16 by 1/16 w/1/8 hole, other 1/2 by 1/16 w /3/16 hole.

4699 E-l Rubber coarse toothed comb, center fragment.

4580 E-l
9 shell buttons, 10 to 22mm in diameter, 3 with grinding around the button holes, one with a raised mounting piece

on the back.
4577 E-l 2 hole, large flat button.
4686 E-l Fragment of a rubber ball, pink rubber.
944 E-l Table knife, round end, handle composite, organic component missing, probably wood.
396 E-l W.R.A. CO/.22H.P.
396 E-l U.M.C. / .25-20.
831 E-l Cartridge.
831 E-l S

4695 E-l Rubber pipe stem end, mouthpiece, small 1/16 aperture, rim around end.
396 E-l Indeterminate.
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4584 E-l Battery core for probably a D size battery, copper button on top.

4587 E-l
Rubber ring with tom parts suggesting that it was part of something larger, possibly another rubber nipple like 4703,

which has a matching sized rubber base.
4320 E-l Plastic, bent pipe stem, fragile.
4322 E-l Plastic pipe stem, mold marks visible on mouthpiece.
4390 E-l 1/4" mbber hose with longitudinal lines molded in, 2 fragments.
4452 E-l Cigarette paper wrapper, blue ribbon, white on blue back, "only/H/OE FRAN" visible.
4580a E-l Basket weave pattern on front
4580b E-l convex mbber button

396 E-l PETERS 30-30
831 E-l Cartridge.
831 E-l U.M.C. / .44-40

230 E-2
Cast hammer head fragment, broken through the mounting hole section, missing the claw or peen side. Conical

head profile.
549 E-2 Part of rifle mechanism with spring at one end, mounting block in the center, and a countersunk hole in the other.
282 E-2 Lock plate and lock assembly for a trunk or chest. Lock cylinder disk, "PATD." MAR. 24 91".
512 E-2 Grommet half, hat shaped, like 0513.
637 E-2 Spoon and part of handle, similar to 0720.
934 E-2 African American person depicted in a lithographed tin toy, with floppy straw hat, green and yellow iacket.
478 E-2 Rest o f0479 with winder stem, gear still attached.

255 E-2
Embossed copper or brass piece with perforated, stamped and riveted on detail/decoration, floral. One end has the 

rivets for the loop and the connection to the frame of a lamp.

217 E-2
Hatchet head, broken hafting hole, patched with metal sheet, rivets and nails, hammer end missing. Cast iron. Back 

of head shows hammering, probably used as wedge.
522 E-2 Nickel plated wire loop for winding stem of pocket watch, probably 0479 and associated fragments.
111 E-2 Externally threaded lid, 1.5 inches in diameter.

1015 E-2
Matchstick holder or lighter body, crimp seamed box with open top, hinge for missing lid, weave pattern embossed

into outer material.2 7/16".
4076 E-2 Child’s shoe, dress type, right foot, wing tip.
572 E-2 Small metal sheet fragment, rusty.
479 E-2 Pocket watch outer part, rim, no winder stem.
375 E-2 Embossed and perforated metal strip, copper or brass, probably part of a lamp or trivet.
188 E-2 Large round lid, center disk with match hole, 1 12/16-in. dia.

18 E-2
"Edgeworth Extra High Grade Plug Slices/ Manufactured by Lams and Bro. Co, Richmond, VA,” also illegible

print on inside of lid.

6 E-2
"Edgeworth Extra High Grade Plug Slice, etc., Inside lid has statement of guarantee, mfg. American Can Co. 50A,

3 3/16 long"

566 E-2
Tuxedo tobacco can, green and white. "TUXEDO/TOBACCO/SPECIALLY PREPARED/FOR PIPE OR 

CIGARETTE// PATTERSON'S/TUXEDO/TOBACCO/...“ Some further writing indecipherable.
75 E-2 "FULL WEIGHT/12 oz./ROYAL BAKING POWDER/ABSOLUTELY PURE".

554 E-2 Paint can, part of lid still present, center msted out.
928 E-2 "J. GOLDMARK'S PERCUSSION CAPS/E.B./GROUND EDGE/CENTRAL F1 RE/100/WATERPROOF"
10 E-2 Bottom of 0018, Edgeworth cut plug slices, etc. Tobacco remains in bottom of can, embossed ridged strip.

499 E-2 Hole in end can disk, hole punched in center.
487 E-2 Shaker top of can, corroded away.
530 E-2 Dill's cut plug tobacco can, some litho visible.
735 E-2 SQUARE CAN TOP
875 E-2 Small cut nail fragment.
734 E-2 SQUARE CAN LID
385 E-2 H
822 E-2 W.R.A. C O /30 W.C.F.
822 E-2 Diamond
385 E-2 PETERS / .32 W.S.
514 E-2 Hat shaped metal disk with center sleeve 7/16" I.D., 3/16 high, possibly a grommet.
926 E-2 Watch face with second hand inset.
513 E-2 Like 0513, with wood inside sleeved portion, possible grommet.
945 E-2 Two knives, one fork. Steel. Knives have riveted on wood handles, fork has metal stampings for handle.
510 E-2 Small iron disk, edge has lip with rim, 1/4 by 1/16 puncture near edge, end of a container.
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779 E-2
Lid, embossed around lid with trade mark in center "ONE THIRD LESS THAN BUTTER"", trademark is square 

large S with square "CO" above and below middle level line in letter s. Margarine can.
3924 E-2 Chisel shaped wedge.
4450 E-2 Jute twine, in small knots and balls, green and white.

4394 E-2
Antler composite bow end, notch for bowstring broken off. Base is flattened and tapers to a point, tip tapers to 

conical point with part of string notch still present, other part broken off.
3357 E-2 Mouth fragment with lid still attached, "Schlitz" beer label still visible.
930 E-2 Rivet-on button, "Days Big Five/5".
835 E-2 Wire nail, head missing.
305 E-2 Scissors, broken, part contains joint.
306 E-2 Broken scissors
1020 E-2 Butcher knife, with wooden handle.
3866 E-2 Wedge, hitting end rounded off, other end tapers in at point.
3960 E-2 Barrel lid, fragmentary .
4617 E-2 Hat shaped metal piece, jet plate for Coleman stove?
4148 E-2 Brick fragment, ground on, fine matrix.
4450 E-2 Twine, in small knots and balls, green and white.
868 E-2 Grommet for tarp

2900 E-3 1 bead.
963 E-3 Candle holder with loop handle and thumb rest, stamped sheet metal with porcelain coating, missing candle spike.
3442 E-3 Beer bottle shoulder, "GEO. /STEIGER". On refit pieces.
195 E-3 White enamelware stamped steel bowl, part of a set of two bowls and two plates of the same pattern.

486 E-3
Resembles 0112 and 0113, connected to spout and flat can lid fragment with solder, threaded fitting on top, 2"

disk.
770 E-3 FRICTION LID
642 E-3 Spoon, some of the decoration still apparent.

3173 E-3 Lamp glass fragment or other thin glass.
783 E-3 Large meat type can lid, center disk is cut out and the key strip is undone and gone, leaving only one piece stuck on.
556 E-3 Ham can piece.

2943 E-3 8 beads.
2879 E-3 1 bead.
2861 E-3 3 beads.
2814 E-3 3 beads.

12 E-3 "Prince Albert/Crimp Cut/Cigarette or Pipe", side "For Pipe and Cigarette", back side same as 00073.
2955 E-3 1 bead.
3316 E-3 Neck and rim fragment.
2939 E-3 4 beads.
2820 E-3 lbead.
2940 E-3 5 beads.
2879 E-3 1 bead.
2846 E-3 1 bead.
2831 E-3 1 bead.

3447 E-3
"THE BEST NURSER/REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. / THE GOTHAM CO./NEW YORK", bottle is graduated with 

number scale up center of gourd shaped bottle. Pressure fitting at bottom, rubber and metal, and opposite end has
neck and lip like bottle.

4209 E-3 Reddish pottery fragment.
3666 E-3 Tapered to point in relatively short piece.

4668 E-3
Several smaller birch bark fragments. All curled, one probably was stitched around stick at rim of basket, others

have multiple lines of stitching.
3123 E-3 Plate glass.
3165 E-3 One small J.M. Hunt bourbon bottle, two fragments of larger bottle of same product.

3417 E-3
Sides: "E.R.DURKEE & CO./SALAD DRESSING/NEW YORK", bottom has illegible device in center, 

surrounded by "BOTTLE PATENTED APRIL 17, 1877".
3204 E-3 Bottle shoulder fragment, vine motif with "trade mark" written on, probably G.H. Moore distillery, see 3203.
4112 E-3 Sole to small two-footed shoe, possibly red in color. Machine stitched.
4043 E-3 Shoes. One complete, one not as complete. 3/4"xl 1/2" high, nailed, machine stitching.

3412 E-3
"HORLICK’S/TRADE/MM/MARK/MALTED MILK" in round logo, center is sunburst design with center three 

words within, "RACINE-WIS-U.S.A./SLOUGH, BUCKS, ENC."
3186 E-3 Thick body fragment, dark green, probably related to3183, -84, -85.
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4273 E-3
Antler center piece of three part harpoon point set, one end rounded with end hole, other end flat and tapered, with 

one bump on end, with 1/8"" hole near end of tapered section (.25").
2784 E-3 Concave 4-hole white glass button, 11 x3 mm.
185 E-3 Large external friction lid, melted shot on inside.
727 E-3 Center disk from hole in top can.
765 E-3 KEY WITH 1/4" WIDE TEAR STRIP.

3002 E-3 Milk bottle type neck and lip/mouth fragment, hand applied lip, purple tinge.
2813 E-3 3 beads.

2 E-3 Sardine can, key recess in bottom, heavy side seam solder, heavy bottom solder, lap seams all around.
3380 E-3 Scalloped lamp glass rim fragment.
3413 E-3 Cylindrical glass with square lip on rim, "3" on base, many bubbles in glass, 2 seams visible.
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2864 E-l 35 18  small, 1 7  medium 1 5 0 0 29 0 1 sky blue wound, 4 blue molded beads.
2842 E-l 1 large 0 1 0 0 0 0 Large clear cut blue bead.
2808 E-l 2 large 0 2 0 0 0 0 Large molded sky blue beads.
2807 E-l 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2806 E-l 1 large 0 1 0 0 0 0 Dark blue cut and ground.
2907 E-l 6 medium 0 0 0 0 6 0 glass
1812 E-l 2 medium 0 2 0 0 0 0
2805 E-l 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0
2847 E-l 12 small 0 12 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2832 E-l 24 small 0 0 0 0 0 24 periwinkle
2799 E-l 4 small 0 4 0 0 0 0 dark blue
2950 E-l 1 small 1 0 0 0 0 0 Clear red bead, seed
2935 E-l 2 large 0 0 0 0 2 0 Molded glass, 7.5 mm diameter spherical.
2874 E-l 2 small 0 0 0 0 0 2 Red clear on white
2896 E-l 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 pink seed
2936 E-l 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 red on white center
2937 E-l 13 small 0 0 0 0 0 13 red on white
2896 E-l 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 pink
2849 E-l 7 small 0 0 7 0 0 0
2810 E-l 1 medium 0 0 0 1 0 0
2943 E-3 8 medium 0 0 0 0 8 0
2861 E-3 3 small 0 0 0 0 3 0
2820 E-3 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0
2814 E-3 3 small 0 3 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2813 E-3 3 small 0 3 0 0 0 0 sky blue

2831 E-3 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 white, with 2 green and 2 red stripes at 90 
degrees, 3x2x1 mm tube

2846 E-3 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 pink seed
2879 E-3 1 large 0 0 0 0 0 1 Red clear on white center 4mm x 8mm
2939 E-3 4 medium 4 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2940 E-3 5 medium 0 0 0 0 0 5 red on white center
2879 E-3 1 large 0 0 0 0 0 1 red on white, cylinder, 4mm x 8mm
2900 E-3 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 green
2955 E-3 1 medium 0 0 0 1 0 0
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0396 E-l U Straight R No hammer marks, bullet missing.

0396 E-l H straight R
Rectangular, off center, and slanted off the vertical. .072” 

wide x .071"
0396 E-l P straight R Rectangular, off center,.059" x .083
0831 E-l Cartridge body, smashed.

0396 E-l indeterminate Straight R
.062" x .091" rectangular hammer mark, off center and 

tilted from the perpendicular.

0831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./25-20 W.C.F. bottleneck C
Centered round pin, size obscured by deformation of the 

primer.
0396 E-l PETERS 30-30 Bottleneck C Primer removed, missing.
0831 E-l U.M .C./.44-40 Straight C .088 dia.

0831 E-l straight R
11 visible pin marks, 2 obviously paired, and larger sized, 

other 9 much smaller, some paired.

0831 E-l S straight R
Damaged at head end and mouth, corroded, one pin mark, 

other dings possible pin marks. Inconclusive.
0831 E-l Tapered Cartridge body, broken.
0396 E-l U.M.C. / .25-20. Bottleneck C Slightly off-center, round pin mark
0396 E-l W.R.A. C O /.22 H.P. Bottleneck C Slightly off center, .088" diameter, round pin

0397 E-l
Jacketed slug, mushroomed, probably pulled out of game 

animal. .302 outside diameter, rifling marks distinct, 
copper-jacketed slug.

0831 E-l W.R.A. C o /45-70 Tapered c Pin centered, mashed. Primer sticks out of base, possible 
reload. Mouth corroded off.

0396 E-l W.R.A. Co/32 W.S. bottleneck c Slightly off center round firing pin, primer has circular 
indent, #5 type.

0831 E-l W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F. Bottleneck c
Circular indent in primer. Reloading marks on rim x4, 
crack up case from mouth through the shoulder. Primer 

protrudes from base slightly.
0396 E-l W.R.A.CO. / 303 SAV Bottleneck c Round pin mark slightly off center, .09" dia.
0396 E-l U M C /35 REM Bottleneck c .092" round pin mark, centered. Mashed cartridge.
C E-l W.R.A. Co. / 8 M/M Bottleneck Slightly off center.088

0396 E-l U.M.C./ .30 U.S.A. bottleneck c .114 Diameter pin mark

0396 E-l W.R.A. CO. / .30 W.C.F. Bottleneck c
.083" firing pin mark, primer has slightly larger cut circle, 

without the center being indented.

0396 E-l W.R.A. Co. / 38-55 Tapered c .076" dia. Pin, with slightly larger etched circle on the 
primer bottom itself.

0396 E-l W.R.A. Co. /.44 W.C.F. Tapered c Centered .082" round firing pin.
0396 E-l WESTERN .30 .30 Bottleneck c .093", quite off center round pin mark.
0831 E-l W.R.A. Co./ 30 W.C.F. straight c Primer missing, other end blown off/ missing.
0831 E-l H Straight R .052 x .078" firing pin mark, slightly off center vertical.

0830 E-l Straight R
Corroded, off center, tilted slightly, rectangular single pin 

mark.

0831 E-l Diamond straight R
.052 x .073" rectangular firing pin mark, centered above 

diamond mark. Embossed circumferential line .248" 
from mouth of cartridge.

0831 E-l H Straight R
.044 x .088 pin mark, centered above the H, 

perpendicular.

0831 E-l Diamond straight R
Indistinct rectangular pin mark, large, centered. .262" 

from mouth is circumferential embossed ring.
0831 E-l Diamond straight R Rectangular pin mark, indistinct, centered and vertical.
0831 E-l Diamond Straight R .052" rectangular firing pin, vertical but off center axis.

0831 E-l H straight R
.042" wide firing pin, rectangular, off center axis but 

vertical.

0831 E-l Diamond straight R
.058" wide rectangular hammer mark, off center axis but 

vertical.
0831 E-l W.R.A. CO./ 25-20 W.C.F. Bottleneck C Centered round pin.
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0831 E-l W.R.A. CO /25-20 W.C.F. Bottleneck C Slightly off center round pin marks.
0831 E-l U.M.C./ .30 U.S.A. Bottleneck C .092 firing pin, circular, slightly off center.

0831 E-l W.R.A. Co/44 W.R.F. straight C
Round firing pin mark, centered. Case is corroded 

extensively.
0831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. bottleneck c Pin mark obscured by center of primer disk.

0831 E-l W.R.A. Co. A38-55 Straight c Slightly off center round pin hole, corroded. End of case 
blown off.

0831 E-l W.R.A. Co./30 W.C.F. bottleneck c Primer has circle in center, obscures pin mark.

0831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./303 SAV bottleneck c Damaged at shoulder- burst. Pin mark is off center, 
round.

0831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. bottleneck c Primer center has disk recess, obscures pin mark.
0831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. Bottleneck c .060" dia. Pin mark, centered in center disk o f primer.

0831 E-l W.R.A. Co./ .30 W.C.F. bottleneck c .102 diameter pin mark. Periods on headstamp long 
vertical lines.

0831 E-l W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F. Bottleneck c .086" dia firing pin mark, off center.

0831 E-l W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F. Bottleneck c Primer center disk obscures pin mark. Periods in 
headstamp long vertical dashes.

0396 E-l W.C. C O /.30-30 bottleneck c .013" round, slightly off center pin mark.
0831 E-l W.R.A. Co. / .30 W.C.F. Bottleneck c Pin mark obscured
0396 E-l U.M.C. / .44-40 Tapered c .086 Dia. Pin. off center slightly.

0831 E-l W.R.A. C o ./32 W.S. bottleneck c .073 dia firing pin mark, on center, in primer with center 
disk.

0831 E-l W.R.A. Co. /30 W.C.F. Bottleneck c Indistinct pin mark, round, centered approximately, 
mouth and neck end mashed and cracked.

0831 E-l W.R.A. Co/25-20 W.C.F. Bottleneck c Indistinct round firing pin mark, slightly off center.

0397 E-l H straight R
no pin marks, bullet is typical ogive shape, not jacketed 

or hollow pointed.
0396 E-l W.R.A. Co./45-70 Tapered c .086" firing pin mark, slightly off center.
0396 E-l U.M.C. / S / H / .45-70 Tapered c .096 firing pin hole, slightly off center.

0396 E-l H Straight R
Two rect pin marks, on a plane and above the center..082 
x .042" and congruent. Head convex w/ raised H mashed 

in.

0396 E-l WINCHESTER/No. 16 Shotgun C
Unfired, has capital W on primer center. Copper as part 

of the assembly, body is brass.
0396 E-l U.M.C. C o./N o 12 shotgun c Round pin mark, off center, .112"dia.

0396 E-l 1901 / No/20/LE ADER shotgun base, 
paper tube c Primer looks unused, reads "WRA Co./NEW No 4"

0396 E-l W.R.A. Co / .32 S & W. straight c Centered, .098" diameter, round firing pin
0813 E-l H straight R Deep rectangular pin mark, misfire.

0813 E-l Diamond straight R
No pin marks, bullet corroded down to the level of the 

mouth.
0396 E-l W.R.A C o /40 65 W.C.F. Tapered C .090 diameter pin mark.
0385 E-2 PETERS / .32 W.S. bottleneck C .092 dia pin mark, deep, centered.
0822 E-2 Diamond straight R Rectangular, slightly off center, but vertical pin mark.

0822 E-2 W.R.A. C O /30 W.C.F. bottleneck C
.082 dia firing pin mark, off center slightly in the center 

disk of the primer.

0385 E-2 H straight R
Off center axis, off vertical slightly rectangular pin mark, 

extends off the rim, not too distinct.
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Structure F: Eskimo Barracks

F-3 60 cm
Sod layer. Boards and debris extend from surface to bottom of F-l, possibly part 

of dismantling of structure.
1866-1910

F-2 70 cm Continuation of F-l in south side of structure. 1852-1900

F-l 52 cm (maximum)
At north end of foundation, clay impregnated soil divides F-l and F-2. 

Arbitrarily maintained as stratigraphic unit.
1852-1900
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

F-l 993 Iron rod with flattened, broader end. Bent at distal end. Drill bit or reamer, maybe screwdriver?
F-l 882 2 large cut nails
F-l 317 Large iron ring
F-l 473 Iron strap stock, 1 1/4 or 1" in width.
F-l 4475 Medium weave striped wool fragment.
F-l 4496 Shirt fragment, brown stained wool, with button holes.
F-l 279 Mashed up piece of brass or bronze, C shaped, one end is flared to a fan shape.
F-l 4623 Rivet section of barrel hoop, cut off.
F-l 0441-c 4 machine made cut nails.
F-l 4418 Wool felt strip, knotted at end.
F-l 4582 4 hole bone button, possibly locally made, damaged.
F-l 4424 Wool fabric, 3 strips tom at end, knotted, coarse fabric.
F-l 4419 Medium woolen fabric strip.
F-l 3577 Rectangular base tapering to round, sawn at both ends.
F-l 241 Chisel shaped object, flat end is mushroomed slightly. Actual height is 1/2".
F-l 848 10 cut nails.
F-l 863 9 cut nails and/or fragments thereof.
F-l 1025 Cotter pin, with bending ends flattened.

F-l 4383 Ivory fish spear prong, point broken off, carved serrations present or indicated along one side for 7 3/4"", non
pointed end possibly broken off as well.

F-l 686 Metal fragment, probably was rectangular with elongated hole cut out o f center. Chain link replacement?
F-l 4392 Antler fish spear prong, barb remnants along one side, other end long and tapered to a fairly small diameter.
F-l 658 Small fragment of sheet metal.
F-l 849 Fragment of belt or strap buckle.
F-l 988 Bent metal bar, looks like a ratchet pawl.
F-l 1001 Iron piece reworked into awl or burin at one end.
F-l 4417 Fabric scrap, fine brown-brushed twill, Oswalt calls it uniform material-like flannel.
F-l 4479 4 fabric scraps, 1 silk, Oswalt-men’s cravat, I think a babushka type scarf, others wool/brown.
F-l 4430 Burlap scrap.

F-l 4636
Two fragments, one 1.5 by 2, one 2.25 by 1.5, both with perforations for stove window frames, equally spaced

along the long axis.
F-l 4588 Frame for stove window, mica pressed between two pieces of riveted rnetal, twisted slightly as if tom off.
F-l 4457 White and red striped fabric, wool, fluffy, with one seam present, machine made.
F-l 989 Thin tubing, 90-degree bend, quite mangled on one side.
F-l 4252 Antler root scrap.
F-l 4618 Rusted cut nail
F-l 817 Cartridge casing, rimfire, 2 pin marks.
F-l 4423 Coarse brown wool cloth.
F-l 615 Folded scrap of sheet metal or can tin.
F-l 737 Strip of metal, odd gray color.
F-l 441 Machine made cut nail.
F-l 4354 Bone, broken at angle at both ends, one through hole, 3/8" diameter parallelogram.
F-l 0441-b 6 machine made cut nails
F-l 292 Tubular iron piece, either hose/pipe or part of lantern or similar. Flattened at one end, both ends appear cut.
F-l 873 Wood chisel, wide flat blade, no handle.
F-l 4420 Coarse wool fabric strip, black or dark blue.
F-l 958 Metal ring, inner circle oval from use wears.
F-l 854 3 cut nail fragments, two beams and one head.
F-l 4342 Bone sled shoe, broken on long and one short side, sawn at angle at other side, nearest hole, 3/8".

F-l 4494 Grass mat fragments, lightly twisted grass in single strand, with two strand tightly twisted grass knotted in single
rows, end has double row of tight strands.

F-l 4482 Grass net bag, fairly tight weave, two strands of grass woven around the woof. Some of the seam is visible.

F-l 4350 Bone sled runner shoe fragment, broken at both ends, one end through hole, other at angle. Holes are 3/8" and
oval.

F-l 4216 Gun flint fragment, fractured
F-l 4347 Bone sled runner, broken at both ends and up middle, hole remnants at both breaks.
F-l 4495 Loose woven grass net bag, folded up. Fairly close spacing.
F-l 4379 Antler net weight, .25" hole chopped and drilled in narrow tapered end, no corresponding opposite hole.
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

F-l 4582 Bone 4 hole button, locally made.
F-l 4378 Antler toy knife.
F-l 973 Folded fragment of strapping iron or sheet.
F-l 3917 Wedge, broken down the middle.

F-l 3424
Reworked oval glass fragment, pressure flake marks on perimeter, possibly sunglass lens. Edges abraded

smooth.
F-l 3188 4 wine bottle fragments, thick, and one miscellaneous, bottle glass fragment.
F-l 3071 Lamp glass, including base
F-l 3069 Rectangular bottle, one lip fragment, one flat panel body fragment.
F-l 3124 Plate glass
F-l 3004 Beer or liquor type bottleneck, stopper type lip/mouth, hand applied.
F-l 3185 Shoulder fragment of very thick wine bottle
F-l 3207 Two fragments, glued together refit, thicker glass.
F-l 2783 4 hole glass button, 14x4mm, with radial lines in the rim.

F-l 3912
Handle for bent wood object, one row of stitching remaining, broken at other row of stitching, some bum marks

and charcoal near stitch.
F-l 3584 Tapered smoothed rectangle.
F-l 3662 Flat half disk
F-l 3401 Deeply convex on bottom, almost spherical.
F-l 3738 Dumbbell shaped, with a rectangular notch in the center of the axle portion. Sketch.
F-l 3743 Net float, triangular cross section, straight profile, holes at comers at triangle apex.
F-l 3681 Formerlv round piece of wood with a notched end. Broken and damaged, numerous splits. Sketch.
F-l 3654 Oval paddle shaped piece, with notched addition on one end. More teardrop shaped. Edges smoothed.
F-l 3939 Stirring stick or spatula shaped thing.

F-l 3949
Looks like boat part. Has 1 drilled hole through at curved high part, notches at top of curve, and 2 transverse 

rectangular cutouts. Other end is cut to smaller size. Red and black staining. Oswalt:"2nd below sod".
F-l 3892 Wooden wedge, striking end heavily blown out.
F-l 3984 Looks like a shoemaker’s last, for forming leather shoes. Quite weathered.
F-l 3599 Broken toggle.
F-l 3579 Sawn at both ends, other edges smoothed, looks like a sled runner.
F-l 3583 Door stopper.

F-l 3678
Whittled piece, one end tapered to a point, other end cut off. No barbs or mounting pieces indicating connection

to another piece.
F-l 2938 2 beads.
F-l 2822 3 beads.
F-l 817 Cartridge.
F-l 2816 12 beads.
F-l 2870 158 beads.
F-l 2911 67 beads.
F-l 2815 2 beads.
F-l 2821 15 beads.
F-l 2819 1 beads.
F-l 2866 17 beads.
F-l 2817 1 bead.
F-l 2941 1 bead.
F-l 3310 One rectangular base fragment, one polygonal(clear blue) body fragment
F-l 2953 3 beads.
F-l 3381 Scalloped lamp glass rim fragment.
F-l 2954 2 beads.
F-l 791 Flattened fragment lot, part of a Millville type can lid.
F-l 584 Lid with center hole in top, match hole.
F-l 599 Center disk to hole in top can.
F-l 588 Rim from hole in top can lid for center disk- mostly solder remaining.
F-l 3580 Rectangular section tapers to 1/2" diameter cylinder, sawn off'. Plug for something?
F-l 3372 Frosted glass, burned.
F-l 3429 Paneled bottle fragment, rounded top rectangular panels.
F-l 3197 Rectangular bottle fragments, probably whiskey, rye, bourbon, etc.
F-l 3223 Fragment with smooth rim, like 3218-3222, drinking glass or lamp chimney.
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3297

2841
3645

3951

3746
3588
3534
3942
3700
4647
3934
4007
3474
3693
3574
3691
3884
3927
3946
3536
3993

3578

3703
3855
3954
3618

4100

4078
4085
3514
4033
3587
4003
4659
3524
4002
3592
3370
3494
3591
3857

3732

2902

3427

3075
3164
3125
3320

2793

3222
3355
3229
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Description/Count

One fragment of columnar piece, see 3308, 3298,3296, other piece with lithographed line drawings, possible
___________________________________________ teacup._______________________________________ ____
___________________________________________ 3 beads.___________________________________________
__________________________ Looks like a small story knife or butter spreader.__________________________

Bow with handle, one end of distal intact, other end. Cross section semi-triangular, round at handle, triangle
_____________ tapers to wide flat at distal ends. Oswalt: "2nd below sod". Broken end is burnt._____________
___________________________ Circular section tapering down to tab. Sketch.___________________________
_________________________________________Wooden disk.______________________________________ _
_________________________ Bowl end of spoon, broken through near handle end._________________________
_________________________ Tapers to wider flatter section at one end. Spatula?_________________________
__________________________Bow tip, broken at handle side. Bent on both axes._________________________
_______________Several small splints tied together with grass, splints rectangular, l/4x 1/2x4”._______________
____________________ Oswalt: ”ST F 2nd below sod". Wood chunk, possibly worked.____________________
______________________ Reworked shoe leather scraps, all folded and stitched strips.______________________
____________________________________ Two diameters on dowel.____________________________________
 Cottonwood bark, hole in center with broken piece of dowel inset, glued in._______________

Rectangular piece of wood, one end rounded and tapered, one long side is rounded, other end is broken.
_________________________Round section tapers to wide, slightly cupped spoon._________________________
__________________Wood, cut to angles at one end, other flat, part of tree trunk underbark._________________
__________________________________Chopped wood chunk, angular._________________________________
Semi cylindrical wood piece, with curvature, and tapered at both ends, one pointed, other terminates in flat circle.
______________________Oval, looks like box top, one side has point on end over rim.______________________
 Worked wood, flattened on one side, other sides possibly subject to working and smoothing._________

Rectangular piece, hole drilled at one end, 1/8", other end has notch cut out, broken end. Notch is 1/4" into the
____________________________________________ wood.____________________________________________
_____________________________________ Oval piece, flat, wood._____________________________________
_____________________________________ Wedge, some use wear._____________________________________
Oswalt: "ST. F 2nd below sod." Looks like another keel piece, similar to 3949. Rougher, not as finished as 3949.
_________________ Broken piece of flat disk, red and black staining on one side, edges flat._________________

Numerous small scraps of leather with large, home-made and small machine type stitch holes. Probably
______________________________ recovered from old boots for recycling.______________________________
 Shoe sole, square toed, hand made welt. Right.___________________________

Shoe or boot sole, square toe, numerous nail holes for heel, single row welt stitching, probably machine made.
__________________________________1/8" oval hole drilled off center._________________________________
__________________Soles to a large pair of square toed two footed machine stitched boots.__________________
____________________________ Half circle section, possibly cut out of 3571.____________________________
 Small scrap, half round with perimeter stitching.___________________________
________________________________ 4 fragments o f stitched birch bark.________________________________
 Oval cross-section, one end sawn flat, other has small peg end. Peg diameter is 3/8""."___________
_____________________________________ Large bag lot of scrap. _
_______________________________________ Fragment of 3591_______________________________________ _
__________________________________Mirror fragment, refits to 3369._________________________________
_______________________________________ Flat wooden disk._______________________________________
____________________________________ Broken, 3592 is also part.____________________________________
____________________________________________Wedge_________________________________________ __

Worked wood, tapered from narrow tall rectangle to wide flat shovel shape. Two holes drilled in top, with one 
nearest rectangular part having a groove from the hole to the end. Lateral groove in narrow end. Sketch.

1 bead.___________________________________________
Decorative glassware fragment, same pattern as 3230, 3290,3292, different rim pattern-other half or lid of glass

____________________________________________ piece?_______________________________________ ____
__________________One neck and lip fragment, two clear-blue polygonal body fragments.__________________
______ Jesse Moore Hunt large bourbon bottle, base and side fragment, some body fragments, thick glass.______
__________________________________________ Plate glass__________________________________________
____________________________ Base fragment, "S & C", shoulder fragment.____________________________

11x4mm 4 hole white glass with pearlescent paint, 3 11x3 4hole buttons, one litho’d brown with white showing
_______________________________through, others with pearlescent paint._______________________________
______________________________________See previous to 3218._____________________________________
________________________________________ Base fragments.________________________________________
_______________________Lamp glass fragments including base and body fragments.______________________
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

F-2 3376 Scalloped rim fragments, white glass.
F-2 3187 Neck and shoulder fragments from probable wine bottle-see 3183-3188.
F-2 2897 12 beads.
F-2 3196 Brown beer bottle glass.
F-2 2882 1 bead.
F-2 2869 310 beads.
F-2 2881 18 beads.
F-2 2757 6 beads.
F-2 2910 34 beads.
F-2 2897 12 beads.
F-2 2840 1 bead.
F-2 2840 1 bead.
F-2 2839 1 bead.
F-2 582 Can top, hole in top. match hole.
F-2 4202 Several small flakes of material.
F-2 4575 Pressed fiber button, painted black, 4 holes.
F-2 4207 Coarse matrix brick fragment, gray.
F-2 4696 Pipestem, "Chesterfield/CPF (in oval)", obverse side "Solid Rubber".
F-2 4464 One burlap scrap, one novelty edging piece, checkerboard.
F-2 872 Stove lid lifter
F-2 2843 55 beads.
F-2 859 2 cut nails
F-2 2818 1 bead.
F-2 472 Iron strap stock, 1 1/4 or 1" in width.

F-2 519 Shiny plated copper truncated cone, hole in center 1/2", bottom opening 3/4, embossed with 3 figures (O with 
slash, 5 pt. Star, bird) and letters "CPF".

F-2 3433 Decorative glassware.
F-2 579 Sidewall fragment, one straight side.
F-2 3023 Bottle stopper, "LEA & PERRINS", Worcestershire sauce.
F-2 590 Can end, illegible possible text present, rubbing made.
F-2 733 LONG RECTANGULAR CAN TOP, CRIMPED JOINTS ONLY.
F-2 771 FRAG OF SLIP FIT CAN LID, BAKING POWDER TYPE.
F-2 575 Fragment of can including part of side seam and part of rim of can.
F-2 787 RECT CAN LID, 4 5/16" LONG, 4 3/16" INSIDE DIMENSION.
F-2 214 Threaded piece for closure for powder (type) can.
F-2 439 7 cut nails, one is big.
F-2 665 Strip of sheet metal, possibly box strap, withl 1/2" long section curved like a linoleum gouge.
F-2 959 Bent fragment of cut nail.
F-2 3308 Rim fragment.
F-2 876 Square nail with large head, roofing nail?
F-2 742 Strapping or banding iron, 2 fragments, drilled holes for rivets.
F-2 2901 1 bead.
F-2 3735 Wood fragment with numerous cutouts, grooves, etc., Seemingly random placement.
F-2 3731 Oval piece, like an Oreo cookie, with narrow section in the center.
F-2 3882 Stick, tapered at one end, but probably not on purpose.

F-2 3766 Tapers from rectangular cross section to a small rounded point. Larger end has a notch through the comer.
Sewing device.

F-2 3943 Worked wood, falling apart, one end has chopped in taper.
F-2 3566 Pipe bowl fragments, some glued together by Oswalt.
F-2 3601 Pipe bowl, goes with 3602.
F-2 4673 Half of hazelnut or filbert shell, and a quarter of a small walnut shell.
F-2 3915 Part of broken bow, one-piece type, curved, longitudinal groove on inside curve side.
F-2 3995 "St. E, First layer below ash" inscribed by Oswalt. Wedge has bum marks or charcoal stains.
F-2 3608 Looks like a carving with intentional resemblance to something.
F-2 3611 Cork for bottle.
F-2 4663 Fragment of birch bark, two sides have double rows of stitch holes. One side folded over approximately 1/2".
F-2 3506 End of cylinder is narrowed to smaller diameter with a lathe, possibly the foot of something.
F-2 2881 18 beads.
F-2 4345 Bone fragment, 5/16" holes, one end broken through hole, other end partially sawn and snapped.
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

F-2 4307 Small fragment of burned antler.

F-2 4306
One hole drilled in tapered off end of piece 3/16", off center, drilled end rounded and pointed. Other end sawn

off.

F-2 4239
Bone sled runner. 2x.5" holes drilled at or near ends, two 3/16" holes drilled in between, one end is sawn, other 

end is broken through the large drill hole.
F-2 4508 2 strand braided grass line, one large and one small knot in strands.
F-2 4308 Tapered antler section, both ends sawn, some wear or damage at narrower end lateral face.
F-2 4339 Bone sled runner shoe fragment, one hole on medial line3/8". towards broken side, other side is sawn oft.

F-2 3683
Flat oval cross-section, one end is tapered to a rectangular cross section. Other end is curved and broken. 

Possible dog sled side piece, or something like it in form.

F-2 4246
Bone sled runner. 7/16" hole, medially placed about 1/3 in from tapered side. Other end is cut flat with comers 

cut at 45-degree angle. One horizontal notch scratched in .5"" further in from hole.

F-2 3752
Cylindrical piece with conical stacked serrations at distal end, sawn off. Proximal end is broken. Three cones at

distal end.
F-2 4363 Antler net weight, .25" comer holes.

F-2 4393
Bone sled runner shoe, broken at one end through medial hole. Other end sawn, and much thinner. Curves along 

both axes, possibly from the front of the sled.
F-2 4277 Antler net weight
F-2 4344 Bone sled shoe, thicker than others, broken through center holes, one end sawn, other fractured.
F-2 4348 Bone sled runner shoe, broken at both ends, one through hole, other hole cracked as well. Holes are 3/8”.
F-2 3919 Wedge made from hickory axe handle.
F-2 4270 Bent antler section, ends tapered, one to a square, other to a point.
F-2 4081 Mid height child's boot, stacked heel, single-seam upper back, one piece foot, nailed and stitched welt.
F-2 1018 Powder can? Horizontal lines top and bottom embossed into the metal, probably for hinged lid on top.
F-2 2843 55 beads.
F-2 2838 14 beads.
F-2 828 H
F-2 828 H
F-2 828 W.R.A. C O /30 W.C.F.
F-2 4115 Sole and heel fragment of large boot.
F-2 4088 Small wing tip tvpe shoe or boot, stack heel, lefty. Rivets in addition to stitching along upper/foot seam.
F-2 2908 12 beads.
F-2 4136 Upper with part of lacing row, two holes, machine stitched.
F-2 318 Cartridge.
F-2 4096 Men's boot, pull on type, square toe, resoled and re-heeled with numerous copper nails. Right footed.

F-2 4031
Parts of two different shoes, one sole, one children's shoe upper, one reworked tongue. Sole is footed, machine 

stitched, only reworked tongue has both machine and hand sewing.
F-2 4018 Two folded straps of leather, numerous holes in each, nails in one, other has six holes.
F-2 4091 Square toed boot sole with stack heel, right, with nailed welt and insole.
F-2 3602 Pipe, part of stem to bowl joint area. Goes with 3601.
F-2 801 Small fragment of banding iron.
F-2 828 W.R.A. CO/30 W.C.F.
F-2 3530 Tapered wood piece, one end cut at angle, other end is notched for string.

F-2 3482
Part of door handle possibly? Flat wood with curved portions cut out, back side flat, some brown spots and some

sawn through. Sketch.
F-2 3594 Machine made spool.
F-2 624 Worked sheet metal, almost ulu shaped- tapered at either end.
F-2 593 Fragment of flat sheet metal, rusted.
F-2 247 Smashed section of pipe, one end fully flattened, other partially flattened.
F-2 2839 1 bead.
F-2 3589 Part of something bigger. Possibly a mask or some other decorated item.
F-2 3931 Multiple tapers, transverse grooves at either end, thicker cross section in the middle, ends tapered. See sketch.
F-2 3586 Small fragment of cork.
F-3 434 Medium large cut nail.
F-3 932 Copper button back, metal loop on back missing, center from missing, possibly fabric or other organic material.
F-3 881 Large cut nail.

F-3 327
Machinery part. ""WORTHINGTON/STEAM PUMP/WORTH 1NGTON- (LOGO)-/122621/51X29X70/2X1

1/8X2 3/4".
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Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

F-3 939
Loop of wire with stamped metal joint. Bag says finger ring, but could be part of something entirely different-no

remnant of mount, gold plating, etc.

F-3 289
Rectangular piece of iron sheet, short ends cut in sawtooth pattern, 8 piercings through the body the piece 

forming unidirectional pointed pieces. Looks like a board mender, i.e., like it should be pounded into a split
board to keep it together.

F-3 2909 4 beads.
F-3 818 2 Cartridge casings, 2 pin marks on each, one has "H".
F-3 294 Flat iron piece, corroded, with perpendicularly placed lug, 3/16" hole. Flat piece 3/16"" thick, lug piece is 3/16"
F-3 2763 2 beads.
F-3 2764 1 bead.
F-3 2880 2 beads.
F-3 2845 1 bead.
F-3 4184 Pipe fragment, fits 4185, drainage pipe.
F-3 2761 1 bead.

F-3 4101
Boot sole, right foot, resoled at ball of foot with numerous small shoe nails and large leather patch, square toe.

Fleel missing. Oswalt: "St F Sod".
F-3 2682 14 beads.
F-3 318 H
F-3 4198 Shoulder fragment of jug or pipe flange.
F-3 2762 1 bead.
F-3 4193 Fragment of ceramic pipe, "FROM THE /GLADDIN-" on outside.

F-3 278
Decorative embossed sheet metal piece, probably comer brace for a trunk or similar. Four holes in bent piece, 

one at each comer of rectangular piece centered in rounded sections.
F-3 2880 2 beads.
F-3 3035 Milk bottle type mouth/lip, two fragments refit and glued together, hand applied lip.
F-3 3449 Bottle base, labeled "C.S. & CO LD./10 90".
F-3 3070 Lamp glass.
F-3 3263 Small bottle fragment.
F-3 567 Incomplete can lid, center disk missing, rim of center disk.

F-3 3983
Toy boat hull, flat bottom, high bow, top has two carved indents, one at tip of bow, other back one inch and over 

the approximate keel position. Stem round, and tapered underneath to where the rudder would be.
F-3 3932 Bow tip Oswalt:" ST. F Sod". Broken at proximal end, notch for bow string remains intact.
F-3 797 Cut out rectangle of sheet metal, some possibly intentional folding along long axis sides.

F-3 3945
Broken at proximal end. Not as finely made as some others in this collection. Notch section is present, and a 

knot or drill hole goes through the wider flatter portion on the outer edge.
F-3 11 "Patterson's Tuxedo Tobacco/specially prepared for ... cigarettes"
F-3 3156 One base, one neck fragment, from a beer bottle.
F-3 3003 I iquor bottle tvpe neck, like the Jesse M. Hunt fifth, hand applied stopper type mouth.

F-3 3314
One clear blue polygonal body fragment, one clear body fragment, "MAS" on it, another with some vines,

probably form a liquor bottle.
F-3 3377 Scalloped lamp glass rim fragment, one boss or lug fragment.
F-3 3084 Jesse Moore Hunt Trademark San Francisco California Fifth bottle body fragment with vine motif.
F-3 3428 Decorative glassware
F-3 594 Round lid center with the match hole, center disk from hole in top can.
F-3 4681 Fragment of birch bark, with single row of 4 to the groups stitches along the median.
F-3 3157 Base fragment says, "The Cudahy-/Om (aha), two fragments of rectangular white glass.
F-3 3045 Bottle neck and lip/mouth fragment.
F-3 3126 Plate glass.
F-3 3403 Bottle base and side fragment.
F-3 3110 Jesse Moore Hunt bottle, fifth.
F-3 108 30 degree fragment of threaded spout and lid msted together.

F-3 3393
2 small bottles, "-E MOORE & CO. LOUISVILLE, KY/ C.H. MOORE/OLD/BOURBON & RYE", 2 larger 

fifth bottles, same words, plus "JESSE MOORE HUNT CO. SAN FRANCISCO". One small bottleneck, hand
applied lip.

F-3 3321 One bottle base, letter "B", one shoulder fragment, "....... uce".
F-3 492 Disk for hole in top can. matchhole in center
F-3 732 "4 1/2" X 2 7/8" CAN LID CRIMPING.
F-3 782 ROUND MEAT CAN LID.
F-3 31 Some green paint flecks visible, lap seams hold ends on, disk on can side, not stamped end.
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

F-3 496 Large can lid, possibly external friction, but more probably lap seam.
F-3 594 Hole in top can center lid piece with match hole

F-3 3354
Two different base fragments, one with rectangular panels/twelve sides, one normal, one side fragment of flat,

probably liquor bottle.
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2870 F-l 158 107 medium, 51 
small

43 23 0 3 85 4 Reds are brick red, specials are red and white, tubular

2822 F-l 3 large 3 0 0 0 0 0 3 large (8mm x 6mm) sky blue bead halves glued to a 
card.

2817 F-l 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0 Light blue medium wound.
2821 F-l 15 small 0 15 0 0 0 0
2819 F-l 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0
2816 F-l 12 medium 0 12 0 0 0 0 light blue
2866 F-l 17 small 0 17 0 0 0 0 dark blue
2815 F-l 2 small 0 2 0 0 0 0
2911 F-l 67 medium 0 0 0 0 67 0 glass cut tube
2841 F-l 3 small 0 0 0 0 0 3 red on white seeds
2938 F-l 2 small 2 0 0 0 0 0 clear red
2941 F-l 1 medium 1 0 0 0 0 0 Clear red, 6 mm x 4mm

2953 F-l 3 small 0 0 3 0 0 0
2954 F-l 2 medium 0 0 0 2 0 0

2882 F-2 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 White tubular with 2 red, 2 green stripes at 90 degree 
angles.

2869 F-2 310 105 mediums, 
205 small

0 117 0 0 192 1 1 periwinkle seed, 35 sky blue small, 69 dark blue 
small, 4 blue small, 9 blue medium, 96 white small.

2818 F-2 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0
2910 F-2 34 Medium 0 0 0 0 25 9 White, 9 white with brown speckles.

2908 F-2 12
1 small, 11 

large
0 1 0 0 8 3 1 large bead possibly ceramic/glazed. Others hand 

wound glass. 3 with brown speckles.

2838 F-2 14 small 0 0 0 0 0 14 Red clear on white center

2897 F-2 12 small 0 0 0 0 0 12 pink seeds
2843 F-2 55 medium 55 0 0 0 0 0 brick red

2839 F-2 1 small 1 0 0 0 0 0 clear red

2840 F-2 1 large 0 0 0 0 0 1 Red clear on white center, 4 x 8  mm
2881 F-2 18 medium 0 0 0 0 0 18 red with white center
2757 F-2 6 small 0 0 6 0 0 0
2897 F-2 12 small 0 0 0 0 0 12 pink seeds
2843 F-2 55 medium 55 0 0 0 0 0 Brick red
2839 F-2 1 small 1 0 0 0 0 0 clear red
2840 F-2 1 large 0 0 0 0 0 1 Red on white, oblong cylinder, 4 x 8  mm
2881 F-2 18 medium 0 0 0 0 0 18 red on white centers
2901 F-2 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 clear green
2902 F-2 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 green

2682 F-3 14
7 medium, 7 

small
0 7 0 0 7 0 6 sky blue seeds, one periwinkle blue seed.

2761 F-3 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 cut, 2 colors of blue-sky and plain blue.
2909 F-3 4 seeds 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 cut tube seed beads.
2764 F-3 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2763 F-3 2 medium 0 2 0 0 0 0 dark blue
2762 F-3 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0
2880 F-3 2 medium 0 0 0 0 0 2 red on white center
2845 F-3 1 medium 1 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2880 F-3 2 medium 0 0 0 0 0 2 red on white centers
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Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number Head Stamp Case Type

Rimfire/
centerfire

Hammer marks/observations

0817 F-l straight R
Two rectangular firing pins, above the center axis, at 15 degree 

angle up in the center.

0318 F-2 straight R
Two sets of two hammer marks, 2 very light and 2 quite 
heavy.. 102 x .036 identical pins, light marks indistinct.

0828 F-2 W.R.A. CO 
/30 W.C.F.

bottleneck C
. 115” dia center disk obscures pin mark, Round firing pin, 

roughly centered.

0828 F-2 W.R.A. CO/ 
30 W.C.F. bottlenecks C

.092 firing pin in center of disk with circle, end blown off at 
shoulder.

0828 F-2 H straight R
two rectangular pin marks, on the same line, one is shorter in 

length than the other.

0828 F-2 H straight R
. 166 x. 161" hole drilled in the side of the case,. 196" above the 
rim. 2 rectangular firing pins on same line, slightly above the 

central axis, and of equal lengths.

0318 F-3 H straight R
.034 by .01 twin, identical hammer marks, in line at the 

approximate center plane of the head. Head is ballooned out.
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Structure G: Separe’s House

G-l Single Unit
Remains sampled with no systematic excavation. Plank cribbed 

pit in NW quadrant.
1868-1925

S-G-Cs Single Unit Root cellar of structure G 1885-1895

i

’ I ■

111
. i

Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

G-l 826 Diamond cartridge.
G-l 399 Diamond cartridge.
G-l 3048 Jug type bottleneck and lip/mouth, molded.
G-l 3375 Scalloped lamp chimney fragments.
G-l 4133 Almost complete, middle section folded and stitched.
G-l 3415 Small extract type bottleneck, seam through rim/mouth.
G-l 4388 Ivory rectangle with paint on one half of top, all of bottom. Sawn oft outside of tusk.
G-l 740 Banding iron fragment.
G-l 719 Spoon, "MADE IN USA", logo involving the letter D.
G-l 846 3 wire nails. 4 1/4" x2, one 5".
G-l 274 Flashlight switch, rivets missing from attachment to batterv cylinder, switch parts intact.
G-l 999 Iron rod, both ends shaped-one like a screwdriver, other tapered and slightly squared to a chisel-like tip.
G-l 710 Table knife, solid handle.
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

G-l 484
Stamped steel top to something, dome shaped, 3/4 by 1/8 slot in center, possibly a cheap lamp? Lapped side seam

with heavy solder.
G-l 414 Lamp pan.
G-l 943 Metal 4 tine fork, wood handle, pewter end caps on handle, one rivet through handle
G-l 636 U shaped bracket, one arm broken off through drilled hole, present on other arm.
G-l 390 REM-UMC/ 30 USA
G-l 4415 Twined rope net bag, dark green to verdigris in color.
G-l 399 U.M.C. / .45 COLT
G-l 4343 Bone sled shoe runner piece. .5" hole through center.
G-l 3686 Slightly tapered wood piece, bulbous in the center.
G-l 826 1901 /No 20 /LEADER
G-l 4128 Snap on leather tab, button reads "Scovill Mfg. Co.".
G-l 826 H
G-l 3082 "CARTER’S / N 8" mystery product.
G-l 390 WINCHESTER / No 20
G-l 390 Cartridge.
G-l 390 WINCHESTER/No. 16
G-l 819 U.M .C./.45 Colt
G-l 4713 Metal cut out, Letters "D.M.", possible #1 scratched in.
G-l 3080 "DR. MURRAY’S MAGIC OIL S.F.--CAL." patent medicine bottle.
G-l 20 Sardine type can, key and wound up lid still attached, stamped one piece bottom.
G-l 772 Baking soda type friction can lid.

G-l 736
Spice type can with rotating riveted metal piece that acts to close the stamped through holes in the lid. Length of

can is 2 5/8".
G-l 776 Unreadable but barely distinguishable embossing present.

G-l 555
Hills bros. Coffee can, one lb. Type 101. 1922-1925 time, bracketed by lithography change and opening type-goes

to key strip in 1925.
G-l 23 Corroded, Crisco Digestible Shortening, lid rim fragment remaining.
G-l 131 Threaded lid with spigot attached, part of can top still attached.
G-l 2851 6 beads.
G-l 4702 "Chesterfield/CPF", "Solid Rubber", pipe stem fragment.
G-l 2774 1 bead.
G-l 2916 11 beads.
G-l 4125 Leather tab with button connected to suspender piece. Decorated button. "Pats. Apr. xx 96 and Sept. 1 96".
G-l 2885 2 beads.
G-l 2765 1 bead.
G-l 2759 7 beads.
G-l 2834 23 beads.
G-l 2915 3 bead.
G-l 4195 Pipe fragments, "MANUFACTORY OF /MCBEAN & CO-/(P)LACER CO. CA".
G-l 2773 2 beads.
G-l 3309 Shoulder fragment

G-l 3344
One bottle fragment, "(F)luid O(unces)", one base fragment with raised circle in center, 8 flat paneled sides, one 

square bottle fragment, one fragment with part of base present.
G-l 3205 Bottle mouth fragment
G-l 3175 Lamp glass base with rim, showing chipping along base where it fits into the metal lamp, with seam mark.
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2834 G-l 23 small 0 0 0 0 0 23 periwinkle
2915 G-l 3 medium 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 with brown speckles.
2916 G-l 11 small 0 0 0 0 11 0 cut seeds
2774 G-l 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0 dark blue
2773 G-l 2 small 0 2 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2765 G-l 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0 sky blue
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2885 G-l 2 small 2 0 0 0 0 0 clear red seeds
2851 G-l 6 small 0 0 0 0 0 6 5 red clear on white center, one pink
2759 G-l 7 small 0 0 7 0 0 0

Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number Head Stamp

Rimfire/
Centerfire Description

399 G-l Diamond R Unfired
399 G-l U.M.C. / .45 COLT C Unfired
819 G-l U.M .C./.45 Colt C Unfired
390 G-l WINCHESTER/No. 16 c Primer missing, slightly mashed.
390 G-l R Unfired, bullet missing, case is full of material.
390 G-l WINCHESTER/No 20 c Slightly off center, .074" dia. Pin.
390 G-l REM-UMC/ 30 USA c .082" pin diameter, slightly off center.
826 G-l H R Broken, unfired base part of shell. Copper?
826 G-l Diamond R Light rectangular pin mark, center.
826 G-l 1901 /No 20 /LEADER C .07 Pin mark, primer reads " W.R.A. Co. NEW No 4"
387 S-G-(Cs) W.C. C O ./30-30 c .092 pin mark, round, off center slightly. Case is burst at neck and 

shoulders.

388 S-G-(Cs)
W.R.A. Co/.40-82 

W.C.F. c Unfired shell, in good condition. Periods in head stamp are vertical lines, 
.037" tall.

387 S-G-(Cs)
W ESTERN/No/10/ 

FIELD c
Small, light, off center pin mark. Probably paper tube, hachure marks 
around circumference of piece, paper fragments inside. Probably not 

reloadable, primer is in off center brass piece.
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Structure H: Bathhouse #1

Single Beneath foundation of structure E. Deepest layer has wood chips. Logs for construction likely
H-l Recovery recycled from another structure. N.D.

Unit

Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

H-l 299
Pocketknife, with can opener blade opened, but rusted off. Possible mother of pearl handle. Brass plates

Probably only three blades.
H-l 569 Small scrap of sheet metal.
H-l 631 Stamped spoon, with tulip design on handle end.
H-i 469 Cut strips of galvanized sheet metal.
H-l 744 Strapping/banding iron with one medial rivet hole at distal end. Broken by bending
H-l 678 Small strip of nonferrous metal.
H-l 656 Rectangular scrap of sheet metal, one punched hole through it. Broken at both sides.
H-l 0444-b Small machine made cut nail.
H-l 559 Tobacco can lid, for cut plug or similar. Mashed.
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Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

H-l 769 ROUND FRICTION CAN LID
H-l 581 Can end with part of seam, part of sides present. Center disk top with match hole.
H-l 2913 2 beads.
H-l 2912 3 beads.

H-l 3758
Wood turning, one end is a large ogive, sliced through at an angle and hollowed out, section 2 3/8" long. 

Other part is roughly cylindrical, end whittled off. Sketch.
H-l 3736 Scoop or spoon fragment, consisting of the handle and part of the bowl.
H-l 3044 Bottle fragments, burned and melted.
H-l 444 Large machine cut nail.
H-l 3127 Plate glass.
H-l 3655 Turned wood piece, various ornamentation, see sketch.
H-l 4489 Bundle of grass, flattened, bound with rectangular strip of bark.
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2912 H-l 3 small 0 0 0 0 3 0 glass
2913 H-l 2 medium 0 0 0 0 2 0 cut

\
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Structure I: Priest’s House

1-4 25 cm
Sod layer, American period “rubbish”. Beneath Bathhouse D. 1866-

1903

1-3 20 cm
American period midden deposit. Post-abandonment or disassembly of structure. 1847-

1913

I-(A-E)-3
Floor joists separate structure into horizontal sub-units. Stratigraphy unclear from published 

works, but is probably below floor
1892-
1895

1-2 25 cm
Consolidated debris, not a floor. Could not be traced to the rear third of the building. Possibly 

formed by poorly planked floor sorting artifacts by the gaps between planks.
1852-
1878

1-1
30 cm Bark; wood chips and debris indicating construction. Could not be traced to the rear third of the

structure.
1852-
1878
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Number

4295

4318
4352

49
2977
3211

3925

3498
3548
4331
4217
4219

4319

2981
4484
381
346

4492

4674

3851
3937
3688
4176
4044
357

4116
4020
3468
4678
3179
972
3290

3929

3738
697

3980

335
3972
3131
3555
3557
3598
3477
? 899
4001

3955

4491
3609

3754

4019
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Field
Number

Description/Count

Antler scraper, wedge at one end, rounded and bulbous at the other. Hatchet marks and some knife marks on 
all sides-shaped on smooth top, bottom is porous, object has 30 degree bend.

S-I-(A)-1 Ivory, looks like the blade end of a screwdriver. Broken towards handle end.
S-I-(A)-1 Bone fragment, carved taper at one end, other chopped with one hack mark.
S-I-(A)-1 Fairly heavy for its size.
S-I-(A)-1 33 beads.
S-I-(A)-1 Non-diagnostic small glass fragment.

S-I-(A)-1
Dog sled part recycled into fire drill stick, four holes on each side with carbonization present, only one set 

_________________doesn^ go all the way through. Holes on opposing sides of piece._________________
S-I-(A)-1 Flat oval piece, partly broken.
S-1-(A)-1 Broken, tapered to rounded end with flat. Foot for furniture.
S-I-(A)-3 Bone, 7/8" hole drilled through center, looks like a winged object, tapered ends for wings.
S-I-(A)-3 Gunflint, native manufacture, worn.
S-I-(A)-3 Gunflint, native manufacture, fractured.

S-I-(A)-3
Ivory, broken off of larger object, some incised lines visible, saw marks ffom possible re-use. One end is cut

and rounded o f f . ______________________
S-I-(A)-3 3 4-hole buttons, 11x3mm, 11x2mm, and 10x3mm(broken).
S-I-(A)-3 Tan/brown wool chamois strip, nap on one side, other plain.
S-I-(A)-3 U.M.C./ 30 U.S.A.

21 assorted cut nails.
S-I-(A)-3 Medium weave wool scrap, brown or olive color.

S-I-(A)-3
Birch bark fragment, curled up, single row of stitching visible along one side, parallel groups of two holes 

lower down in material. Some stitching material left in holes.
S-I-(A)-3 Wedge, possibly axe handle, groove in medial direction in one side, centered.
S-I-(A)-3 Another bow fragment? Partial recurve, notched end worn and decayed.
S-I-(A)-3 Flat board, cut to look like the tip of a pirate sword.
S-I-(A)-3 Black/gray brick fragments, refit by Oswalt, coarse elements in matrix.
S-I-(A)-3 Black, regular grained leather, numerous miscuts.
S-I-(A)-3 9 wire nails.
S-I-(A)-3 Sole for small woman’s shoe, square toed, two footed.
S-I-(A)-3 Soles of hand stitched boots, probably one footed, one includes part of heel.
S-l-(A)-3 Small broken fragment of wood, non-broken parts shaped.
S-I-(A)-3 Small fruit pit, plum/prune or similarly sized pit.
S-I-(A)-3 Bottle body fragment, ,,-rewi-/c-tl.
S-l-(A)-3 Bent sheet iron fragment.
S-I-(A)-3 Ribbed glass body fragment with perpendicular rim area.

S-I-(B)-1
Part of wooden box, stitched seam with tapered point on outer piece, tapered seam, bottom inside has groove 
____________ for bottom piece, and top inside has groove with black in it. Painted decoration.__________

S-I-(B)-! Wooden spoon, deeply carved bowl in spoon section.
S-I-(B)-1 Worked metal, rectangular, one side has intentional fold. Twisted, cupped, folded.

S-I-(B)-1
Oval bent wood object; outside has black strip bordering between red paint on rim and possibly different 

colored lower section. Top rim of object is chamfered. Inside of curve has black filled groove carved.
S-1-(B)-1 huge, one normal cut nail.
S-I-(B)-1 Wood scrap, split.
S-l-(B)-2 Plate glass.
S-I-(B)-2 Tapered to a broken off area.
S-I-(B)-2 Tapered to a rounded point, irregular taper most sharp at point end.
S-I-(B)-2 Broken toggle.
S-I-(B)-2 Notched cylindrical piece, for hanging and grabbing pots.
S-l-(B)-2 Barrel lid, quite decayed.
S-l-(B)-2 Toe and heel fragments. Large square toed boot.

S-I-(B)-2
Bow end, composite, string end has notch, other end is notched on one side, other flattened to be part of

composite joint.
S-l-(B)-2 Shirt tail, fine woven brown wool.
S-I-(B)-2 Jar lid, inner diameter 1 7/8". Top is radiused slightly.

S-I-(B)-2
Possible ulu handle, crescent moon shaped, rectangular hole carved into the top of the curve, slots along the 

__________________ longitudinal medial line. Looks like two pieces glued together.__________________
S-I-(B)-2 Large square of scrap thick black leather.
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Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

4396 S-I-(B)-2 Semi-curved bone chunk, very porous, wooden dowels shoved into holes.
4356 S-I-(B)-2 Antler fish spear prong, serrations at larger end, long taper at tang end.

4284 S-I-(B)-2
Bone sled runner shoe, two medial holes, both broken through, .25”, saw mark through halfway partway in

from one end.
4446 S-I-(B)-2 String or twine braided out of grass.
5473 S-I-(B)-2 1 bead.
3692 S-I-(B)-2 Irregularly shaped worked broken wood piece. Sketch.
129 S-I-(B)-2 2 pieces, one side wall with curvature, rest is base and partial side.

2962 S-I-(B)-2 13 beads.
3938 S-I-(B)-2 Bow fragment, broken at proximal end, partially recurved, notch for string missing.
308 S-I-(B)-2 Large metal spike, one side has longitudinal concavity along the long axis.

3503 S-I-(B)-2 Tapered with bulbous middle section, both ends slightly narrower.
4048 S-I-(B)-3 Heel section of insole, with nails, or soles of cork boots.
683 S-I-(C)-1 Fragment of boot with seam as backbone.

2973 S-I-(C)-1 4 beads.
3940 S-I-(C)-1 Dog sled vertical side member.
4061 S-I-(C)-1 Machine stitched boot upper fragment.
4111 S-I-(C)-1 Sole of square toed, two footed boot, machine stitched.
523 S-I-(C)-1 Fastener for cloth belt or suspenders, 4 sharp teeth 1/2” long, shiny plating.

874 S-I-(C)-1
Gun dragon, actual dragon embossment and shape, two mounting screw holes and one large hole at tail,

green painted iron stamping.

3926 S-I-(C)-1
Wood container, triangular, bent wood, two rows of stitching at joint, handle instead of tapering to point. See 

sketch. Painted red and black. Water dipper.

3648 S-I-(C)-1
Tapered to flat end with three grooves carved across the face, dividing the circle into six 60-degree sections. 

For decorating baked goods or something?
4230 S-I-(C)-1 Bone, both ends broken, one end through 7/16” drilled hole, protrusion on one side sawn off.
977 S-I-(C)-1 Flattened barrel hoop section.

694 S-I-(C)-1
Sheet metal plate, with 2 nail holes in one end, one with partial nail, long sides each have two large square 

holes punched through (1/2”). Tom and bent.
3994 S-I-(C)-1 Wedge, with point broken.
4288 S-I-(C)-2 Squared oval in center of flanged piece, varnished brown, part of furniture or clock? Cap molding.
3209 S-l-(C)-2 Neck and shoulder of rectangular bottle, see 3210, 3215, 3212.
692 S-I-(C)-2 Scrap of sheet metal.
311 S-I-(C)-2 Large cut nail, with big flat head.
3864 S-l-(C)-2 Bow tip, curved, with string notch, broken.
2966 S-I-(C)-2 1 bead.
3132 S-I-(C)-3 Plate glass
2968 S-I-(C)-3 8 beads.
3431 S-I-(C)-3 Similar to 3230, 3290, 3293, etc.
622 S-I-(C)-3 Cut up can fragment.
209 S-I-(C)-3 Oval can bottom, 4 1/8" long.
610 S-MQ-3 Can side wall, probably from some flat walled can.

4465 S-I-(C)-3 2 scraps, wool, one checkered, one plain brown.

685 S-I-(C)-3
Scrap of sheet metal, not msted, possibly part of aluminum can or container, with scissors/tin snips cut

present.
4105 S-I-(C)-3 Square toed, stacked heel, leather boot/shoe sole, right, nailed and stitched.
4462 S-I-(C)-3 Grass net bag fragment, knotted strands of twined grass.

4275 S-I-(C)-3
Bone sled runner shoe, drilled holes on alternating sides of the median, broken one end through drilled hole,

other end sawn.
1 4045 S-I-(C)-3 Insole, heel fragment, one footed shoe.

4026 S-l-(C)-3 Thick leather with approximately foot shaped cutout.

4086 S-I-(C)-3
Square toed boot sole, numerous stitch holes and a few nails. Insole is smooth with holes along median line.

Left.

4655 S-I-(C)-3
Bark, no apparent stitching or cutting beyond peeling. Possibly not utilized or too damaged to recognize

function.
4023 S-I-(C)-3 Boot toe upper and side piece. Black leather. Machine stitched.
4427 S-I-(C)-3 Grass matting or net bag, some diagonal weave, part loose and knotted together at 1 cm interval.
4120 ! S-I-CQ-3 Toe section, machine stitched, disassembled but not reworked.
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4034
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4490
415
382
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64
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3129

4458

3367
3203
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Number

Description/Count

S-I-(C)-3
L shaped handle for something. Base has two peg holes, one with peg in situ, 5/16" diameter. Smoothed and 

____________________  tapered. Red paint or stain remaining in spots.

S-I-(C)-3
Bow, broken at handle and tip. Slight recurve. Various thicknesses and widths, with a rounded cross section 

_________  at the handle, to a flat, wider section in the recurved section.______________

S-I-(C)-3
Plumb bob shaped wood, one end pointed and round with a bulbous appearance, other end tapered to two flat

s i d e s . ________________ ____________
S-I-(C)-3 Champagne bottle bottom fragment.
S-I-(C)-3 ________ lamp glass fragments____________________________________

Fragments of possibly several shoes or boots. One toe fragment indicates that it is a one foot fits all shoe, not
a right lefty.S-MQ-3

S-I-(D)-3 Folded piece of sheet metal.
S-I-(D)-3 Sock, reinforced heel or toe part.
S-I-(D)-3 Domed top for lantern, with threaded grommet attached.
S-l-(D)-3 W.R.A. C O /3 0 U S G
S-l-(D)-3 Bowl fragment; inside has remnants of red and black pigment staining. Curved section includes rim.
S-I-(D)-3 Part of large tray or bowl, carved and formed wood.
S-I-(D)-3 Circumferentially barbed piece.
S-I-(D)-3 Ulu handle, tapered cross section with slot, partially broken, along the narrow side of the long axis.
S-l-(D)-3 7 beads.
S-I-(D)-3 Bottle neck, mouth/lip, stopper type.
S-I-(D)-3 White glass bottle body fragment.
S-I-(D)-3 Plate glass.

S-I-(D)-3
One bottle neck fragment, probably related to 3152 small J.M. Hunt and Co. bourbon bottles, and one large 

  body fragment, probably beer.___________________ __ _________
S-I-(D)-3 Upper from toe of boot.
S-I-(D)-3 Heel insole piece, probably machine sewn.
S-I-(D)-3 Cauldron fragment, raised rib on outside.
S-I-(D)-3 Boot sole and heel assembly, heavy cowhide, stack heel, square toed, right, and part of foot still stitched on.
S-I-(D)-3 Large lid, with center disk missing, 1 12/16, lap seams to sides.
S-I-(D)-3 Cauldron fragment with attachment for bail

Metal threaded bottle cap, no print, vertical pinstripes around sides, circle on top.S-I-(D)-3
S-l-(D)-3 Cast iron pot or brazier, four cast on feet, shattered.
S-l-(D)-3 Sardine can, lid missing, large solder joints, bottom has longitudinal rib.
S-L(D)-3 Toe fragment of sole of one footed boot, hand stitched.
S-I-(E)-3 Net float, tapered at both ends, bulbous in the middle. Hole for string in one end, broken through.
S-I-(E)-3 Fragment of barrel hoop, flattened.
S-I-(E)-3 Bottle body fragment.

S-I-2 Small copper button, radial embossed design, one piece, 2 hole, dished center.
S-I-3 Lamp glass shard.

S-I-3
Part of a cut open, flattened can, sides near the end with a stamped ring around the circumference. Possibly a

tobacco tin. ___________ _
S-I-3 Part of lid for large can.
S-I-3 Cartridge.
S-I-3 Oval piece, rim probably a lap joint, 1.25 by 4 inches.
S-I-3 Comer of square can with seam.
S-I-3
S-I-3

Can has been cut up, fragment includes side seam and crimping for top or bottom.
Oval can bottom fragment, with raised longitudinal center section, with perpendicular embossed lines.

S-I-3
Antler with a portion from flat end hacked out, comers drilled through, cut out, then polished. Other end 

normal half round, one 3/16" hole drilled through 2 11/16" from half round end, several cut marks still
visible. Pot hanger?

S-I-3 Corroded fragment, flat.

S-I-3
Bone, 4 possible drill holes, probably broken fragment of sled runner piece, both ends and one side (probably 

medial axis) show remnants of drilling, also where broken on four sides.

S-I-3
Round bark basket walls, stitching along long side top cut edge and at vertical seam. Spruce root still visible 
_________________________in stitch holes, and vertical seam partially intact._________________________

S-I-3 Plate glass.

S-I-3
Woven grass or bark mat or basket, with a pattern of two thin strips, then one thick strip, going in both

directions.______________________________ _
S-I-3 Small fragments, nondiagnostic.
S-I-3 Bottle body fragment, "-CAL" present, probably part of liquor bottle, see 3204.
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3296 S-I-3 Fragments of container, with ribbing on outside, bottom fragment with "G CO.", see 3298 for pattern match.
3264 S-I-3 Small bottle fragments.
3269 S-I-3 1 bottom fragment, one shoulder fragment.
3108 S-I-3 Carboy mouth and 2 fragments, other glass is wine bottle type.
3210 S-I-3 Body fragments, with angles.
3998 S-I-3 Two heel fragments, one sole fragment, square toed small shoe.
4025 S-I-3 Tapered strip of thick leather, holes in either end.

4108 S-I-3
Baby sized tall boot, nailed welt, stack heel, grommetted lace holes. Riveted and triple stitched at upper/foot

joint. Riveted back reinforcement.
3268 S-I-3 Glass bottle body fragment.

57 S-I-3 Can fragment, no data.
62 S-I-3 Can side fragment, cut and folded, possibly with jab lift can opener or small knife.

203 S-I-3 Longitudinally raised lid with hole for spout, spout missing.
647 S-I-3 Some shiny spots still attached, small rectangular piece, one side folded slightly, like knife jab.
208 S-I-3 Comer and bottom of oval can.
95 S-I-3 Center disk of can lid, matchhole, part of lid remaining with knife jab, 2 3/4-in. dia.
174 S-I-3 Square or rectangular can lid fragment with comer.
212 S-I-3 3 3/4" length, oval can fragment. Probably powder can fragment.
115 S-I-3 Handle for can, metal wire loop with circular tab attachment, 1.5-in. dia.

3206 S-I-3 Brown bottle body and shoulder fragments, one with mold or decoration line present.
4160 S-I-3 Fragment of mortar from between bricks.
4632 S-I-3 Mica. 1 angular piece perforated along long edges equally spaced at 6/16", from iron stove probably.

99 S-I-3 Missing center disk 1 7/16-in. dia.
147 S-I-3 Small lid fragment with rim, no solder, probably external friction lid.
56 S-I-3 Folded, corroded piece of flat can.
139 S-I-3 Oval can bottom, 3 12/16 long, smashed, lap seam around edge.
85 S-I-3 10 knife jabs, disk soldered in middle with matchhole 1.5 in. dia., still shiny.

1028 S-I-3 Lid to powder can, decoration of molded in concentric circles, circumference grooved for grip.
3341 S-I-3 Four fragments of polygonal bottle. 5 fragments of normal bottle.
3430 S-I-3 Polygonal bottle body and shoulder fragment.

4299 S-I-3
Ivory carving. Two walruses, one with tusks remaining, standing on something with their fins out. 4 long flat 
holes with a small drilled hole separating the two under walrus back flippers. Base is fiat with incised medial

line.
4333 S-I-3 Antler root section, cut up and hacked on.
3359 S-I-3 Bottleneck and mouth fragment, possibly hand applied lip.
3272 S-I-3 Possible lamp glass?
3176 S-I-3 Parts of rectangular body bottle, probably liquor.

4286 S-I-3
Bone sled runner shoe, weathered, broken through hole at one end, other end sawn and snapped. Hole is

5/16" diameter.
145 S-I-3 Fragment of flat can, crimped seam on one edge, comer folded to make pocket

4196 S-I-3 Thin flakes of pottery material, pipe outsides.
666 S-I-3 Triangular scrap of cut sheet metal, not very corroded, one point cut off. 30 degree triangle.
639 S-I-3 Fragment of stamped metal bowl or basin.
966 S-I-3 Strap iron or barrel hoop fragments, 3, bent, one riveted section.
653 S-I-3 Fragment of barrel hoop.
682 S-I-3 Folded bent scrap of sheet metal, not very rusted.
365 S-I-3 5 cut nails.

228 S-I-3
Fragment of metal, generally rectangular, with a rounded end atop a lateral incised groove. Looks like a 

small broken ball peen hammer, or the foot from a piece of iron furniture.
481 S-I-3 Piece of sheet brass, holes cut out, 2 drill holes.
674 S-I-3 Rectangular fragment of sheet metal, worked.
297 S-I-3 Metal coil.
698 S-I-3 Strapping iron with medial oval cutouts regularly spaced. Folded in half.
426 S-I-3 14 pieces of variously sized strips of banding iron
312 S-I-3 Stake top fragment with odd cross-section, looks like a leg bone.

3531 S-I-3 Cartridge.
3749 S-l-3 Cvlindrical piece, serrated by cutting concentric stacked cones into the piece. Broken at both ends.

4666 S-I-3
Birch bark fragment, approximately rectangular if unfolded, Single row stitching along long straight side, 

possibly folded comers with single row stitching along top side.
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3532 S-I-3 Tapers to a point.
3550 S-I-3 Another pointed stick, regular taper to rounded point.
3462 S-I-3 Half of a broken toggle, drilled through rather than laterally incised. Broken through drilled hole.
3465 S-I-3 Wedge, half-round, saw marks obvious on wedge face and on cross cut.

712 S-I-3
Rectangular iron piece with regularly spaced and sized approximately medial rectangular cutouts. One 

drilled hole as well. One rectangular cutout is centered, two others are cut through part way.

680 S-I-3
Fragment of stamped metal cookware, with beveled rim, some curvature to indicate outer diameter, rolled

edge, thicker than can metal.
3895 S-M Turned wood, possibly a furniture leg. Base has lathe grip marks. See sketch.
392 S-M W.R.A. C o /30 W.C.F.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. Co. / 30 W.C.F.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o /30 W.C.F.

4006 S-I-4
One strip of leather, used as hinge, six nails in situ. Other is belt or dog collar, machine stitched along the 

long axis sides, medial hole at one end, adjacent to sewn on loop.

4075 S-I-4 Two different boot upper fragments, one with metal grommetted holes, other with holes and speed posts. 
One with only holes black leather, other brown.

4000 S-I-4 Heel block. 1"" high by 1 7/8"" wide, nailed, stacked leather.
3999 S-I-4 One scrap of thick black leather, smaller scraps of thin leather.
110 S-I-4 Friction plug lid, 1 7/16-in. dia. outside, flared, crimped rim 1 10/16-in. dia.

4679 S-I-4 Small fruit pit, plum/prune or similarly sized fruit.
3471 S-I-4 Cork fragment.

197 S-I-4 Fragment of cast iron, probably box stove, with possible mounting piece or foot (square block on radiused
comer), stacked on flat part.

3964 S-I-4 Barrel top or bottom, round edges are tapered or chamfered.
3478 S-I-4 Long taper to blunt point at one end, other end has flat spot at short taper end.

3966 S-I-4
Galvanized hinge still attached to fragments of wood. Wood is rotten, but held to the hinge with 7 screws. 

Hinge is long tapered 10 1/4" long by 1 1/2" high. Screws combination of round head and countersunk types,
some galvanized.

4327 S-I-4
Bone sled shoe fragment, tapered at one end, drilled through.25", possible notching across flat face- reused as

spear or harpoon point?
4251 S-I-4 Bone sled mnner shoe, broken through hole, 3/8".
3050 S-I-4 Glass bottle melted into blob.
3051 S-I-4 Glass bottle stopper, large.

3208 S-I-4 One fragment, "-mas A.-/S. Mark/ 4 OZ./-REC-", Two other fragments of rectangular bottle, "Co." on panel
fragment.

3114 S-I-4 Large bottle body fragment, partial seam.
3540 S-I-4 Box wood fragment, broken.
687 S-I-4 Stamped metal strap handle attachment piece, numerous holes for mounting and strap attachment
315 S-I-4 Length of baling wire, looped and twisted.
196 S-I-4 White enamelware stamped steel bowl, slightly mashed, blue rim.

245 S-I-4
T section iron piece, broken through T at one end, other end is rounded and flat, with countersunk drill hole 

through it. Countersink is on opposite side from T.

242 S-I-4
Tapered flat iron piece, broken at wider end, narrow end has chisel like end. Red paint on one side. Curved 

slightly. Possibly leg for box type stove.
998 S-I-4 Nail or rod with no head, one end is flattened to a spoon-like tip, probably a tobacco pipe scraper.
542 S-I-4 Hinge half, 4 screws present in screw holes.
948 S-I-4 T shaped fragment of red and black colored cast iron object, broken, similar to others in collection.
233 S-I-4 Bed knob for iron pipe type bed frame, broken through pipe pass through.
345 S-I-4 9 assorted cut nails.
392 S-I-4 U.M.C./303 SAV
641 S-I-4 Handle for porcelain clad cookware.
392 S-I-4 P
668 S-I-4 Small folded fragment of sheet metal.
361 S-I-4 28 wire nails, many large.
699 S-I-4 Strap iron, 3 medially drilled holes.
3130 S-I-4 Plate glass.
2980 S-I-4 1 10x3mm 4-hole button fragment.
161 S-I-4 Key with sardine can lid wound on, corroded.

1019 S-I-4 Long tapered cylinder, possibly a spike, ends in blunt, fiat face. Possibly associated with 0997.
211 S-I-4 Lid fragment, oval can, raised along longitudinal axis, with lateral embossment.
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260 S-I-4 Expansion pin,* hole drilled in one side (3/16") for retainer or similar.
3277 S-I-4 Burned glass blob.
616 S-I-4 Possibly a broken off table knife blacje, roughly rectangular metal fragment.

3109 S-I-4
Numerous fragments of several bottles, 4 different shade variations, two mouth fragments, two base 

fragments, numerous other body and shoulder fragments, no refits.
3056 S-I-4 Bottle neck fragment from jug type bottle, partly melted.
3374 S-I-4 Melted glass fragment.
3019 S-I-4 Clear bottleneck, probably liquor, hand applied stopper type lip/mouth.
3361 S-I-4 Bottle neck and lip, same as 3360.
3081 S-I-4 "WORCESTERSHIRE SAUCE" sauce bottle.
3066 S-I-4 Lamp glass fragments.
2996 S-I-4 Beer bottleneck with cap still attached, unopened, Schlitz? Some illegible writing on the crimped cap.
3441 S-I-4 Rim fragment from lamp glass or vase, scalloped rim (tightly scalloped).
3026 S-I-4 "BEATRICE BROTHERS/PRESERVERS" jelly jar.
3446 S-I-4 Bottle bottom, ketchup, "H.J.HEINZ CO./PATD./H-l 5-04"

3353 S-I-4
3 pieces of thin, paneled extract bottle-clear, three pieces of clear-purple, part of diamond and "urtis" logo, 

one clear extract bottle base, one pint liquor bottle fragment with base mark 10 over a 2 .
3426 S-I-4 Decorative glassware, scalloped.
3360 S-I-4 Bottleneck and mouth fragment.
3073 S-I-4 Body and neck fragments.
3416 S-I-4 Bottle base fragments, glued together at refit, one area has been pressure flaked to make a scraper.
3099 S-I-4 Fragments of several bottles, all brown, some thicker than others.

3104 S-I-4
Numerous fragments of several bottles, 7 base fragments, 3 necks, 3 shoulders, others body fragments, one

base has numbers "86 12" on side.
3088 S-I-4 Base and lip fragments, some body, no marks.
3077 S-I-4 Melted glass fragment, Swiss shield on it, "BILIGERV.
3409 S-I-4 One clear purple neck and mouth, hand applied lip, one clear-green bottle, no seam through lip.
3435 S-I-4 Lid with knob remnants, seam visible.
3450 S-I-4 "Lea & Per-" Worcestershire sauce bottle.
2997 S-I-4 Short, slender bottle neck, stopper top.l 7/8" long by 7/8" OD.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. Co/ 30 U.S.C.

3368 S-I-4 Ribbed, pin striped glass, from flat panel, similar to other samples in database.
3058 S-I-4 Bottle base, AB logo, coded E4, beer bottle base.
3726 S-I-4 Roughly cylindrical piece cut at both ends, with laterally incised grooves x2.
392 S-I-4 H
392 S-I-4 1901/No 16/NEW RIVAL
392 S-I-4 H
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o ./40-65
392 S-I-4 P
253 S-I-4 Half-round bar stock, broken through at either end, probably through drill holes.

3098 S-I-4
Numerous fragments of several glass containers, writing on one base "SNIDER PRES-", another fragment 

has "reg US-", some fragments of rectangular extract type bottle.
3278 S-I-4 Bottle body fragment.

3107 S-I-4
Small bottle fragments, 3 bases, numerous bodies and shoulder, one flat panel side and shoulder, one lip

fragment.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. Co./30 G. 1903
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. Co/30 W.C.F
3083 S-I-4 Number "1229" on base.
3102 S-I-4 Ribbed glass pieces, match 3228-3229, shoulder fragment reads "Roches(ter)", base labeled "B.B. /1903".

3100 S-I-4
Mentholatum jar, container with bumps, fragment of square thing like 3151, some refits, base piece "ILL 

another base refit reads "IBBY MC-/CA-", another base fragment has "N’S IM-", a multitude of small thin
broken fragments.

3183 S-I-4 Shoulder and body fragment, probably of wine bottle.
3270 S-I-4 Hand-applied neck and stopper section, large mouth bottle.
3054 S-I-4 Bottle base and body fragment, AB logo and code C4 on base.
3086 S-I-4 Bottle fragments include base, neck and shoulder, shoulder, etc. Probably booze.

3089 S-I-4
Two bases, one "32D/S", other "-2 D", one body fragment with "-A& ", large lip fragments, polygonal body

fragments.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o /303 SAY
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94 S-l-4 Lid fragment, hole punched in center.
156 S-I-4 Sardine can, key recess on bottom, heavy lap side solder seam.

30 S-I-4
Square can, some paint visible along bottom, lap seams connect top and bottom to sides, convex stamp in

bottom, and 2 matchholes.
79 S-I-4 Copper lid.
88 S-I-4 Lid, center hole 1.5 inches, center missing.

201 S-I-4 Oval can, probably powder, 3 13/16 length.
78 S-I-4 Cartridge.
84 S-I-4 Cartridge.

286 S-I-4 Percussion cap can, matches the shorter lids, such as 0284.Copper.
1016 S-I-4 Wire bracelet with stamped hearts spelling "BABY", held in by wire loops.
67 S-I-4 Rectangular lid, center hole 1 11/16 dia., 4 4/16 by 2 8/16, match hole

277 S-I-4 Bell for alarm clock, cup shaped with hole drilled through center, some chrome plating remains on top side.
4206 S-I-4 Carbon battery core, center piece intact, outer material present.

70 S-l-4 Square can end, crimped side seam, part of side still attached, key strip piece still attached
83 S-I-4 End seam lapped, no solder visible, quite rusty.
72 S-I-4 Lid with large blob of melted lead, with hole drilled in lead blob through the lid.

187 S-I-4
Olive oil can? Heavy solder around small disk on top, two tiny perforations in disk, knife or shovel holes in

bottom.
134 S-I-4 Top of either can or possibly part of lamp.
157 S-I-4 Sardine can, bottom is indented in 2 steps with stamped key holder, 4 2/16 by 3 inches, lapped seams.
325 S-I-4 Part of can, possibly cut off with knife.
661 S-I-4 Piece of copper with a hump in the middle, holes for nails x 5.

537 S-I-4
Rifle butt plate, two screw holes, countersunk, long piece on top comes to point in steps, empire state

building.
4493 S-I-4 Rib knit sock fragment.
4183 S-I-4 Red brick, with large gravel in matrix, incised lines perpendicular. To long axis, one side quite rough.
4585 S-I-4 Broken carbon core and button top for D size battery.
4208 S-I-4 Ceramic flakes, one looks like pipe flange or jug shoulder.
4175 S-I-4 Tan colored brick, broken.
102 S-I-4 “ 1/3 lb net\Manufactured by\J&J Colman\limited\LONDON" mustard tin lid.
488 S-I-4 Lid, ext. friction, California soap company, star motif in center.

528 S-I-4
Oil can, flexible spout, "Pat. Sept. 13, 1898", stamped metal handle in middle of can top, heavy solder, 
threaded closure with metal seal at opposite side, 1" dia., top embossed "To pour oil/.. ../and open..."

526 S-I-4
"D. Ghirardelli/ Cocoa", center of lid has embossed design, label fragment reads "to., "/every./...for

a/...spoonful to a c .../.."
162 S-I-4 Sardine can key with lid wrapped around, corroded heavily.
534 S-I-4 "Edgeworth extra high grade plug slices, Lams and Bro. Richmond, VA, finest selected stock".
155 S-I-4 Sardine type can, shiny metal visible, little solder apparent.

3 S-I-4
Edgeworth Extra High Grade Ready Rubbed, manuf. Etc. bottom embossed with ridged strip, "Satisfaction 

Guaranteed, will not bite the tongue".
531 S-I-4 Dill's cut plug tobacco can, some litho visible
48 S-I-4 Cartridge.
86 S-I-4 Small can top, match hole and disk lid.
105 S-I-4 Spice can, top missing, 1.25 by 2 5/16".
74 S-l-4 “Royal Baking Powder “can lid,” 6 oz., Absolutely Pure, Full weight”

32 S-I-4
"Edgeworth extra high grade plug slice manufactured by Lams and Bro. Co. Richmond, VA", "finest 

Selected Stock", 4 6/16 along long axis, crimped on hinge wire.
82 S-I-4 Copper lid, mashed.
33 S-I-4 Center disk to hole in end can.
138 S-I-4 Melted metal, small chord of top taken off' with knife or snips.

15 S-I-4
"Patterson's Tuxedo Tobacco/ specially prepared for pipes & cigarettes", some design visible on back, 

embossed ridged strip on bottom.

4 S-I-4
“Old English Curve Cut Pipe Tobacco/ It fits the pocket/ a slice to ...., warning message, The American

Tobacco Co.”, 3 3/16*3 4/16".
17 S-I-4 Illegible.
26 S-I-4 Lap seams all around, heavy solder on inside of seams.
505 S-I-4 Can key for meat type can.
27 S-I-4 Lap seams hold top and bottom on.
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25 S-I-4 "Dill's Best Cut Plug”, tobacco can, 3 15/16 long axis.
73 S-I-4 4 5/16 in. dia., rim crimped, rim dia. 4 12/16 in, like a paint can lid.
152 S-M Sardine can, no key recess in bottom, large solder seam on side.
68 S-I-4 Cartridge.
172 S-I-4 Fragment of rectangular can lid, lap seam or possible external friction.
133 S-I-4 Comer with lap type rim of can lid
21 S-I-4 Edgeworth cut plug small can, like 0001.
703 S-I-4 Iron bar stock with two medial holes, other end is bent probably unintentionally. Bracket for something?

715 S-I-4
Almost bow tie shaped iron plate, one large hole centrally located, two smaller holes one either end are

countersunk.
4602 S-I-4 Brass clothing snap, rivet broken off.

269 S-I-4
Aluminum alarm clock back, "ALARM/SILENT/(arrow circle indicating direction to wind 

clock)/F/S(separated by slot)" probably goes with 0277 bell.
1009 S-I-4 Nutmeg grater, stamped steel, some shiny stuff left on it.
965 S-I-4 Kerosene or oil lamp base, trashed, wick mechanism, handle attached
446 S-I-4 Cauldron fragment, includes some of the rim.
464 S-I-4 Similar to 0465 but no crosspiece, same oxide red powder coating, slaggy looking stuff in end.
465 S-I-4 Cast iron bar with crosspiece, 3/4 by 2 1/2 by 2, extending through the bar like a lower case 1\
291 S-I-4 Sheet metal, tube with folded, flattened 90 degree bend.
709 S-I-4 Knife, table, round end.
646 S-I-4 Flat iron plate, 1/16" thick, 7/8" wide, with two cut nails through it, at either end.
445 S-I-4 20 pieces of iron strap stock, various lengths, some rivets in place, some with empty rivet holes.
969 S-I-4 2 fragments, barrel hoop, one with rivet.
272 S-I-4 Rectangular nut, on threaded screw fragment, bolt head sheared off.
608 S-I-4 Small sheet fragment of non-ferrous metal, possibly lead alloy.
252 S-I-4 Tapered, bent iron rod. Spike or similar, tapered end is pointed in 2 directions.
239 S-I-4 Tapered iron rod terminates in flat point 3/16"dia.

254 S-I-4
Half-round bar stock, one end broken through drilled hole, other end flat, with notching 1 5/16" in from end

(circumferential).

244 S-I-4
Tapered in 2 directions piece of iron, broken at thick end, rectangular cross section, town to thin end, which 

has round part cut out, making a forked end.

221 S-I-4
Fragment of circular iron casting, fleur de lys on circumference, convex center, raised rim approximately 1 

in. tall, raised lettering "11 IN/(rounded underneath) NEW YORK", listed as lid on bag. Baking pan.
261 S-I-4 Triangular homemade sheet metal scoop, folded box comers at open end.
652 S-I-4 Rectangular metal piece with a Z bend.
135 S-I-4 Lid fragment, shiny, "Ridawa..\World\Famous".

4267 S-I-4 Metal sheet, copper, cut into diamond shape.
545 S-I-4 Gun barrel.

4224 S-I-4 Broken black and gray coarse matrix brick.

409 S-I-4
Elaborately decorated part of lamp, with one central and 2 lateral holes for structural members of lamp to

pass through or screw on.
363 S-I-4 Lamp base from Kerosene lamp, quite rusted.

4366 S-I-4 Rubber fragments on cardboard disk, 5/16" hole through center, washer?
956 S-I-4 Iron washer, 5/16" center hole.
223 S-I-4 White enamel ware plate with blue rim, deeply cupped, stamped steel.
412 S-I-4 Chimney cap for kerosene lamp, decorated, stamped.
950 S-I-4 Copper lamp wick pass-through.

704 S-I-4
Iron bar, bent 90 degrees at one end, with hole in tab 3/8", hole is sawn through, and the long part has been

sawn partly through.
44 S-I-4 Length of chain with bulldog snap, chain has half-twist, opposite end has extra long link

540 S-I-4
Decorated cast hinge, with large hexagonal hole through the flat mounting plate above the actual hinge pivot

part.
476 S-I-4 Plate with gear from pocket watch, 2 cutouts, one gear, 5 standoffs with threads.
541 S-I-4 Hinge, 4 offset countersunk holes in mounting plate, pin for pivot present.
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Description

2977 S-I-(A)-1 33 30 medium, 1 large, 2 
small

1 5 0 0 26 1
1 green medium, 1 large sky blue molded 9x8mm, 

2 blue seeds.
5473 S-I-(B)-2 1 20mm x 14mm 0 0 0 0 0 1 Wooden, handmade bead, semi-spherical
2962 S-I-(B)-2 13 12 medium, 1 small 1 3 0 0 9 0 1 blue wound bead, 1 sky blue seed bead.
2973 S-HQ-1 4 medium 0 1 0 0 3 0
2966 S-I-(C>2 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 white with brown speckles.
2968 S-HQ-3 8 4 medium, 4 seeds 0 2 0 0 5 1 4 white mediums
2969 S-I-(D)-3 7 5 medium, 2 small 0 4 0 0 3 0 2 sky blue seeds, 1 sky blue wound, 6x6 mm.

Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number Head stamp

Rimtire/
Centerfire

Observations

381 S-MA)-3 U .M .C ./30 U.S.A. C Obscured by corrosion.

382 S-I-(D)-3 W.R.A. C O /30 U S G C .086 firing pin mark, shoulder and neck are burst. Pin mark is slightly 
off center.

392 S-I-4 P R two pin marks, in line, above center axis.
392 S-I-4 U.M.C./303 SAV C .072 off center round pin mark
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o /30 W.C.F. C Primer center disk obscures pinhole.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. c Center disk obscures pin mark.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o /30 W.C.F. c Primer has center disk, obscures pin mark.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. Co /30 W.C.F c pin mark obscured, primer has center disk.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. Co./30G. 1903 c .081 firing pin, off center round.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. Co/ 30 U.S.C. c .092 pin mark, centered.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o /303 SAV c round pin mark
392 S-I-4 P R 1 pair rectangular pin marks,just above the axis.
392 S-I-4 W.R.A. C o ./40-65 C .077" dia pin mark, off center.
392 S-I-4 H R Pair oflined up rectangular pin marks, slightly above the center plane.
392 S-I-4 1901/No 16/NEW RIVAL C Base of paper tube shotgun shell.
392 S-I-4 H R Two rectangular pin marks, in line and above the center axis
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Structure J: Creole Barracks

J-4 30 cm Debris discarded into foundation pit following structure abandonment. 1852-1920
J-3 20 cm More wood chips. Indicates possible renovation or dismantling. 1760-1873

J-(A-E)-3 No information, under floor at joist level. 1760-1878
J-2 15 cm Concentration of wood chips. May indicate reflooring. 1852-1878

J-l 60 cm 
max.

Mostly wood chips and artifacts sorted by floorboards. “Russian Period”. 1845-1910

t 1
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3699 S-HA)-1 Similar to 3698, except back of blade is curved on this one. Only handle missing. Story knife.

3981 S-J-(A)-1
Bent wood, part of oval hoop, inside rim has 1/4 x 3/8" groove inset near rim, 3/8" hole drilled near opposite 

edge, about 12 inches from straight broken end. Sketch.
4149 S-J-(A)-1 Sharpening stone or wedge.

3664 S-J-(A)-1
Pawn piece, carved, possibly related to other tapered pieces of similar height. Tapered to blunt point, but this

one has the ball attached to the point.
3936 S-MA)-1 Has indents from wire winding. Looks like a broomstick. Small nail in wire wound lines.

3978 S-J-(A)-1
Oval piece of hardwood, possibly maple with stain. Ends of oval cut off, one hole in one end with crack going

through."
3659 S-J-(A)-1 Barbed-circumference section of cylinder.
3660 S-J-(A)-1 Section of cylindrical piece, barbs x2 at one end, both ends broken off. Barbs are circumferential notches.
4052 S-J-(A)-1 Leather scraps, no visible stitching.
3613 S-J-(A)-1 Round bump with lateral rut running over the crown of the piece.
290 S-J-(A)-1 Barrel hoop fragment, flattened.
419 S-J-(A)-1 Piece of metal strip.
693 S-J-(A)-1 Banding iron scrap.
706 S-J-(A)-1 Scrap of worked metal.
339 S-J-(A)-1 3 cut nails.
987 S-J-(A)-1 Approximately rectangular iron block, irregular and possibly shattered or fire damaged.
362 S-J-(A)-1 Pass-through for stovepipe from Yukon type wall tent.
984 S-J-(A)-1 Fragment of kettle, cast iron, triangular piece.

4416 S-J-(A)-1
Oswalt note refers to Mason Aboriginal American Basketry, plate 136, pg. 396. Bag is twined grass, knotted

together at 1 cm intervals.
690 S-J-(A)-1 Small fragment of metal sheet.

689 S-J-(A)-1
Fragment of metal, rectangular with the corners cut off, points radiused. Folded at the widest part. Hole (1/4")

through the center of the narrowest side.
2961 S-J-(A)-1 3 beads.
3887 S-J-(A)-1 Wedge shaped tree chunk, wedged point is flat.
3702 S-J-(A)-1 Half of flat disk, chamfered edge, part of bent wood box or container.
3135 S-J-(A)-1 Plate glass

4082 S-J-(A)-1 Shoe or boot sole with tall stacked heel, possibly women s shoe or boot. Machine stitched welt/sole. Part of
foot attached.

4466 S-J-(A)-1 Medium weave wool fabric, thin, long underwear or scarf, olive green.
4451 S-J-(A)-1 Braided grass cord, two fragments.
649 S-J-(A)-1 Small metal fragment, quite decayed.
3571 S-J-(A)-2 Half of a washer or spacer. Inside of cut diameter 7/8".

3986 S-J-(A)-2 Walnut gunstock, checkering remaining on one side, two screw holes in butt of stock, one hole for the firing
mechanism by the checkering.

3916 S-J-(A)-2 3/8" hole drilled in center, rectangular wood that has been rounded off at all comers. Net float?
3729 S-J-(A)-2 Oval piece of carved wood with a knob protruding from one end.
3867 S-J-(A)-2 Box piece, reworked, possibly dog sled piece. Tapered at both ends to smaller rectangular cross section.
3879 S-J-(A)-2 Fragment of wood, chopped on somewhat, but no apparent shaping.
3273 S-J-(A)-2 Lamp glass.
3875 S-J-(A)-2 Carved butter knife, with pistol grip style handle.
3220 S-J-(A)-2 Smooth rimmed fragment, see 3218, 3219.
4412 S-J-(A)-2 One-inch interval between twined grass holding main grass units together.
4431 S-J-(A)-2 Small piece of burlap.
4047 S-J-(A)-2 3/4" x 1 1/2" wide heel, nailed, partial.
2960 S-J-(A)-2 15 beads.
454 S-J-(A)-2 Claw hammer with handle fragment, 2 wedges in wood handle top attachment, conical hammer face, 5 12g.
3178 S-J-(A)-2 Flat shard with part of comer of rectangular bodied bottle.
3423 S-J-(A)-2 Piece of decorative item? Mystery thing.
3137 S-J-(A)-2 Plate glass fragment.
3215 S-J-(A)-2 Possibly rectangular bottle, part of shoulder, other fragments with angles.
3267 S-J-(A)-2 Bottle body fragment.
3005 S-J-(A)-2 Two glass fragments refit and glued together, one S-J-(B)-1, other half S-J-(A)-2, hand-applied lip.
3192 S-J-(A)-2 Thinner green body fragments, probably wine bottle.
3387 S-J-(A)-3 Melted glass fragments.
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3219 S-J-(A)-3 Similar to 3218, Glass fragment with smooth rim section.
3762 S-J-(A)-3 Dog sled runner, two drilled holes, one with peg loosely in the hole, sawn at both ends.
3219 S-J-(A)-3 Lamp glass or a drinking glass. One rim with applied smoothing.
3213 S-J-(A)-3 Bottle shoulder fragment.
3348 S-J-(A)-3 Non-diagnostic fragment.
3271 S-J-(A)-3 Small fragment.
3136 S-J-(A)-3 Plate glass.

2999 S-J-(A)-3
Bottle neck and lip mouth, part of shoulder and body attached, rectangular with vertical ribs, hand applied

stopper top.
3266 S-J-(A)-3 Three non-diagnostic fragments.
330 S-J-(A)-3 1 cut nail.
1000 S-J-(A)-3 Bent iron rod, round, one end flattened with notch in center-drill? 70 degree bend in rod.
3327 S-J-(A)-3 Fragments of probably one bottle, part of base with concave bottom, 1/8" thick."

216 S-J-(A)-3
Cast flat iron section, shattered, "7" molded on surface, 2 parallel edges, one with oval cross section cap or top, 

other with cast in zig, other sides shattered. 1/8"" thick otherwise. Probably stove part.
3549 S-J-(B)-1 Broken at one end through drilled hole, 1/8", other end also broken, sled part?
3922 S-J-(B)-1 Spatula or spoon, one half of the big part broken off, handle is rounded off.
3665 S-J-(B)-1 Tapered to broken off small end.
3713 S-J-(B)-1 One end cut to point, other broken.
3541 S-J-(B)-1 Disk, with crowned whittled top.
3647 S-J-(B)-1 Bow tip, painted red. Broken towards handle end.

3908 S-J-(B)-1
Worked wood, probably a box board, with one dovetail joint and part of another. One end is rounded off, other

is sawn flat. Sketch.

3710 S-J-(B)-1
U shaped wood piece, cut on all sides, notch is 1" wide by 1 1/2" deep, cut on wide flat side. Bottom is cut

irregularlv.
3756 S-J-(B)-1 Bow tip fragment, broken at handle end.
3610 S-J-(B)-1 Lateral incised lines over three sides: bottom is flat and smooth. Hole in other end from lines, filled with nail.
3460 S-J-(B)-1 Carved spoon handle fragment.

3968 S-J-(B)-1
Part o f a bent wood container/object, grooves on in and outside, upper rim has lip, some black paint or staining

on lower body of outside.
3504 S-J-(B)-1 Tapered to a blunt rectangular point.
3484 S-J-(B)-1 Possibly a wooden spear point? Partly broken at other half of point, as well as at the base.

4650 S-J-(B)-1
Birch bark basket fragment, includes part of rim consisting of stitched on willow twig fragment, as well as 

folded comer section. Possibly entire end of oblong, rectangular basket.
3728 S-J-(B)-1 Net float with cordage still present in the holes.

3687 S-J-(B)-1
5/8" hole through center, rounded flat piece, one side is flat, other has rounded edges, whole piece is slightly

oval.
3897 S-J-(B)-1 Barrel lid, about 1/3 of it, edges chamfered to fit into barrel grooves.

3933 S-J-(B)-1
Part of barrel, with lateral grooves on inside at top, multiple tapers, and internal and external curvature. 

Evidence of hoops or wire contact on outside surface. Sides have male-female dado groove and raised sections,
possibly as seal.

3901 S-J-(B)-1 Oval trencher shaped dish, concave, bottom has incised marks on it, radiating out from the center.
4429 S-J-(B)-1 Grass matting, twined with one edge of double twining.
3656 S-J-(B)-1 Nail inset into wooden handle, which is dual tapered oval. Graver or pressure flaker.
3720 S-J-(B)-1 Bow fragment, fractured at both ends. Oval comers well smoothed.
3862 S-J-(B)-1 Used to stir red paint, spatula shaped, blade covered with thick globs of red paint.
3911 S-J-(B)-1 Similar to 3908, except broken at other end (curved section). See sketch.
3508 S-J-(B)-1 Round wood stick.
3644 S-J-(B)-1 Bow tip with knob for string, broken towards handle.
3505 S-J-(B)-1 Tapered wood piece with bell shaped end, lateral incisions.
3475 S-J-(B)-1 Tapered rounded tip of something.

3979 S-J-(B)-1
Bent wood oval, handle by broken off overlap section. Stitched together bark, overlap is pointed at tailored end. 

Black stripes at top and bottom of outside panels, inside has a groove carved into the top.
3698 S-J-(B)-1 Flat blade for butter spreader. Handle, tip broken off.

4291 S-J-(B)-1
Serrated antler point for spear or arrow, broken at base with indication of a notch with a 30 degree angle, split

open with half missing. Three teeth.

940 S-J-(B)-1
Ring, stamped metal with embossed designs, filled with melted metal near mounting, jewel missing and hole

covered with plastic.
4414 S-J-(B)-1 Burlap bag fragment, no label or printing
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4481 S-J-(B)-1 "Tweed twill weave wool napped surface-coat"-Oswalt
4278 S-J-(B)-1 Antler piece, wedge or chisel at one end, other end fans out, points cut off, looks like moose rather than caribou.

4386 S-J-(B)-1
Sled runner piece, one end sawn, other broken through drilled hole along median. 2x 5/8" on broken side, 2x .5" 

at sawn and slightly tapered end. One short .5" roofing type nail pounded through the broken end. Traces of
red paint on both faces.

3501 S-J-(B)-1 Dowel, one end slightly tapered on one axis, both ends rounded slightly to blunt points.
4469 S-J-(B)-1 Braided grass, rope-like, possible handle. Heavily soiled.
344 S-J-(B)-1 13 cut nails.

4274 S-J-(B)-1 Bone sled runner fragment, split through medial holes, sawn at both ends, holes are 3/8" dia.

4310 S-J-(B)-1
Antler two barbed spear point, distal end tapered and point broken off, proximal end is pointed and has .25" hole

drilled in and edges chamfered.

4256 S-J-(B)-1
Antler spear or arrow point, point end barbed, broken off tip, other end flattened both sides, with one knob on 

bottom, and tapered on the other two sides to point.
4287 S-J-(B)-1 Bone sled runner with ivory peg still inserted but snapped off in 5/16" hole, both ends sawn.
4435 S-J-(B)-1 Grass woven matting, 90 degree weave.
4253 S-J-(B)-1 Bone sled runner shoe, four holes, three with pegs in, .25" diameter.

4317 S-J-(B)-1
Flattened oval ivory piece, hole drilled at approximate center point, slightly off laterally, 1/8" hole, ends tapered 
on lateral faces, one with 2 lines incised, other blank, and two patches of 5 lines one either side of drilled hole.

688 S-J-(B)-1 Scrap of cut up sheet metal.
3453 S-J-(B)-1 Wood dowel, hand made, broken at both ends.

3697 S-J-(B)-1
Bow tie shaped piece with narrow waist, wide parts flat on one side, scooped out on the other. Broken at both

ends.

4227 S-J-(B)-1
Curved rectangular bone section, sawn at one end, drilled twice w/3/8" holes, other end broken, kayak hatch

section or sled runner section?
606 S-J-(B)-1 Folded fragment of sheet metal.
617 S-J-(B)-1 Folded scrap of sheet metal.
650 S-J-(B)-1 Rectangular piece of metal, blue paint with organic matter stuck to it
448 S-J-(B)-1 Bottom of cast iron Dutch oven or pot, some casting marks on outside, oddly curved.
968 S-J-(B)-1 Various scraps of barrel hoop, 3 pieces.
224 S-J-(B)-1 Folded metal object, either a boat or an oil lamp. Flat oval with raised sides, pinched at either end and folded.
643 S-J-(B)-1 Metal strip.
295 S-J-(B)-1 Triangular piece of sheet or strap iron, cut on the upper two sides.
428 S-J-(B)-1 5 strips of banding iron.
618 S-J-(B)-1 Metal strip.

235 S-J-(B)-1
Part of possible hinge bracket, gudgeon and pintle type. Flat base section with tall, tapered pin, fiat on one side,

radiused the other.
3481 S-J-(B)-1 Cylinder with either nail holes in the ends or hollowed out.
659 S-J-(B)-1 Scrap, curved cutout.

3191 S-J-(B)-1 Thick glass, body fragment.
3902 S-J-(B)-1 Larger oval plate or bowl, concave, more like a steak platter.
3078 S-J-(B)-1 " J. HOST-/ (S)TOM ACH" bitters.
3063 S-J-(B)-1 Probably bottle body fragments, 2 look like they connected to a base.
3138 S-J-(B)-1 Plate glass.
4028 S-J-(B)-1 One heel, scraps of uppers and sole. Heel is 1" x 1 l/2"wide.
4015 S-J-(B)-1 Thick black leather scraps, some with cutouts.
4118 S-J-(B)-1 Boot upper with rivet reinforced lacing row.
4104 S-J-(B)-1 Leather boot or shoe foot part, machine stitched.
2976a S-J-(B)-1 2 11mm 4-hole white glass buttons, one 10 mm broken 4-hole button, radially arrayed indentations molded in.
3311 S-J-(B)-1 Bottle body fragment.
3168 S-J-(B)-1 Lamp glass shard.
3265 S-J-(B)-1 1 neck, one body fragment.
3276 S-J-(B)-1 One neck, one base fragment.
127 S-J-(B)-1 Possibly a tobacco tin.

3202 S-J-(B)-1 Possibly rectangular bottle, one shard with part of base still attached
2976 S-J-(B)-1 65 beads.
179 S-J-(B)-1 Possible external friction or lap seam can end, about 1/4 present.
204 S-J-(B)-1 Small fragment of tin can, possibly comer of square can lid.
54 S-J-(B)-1 Corroded fragment including part of side seam.
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207 S-J-(B)-1 Cast threaded spout centered on top of longitudinally raised top fragment.
136 S-J-(B)-1 Can sides, still shiny in spots, part of seam missing.
109 S-J-(B)-1 Threaded, external, 1 6/16 diameter.
210 S-J-(B)-1 Comer of can bottom and sides, Millville type.
128 S-J-(B)-1 Oval can, top and bottom mostly rusted, some black paint on outside, ends lap joint onto sides.

2958 S-J-(B)-2 71 beads.
425 S-J-(B)-2 8 various strips of strap and banding iron.

4432 S-J-(B)-2 Woven matting of bark and grass.
4410 S-J-(B)-2 Bone sled runner shoe with 10 holes of 2 different diameters along medial axis, .25 and .5", sawn at both ends.

4326 S-J-(B)-2
Bone spear point, bottom shows curvature of inside of long bone, top has muscle grooves, broken at base, point 

is carved at angle on both sides. Point is rounded off.

4653 S-J-(B)-2
Birch bark with stitching along top, some stitching still in place, folded and curled, stitches perpendicular to

straight cut edge.
669 S-J-(B)-2 Small scrap of folded sheet metal.
605 S-J-(B)-2 Worked metal fragment.
341 S-J-(B)-2 4 cut nails.
978 S-J-(B)-2 Strap iron fragments, 3, one with rivet, various widths.

4421 S-J-(B)-2 White and brown, 4 square checkered pattern, wool.
4422 S-J-(B)-2 Brown wool felt scrap.
4498 S-J-(B)-2 Brown fabric with blue stain.
4334 S-J-(B)-2 Bone sled mnner shoe, .5" dia. Hole along medial axis, sawn at both ends.

4654 S-J-(B)-2
Birch bark strip, folded, stitched along top straight cut edge, along median are four hole X-stitches. In center is 
folded section, indicating a bowl or basket. Part of another piece is stitched on at cut edge and medial 4 hole X.

58 S-J-(B)-2 Fragment with part of side seam.
205 S-J-(B)-2 Oval can bottom, length 4 1/4” long.
613 S-J-(B)-2 Flattened can, no seam visible.
1014 S-J-(B)-2 Fragment of barrel hoop with rivet.
3405 S-J-(B)-2 Base and base and body fragments, many bubbles in body.
3139 S-J-(B)-2 Plate glass.
3233 S-J-(B)-2 Lamp glass fragments including one shoulder fragment.

4644 S-J-(B)-2
Bark basket fragments, stitching along top straight cut edge, medial stitching connects a large root woven 
through bark with 3 stitches through 6 holes. Root material present in stitched holes. One comer present.

3350 S-J-(B)-2 Bottle body fragment.
3230 S-J-(B)-2 Decorated glassware, molded.
3161 S-J-(B)-2 Body fragments from polygonal bottle like 3154.

3617 S-J-(B)-2
Stopper for some container, top has larger round cross section tapered on one axis with drilled hole for string or

retainer.
3292 S-J-(B)-2 Small fragment of glass with inset rectangle/round top design.
3464 S-J-(B)-2 Smoothed cylinder, cut at both ends with a knife.
120 S-J-(B)-3 Oval can top, part of side still attached, 10/16 hole in center, top has slight crown.
384 S-J-(B)-3 H
384 S-J-(B)-3 Cartridge.

4030 S-J-(B)-3 Scrap of brown leather.
3106 S-J-(B)-3 Polygonal paneled bottle, some side pieces with comers.
3140 S-J-(B)-3 Plate glass fragments.
3177 S-J-(B)-3 Flat bottle fragment, probably from a rectangular bodied bottle.
2979 S-J-(B)-3 7 beads.

77 S-J-(B)-3 Partial lid, external friction, about 2.5 inches across.
96 S-J-(B)-3 Lid fragment, rusty and encrusted with soil and wood fragments.

4109 S-J-(B)-3 Sole piece of square toed, two-footed shoe.

4661 S-J-(B)-3 Fragment of birch bark, single row of stitching along longest straight side, parallel row of 4 hole cross stitches
along median of fragment.

3349 S-J-(B)-3 Small bottle glass fragments, non-diagnostic.

4665 S-J-(B)-3 Three fragments of birch bark, one is folded comer of basket, with single stitched row along top, row of 4 hole 
cross-stitches medially. Other fragments similar but lack folding.

3485 S-J-(B)-3 Flat disk, tapered to be stopper for container.
92 S-J-(B)-3 Lid, 6 knife jabs, 1-14/16 center disk, partially absent.

3658 S-J-(B)-3 Barbed piece, with blunt end. Barbs carved into the circumference of entire piece, one end is broken.
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3113 S-J-(B)-3 Lamp chimney fragment, small, no seam.
340 S-J-(B)-3 4 cut nails, fragmented.

4649 S-J-(B)-3
Long piece of birch bark with one row of stitching along top, straight cut edge. Some spruce root stitching

thread still present.
4355 S-J-(B)-3 Bone sled runner shoe, .5" holes drilled through medial, sawn at both ends.
3074 S-J-(B)-3 Body fragments.
4037 S-J-(B)-3 Child’s shoe with heel, one footed, relatively intact. 1/2" high heel by 1 1/2" wide at top.
3090 S-J-(B)-3 Bowl fragments, related to 3230, 3092.
2979a S-J-(B)-3 Half of 4-hole glass button, 10x3 mm.
3151 S-J-(B)-3 White glass dish or ashtray, comer and base fragment.
430 S-J-(B)-3 6 fragments of strap and banding iron.
974 S-J-(B)-3 3 fragments of strapping iron.
3159 S-J-(B)-3 Thick glass with smooth rim, possible lamp glass or drinking glass.
614 S-J-(B)-3 Barrel hoop fragment.
240 S-J-(B)-3 Fragment of a cast iron kettle or cauldron.
684 S-J-(B)-3 Rectangular bent piece of sheet metal, with rectangular nail holes. Probably reinforcement plate for crate.
3091 S-J-(B)-3 Lamp glass.

4059 S-J-(B)-3
Folded rectangular strap of leather, 5 1/8" x 1 7/8" long, numerous holes punched through, three nails 

remaining. Probably a hinge, due to creasing and folding.
602 S-J-(B)-3 Scrap of metal sheet.
347 S-J-(B)-3 1 wire nail.

4272 S-J-(C)-1 Antler net weight, rectangular end holes.
4351 S-MQ-1 Bone sled shoe, broken through hole at one end, sawn at other, 2x .5" holes, one 3/8" hole.
4238 S-J-(C)-1 Antler bow end from compound bow, one notch at elbow, tip has string notch.
4231 S-J-(C)-1 Caribou antler, sawn through at root and along edges, one tip is broken off, other shows wear
2970a S-J-(C)-1 Half of a 4 hole glass molded button, 11 mm x 3mm.

4259 S-J-(C)-1
Antler barbed fish spear with inset end blade of iron, 3 rows of lateral barbs, lateral oriented iron inset, tapered 

flat proximal end with 1/8" hole drilled off center.

4237 S-J-(C)-1
Bone section, both ends show hacking with 45 degree angle terminating in a flat vertical line section. Not a 

scraper, necessarily. Marrow processing?
3195 S-J-(C)-1 Shoulder and body fragment of thick, probably champagne bottle.
4233 S-J-(C)-1 Antler tine, caribou, hack marks at proximal end from hatchet or other, distal point shows little or no wear.

4257 S-J-(C)-1 Antler with nail set in one end, pressure flaker or awl, end is broader and flatter for handle, other end is rounded. 
Possible decoration on one side, or else use wear.

4265 S-J-(C)-1 Sled runner shoe, broken at one end through 3/8" hole, other end sawn with 3/16" hole.

4385 S-J-(C)-1
Bone sled runner piece recycled as net weight. 3/8" holes drilled along midline x2, two comers tapered off to 

3/16"" thickness, and two holes 1/8" thick through the comers.
4385 S-J-(C)-1 Antler net weight, oval holes drilled in comers, at top of curves.
4293 S-J-(C)-1 Sawn off chunk of antler, with saw start marks at one end.
231 S-J-(C)-1 Cartridge.

4294 S-J-(C)-1 Antler piece with hollowed out end, saw starts like it was meant to become a pipe.
3141 S-J-(C)-1 Plate glass fragments.

3154 S-J-(C)-1
Polygonal bottles, one base with most of body to neck, one mouth and neck fragment, one shoulder fragment, 

similar to 3215, 3210, 3209, 3224, booze of some kind. Number 4 in circle on base of largest fragment.
3352 S-J-(C)-1 Bottle body fragment with panels transitioning to round section, tops of rectangular panels are round.
4500 S-J-(C)-1 Plaited bark strips, 5/16x1/16, listed as handle, frayed out 45deg at end, strips go round.

3760 S-J-(C)-1
Wood with channel carved through the most of it, with the terminator being carved flat and slightly tapered.

See sketch.
3923 S-J-(C)-1 Triangular cross section, net float, holes in lower comers of curve. Hole rectangular.
3744 S-J-CQ-1 Fish net float, triangle cross section, holes through the center.
3600 S-MQ-1 Hole in one end, 3/16" diameter.
3953 S-MQ-1 Boat keel part, from kayak or something like it. Red paint on one side.
672 S-J-(C)-1 Twisted scrap of sheet metal, possibly worked intentionally.
3973 s-j-co-i Barrel stave, broken, tapered and grooved.
4089 S-J-(C)-1 Square toed child’s shoe or boot sole. Right. Machine made probably with double row of welt stitching.
4083 S-J-(C)-1 Shoe sole fragment, child’s sole with heel, square toes, right.
3491 S-J-(C)-1 Multiple grooves and notches in half round, broken wood piece. Possibly the handle to an ice pick?"
3496 S-J-(C)-1 Carved hollow wooden box, oval hole inside, with notches for lashing the piece to another. Sketch.
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3716 S-J-(C)-1 Axe handle base, broken, base cut at odd angle through 1/2 of basal width.

3930 S-MQ-1
Part of homemade bow, thickest at stringing post, to thinnest and widest at proximal end. Red paint remnants 

visible as pink staining on front side. Evidence of slight recurve. Nicely worked, smooth, hard wood, possibly
not local.

4671 S-J-(C)-1
2 rectangular fragments of birch bark, one with 2 rows of double stitching. Other has parts of two rows of

single stitching.
3512 S-HQ-1 Rectangular wood with hole drilled near larger end, broken through, possible dog sled part or net float.

3761 S-J-(C)-1
Tapered cylinder with large diameter hole drilled at wider end. Hole is off-center and 5/8" diameter

approximately. Pot lifter?
100 S-J-(Q-1 Section of can lid with matchhole center disk, corroded.
180 S-MCM Can lid, rim is 2/16 tall, possibly lap seam with solder removed.
660 S-HQ-1 Smashed can.

4641 S-J-(Q-1 Metal can fragment, with folded seam on one side, smashed.
667 S-M Q -l Folded can fragment, possibly crimp seamed.
144 S-J-(C)-1 Flat can section, cut out in rough oval, one end folded to make a pocket for melting lead.
98 S-J-(C)-1 Encrusted can lid, some shiny plating still visible, possible match hole.

4595 S-J-(Q-1 Corroded tin can fragment.
2777 S-HQ-1 1 bead.
2970 S-J-(Q-1 51 beads.
3890 S-J-(Q-1 Wedge shaped, round tree section.
3910 S-J-(Q-1 Cylinder of lathed wood, two diameters, reduced diameter section is 2 3/4" long by 3/4" diameter.
427 S-H Q-1 8 strips of banding iron.

4501 S-J-(Q-1 Coarse brown wool fabric, listed as homespun.
4205 S-J-(Q-1 Cast piece with Russian Va’or #9/6 on it.
3868 S-J-(Q-1 Possibly part of a bent wood box, one end tapered to right triangle, other broken, possibly burned or charred.
236 S-HQ-1 Iron rod fragment, corroded heavily, cylindrical.
971 S-HQ-1 Barrel hoop fragment, riveted.

3714 s-HQ-i
Rounded rectangular section of wood, painted red, with a large diameter hole broken across at one end, other

sawn and painted.
321 S-HQ-1 Wire loop, rusty.

3725 S-J-(Q-l Oval wood piece, center worn to narrower cross section.
3719 S-J-(Q-l Flat spoon or spatula, handle broken off.
3542 S-HQ-1 Broken toggle half, broken at thin middle spot.
3991 S-J-(Q-1 Wedge, possibly fire hardened.
976 S-J-(Q-1 4 fragments of strapping iron, one comer.
3876 S-J-(Q-1 Serrated fish spear point
3920 S-HQ-1 Net float, holes drilled in either end through apex of triangle.
3614 S-J-(Q-1 Cork for small bottle with wide mouth.
331 S-J-(Q-1 Cut nail, medium large.

3753 S-HQ-1
Flat teardrop shaped piece, with a flanged, rounded top. In the center of the widest section is a small rectangular 

notch cut into the body of the piece. Numerous cut marks top and bottom. Sketch.
3142 S-J-(Q-2 Plate glass.
4456 S-H Q -2 Yellow brown, wide shoestring sized strip of cloth.
3388 s-J-(Q-2 Mirror fragment.
3513 S-J-(C)-2 Uluaq handle.
2985 S-J-(C)-2 9.5x2mm 4 hole button.
3194 S-J-(C)-2 Small shard, shoulder, wine bottle.
3224 S-J-(C)-2 Cartridge.
3347 S-H Q -2 Small fragment of bottle body, thick, no seam.
3529 S-J-(Q-2 Hole through one end, sawn at both ends. Dogsled part.

51 S-J-(C)-2 Metal can fragment, no remarkable traits.
603 S-J-(C)-2 Small fragment, with part of edge folded for seam.

3883 S-J-(Q-2 Wood block with large dado taken out. Part of something bigger, sawn at both ends.
3509 S-J-(Q-2 Half of a toggle, broken through the middle slot.
3852 S-J-(Q-2 Net float, broken through drilled hole at narrowly tapered end.
691 S-J-(Q-2 Fragment of sheet metal, corroded.
638 S-J-(Q-2 Metal strip, folded into a pear shape, possibly a clamp of some kind? Looks like a ring compressor.
979 S-J-(C)-2 2 pieces of strapping iron.
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333 S-J-(C)-2 Large cut nail, warped and bent.
975 S-H O -2 Fragment of larger cast iron object.

4368 S-MQ-2 Chalk.
4411 S-H Q -2 Bark; herringbone pattern, 10 cm by 15 cm per Oswalt note enclosed.

4483 S-J-(C)-2
Double parallel strands over and under single strand, twisted grass, Oswalt says "checker weave" pattern. Large

fragment.
3455 S-H O -2 At small end of taper is a spiraled notch carved around the end of the piece.
3914 S-H O -2 2 5/8 by 1/2" net gauge.
3997 S-H O -2 Fragment of upper or sole, tom, machine stitched.
3436 S-H O -3 Same pattern as 3230, 3290, 3293, etc., refit to 3427.
3345 S-H O -3 One regular bottle fragment, one side panel to extract type bottle, two pieces of thinner bottle glass.

3325 S-J-(C)-3
Hexagonal glass fragments, comers linked by curves, two thicknesses, 3/16" and 1/16", only side fragments, no

base or neck.
3225 S-J-(0-3 Glass, probably Lamp glass fragments.
3193 S-J-(C)-3 Probable wine bottle fragments, body and shoulder.
3143 S-H O -3 Plate glass.
3463 S-J-(C)-3 Rectangular cross-section carved down to round, round end cut off at angle.
4153 S-H O -3 Flat piece of mudstone, broken on sides, one flat straight side.
4064 S-H O -3 Insole for one footed shoe.
4122 s-HQ-3 Leather belt or dog collar with medial longitudinally aligned holes.

416 S-J-(C)-3
Reflector piece for hanging kerosene lamp, with hole for the glass chimney and the tabs for the mounting of the 

lantern with a wire bail. Some gray paint remains.
53 S-J-(D)-1 Small flat can fragment, very corroded.

206 S-J-(D)-1 Can top for powder can, longitudinally raised center, hole for threaded attachment centered with visible solder.
50 S-J-(D)-1 Rectangular piece of can metal, seam with solder visible on one side, still shiny under blue corrosion.

4235 S-J-(D)-1
Net weight, half of a tusk, two holes drilled, one at each end, on high side of curve, 1/8" with edges 

countersunk, chop marks from hatched at one end, one end slightly modified to be flat on round outer face, each
end chopped off at angle.

490 S-J-(D)-1 Lid for can, rim leans in about 15 degrees, shiny plating present.

4409 S-J-(D)-1
Bone sled mnner shoe fragment, split along medial axis holes. One copper nail in comer does not penetrate 

entire depth of shoe. Broken at ends through medial holes.
961 S-J-(D)-1 Wire handle for can.
146 S-J-(D)-1 Large diameter lid fragment or modified flat can wall.
264 S-J-(D)-1 Tapered, formed cast iron fragment, possibly handle for pot or similar.

1017 S-J-(D)-1
Uluaq with metal blade, semi-lunate, wooden handle, complete, incised designs, filled with red paint, semi-

lunate handle.
177 S-J-(D)-1 Can lid, some rim still on it, no solder-poss. external friction.

3701 S-J-(D)-1 Cut, oval like cross-sectioned wood, "L" shaped notch cut through apex of side, goes through small drilled hole.
3861 S-J-(D)-1 Barrel stave, complete, curved on both axes, grooved along long sides and transversely for lid and bottom.
3767 S-J-(D)-1 Wood scrap, broken one end and partly broken and chopped at the other.
3458 S-J-(D)-1 Smoothed, cut round on sides, hacked through at both ends.
3992 S-J-(D)-1 Wedge point is fire hardened, rounded by use wear.
3459 S-J-(D)-1 Broken wood fragment, previously squared at some point.
3502 S-J-(D)-1 Oval cross section, whittled, damaged.

4682 S-J-(D)-1
Small birch bark vessel, stitched and folded comers still attached, mashed flat but recognizable. Stitched with

thick material, looks like roots.
4448 S-J-(D)-1 Grass netting, woven fairly loosely, approx. .25" between rows.
3722 S-J-(D)-1 Complexly carved piece of wood, with curved sections, notches, and grooves. Sketch.
4408 S-J-(D)-1 Bone sled mnner shoe, broken through medial holes at each end.

3865 S-J-(D)-1
Bow tip, broken at handle, string notch still present. Red paint on outer surface, dark stain or pigment on side

facing shooter.

3854 S-J-(D)-1
One end is tapered and notched, and approximately one inch below this notch is a transversely mounted dowel

in a drilled hole. See sketch.
3724 S-J-(D)-1 Stick whittled approximately rectangular with a large notch cut in one end. Pot lifter?
3975 S-J-(D)-1 Box wood piece, broken.
3976 S-J-(D)-1 Box wood, reworked and broken.
673 S-J-(D)-1 Knife or reworked file-spearpoint? Listed as "strap metal", too thick and definitely shaped.

4161 S-J-(D)-1 Slate piece, edges pecked, possible ulu blade or similar.
343 S-J-(D)-1 6 cut nails.
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3552 S-J-(D)-1 Tapered to broken off point.
3275 S-J-(D)-1 Fragment, no lettering.
4461 S-J-(D)-1 Tom piece of dark brown wool felt.
4471 S-J-(D)-1 2-tone hand knit wool fabric, large yam.
4473 S-J-(D)-1 Plain weave wool fabric.
4150 S-J-(D)-1 Similar to 4151, two refit pieces, grooves along top flat.
4480 S-J-(D)-1 Twill lightweight dark brown striped dress. Oswalt, "med. Weave wool, 3 mm dark brown stripe".
3067 S-J-(D)-1 Bowl or lid fragment, designs present on inside.
3167 S-J-(D)-1 Lamp glass shard.
2776 S-J-(D)-1 1 bead.
2984 S-J-(D)-1 2 4hole buttons, 10x2mm, 11x2mm.
3144 S-J-(D)-1 Plate glass.
4200 S-J-(D)-1 Mortar from between bricks.

4298 S-J-(D)-1 Ivory pipe bowl, drilled through flat faces of cylinder3/8", with incised rectangles on outer face, each with 
concentric circle design, except for one which is drilled through for pipe stem. 3/16" hole.

2974 S-J-(D)-1 88 beads.
4014 S-J-(D)-1 Strip of thick black leather with cutout.
980 S-J-(D)-1 Strap iron fragment with riveted section. Folded.
379 S-J-(D)-1 P(eters) cartridge.

4229 S-J-(D)-2 Bone sled runner.
3145 S-J-(D)-2 Plate glass.
2967 S-J-(D)-2 7 beads.
3535 S-J-(D)-2 Oddly shaped but intentionally carved wood.
3339 S-J-(D)-2 Side and part of bottom of glass bottle, with seams for bottom and side present.
3400 S-J-(D)-2 Body fragment with comers of polygonal bottle, no lettering visible.
675 S-J-(D)-2 Diamond shaped scrap of metal, sheet copper or tin-no apparent rust.
215 S-J-(D)-2 Threaded attachment piece for can closure, probably powder can.
122 S-J-(D)-2 Oval can bottom fragment, still shiny in spots, crimped edges, possibly related to -0120.
142 S-J-(D)-2 Smashed can fragment, severely deformed.
870 S-J-(D)-2 Iron banding, nail holes arranged medially along the long axis.
450 S-J-(D)-2 Cast iron piece of flat plate, shattered, probably top of iron stove.
3240 S-J-(D)-2 Neck fragments, probably wine bottle.
3340 S-J-(D)-2 2 glass fragments, possiblv lamp glass?
3174 S-J-(D)-2 Lamp glass base fragments with rims on 2, one chimney fragment.
4254 S-J-(D)-2 Antler net weight, two 3.16" holes drilled through at either end.
453 S-J-(D)-2 Section of cauldron with flat-topped attachment for bail.
985 S-J-(D)-2 Comer piece of cast iron obiect with some decorative trim.

4353 S-J-(D)-3 Antler net gauge. Odd tang at one end, notched point at other.
3649 S-J-(D)-3 Wood chip with bark, from felling a tree.
2957 S-J-(D)-3 4 beads.
604 S-J-(D)-3 Fragment o f corroded sheet metal.

3635 S-J-(D)-3 Small folded piece of bark, with some stitching bark left on it.
380 S-J-(D)-3 P

3239 S-J-(D)-3 Mystery fragment.
4072 S-J-(D)-3 Triangular scrap of brown leather.
2957a S-J-(D)-3 4-hole glass buttons x2, one 11x3, other 9x3mm.
3329 S-J-(D)-3 Two fragments of multi-paneled glass bottle, one narrow side, connected by curved sections
3261 S-J-(D)-3 Body fragment.
423 S-J-(D)-3 Piece of iron strip.
3146 S-J-(D)-3 Plate glass.
3495 S-J-(D)-3 Tapered cylinder, fragmented, with red and black paint stains. Part of a homemade chess set?
609 S-J-(D)-3 Cut up side to large square or rectangular can. Part of seam is present
604 S-J-(D)-3 Sidewall fragment.
679 S-J-(D)-3 Triangularpiece of sheet metal.

4572 S-J-(D)-3 Convex 4 hole steel button.
3677 S-J-(D)-3 Cut off end of 1x4 board, sawn on all sides.
338 S-J-(D)-3 2 cut nails.

3528 S-J-(E)-1 Tapered to where a broken tip would have been.
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3996 S-J-(E)-1 Section of thick black leather, cutouts, probably raw material for manufacture or repair.
61 S-J-(E)-1 Fragment with side seam, seam folded open, can body corroded away.
165 S-HEM Shiny can sides, very corroded, 3 2/16 circumference.
654 S-HEM Fragment of flat sheet metal, probably rectangular or square can.
621 S-HEM Fragment of can, shiny, possibly evaporated milk.
3858 S-HEM Wedge, heavily damaged.

93 S-HEM Lid, 6 knife jabs, 1 14/16 center disk (missing)
4447 S-HEM Small fragments.

3944 S-J-(E)-1
Bow end, broken at handle, notch has hide bowstring fragment left tied on. Not very well made, very rough and

has no curve.
4597 S-J-(EM Oxidized lead, melted and cooled in a square tin can.
342 S-J-(EM 5 cut nails.
634 S-J-(EM Iron strap stock with hole drilled at one end, broken through, other end broken off as well.
3706 S-HEM Tapered cone, like a volcano, with a hole in the center of the top, 3/4" in diameter.

3947 S-HEM
Milled lumber with four nails in it. Nails are machine-made cut nails, along the narrow side, splitting the wood

in several cases. Cut off at both ends.

3962 S-HEM
Bowl or tray fragment, cross section of larger piece. Knife marks numerous along bottom. Curve along bottom

is thickest section, with a 30-degree bend.
4646 S-HEM A bunch of twigs held together with a mbber band.
3747 S-HEM Fragment of carved wood bowl. Thickest cross section at curved point.
3147 S-HEM Plate glass.
2972 S-HEM 53 beads.
3260 S-HEM Possibly a water glass. One side of fragment has smooth rim.
2982 S-HEM 10x3mm button, 4 hole, white glass with blue rim.

4255 S-J-(EM
Carved antler. Three holes spaced to divide piece in four, one end has lateral notch carved in, and other end has

narrower notch carved in.
4646 S-J-(EM Just a bunch of twigs held together with a mbber band.
4220 S-J-(EM Gunflint blank, fractured, reworked into burin.
3715 S-J-(EM Sawn, broken wood with one nail still stuck in it. Nail is machine cut with small head.

4402 S-HEM
Bone sled mnner shoe, irregularly spaced medial holes of 3 sizes, broken through holes at ends. Holes 3/8".

.25", and .5".
4664 S-J-(E)-2 2 fragments of carbonized, stitched birch bark.
3497 S-J-(E)-2 One side tapered to point, other side turned with lathe to smaller diameter, carved to rounded point.
3492 S-J-(E)-2 Bow fragment, broken at both ends, longitudinal groove down center of back side.

3717 S-J-(E)-2
Rounded at one end with orange painted stripe, other end is rounded one side, angled the other, and has a wider

profile, almost shoveled.
3982 S-J-(E)-2 Section of tree, cut at both ends with axe, no bark.
3526 S-J-(E)-2 One end broken, other is tapered to approximate point, 1/4 the width of the wood.
3148 S-J-(E)-2 Plate glass.
2965 S-J-(E)-2 9 beads.
601 S-J-(E)-2 Part of some larger vessel, large and round like a gas can, with crimped edges on top.

3682 S-J-(E)-2
Roughly cylindrical at large end, taper begins about 2/3 of the way down. Taper is irregular, end diameter 

is 1/2", color changes and marks indicate possibility of this being the handle of something with a metal sleeve
holding the business end on.

337 S-J-(E)-2 2 cut nails, one large, one small.
424 S-J-(E)-2 Folded strip of banding or strap iron.
644 S-J-(E)-2 Comer reinforcement for steamer tmnk. Labeled "handle attachment".

4463 S-J-(E)-2
Herringbone like patterned woven basket, with various sized bark strips in different colors. Very good 

preservation, smells like rattan. Top rim of basket has been folded over to make two layers.
4645 S-J-(E)-2 End of birch basket, with folded comers and top folded rim intact, stitching still present.
3894 S-J-(E)-2 Larger wedge, split down middle of flat from base.
4460 S-J-(E)-2 Woven wool, blue green and yellow brown pattern.
2965a S-J-(E)-2 4 hole button fragment, white glass, 8 mm x 2mm thick.
3262 S-J-(E)-2 Clear glass body fragment.
3232 S-J-(E)-3 Lamp glass fragment.
2959 S-J-(E)-3 4 beads.
336 S-J-(E)-3 3 cut nails

4065 S-J-(E)-3 Strip of thick leather.
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4038 S-J-(E)-3 3/4" tall by 1 7/8" wide heel stack, nailed together, with part of sole attached.
3291 S-ME)-3 Nondiagnostic glass fragments.

3162 S-J-(E)-3
Bottle fragments, one bottle paneled, with 1 shoulder/body fragment, one panel fragment, one body/side 

fragment, other bottle, polygon base fragment, other curved miscellaneous piece.
3149 S-J-(E)-3 Plate glass.
3238 S-J-(E)-3 Wine or champagne bottle fragment.
118 S-J-(E)-3 Fragment of oval can lid, similar to others in assemblage.
619 S-J-(E)-3 1/4 o f can lid.
611 S-J-(E)-3 Part of rectangular or square can, reworked with numerous cuts- one rounded, other along seam square.

4669 S-J-(E)-3 Half of a filbert or hazelnut shell.

3935 S-J-(E)-3
Barrel stave, from a large barrel, one end broken off, other end has transverse notch. Sides are angled in for a

good joint.
3905 S-J-(E)-3 Barrel lid, broken off center.
3967 S-J-(E)-3 Squared wood, ends cut at 45 degrees, quite fragile.
3955 S-J-(E)-3 Barrel lid, curved rim is chamfered to fit into groove on staves.
3957 S-J-(E)-3 Center section of barrel, ends chamfered, good idea of the diameter of the barrel lid.
3685 S-J-(E)-3 Wood, section of branch, possible handle section for hammer etc., heavily worn and split.
3507 S-J-(E)-7 Wood fragment.
607 S-J-(I)-2 Scrap of folded sheet metal, thicker than tin can metal.
3490 S-J-(I)-2 Hole drilled off center 1/8"" diameter, edges may be tapered for friction fit into something.
4147 S-J-l Sharpening stone.
400 S-J-4 Stamped steel kerosene lamp, mostly intact.

953 S-J-4
Threaded cap for lantern or lamp, flower embossed on top cap, 2 piece assembly, hole through center, possibly 

for pump shaft, handle of which would be incorporated in the flower design.

285 S-J-4
Copper lid, external friction, probably for percussion caps, with embossed line around edges and a circle on the 

top flat, with diagonal slashes along the rim of the top, probably for grip.
4060 S-J-4 Leather button tab, machine stitched half circle at top, leather split at top.
482 S-J-4 Brass disk, 1/8"" hole drilled near one side, watch part.
80 S-J-4 Copper lid, mashed.

4282 S-J-4 Carved ivory object, looks like claw, similar to but smaller than 4374.
4174 S-J-4 Granite with some kind of drilled hole through it.

3153 S-J-4
One fragment with comer of rectangular panel bottle, 10 fragments probably beer bottle, two base fragments 

probably related to Jesse Moore Hunt small bourbon bottles, as in 3152.
3274 S-J-4 Bottle pieces, one shoulder, one body piece with seam.
3171 S-J-4 Lamp glass shards.
3134 S-J-4 Plate glass.
160 S-J-4 Key for key open can, some material wound on.
334 S-J-4 1 cut nail.
359 S-J-4 15 cut nails.
408 S-J-4 Small hole in top can.
626 S-J-4 Iron plate with 2 medial holes, and one smaller hole slightly off axis. No countersinking.

4066 S-J-4 Scrap of shoe tongue.

410 S-J-4
Lamp base, odd and unfamiliar design. Tank part built with sealed tube in center, top has decoration embossed 

and a soldered threaded piece for the valve. Large hole in the top through which the tube protrudes.

411 S-J-4
Lamp wick apparatus, with wick, etc. intact. "CLIMAX/PAT. JAN 21, 90/MADE IN USA" on handle of wick

turner.

374 S-J-4
Broken piece of machinery. Part is threaded, one end is machined square, some parts are possible bearing

surfaces.
536 S-J-4 Shovel blade, one rivet hole remaining, one rivet in place, spade shape

707 S-J^4
Metal plate, oval, with off-center large hole surrounded by 9 smaller holes, looks like part of an industrial

muffler.
3105 S-J-4 Probably a wine or champagne bottle.
326 S-J-4 Iron rod, one end flattened like a screwdriver, bent in an approximate "L".
1024 S-J-4 Splitting wedge, looks quite modem, some dings and shatter marks.
518 S-J-4 Stamped brass piece, decorated, lamp piece?

4607 S-J-4 Clothing rivet, embossed ridges, cloth present/cut out.

268 S-J-4
Cast iron wheel, with four holes around circumference between tire and axle, reinforcement cast in on one axis

only, axle diameter 7/16".
954 S-J-4 Brass sheet, bent and cut out roughly in circle, 3/16” hole drilled off-center.
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267 S-J-4 Cast iron wheel, four holes with reinforcement at 90-degree angles on one side; smaller than 268, axle diameter
is 7/16”,

4604 S-J-4 Clothing rivet, embossed ridges, cloth present/cut out.
702 S-J-4 Metal bar.

8 S-J-4 Illegible, tobacco can lid.
533 S-J-4 Prince Albert tobacco can some litho readable.
149 S-J-4 Sardine can, heavy solder bead on side seam, lid rolled off, lap seams all around.

1 S-J-4 Edgeworth High Grade Plug Slices/ Lams and Bro. Co., Richmond VA, one-piece bottom, 1 ring on sides,
embossed ridge strip on bottom.

620 S-J-4 Flattened can fragment, folded at crimped seam.
81 S-J-4 Copper, possibly ext. friction, flattened.

700 S-J-4 Strip of tin can metal, cut into a trapezoid-long sides parallel, short sides at approximately 30-degree angles.

3410 S-J-4 Salad dressing bottle fragment, panel has fragments of writing: " Y AC H-/S AL AD", probably yacht club salad 
dressing. Seams go through lip/mouth, plug type stopper?

13 S-J-4 Illegible printing, ribbed embossed strip on bottom, hinge piece missing.
3184 S-J-4 Thick fragment, probably base fragment of a wine bottle.

19 S-J-4 Edgeworth plug tobacco can, small, inside of lid litho’d with guarantee, ridged strip on bottom.
183 S-J-4 Embossed, "CUT THIS SEAL OUT".

750 S-J-4 Green, red, and yellow can, "JERSEY/CREAMERY/BUTTER// JERSEY CREAMERY BUTTER 
/GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY/PURE. “

664 S-J-4 Square cut from Blazo or other rectangular/square can.
529 S-J-4 Dill's cut plug-some litho on sides still visible.

493 S-J-4 Joseph Tetley Co./ London England, with embossed elephant with two boxes on ropes under trunk, word
"trademark".

532 S-J-4 Tobacco tin, probably Edgeworth ready rubbed, ridged embossed strip on bottom.
3382 S-J-4 Sunglass lens, two pieces chipped out, abraded smooth, refit and glued together.
3062 S-J-4 One-paneled rectangular bottle-13 pieces, and two round base fragments.

3407 S-J-4
Pickle type bottle, cylindrical body part has panels, top flares before shoulder then tapers, base number "509",

threaded closure.
3362 S-J-4 Other part of bottle fragment 3410. Refits with text, "YACHT CLUB/SALAD DRESSING/CHICAGO".
3420 S-J-4 White glass jar, for cold cream or Mentholatum like products.
176 S-J-4 Reclosable can or bottle lid, two remaining edge crimps, rim embossed with bumps, poss. Milk bottle?

3342 S-J-4 Fragments of a square or rectangular bottle, one neck fragment, number "4" in circle.

627 S-J-4
Rectangular iron plate with hole through one end, center, with a second piece welded one, probably threaded.

One side has a small cut out slit.
3378 S-J-4 Large scalloped rim fragment.

547 S-J-4
Marked "Rifle Barrel"- possible, short length of tubing with welded on pieces mid shaft, one end open, other 

end has some different metal apparatus plugging the bore.
3021 S-J-4 Bottle stopper, "LEA & PERRINS".
2956a S-J-4 2 buttons, one brownish gray 2 hole glass button, 13.5 x 4mm, other is white glass convex 4 hole, 11x3.
3363 S-J-4 Medicine or extract type bottleneck and shoulders.
3229 S-J-4 Ribbed glass fragment with transition to plain glass, matches 3228.
3212 S-J-4 Bottle mouth, thick glass.

3111 S-J-4
Jesse Moore Hunt small bourbon bottles-2 bases, one neck, 4 body and shoulder fragments, 2 fragments from

fifth size bottle of same product.

370 S-J-4
"COR...?.. .grade.. ../Wm. Cor.. ./canning company". Fruit can? Small punch hole in bottom-can possibly

modified."
4067 S-J-4 Shoe sole for child's or small woman's two-footed shoe. Hand stitching holes.
395 S-J-4 W.F.A. Co. /.30 W.C.F.
395 S-J-4 W.R.A. C o /45 W.C.F.
395 S-J-4 H
395 S-J-4 WINCHESTER/No. 10
395 S-J-4 REM-UMC/ No /20/ NITRO CLUB
922 S-J-4 "l/Markka//94.48 KAPPALETTA NAULASTA SELWAA HOREATA” Russian double headed eagle.
395 S-J-4 U.M .C./.30 U.S.A.
395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co/ 44 W.C.F.
395 S-J-4 W.R.A. C o /30 U.S.G.
398 S-J-4 U.M .C./.38 A.C.P.

4166 S-J-4 Sharpening stone, two sides show use wear.
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4361 S-J-4 Antler net weight, 3/16" holes in upper comers.
4165 S-J-4 Sharpening stone, flat piece of slate with numerous grooves from use.
4398 S-J-4 Bone, ends chewed off, shaft heavily marked with dog teeth marks. Species? Looks like a ham bone.
4154 S-J-4 Pecked mudstone with some grooves on the flat surfaces.
395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co. / 30 W.C.F.

4197 S-J-4 Flakes of similar material, one burned, pipe outsides.
2956 S-J-4 10 beads.
2975 S-J-4 21 beads.

3696 S-J-4
Wood piece, one end is rectangular with a knot, other end tapers to smooth round cross section. Could look like 

a bird or mosquito if you were looking at it right.

4680 S-J-4
Curled up birch bark, row of stitching visible. Outer course has single row of evenly spaced, coarse holes. 

Inner courses not visible, except part of second course, which has single row of holes visible.
3956 S-J-4 Barrel lid, edges chamfered to seal to staves.
395 S-J-4 Cartridge.
395 S-J-4 Cartridge.

4178 S-J-4 Fine matrix red brick, fragment.
395 S-J-4 H

4079 S-J-4 Folded strip of textured mbber.
2987 S-J-4 Button, 2mm holes, 2 hole button.
4571 S-J-4 Bone 4-hole button, convex center with flat outer rim.
4223 S-J-4 Red with black outside coating brick, coarse matrix.
4583 S-J-4 Shell button, 4 hole.
4691 S-J-4 Looks like a piece of cut and painted Masonite or hardboard, with a circle cut out of part of it.
395 S-J-4 WESTERN./ No /20/ FIELD

Beads

Museum
Number
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Number

Total
Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special/

Other
Description

2961 S-J-(A)-1 3 small 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 periwinkle seeds

2960 S-J-(A)-2 15 8 medium, 7 small 0 7 0 0 8 0 7 small blues, 6 sky blue, 1 dark blue.

2976 S-J-(B)-1 65 medium 19 0 0 0 46 0 7 cherry red, 12 Brick red.

2958 S-J-(B)-2 71 23 medium, 48 
small

11 34 0 0 19 1 7 pink small, 7 red mediums, 7 white 
seeds, 6 dark blue seeds, 4 medium blue 

seeds

2979 S-J-(B)-3 7 4 medium, 3 seed 0 2 0 0 5 0 glass

2777 S-J-(C)-1 1 Large- 9x9x2mm 0 0 0 0 1 0 Large glass bead

2970 S-J-(C)-1 51
32 medium, 18 
small, 1 large

0 16 0 0 35 0 32 white medium, all blues sky blue, 1 
large wound sky blue bead, 9x8mm.

2974 S-J-(D)-1 88
51 medium, 37 

small
1 31 1 0 54 1 1 pink seed, 23 sky blue small, 4 dark 

blue small, 8 white small, 1 small yellow.

2776 S-J-(D)-1 1 large 0 1 0 0 0 0 sky blue

2967 S-J-(D)-2 7 5 medium, 2 small 0 1 0 0 5 1 1 pink seed bead, 1 white seed.

2957 S-J-(D)-3 4 3 mediums, 1 
small

0 1 0 0 3 0 1 blue seed

2972 S-J-(E)-1 53 23 smalls, 30 
mediums

1 17 2 0 32 1 1 clear medium, 2 yllow seeds, 15 blue 
seeds, 1 red medium, 6 white seeds.

2965 S-J-(E)-2 9 7 medium, 2 small 0 3 0 0 6 0

2959 S-J-(E)-3 4 3 medium, 1 small 0 0 0 0 4 0 cut glass

2975 S-J-4 21
7 small, 14 

medium

0 3 0 0 17 1 3 sky blue seeds, 1 tubular bead with 
white solid tube core, transparent red 

outside.

2956 S-J-4 10 1 small, 9 medium 0 1 0 0 8 1 1 pink seed bead
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384 S-J-(B)-3 R
2 rectangular pin marks, one flat and just above the center axis, 

other tilted up at 15 degrees, higher in the center.

384 S-J-(B)-3 H R
2 rectangular pin marks, one clear, rectangular, other is indistinct, 

probably bent upwards at the center. Corroded. Base is 
ballooned.

379 S-J-(D)-1 P R
2 rectangular firing pin marks are in line, slightly above the center 

axis, of equal length, and straight.
380 S-J-(D)-3 P R 2 rectangular firing pin marks, in line and above the center axis.
395 S-J-4 C Primer missing, case smashed and fractured.

395 S-J-4 WESTERN/ No /20/ FIELD C
Primer printing: W.R.A./ NEW No. 4, primer looks unfired, rim is 
warped, like it was pried out of the breech. Paper tube. The brass 

base has a row of hatch marks below the joint with the paper.
395 S-J-4 W.R.A. Co / 30 U.S.G. C .082 dia pin mark. Case has damage at the shoulder, bursting
395 S-J-4 U.M .C./.30 U.S.A. C .12" pin mark, flat primer, deep pit.

395 S-J-J R
Twin in line pin marks, rectangular, obscured by corrosion. Base 

is ballooned out slightly.
395 S-J-4 W.R.A. C o /45 W.C.F. C primer missing, flattened cartridge, with fracture defects.
395 S-J-4 H R Rectangular, obscured by corrosion. .22 long
395 S-J-4 WINCHESTER/No. 10 C primer missing.

395 S-J-4 REM-UMC/ No 120/ NITRO 
CLUB C

Slightly off center. Paper case, mostly gone. Lines around 
circumference of case.

395 S-J-4 W.R.A. C o ./30 W.C.F. c primer has circle in center, pin nearly obliterates this. Half of neck 
and mouth is broken off.

395 S-J-4 H R
Off center rectangular, vertical, obscured by corrosion. Case is 

mashed and twisted.
395 S-J-4 W.R.A. C o/44 W.C.F. c oval firing pin? Obscured by corrosion.

398 S-J-4 U.M.C. / .38 A.C.P. C
Unfired. Primer has "U" stamped in center. Very good condition, 

slight crack in body below bullet, which is pulled out slightly. 
Indent above rim of case.

395 S-J-4 W.F.A. Co. /.30 W.C.F. c primer has circle in it, pin fits almost exactly. Case is mashed.
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Structure K: Old Prayer House

K-2 Above plank floor. Material above porch floor. 1858-1872
K-l Below plank floor. Material below plank floor of porch. Structure not completely 

excavated.
N.D.

N

m
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

4261 S-K-2 Antler wedge, pointed end broken off.
648 S-K-2 Small fragment of metal.
418 S-K-2 Strip of banding iron.

4228 S-K-2
Rectangular piece of heavy bone, three holes drilled, one 3/16, two 3/8, one of the larger holes at terminal 

end of piece where it was broken, other end sawn through. Sled runner piece
3737 S-K-2 Bow tip, with string post, other end is cut off, apparently intentionally.

91 S-K-2 Can, center disk missing, 2 1/16-in. dia.
967 S-K-2 Fragment, strap iron.

4401 S-K-2 Antler net sinker.
3312 S-K-2 Body fragment.
3150 S-K-2 Plate glass.
4292 S-K-l Antler point, hacked off, not worn on point.

3757 S-K-l
One end broken, has serrated edge as notches that go completely around. Other end has flattened areas for 

mounting to something, probably a fish spear.
3235 S-K-l Lamp glass fragment, possibly shoulder.
3473 S-K-l Half of a double tapered piece, split down middle.
3472 S-K-l Oddly shaped cut out piece of wood.
4453 S-K-l Ball of grass, mushed up, string tied around. "Filter for steambath mouthpiece?".

4269 S-K-l
Antler slotted end harpoon point, with 2 barbs, flat tang, some incised lines on lateral faces, l/8"x 1 9/16"

end slot.

3454 S-K-l
Wedge shaped carved woods, with a curved channel along the bottom, the top having two notches for 

lashings, short part of triangular piece is curv ed.
676 S-K-l Strip o f metal, bent and twisted.
447 S-K-l Pot fragment with lipped rim for lid, not as deep as others.
3595 S-K-l Toggle, dual taper, center slot 3/16 wide.
3689 S-K-l Whittled piece, approximately cylindrical, narrower in the center.

4311 S-K-l
Ivory pipe stem with .25" hole through center, smoke staining and carbon inside, outside heavily 

weathered but flukes retain some incised linear marks, approximating arrow fletching.
4158 S-K-l Possible sharpening stone, for saw or similar.
3671 S-K-l Square piece, whittled round, with blunt point on one end. Peg for something?
3670 S-K-l Wooden bead, 1/8" hole drilled in center.
3488 S-K-l Comers notched, almost serrated. Broken at one end through notching.
364 S-K-l 1 large cut nail.
429 S-K-l 3 fragments of strap and banding iron.
2971 S-K-l 27 beads.
957 S-K-l Metal washer, deformed through use.

3723 S-K-l Whittled wood with a polygonal cross section.

Beads

Museum
Number Provenience Total

Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special/
Other

Description

2971 S-K-l 27 2 small, 25 
medium

2 6 0 0 17 2 One 2 color red and white medium, 
one white with red and green stripes.
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Trench 1

T-l-1 | Single recovery unit | Looking for the stockade wall.

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

391 T-l-1 W.R.A. Co/25-20 W.C.F.
773 T-l-1 Centered logo, square or diamond with interlocked C, or E, and W. Indecipherable wording around perimeter.
558 T-l-1 Can top with hole in end, disk missing.
491 T-l-1 Similar to 0112 and 0113, soldered to can top fragment, valve closure for fuel can
802 T-l-1 Crushed powder can lid.
587 T-l-1 Can lid fragment.
760 T-l-1 MEAT CAN TYPE KEY.

3547 T-l-1 Approximately Y shaped wood splint, see sketch, one prong very pointy, other flat on base.
3511 T-l-1 Part of a wooden handle for something, broken.
3593 T-l-1 Wedge shaped piece of wood.
3604 T-l-1 Small piece of antler.
389 T-l-1 U.M.C./41-0
389 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./.30 U.S.G.
830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o /38-55
551 T-l-1 Probably meat can-hole in side wall of can, not top. Key strip still present, key gone. Heavy solder at all points.

2837 T-l-1 1 bead
39 T-l-1 Budweiser bottle cap, rubber seal, Anheiser Busch*, 1899-1933 by company literature, crown cap.
310 T-l-1 Bastard file, small, tang and base section only.
830 T-l-1 Cartridge.

2766 T-l-1 1 bead.
2767 T-l-1 2 beads.
2886 T-l-1 1 bead.
2837 T-l-1 1 bead.
788 T-l-1 10 fragments of cut up flattened tin can.

2886 T-l-1 1 bead.
169 T-l-1 Can key, 1/8 wire, 2 6/16 long, 'A inch long by 1/16 slot in key 9/16 from end.

4124 T-l-1 Hobnailed boot heel.
4113 T-l-1 Reworked shoe leather, machine stitching along long side, other sides cut.
2850 T-l-1 2 beads.
786 T-l-1 Rectangular can lid with match hole centerpiece.
785 T-l-1 Rectangular lid with matchole attachment.
730 T-l-1 Small can, mostly there but quite damaged.
571 T-l-1 Piece of rectangular or square can, flat wall intersecting the top fragment.
830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o /30 W.C.F.

2944 T-l-1 11 beads.
350 T-l-1 2 wire nails.
389 T-l-1 PETERS/ .30-30
847 T-l-1 18 wire nails, various sizes, and 1 mean various sizes.
836 T-l-1 3 cut nails/fragments.*/
830 T-l-1 U
830 T-l-1 H
389 T-l-1 WINCHESTER/ No 12/ NEW RIVAL

4600 T-l-1 Triangular iron fragment, one end pointed, base looks chopped off.
1029 T-l-1 Machine screw.
884 T-l-1 3 cut nails, various sizes.
322 T-l-1 Bailing wire fragment.
908 T-l-1 Cut nail, with twisted, pointed end-possibly reworked into log scriber tool.
743 T-l-1 Banding iron, with medially drilled holes along long central axis, wavy as if it had been applied over stacked

logs.
911 T-l-1 3 various fragments of sheet metal. Worked into different shapes.
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

755 T-l-1 Small fabricated iron rod, with metal folding tabs at one end. Lamp part.
314 T-l-1 Bailing wire scrap.
435 T-l-1 2 cut nails.
860 T-l-1 2 cut nail fragments.
389 T-l-1 PETERS/.25-20 MARLIN
830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o /.30 W.C.F.
309 T-l-1 Triangle file, complete.
830 T-l-1 W.R.A. Co. / 45-70 in circle

4130 T-l-1 Heel fragment.
4049 T-l-1 Toe fragment of two footed, machine sewn small shoe.
4127 T-l-1 Heel fragment with nail.
918 T-l-1 banding iron fragment.
389 T-l-1 Cartridge.
830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o/30 W.C.F.
283 T-l-1 Lead foil liquor bottle seal, circle embossed enclosing text: "distilled/for/quality".
351 T-l-1 2 cut nails.
933 T-l-1 Button, metal, 2 piece construction, face has 2 concentric rings with radial linear embossments.
781 T-l-1 MEAT CAN LID.
318 T-l-1 Bailing wire.
913 T-l-1 Iron bar, misshapen-unidentifiable.
718 T-l-1 Snap ring.
830 T-l-1 W.R.A. Co./30 W.C.F

3288 T-l-1 Bottle neck fragment.
4690 T-l-1 Strip of rubber, weave pattern on outside, inside smooth.

4226 T-l-1
Long ivory fish spear point from multi-pronged type unit, with carved serrations, curved, tapered differently 

each end, long taper section slender, parallel lines incised around circumference, serrations terminate.
4140 T-l-1 Stone preform for a large triangular point. One edge has percussion scar, others flat. Tip is broken off or flat.

4313 T-l-1
Ivory, broken, trapezoidal cross-sectioned fragment of something. Shaped along 3 sides, broken at both ends,

and fractured along fourth face.
4192 T-l-1 Native pottery sherd, no decoration.
3561 T-l-1 One-quarter section of walrus tusk, sawn on 4 sides, 5th side is round outer cortex.
4358 T-l-1 Antler net weight, broken through at one end hole, 1/8".
4144 T-l-1 Whetstone.
3013 T-l-1 Fragments of plate glass(26), 4 bottles, and one fragment of white glass.
2782 T-l-1 2 hole, 14x4mm glass button.
4218 T-l-1 Gun flint, local manufacture, slight use.
4404 T-l-1 Bone sled shoe, sawn at both ends, two medial holes, 3/8" dia."
4145 T-l-1 Stone piece, no marks from sharpening, etc.
557 T-l-1 Partially flattened, evaporated milk type can.

4187 T-l-1 2 red, 1 gray brick fragments.
4188 T-l-1 Fragments of drain pipe, gray fine matrix material.
4156 T-l-1 Small whetstone.
4248 T-l-1 Antler section, caribou, sharpened to wedge at one end, wider end is cut off and probably hammered.
4180 T-l-1 Whetstone, medium grain, grooves cut into it.
3020 T-l-1 At least three bottles. Two J.M. Hunt pint bourbon, and one Enterprise Brewing Company large beer bottle.

Beads

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Total
Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special / 

Other
Description

2850 T-l-1 2 medium 0 0 0 0 2 0 Cut translucent white glass beads.
2767 T-l-1 2 medium 0 2 0 0 0 0 sky blue.
2944 T-l-1 11 medium 0 0 0 0 11 0
2766 T-l-1 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2837 T-l-1 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 Red clear on white center
2886 T-l-1 1 medium 1 0 0 0 0 0 Brick red
2837 T-l-1 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 red on white
2886 T-l-1 1 medium 1 0 0 0 0 0 Brick red.
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Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number Head Stamp Rimfire/

Centerfire
Observations

389 T-l-1 PETERS/.25-20
MARLIN C

.092 round pin mark, off center on one axis.

389 T-l-1 R Cartridge is smashed. With hole poked through center of base.

830 T-l-1 W.R.A. Co ./ 30 
W.C.F C

Centered round pin, primer has scribed non-indented circle

830 T-l-1
W.R.A. Co/ 30 

W.C.F. C
.090 round pin, approximately centered pin. Neck is cracked, some cracks run 

length of the case body.
830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o /38-55 c Primer removed, ding in mouth of cartridge.

830 T-l-1 R
Mashed, 45 size, no visible stamp, two pin marks, in line above the center. 

Bottom is ballooned out slightly.
830 T-l-1 U R .03 x .075 firing pin mark, off center but vertical.
830 T-l-1 H R .052x.072 rectangular off center firing pin mark, vertical.

389 T-l-1
WINCHESTER/No 

12/NEW RIVAL C
Large round pin indent in primer. Obscure

391 T-l-1
W.R.A. Co/25-20 

W.C.F. C
Unfired. Damaged at shoulder section.

389 T-l-1 U .M .C./41-0 c .092 dia pin hole in primer,

389 T-l-1
W.R.A. Co. / .30 

U.S.G. c .072 pin dia, off center on both axes, round.

389 T-l-1
PETERS/ .30-30 c dead center pin hit, round, .085

830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o /.30 
W.C.F.

c .092 firing pin, primer has circle in center, pin only slightly off center. Neck 
broken off at the shoulder.

830 T-l-1 W.R.A. C o /30 
W.C.F. c Round pin mark in the center of circle in primer. Cartridge mashed at mouth

end

830
T-l-1 W.R.A. C o ./45-70 

in circle c Slightly off center pin mark. Case flattened, torn in middle
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Trench 2

1 T-2-2 No Data. Presumed to be sod layer. Adjacent to structure A, the store. 1866-1895

II T-2-1 3 cm Laver of spruce needles and wood chips from store construction. N.D. J

Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

T-2-2 436 2 cut nails.
T-2-2 829 H
T-2-2 4137 Boot shaft, with back stitching, machine made, reworked.
T-2-2 877 Cut nail.
T-2-2 3764 Oval stick, with a v-shaped notch near the smaller end. Lateral incised lines on shaft.
T-2-2 328 1 cut nail.
T-2-2 3012 Fragments of two bottles liquor bottles, one small pint bottle base, body neck and shoulder from a fifth.

T-2-2 900
Labeled "rectangular sheet link", rectangular piece of flat iron with oval hole in approximate center, with a similarly 

dimensioned notch in the log top surface. For use with large chains.
T-2-2 832 2 wire nail fragments.
T-2-2 574 Flattened 3” diameter can.
T-2-2 829 W.R.A. Co. /30 USG
T-2-2 829 W.R.A. Co / 25-.20 W.C.F.
T-2-2 899 Log scribe end. One end flattened, bent to a narrow blade.
T-2-2 888 Scrap metal fragments, some worked.
T-2-2 829 Diamond cartridge.
T-2-2 3287 Lamp glass piece with scallop design.
T-2-2 4222 Gunflint, native manufacture, fractured across striking face.
T-2-2 829 W.R.A. Co. / 30 W.C.F. cartridge.
T-2-2 829 Cartridge.
T-2-2 4211 Gray coarse matrix brick fragment.
T-2-2 43 Two pieces linked together, one't' shaped with slot in 'f, other a ring with a sheet metal loop riveted on.
T-2-2 845 6 various wire nails.
T-2-2 42 Fragment of worked iron, stove part- hole for flat handle.
T-2-2 303 1 large tack or roofing nail, possibly galvanized, wire.

T-2-2 1005
Locking device handle, with eye at one end with cam-lock type piece attached, other end rounded, hole

diameter 1/2".
T-2-2 595 Lid fragment with hole in end, match hole closure.
T-2-2 3323 Neck and rim fragments, hand applied rim, wine bottle.
T-2-2 3250 Beer or liquor bottle shoulder fragment.
T-2-2 3041 Lamp glass fragment with rim.
T-2-2 130 Folded can piece, 3 5/16 high by 9 8/16".
T-2-2 731 Square meat type can.
T-2-2 756 Sardine can key with wound up lid.
T-2-2 4055 Small scrap, no stitching or nail holes.
T-2-1 798 Can fragment with seam.
T-2-1 2854 7 beads.
T-2-1 907 Rivet buckle, sliding type, for banding iron.
T-2-1 905 Fragment of banding iron.
T-2-1 349 1 cut roofing nail.
T-2-1 494 Strap stock, iron.
T-2-1 3039 Plate glass fragments.

T-2-1 4303
Ivory, broken through drilled hole at one end, smoothed along non-broken, curved side, other side broken cleanly,

flat faces flaking. Snow knife?
T-2-1 3282 Lamp glass.
T-2-1 4264 Bone net weight.
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Beads

Museum
Number Unit Number Total Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special/

Other Description

2854 T-2-1 7 medium 0 0 0 0 7 0

Cartridges

Field
Number

Museum
number head stamp rimfire/

centerfire
Observations

T-2-2 829 W.R.A. Co. / 
30 USG

C
.085 dia. Off center firing pin. Looks like this may be a shouldered case with the 

shoulder and neck blown off.

T-2-2 829 W.R.A. Co/ 
25-.20 W.C.F. C

.09 pin dia, slightly off-center.

T-2-2 829 diamond design R One rectangular hammer mark, vertical and slightly off center, .071" x .046".
T-2-2 829 H R 2 pin marks on center axis, .072" x .042"

T-2-2 829 R
Four pin marks at approximately cardinal positions, base is ballooned out, has 

numerous dings and damage around circumference.

T-2-2 829 W.R.A. Co. / 30 
W.C.F. C

. 102 dia" firing pin mark, slightly off center. The shoulder and neck sections 
have large cracks through them.

J
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Trench 3

T-3-2 No Data Thick sod layer with wood chips and spruce needles. West of and adjacent to Structure B,
the blockhouse.

1866-
1924

T-3-1 No Data Gravel, water-impervious surface. Gravel may indicate walking surface. N.D.

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

741 T-3-2 Strapping/banding iron fragment with rivet holes.
991 T-3-2 Twisted wire with loop end.

2887 T-3-2 1 bead.
4590 T-3-2 Small cast iron fragment.
909 T-3-2 Strap iron piece, cut at both ends.

4622 T-3-2 Lead bar chunk.
225 T-3-2 Eye pin, forged, 3/4”" aperture on eye.
2806 T-3-2 7 beads.
962 T-3-2 Iron link, squished in center to make peanut shape.
3606 T-3-2 Small fragment of wooden box end, with nail holes tom out.
3008 T-3-2 Lip fragment, brown glass, stopper type, hand applied, liquor or beer type bottle.
3016 T-3-2 Cartridge.
3017 T-3-2 Enterprise brewing company bottle, fragments glued together and refit, letters vertically aligned, no logo.
3043 T-3-2 Burned bottle fragment, scoria-like.
371 T-3-2 H
825 T-3-2 W.R.A. Co / .45-70 in circle
825 T-3-2 W.R.A. C o /.45-70 in circle
323 T-3-2 Iron ring.

3741 T-3-2 Net float, curved, holes at high points.
4203 T-3-2 Fragments, 2 rim, 1 base, flowerpot or pottery vessel?
4706 T-3-2 Doorknob, knob is glazed ceramic, stem is iron casting.
4428 T-3-2 Shirt tail, fine woven cloth, “gabardine herringbone”.
4656 T-3-2 Rectangular piece of stitched birch bark.
3684 T-3-2 One end is broken off; other end has a small protrusion. Probably a bow end."
3869 T-3-2 Bulbous, broken off part of some carved thing. Sketch.
3676 T-3-2 Box board, broken. May have cut marks or reworking at other end, possibly scrap from later reworking.
3603 T-3-2 One remnant of what was possibly part of a box or other container, little rut where the tied part would go.
4098 T-3-2 1 Square toed boot sole and stacked heel, nailed welt, right.
3909 T-3-2 Bent wood, possibly part of a bow.
3575 T-3-2 Looks like the bowl part of a wooden spoon.
2823 T-3-2 1 bead.
2903 T-3-2 1 bead.

4022 T-3-2
Large and small scraps of leather. Large piece, roughly circular, no stitching, and two small fragments of cut up

leather.
4169 T-3-2 Sharpening stone.
3673 T-3-2 Wooden wedge, tip is rounded and blunt. Not the prettiest one in the collection. Lighter color.
3573 T-3-2 Probably a dogsled part, vertical member side to rail. Broken. Comers and sides smoothed to radius.

4360 T-3-2
Antler fragment, oval hole in non-tapered end, partially broken through. Pointed at other end, not obviously

broken. Stake of some kind?
4143 T-3-2 Square edged triangular piece of stone, probably slate.
4146 T-3-2 Triangular stone fragment of larger piece, with grooves on either side of the large faces along the flat rim.
2919 T-3-2 2 beads.
2887 T-3-2 1 bead.
4021 T-3-2 Sole of hand made one footed boot.
1022 T-3-2 Lid to powder can, with threaded spout attachment.
793 T-3-2 Square of sheet steel from tin can side or lid, with a folded tab on one side.

4599 T-3-2 Rolled up sardine can lid.
780 T-3-2 Can top with match hole center disc.
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

4371 T-3-2 Small lump of coal.
3969 T-3 Oswalt: "Construction layer, T-3". Worked squared wood, chopped off at both ends 45 degrees angles.
4099 T-3-1 Moccasin sole fragment. Hand stitched.
4126 T-3-1 Part of sole, machine stitched shoe.
4271 T-3-1 Bone net weight.
4362 T-3-1 Unmodified antler piece.
4381 T-3-1 Antler net weight, small oval holes bored at each end.
4340 T-3-1 One barbed antler harpoon point, socket attachment piece mostly broken off.
4262 T-3-1 Antler net weight.
4712 T-3-1 Hollow ground slate projectile point, olive color, point missing.

4403 T-3-1
Bone, sled runner shoe, irregularly spaced medial holes, one end tapered to fit onto another piece, other end is 

broken through a mounting hole. All holes 3/8" diameter.
4114 T-3-1 Thick black leather.

3970 T-3-1
Worked wood, red paint stains remaining. Triangular hole cut through top, bottom is tapered and flattened and 

notched to fit into some other piece. Sketch.
912 T-3-1 Several small rectangles of strap stock stuck together.

2875 T-3-1 1 bead.
2797 T-3-1 2 beads.
2852 T-3-1 11 beads.
3040 T-3-1 Plate glass fragments, one with red paint smear on edge.
3748 T-3-1 Net float, odd cross section, laterally incised along widest part of teardrop base.

3675 T-3-1
Cylinder with one tapered point on one end, opposite end has crutch cut into it, tapered on two facing sides.

Sketch.

3769 T-3-1
Wood block, three edges chamfered at 45-degree angle, fourth side is flat with a 3/4"" notch cut into it. 

Chamfered sides are cut at 45 degrees down to a vertical 1/4".
2768 T-3-1 2 beads.
4243 T-3-1 Part of dog sled basket, whittled rectangular, end tapered to smaller rectangle l/2x 1/4".

4675 T-3-1
Fragment of birch bark, folded, with stitching holes along median of fragment in pairs. Remains of stitch holes 

possible along the straight sides of the piece.
4603 T-3-1 Ivory small button, brown around rim of button face, light brown-white center, carved back, one piece.

Beads

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Total
Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special/

Other Description

2875 T-3-1 1 large 0 1 0 0 0 0 Clear dark blue wound bead, 6 x4mm
2797 T-3-1 2 large 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 sky blue 10x6 mm; 1 blue 8 x7 mm.
2852 T-3-1 11 medium 0 0 0 0 11 0 glass
2768 T-3-1 2 medium 0 2 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2806 T-3-2 7 6 medium, one small 0 0 0 0 7 0
2823 T-3-2 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0 seed
2919 T-3-2 2 medium 0 0 0 0 2 0 glass
2887 T-3-2 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 Red with white center
2887 T-3-2 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 red on white center
2903 T-3-2 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 green

Cartridges

Field
Number

Museum
Number

Head Stamp Rimfire/
Centerfire

Observations

T-3-2 371 H R Rectangular single firing pin mark, .l"x .05", vertically 
aligned and centered.

T-3-2 825 W.R.A. Co / .45-70 in circle C Centered pin mark, .084, primer is sticking out from the base 
slightly, .010".

T-3-2 825 W.R.A. Co / .45-70 in circle C Primer missing, mouth is damaged, cracked and flattened.
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Trench 4

T-4-2 No Data.
Looking for evidence of the church mentioned in the historic records. Parallel logs found, 

but they did not meet at a right angle to suggest a foundation.
1890-1942

T-4-1 No Data. N.D.

Field
Number

Museum
Number

Description/Count

T-4-1 4336 Sled mnner fragment, hatcheted off, ivory pin in centered hole.
T-4-1 4046 Insole heel, large hand stitches or nail holes. Half round.
T-4-1 2855 25 beads.
T-4-1 2824 5 beads.
T-4-1 2825 1 bead.
T-4-1 2848 1 bead.
T-4-1 3751 Serrated piece, rectangular cross section, with a notch at the proximal end. Sec sketch.
T-4-1 4051 Scraps of recycled boots, machine sewn, some parts recycled.
T-4-1 4657 Stitched birch bark fragment.
T-4-1 2848 1 bead.
T-4-1 3694 Half of flat disk, with round edges tapered, possibly bottom of bent wood container. Hole in center.
T-4-1 3457 Tapered at both ends, one steeply, other long and shallow. Looks like a plumb bob.
T-4-1 4634 Mica stove window, probably rectangular.
T-4-1 3639 Wooden net float
T-4-1 2826 1 bead.
T-4-1 4337 Bone, .25" hole in center, probably recycled piece of sled runner.
TA-2 3642 One end has long taper, other short, blunt taper.
T-4-2 4110 Insole fragment or tongue, machine stitched around perimeter.
T-4-2 886 Knife blade with mounting tang, rusty but in good shape.
T-4-2 4016 Home made shoe soles, two with square toes, one heel fragment, one round toed, all two footed.
T-4-2 3568 Toggle for clothing or similar, double taper with groove through middle
T-4-2 4042 Rectangular fragment with numerous holes, pegs, possibly used as a hinge?
T-4-2 2945 1 bead.
T-4-2 2772 1 bead.
T-4-2 2827 3 beads.
T-4-2 2835 1 bead.
T-4-2 2922 21 beads.
T-4-2 3280 Burned flat glass fragment.
T-4-2 3640 One end slightly tapered to oval cross section, other end plain. Both ends rounded off.

Beads

Museum
Number

Unit
Number

Total
Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special/

Other Description

2824 T-4-1 5 medium 0 5 0 0 0 0
2825 T-4-1 1 large 0 1 0 0 0 0 Wound blue 5x7 mm.
2826 T-4-1 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0
2855 T-4-1 25 medium 0 0 0 0 25 0
2848 T-4-1 1 medium 1 0 0 0 0 0 Brick red
2848 T-4-1 1 medium 1 0 0 0 0 0 brick
2827 T-4-2 3 medium 0 3 0 0 0 0
2922 T-4-2 21 medium 0 0 0 0 21 0 glass
2835 T-4-2 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 periwinkle
2945 T-4-2 1 medium 0 0 0 0 0 1 Large conical wound bead, brown and white, 

6x5x1 mm.
2772 T-4-2 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0
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Trench 5

T-5-2 22 cm
Burnt soil, fire-cracked rock, partially burnt logs, and unbumed wood chips. Produced by

intense fire.
1884

T-5-1 55 cm
Adjunct to structure E, Old Andrew’s House. Fire cracked rock, charcoal, cut willows and 
grass, and small pieces of birch bark. Base logs of structure H, Bathhouse #1, found in SW

portion

1852-
1910

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

3558 T-5-1 Handle fragment, laterally incised lines through round part corresponding to center of handle.
2889 T-5-1 1 bead.
3704 T-5-1 Oval cross section tapers to rectangular end. Sled piece.
3990 T-5-1 Oswalt: "Old Bath House, Second below ash". Wedge, top is tapered with hatchet.

3695 T-5-1
Flat piece, one side has two parallel grooves dividing the piece in thirds, terminating in tapered end with flat tip.

Possible bow end.
3889 T-5-1 Wedge, evidence of charcoal or charring.
3562 T-5-1 Another dowel piece tapered sharply at the point end, then sawn off flat.
3627 T-5-1 Oval cross section wood, knob on wide end, tapers down to narrower section. Split leaving a flat bottom.
3680 T-5-1 Dowel, one end is slightly rounded, other sawn flat.
2829 T-5-1 2 beads.
3543 T-5-1 Handle for some utensil, hole in proximal end, sawn off.
3663 T-5-1 Tapered to blunt pointed end.
3630 T-5-1 Broken at one end, other tapered to point. Notch at end.
2769 T-5-1 1 bead.
2770 T-5-1 1 bead.
2922 T-5-1 13 beads.
3958 T-5-1 Barrel stave sections, all cut to one length, but of various thicknesses, widths, and curvatures.

3755 T-5-1
Curved, tapered, grooved wood. Tapers to a wide thick rectangular cross section. Other end is notched with a lip. 

Longitudinal groove down middle of piece, over a drilled hole in center of wide part, 1/4" in diameter.
3597 T-5-1 Toggle, ends broken off.
3971 T-5-1 Wood chunk, worked, possibly a broken wedge.
721 T-5-1 Center disk from a hole-in-top can, with match hole devoid of solder, possibly burned.
124 T-5-1 Convex oval top, lap seam, circular hole in center, probably spout or reclosable.
895 T-5-1 Can, modified for use as a strainer or sifter, subsequently discarded, and flattened.
814 T-5-1 W.R.A. C o /30 W.C.F.

4201 T-5-1 Crucible fragments.
4477 T-5-1 Burlap, mohair stuffing and 2 cotton scraps.
4474 T-5-1 Unwound brown cloth, pile of threads with warp missing.
4438 T-5-1 Long strip with seam of light brown fabric, tightly woven base with long nap.
4454 T-5-1 Brown twill/gabardine fabric scrap.
3418 T-5-1 Melted glass fragments.
3011 T-5-1 White glass fragment with brown lithography on back, lines and dots.
3891 T-5-1 Wedge, point is broken off flat.
2791 T-5-1 3 white glass buttons, 4 holes, 11x2mm, 11x3mm, and 15x4mm.
2925 T-5-1 1 bead.
3466 T-5-1 Shaped like a knife, tapered to a round flat end.
3690 T-5-1 Part of dog sled sidepiece.
3856 T-5-1 Wedge with use wear.

3707 T-5-1
Flat piece with groove through center, broken at one end with indications of a hole cut through it. Other end

smooth rounded.
3018 T-5-1 Numerous fragments, at least 5 bottles, some plate glass, many burned fragments, two pieces of art glass
3886 T-5-1 Wedge shaped wood, pointed end slightly rounded.
3860 T-5-1 Wedge.
3711 T-5-1 Handle for wooden utensil, broken at the business end. Possibly another spoon type utensil.

4670 T-5-1
Rim of birch bark basket. Includes stitched-on twig fragment and stitching well preserved. Three-hole groups in a 

single line, with a stitch that goes over the top of the rim before it goes in the next hole, over the line itself.
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

2830 T-5-1 1 bead.
3893 T-5-1 Wedge of wood.
3283 T-5-1 Window glass fragment.

0442-b T-5-1 3 machine made cut nails, one broken.
3742 T-5-1 Small bowl, was triangular, broken, with a smiley face incised into the bottom. Oswalt: "St. E. 2 below ash".
3657 T-5-1 Tapered to a point, small piece.
3499 T-5-1 Bow tip fragment with string holder.

3567 T-5-1
Turned, tapered wood, probably decorative, one end flared to a bell shape. Broken in half, part of non-flared end

sawn off with small broken bit sticking out.
3745 T-5-1 Curved flat spoon-like object, handle broken off.
3582 T-5-1 Rectangular cross section tapers to a cylinder with 3/8" diameter.
3572 T-5-1 Knife blade shape tapered from rectangular piece of wood. Stake for smudging hides?
916 T-5-1 Triangular cut piece of sheet iron.

307 T-5-1
Cast iron slab piece with a hole drilled partway through at the wider end. Back side of hole has blue cmst. Piece is

trapezoidal in shape.
894 T-5-1 Part of sheet metal pot. Oval piece, with ovalized hole in center for wire handle.

2924 T-5-1 5 beads.
474 T-5-1 Various sizes of iron strap stock.

3636 T-5-1
Cylindrical dowel piece, one end is tapered to blunt rounded point, other end has wide groove backed by a flat area 

for lashing it to another piece, part of piece broken off
862 T-5-1 10 variety cut nails.
167 T-5-1 Box end with folded comers, not soldered.
885 T-5-1 4 various cut nails.

4596 T-5-1 Ball of lead foil, crumpled up.
892 T-5-1 Cast iron crowbar fragment, with the nail-pulling end partially present. Hole in handle end.
867 T-5-1 Buckle for strap or belt, brass pin.
893 T-5-1 9 scraps of strap iron, small fragments.
834 T-5-1 Cut nail with large flat head, 5/8" dia.
316 T-5-1 Wire bail for cauldron or similar.
843 T-5-1 5 wire nails.
570 T-5-1 Banding iron.
992 T-5-1 Wire bail for kettle or bucket, corroded in middle, one end has reversed loop.

2920 T-5-1 27 beads.
2858 T-5-1 19 beads.
2836 T-5-1 1 beads.
891 T-5-1 2 bent utensil handles, flatware.

2828 T-5-1 11 beads.
2771 T-5-1 1 bead.

573 T-5-1
Fragment of probably rectangular can, cut out from lid with knife, stabbed and then lifted and worried off of the

side, with part of rim connected.
3010 T-5-1 Flat panel from rectangular bottle, small burnt glass fragment.

3621 T-5-1
Half of square piece, broken through center at hole. Triangular pits carved into the top surface, which is convex.

Notch in center of one side. Sketch.
2983 T-5-1 10mm diameter button for pin-back base.
3581 T-5-1 Rectangular cross-section tapers to oval cross section, possibly intentional rut carved in bottom.
262 T-5-1 Fragment of cast iron vessel, shattered, includes rim and radiused fragment.

3564 T-5-1 Oval carved piece, irregular thickness, regular shape.
4629 T-5-1 Metal lid and spout fragment, kerosene can or gas.

0442-c T-5-1 Broken machine made cut nails, 2.
420 T-5-1 Iron rectangle, broken through one narrow side through centrally drilled hole.
746 T-5-1 Various pieces of strapping and banding iron.
696 T-5-1 Funnel or tapered fixture.
442 T-5-1 10 machine made cut nails.

4624 T-5-1 Ring, inside embossed "18K", wedding band, black weld line, gold rubbed off.
4620 T-5-1 Belt buckle, one loop with very sharp spike pivot, irregular oval shape.

3551 T-5-1
Red paint on two surfaces of wood, the worked outer sides, other sides sawn or broken, possibly a wooden window 

frame- opposite side from painted has milled notch remnants.
3870 T-5-1 Carved cone shaped wood piece.
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

2923 T-5-1 4 beads.
37 T-5-1 Segment of iron bar, slight curve at one end.

4040 T-5-1 Shoe insole fragments irregular stitching indicates hand sewn.

4247 T-5-1
Bone, 2 partial holes medially placed, 7/16", both ends broken, one through hole, other partly through hole. Slight

curvature along wide side of rectangle.
4399 T-5-1 Antler point, T shaped, base of T is quite pointy, with laterally incised lines along side in two groups.
4357 T-5-1 Antler net weight, holes broken through at ends, .25" and 1/8".
4377 T-5-1 Antler net gauge. Has open drilled holes at each end.
4502 T-5-1 Grass mat fragment.
4472 T-5-1 Bark mat fragment, glued to matte board.
4024 T-5-1 Shoe sole, heels, upper, from machine made two-footed boot.
4499 T-5-1 Grass, simple plait weave, on box.
4027 T-5-1 Flat scrap and some strips, one knotted over itself. Numerous cutouts.
4123 T-5-1 Boot or shoe toe section, machine stitched, not reworked.
4504 T-5-1 Fragments of knotted grass twine. Two large strands with numerous smaller strands.
4117 T-5-1 Machine stitched, probably toe section, reworked.
4509 T-5-1 Grass net bag, 3/16" mesh opening, one part is grass or root, other part untwisted root.
4094 T-5-1 Leather boot upper with machine stitching.
4093 T-5-1 Moccasin sole, men’s size probably, hand stitched welt.
651 T-5-1 Fragment of the top of can sides, lap seam top to sides, cut with snips.
651 T-5-1 Probably a milk can, top seams are lapped.
807 T-5-1 Small portion of lid or bottom of Millville can, with the radiused outer edge.
803 T-5-1 3 powder can tops and bottoms, not more than half of each present.
585 T-5-1 Opened by repeated stabbing with knife.
804 T-5-1 Probably numbers embossed into Millville can bottom, too rusty to make out.
722 T-5-1 Hole in top can disk with match hole.
586 T-5-1 Rim of can with cut out in center of lid, possibly center hole circle slice deal.

4097 T-5-1 Shoe or boot upper fragment.
4335 T-5-1 Chisel shaped antler, hack marks along top face, looks like sharpening effort.
123 T-5-1 Flat oval lid; hole in center, lap seam to top.
805 T-5-1 Oval can top, powder can.

4349 T-5-1 Bone sled shoe, broken through holes along middle, sawn at ends. 3/8"holes.
3863 T-5-1 Spatula.
4121 T-5-1 Scraps of uppers with rivet reinforced lacing holes.
790 T-5-2 34 metal fragments, mostly scraps but some relatively large pieces, worked with tin snips or similar.

2926 T-5-2 2 beads.
2857 T-5-2 3 beads.
2888 T-5-2 1 bead.
4041 T-5-2 Machine stitched thick black leather.
564 T-5-2 Disk from center of hole in top can.
456 T-5-2 Cauldron fragment.
563 T-5-2 Part of lid, with crimping present. Possibly pried or pulled off.
901 T-5-2 Lid for cylindrical container, taken apart so that the sides now lay flat like flower petals.
789 T-5-2 11 small can fragments.

4579 T-5-2 4 hole button.
724 T-5-2 Small fragment of can lid or center disk edge.

3709 T-5-2 Bow handle fragment. Cut at one end at 45-degree angle, other end cut flat, one long side is split. Red paint on two
outer sides.

4455 T-5-2 Blue/green finely woven cotton, t-shirt scrap?
4119 T-5-2 Boot upper fragment with reinforced riveted lacing holes.
767 T-5-2 Can top or end fragment.
47 T-5-2 Cauldron fragment, with boss for bail, "J A CON'V'ALBAN".
866 T-5-2 Overalls suspender buckle piece, wire loop, mushroom shaped.
840 T-5-2 1 long and big, one short and small wire nails.
461 T-5-2 Cauldron fragment.
810 T-5-2 Ring of metal, overlapping to the 1/2" OD. Labeled "Ginger ring".
466 T-5-2 Strap stock.
853 T-5-2 3 cut nails.
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

455 T-5-2 Cauldron fragment.
538 T-5-2 Iron casting with holes, mold marks, carbon on inside, probably part of wood stove.
462 T-5-2 Cauldron fragment.
3469 T-5-2 Looks like a teenv little spatula.
4056 T-5-2 Leather loop for suspender tab.
3015 T-5-2 Wine bottle fragments, base and body to shoulder.
3399 T-5-2 Burned glass.
3398 T-5-2 Burned glass.
3014 T-5-2 Fragments of at least 7 bottles, blue and white art glass, white glass, 8 pieces of plate glass, several charred and 

melted pieces, one like volcanic rock. One "ENTERPRISE BREWING COMPANY" bottle.
3286 T-5-2 Burned glass fragments, blobs.
431 T-5-2 5 cut nails.
3520 T-5-2 Cork for jar.
319 T-5-2 Right angled piece of wire with a loop at one end.
548 T-5-2 Home made stove lid lifter, with rough slot through handle.
889 T-5-2 Reworked strap iron fragment.
824 T-5-2 Cartridge.

4185 T-5-2 Flanged slip fit pipe ioint, fits 4184, gray with black flecks and charring at one end.
3559 T-5-2 Carved notches and tapered sections. See sketch.
4359 T-5-2 Serrated antler fish spear prong, different from others, 2 teeth at one end with dull point, other end has tooth on 

flattened out spot, probably for attachment.
4434 T-5-2 Very small fragment of grass twine.
723 T-5-2 Center disk for hole in top can.
768 T-5-2 Can lid fraement.

3708 T-5-2 Flat spoon, damage at spoon end, handle cut off at angles.
459 T-5-2 Cast iron cauldron, part of 0459, 0460,0461,0462, 0455, 0456.
824 T-5-2 W.R.A. C o /38-55
460 T-5-2 Piece of cast iron cauldron, part ot0459, 0461, 0462, has small section with loop for bail, 2 raised lines on outside.

4633 T-5-2 Triangular mica pieces, marks from frame for stove window.
4297 T-5-2 Fragment of ivory, no obvious fiinction.
4296 T-5-2 Carved ivory piece with white and blue paint, looks like a Belukha whale head, with eye on one side, incised stripes 

laterally placed over whale head, broken and possibly painted again, remnants of square cutting through where nose
would be.

4497 T-5-2 Fragment of net bag, warp is twisted strands of grass, weft is bark or root strip.
4289 T-5-2 Thin flaked fragment of bone with holes drilled in it, one large oval, other smaller oval.
739 T-5-2 Folded, riveted piece of banding iron.
597 T-5-2 Lid fragment, part of hole in end present.

Beads

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Total
Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special/

other
Description

2858 T-5-1 19 15 medium, 4 
small

0 2 0 0 15 2 2 pink seeds, 2 sky blue seeds.

2770 T-5-1 1 medium 0 1 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2769 T-5-1 1 large 0 1 0 0 0 0 wound sky blue, 7 x 5  mm
2829 T-5-1 2 medium 0 2 0 0 0 0
2925 T-5-1 1 medium 0 0 0 0 1 0 medium to large ceramic or bone bead, 5x3x2 

mm hole.
2924 T-5-1 5 medium 0 0 0 0 0 5 Brown speckles on white, 6x5x2mm hole.
2923 T-5-1 4 medium 0 0 0 0 4 0 glass
2922 T-5-1 13 small 0 0 0 0 13 0 glass cut beads
2920 T-5-1 27 medium 0 0 0 0 27 0 glass
2771 T-5-1 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2828 T-5-1 11 small 0 11 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2830 T-5-1 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0 dark blue
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Museum
Number

Field
Number

Total
Beads

Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special7
other

Description

2836 T-5-1 1 small 0 1 0 0 0 0 sky blue
2889 T-5-1 1 medium 1 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2857 T-5-2 3 small 0 0 0 0 0 3 Periwinkle seeds.
2926 T-5-2 2 medium 0 0 0 0 2 0 cut glass
2888 T-5-2 1 large 0 0 0 0 0 1 red on white cylinder, 4x7mm

Cartridges

Field
Number

Museum
Number

Head Stamp Rimfire/
Centerfire

Observations

T-5-1 814 W.R.A. C o /30 
W.C.F. C

Pin mark obscured by center disk

T-5-2 824 C Heavily corroded, has hole in wall of casing.

T-5-2 824 W.R.A. C o /38-55 c primer protrudes .017" from head, primer has circular imprint as well as round 
firing pin mark.
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Trench 6

T-6-1 No Data. Single recovery unit to drain Eskimo Barracks and look for the stockade 1866
wall.

Museum
Number

Field Number Description/Count

910 T-6-1 Folded sheet iron-listed as a stake on bag-tent stake?
4173 T-6-1 Stone axe? Oval stone with working on the edges, broken at angle on proximal (non-working) end.
823 T-6-1 Cartridge.

3009 T-6-1 Bottle body fragment, "-ITE(R)" on fragment.
3042 T-6-1 One bottle neck/lip/mouth fragment, one shoulder fragment with etched letters "T W E". Champagne.
2905 T-6-1 2 beads.

Beads

Museum
Number

Field Number Total Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White
Special/'

other
Description

2905 T-6-1 2 small/seed 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 small cut beads.

Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Head
Stamp

Rimfire/
Centerfire

Observations

823 T-6-1 C
.085 dia pin mark, deep. No head stamp, concentric circles present on base 

around primer.
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Trench 7

1-1-A No Data Sod Layer. Adjacent to Structure J, the Creole Barracks, east of sections C, D, and E. 1866

T-7-3 No Data 1852-1922

T-7-2 No Data 1845-1910

T-7-1 No Data Lowest level in unit. 1845-1878

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count

41 T-7-1 Ferrule for scoop, shovel or dustpan, with wooden handle fragments present.
3281 T-7-1 Wine bottle shoulder fragment.
3324 T-7-1 Wine bottle fragment.
304 T-7-1 Thimble, very good condition.
915 T-7-1 2 scraps of worked sheet metal.

4010 T-7-1 Various scraps of leather, some reworked shoes.
354 T-7-1 4 cut nails.

4017 T-7-1 Square toed sole fragment, probably two footed.
4131 T-7-1 Sole or insole, heel fragment, small.
3563 T-7-1 Oval cut out wood, possibly part of a container.
897 T-7-1 6 fragments of worked metal, various sizes and shapes.

4425 T-7-1 Thin, finely made wool fabric.
896 T-7-1 Belt or suspender buckle, 4 large sharp teeth, remnants of fabric present.

4426 T-7-1 Medium brown wool fabric scrap.
3739 T-7-1 Rounded piece, broken at one end, other end has off-center tab cut into it. Dogsled part.
4440 T-7-1 Brushed twill green fabric strip.

4506 T-7-1
Braided silk tassel, golden brown. One end is knotted with loose threads, other end is looped over the top, that is, 

this is one bundle of threads, folded in half, braided and knotted, probably intended for decoration.
3674 T-7-1 Handle for some utensil, business end broken off. End has flat polygonal knob. Sketch.
4443 T-7-1 Yellow-brown tweed wool fabric scrap.
4221 T-7-1 Gunflint, local manufacture, fractured.
4442 T-7-1 Dark green basket weave wool fabric, cigarette bum and paint spatter present.
4375 T-7-1 Antler point, cut off with hatchet, point is not worn so probably not used for anything.
4285 T-7-1 Bone sled mnner shoe, sawn at both ends, one 3/8" hole off median towards one end.
4215 T-7-1 Gun flint, native materials, some use.
4505 T-7-1 2 fragments of braided bark cordage.
4328 T-7-1 Ivory curved outer section, with skin or rind on one side, one end is chisel shaped, other has possible hole or notch.
4433 T-7-1 Brown-yellow wool fabric strip with paint spatters.
3650 T-7-1 Bow tip, rather coarse version, with string knob attached.

3633 T-7-1
Two pieces of wood, worked so that they are flat on one side, bound together with grass or bark, some of which 

remains. Pattern of light and dark stripes indicates the position of the twining. Purpose?
3705 T-7-1 One side is long tapers to point; other is short blunt point.

4683 T-7-1
Fragment of birch bark with stitched on twig. Stitching is two rows of single holes, stitched diagonally on one

side, horizontally on the other.
3605 T-7-1 Oval wood, possible blank for something like 3607, hole drilled through the body at one end.
3941 T-7-1 Net float. Large bulbous middle section, tapered at each end, oval hole in one end about 1/4" in diameter.

3672 T-7-1
Half round with an angular groove medially along the long axis of the flat side. Scorching or burning apparent at 

the larger end. Possible homemade pipe stem?
3906 T-7-1 Bent wood, part of something bigger, possibly a boat? One end broken, other whittled to a smaller cross section.

3560 T-7-1
Oval with center section hollowed out and concave, broken through the approximate center of the piece. Rim of

various thicknesses.
3565 T-7-1 Bow end, with the little string holding tip.
3712 T-7-1 Looks like a wooden middle piece for a three-part sealing harpoon, tapered at one end, rounded at the other.

3918 T-7-1
Part of bent wood object, two grooves, one small, about 1/16", black filled, other about 1/2", remnants of red or 

brown staining. Both ends broken, one end is bent.
394 T-7-2 P

Museum
Number

Field
Number

Description/Count
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394 T-7-2 W.R.A. C O /45-70
394 T-7-2 H
394 T-7-2 W.R.A Co. / 30 W.C.F.
394 T-7-2 W.R.A. C O ./.30 W.C.F.

3397 T-7-2 Plate glass fragments.
2988 T-7-2 13x3mm 4hole button, convex.
4373 T-7-2 Burned glass fragment.
3038 T-7-2 Bottle fragments, fifth size bottle.
394 T-7-2 U.M.C./S/H/38-55
3517 T-7-2 Cork.
3284 T-7-2 Two fragments of burned white glass.
3289 T-7-2 Glass bottle fragments, one is thicker than the other two.
3303 T-7-2 Part of decorative glassware.

2963a T-7-2 3 4-hole buttons, white glass, 1 10x2mm, 1 lOx 2.5mm, 1 11x3mm convex faced.
3037 T-7-2 Clear glass bottle fragments, shoulder and body.
3330 T-7-2 Hand applied neck(no seam on top section), some refits, probably beer bottle
394 T-7-2 U .M .C ./30-30.

3301 T-7-2 Thin white glass, possible lampshade or vase?
3334 T-7-2 Beer bottle, three fragments, two refits, "(E)nterprise/(Br)ewing/C(o.)", section of cylinder, no neck or base.
3299 T-7-2 Glass bottleneck fragment.
3623 T-7-2 Half of flat disk, edges tapered, red paint on one side, hole drilled through center, 1/8” diameter. Broken in half.
3874 T-7-2 Chisel made out of wood.
4676 T-7-2 Small fragment of hazelnut or filbert shell.
3873 T-7-2 Carved piece, flat on one side, other side has lateral lines, two peg holes with pegs in, broken at another hole.
3493 T-7-2 Bow tip fragment, with string knob.
3718 T-7-2 Split wood fragment, sawn at both ends.
3626 T-7-2 Other piece of 3623. Red paint on rounded top surface.
4407 T-7-2 Bone sled runner shoe, split along median holes.
3333 T-7-2 One base, one side fragment, base has recessed concave center, probably a wine bottle.
4170 T-7-2 Sharpening stone, triangular cross section, some use wear.
4012 T-7-2 One heel fragment, one reworked boot upper.
4283 T-7-2 Bone sled shoe runner strip, one 5/16" and one 9/16” hole, larger hole is half broken through, other end sawn.

4011 T-7-2
Two strips of scrap leather, one diamond shaped, machine stitched clothing reinforcement, either from suspender

backs or from overall back straps.
4280 T-7-2 Antler, tapered at one end, rectangular cross section, rounded point.
3763 T-7-2 Sawn branch.
3643 T-7-2 Fragment of spoon or spatula, includes part of handle through part of business end.
3569 T-7-2 Tapered cylinder, one end with flat carved tab, with dowel or nail through flats. Other end sawn.
3625 T-7-2 Small piece of box board.

4400 T-7-2
Bone sled runner shoe split partially along the medial line of holes, ends sawn, one end has comer sawn off at 45

degree angle. Curved for front of sled.
3519 T-7-2 Cork for bottle.
4662 T-7-2 Folded, stitched birch bark fragment. Roughly T shaped.
4168 T-7-2 Sharpening stone.

3335 T-7-2
Part of lamp shield for kerosene or oil lamp, one fragment has decorative crinkles on edge, other two have sections 

of base, where it fits into the metal portion and spreads out.
154 T-7-2 Sardine can bottom, no sides.
193 T-7-2 Hole in end can plug disk, 2 14/16 dia.
141 T-7-2 Can with disk, hole in top, side seam solder very heavy, lap seams on ends.

59 T-7-2
Small can sides, 3 14/16 by 2 14/16, lap seam and solder on one side, embossed ring on 90 degree side, 5/16 from

edge.
117 T-7-2 Can side or square can top, cut with knife and folded.
890 T-7-2 9 fragments of strap iron, barrel hoop, and worked tin can metal.
119 T-7-2 Flattened, top and bottom missing or fragmentary.
90 T-7-2 Can lid.

3304 T-7-2 Wine bottle fragments.
3300 T-7-2 Lamp glass fragments.
3036 T-7-2 Fragments of pint J.M. Hunt co. bourbon bottle, words "TRADE/MARK” on one shoulder.

76 T-7-2 Royal Baking Powder can lid, more than half corroded away.
Museum
Number

Field
Number
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4609 1-1-2 Nut and bolt, no faces or slots.
97 1-1-2 Disk with hole in top, 1 5/16".
158 1-1-2 Sardine can top or bottom, includes one comer
71 1-1-2 Cartridge.
87 1-1-2 Can lid, heavy solder, one side squared off like a knife cut.
28 1-1-2 Condensed milk can.

497 1-1-2 Flattened can sides, part of lap seam present, 4 7/16 by 8 3/4 rectangular.
159 1-1-2 Comer of sardine can.
404 1-1-2 Hole in top can, heavy solder with paper label fragments on can.
34 1-1-2 Center disk to hole in end can.

3302 1-1-2 Glass container fragments.
4445 1-1-2 3 fragments plain brown (homespun) wool fabric.
168 1-1-2 Fragment of Royal Baking Powder lid, some embossing present.
103 1-1-2 Unreadable label fragments, red in color, tall can 4.5 by 1 2/16 by 1 10/16, knife cuts through side and bottom.
376 1-1-2 Small folded can chunk.
63 1-1-2 Cartridge.

218 1-1-2 Rectangular cast iron block with radiused groove in top, probably once enclosed a pipe or rod. Possibly a part of
an axe or hatchet.

356 1-1-2 3 wire nails.
281 1-1-2 Fragment of cast iron box stove, rectangular with two broken sides, vertical rib running down one fracture.
539 1-1-2 Flat cast iron plate fragment with Hoped rim, probably related to 0450, shattered.
990 1-1-2 Puddle of lead.

2963 1-1-2 212 beads.
4439 1-1-2 Plain brown woven wool, shirttail.
4444 1-1-2 Army green machine-made sock, tailored heel and toe.
4486 1-1-2 Thick brown felt scrap.
917 1-1-2 Strap iron fragments, one with rivet hole centered.
358 1-1-2 15 cut nails.
175 1-1-2 Spout fragment, rolled rim, cylindrical, flush seam partly present, internal diameter 1 7/16 in.
101 1-1-2 Shaker lid, perforated disk riveted on to rotate, 1.25 by 1 11/16 outer dimensions.
407 1-1-2 Condensed milk can, bottom cut out. Possible small caliber bullet holes. Top punctured through matchstick hole.
36 1-1-2 Similar to but smaller than 0040, 2 rivets present, not creased.

3331 1-1-2 Numerous small fragments of polygonal bottle with curved panels connecting the comers. Some basal and some 
neck fragments, some side fragments, no writing, similar to others from collection

40 1-1-2 Iron handle or bracket, broken, crease along long axis, two rivets still in place.
919 1-1-2 Banding stock.

4594 T-7-3 Belt buckle, center part has pin, 1.25" belt.
360 T-7-3 18 wire nails.
287 T-7-3 Barrel hoop fragment, the riveted together end pieces. The riveted together portions.

3395 T-7-3 Wine bottleneck fragments.
3029 T-7-3 Plate glass fragments. One piece shows pressure flake scars, reworked to be scraper and abandoned.
3046 T-7-3 Bottle neck and lip/mouth, hand applied mouth, liquor type bottle, stopper top.
3337 T-7-3 10 fragments lamp glass, one fragment of bottle, oval, one lamp glass fragment with pronounced scallops on rim.

3336 T-7-3
Bourbon or rye bottle, "G.H. Moore/Bourbon/Rye" around word "Old", outermost circle fragmentary, part of St. 

Louis, shoulder fragment with vines around "(tra)de/(ma)rk", other fragments non-diagnostic.
3047 T-7-3 Probably a J.M. Hunt pint bourbon bottleneck and lip/mouth.

3338 T-7-3
One lamp glass fragment with scallops, one non-diagnostic fragment, one cylindrical glass fragment with flat 

panels and a smoothed perpendicular side, blended with the panels
3033 T-7-3 Bottleneck and lip/mouth fragment.
3306 T-7-3 Burned glass fragment.
112 T-7-3 Similar to 0113, with larger flat flange on outside, threaded fitting out back, and cup shape.
906 T-7-3 Flat iron bar, one end folded over, other end bent to small radius.
151 T-7-3 Sardine can, large solder fillets on bottom and side seams, lap seams all around.
104 T-7-3 Spice type can, corroded.
368 T-7-3 Quite decayed can.

4693 T-7-3 Black decomposed leather chunks.
4372 T-7-3 Punched out leather disk.
4074 T-7-3 Sole patch piece with nails sticking through, upper piece with boot lacing speed posts.
4058 T-7-3 Leather tab for suspenders, midsection is folded and stitched.
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352 T-7-3 1 cut nail.
898 T-7-3 Lead bar, for casting bullets, etc.
1027 T-7-3 Countersunk wood screw.
106 T-7-3 Key strip, rectangular can, filling disk in can side, 2 inches across with match hole, no side seam.
914 T-7-3 4 pieces of strapping iron, two with medially arranged nail holes.
69 T-7-3 Cartridge.

4628 T-7-3 Kerosene lamp wick mechanism and plate, "EAGLE".
35 T-7-3 Metal grommet, for tent or tarp.

393 T-7-3 Cartridge.
393 T-7-3 W.R.A. Co. / .44 W.C.F.
393 T-7-3 W.R.A. Co./ .44 W.C.F.
393 T-7-3 H
393 T-7-3 Cartridge.
393 T-7-3 H
393 T-7-3 WESTERN/No 12/FIELD
393 T-7-3 Cartridge.
393 T-7-3 P

4630 T-7-3 Bell shaped aluminum piece, looks like meat grinder outlet, # holes drilled in small end.
29 T-7-3 Part 2 of 2 on bag.

3634 T-7-3
Longest piece of broken pencil. Pencil is split up the seam. Groove for lead has no lead in it. Sharpened with a

real pencil sharpener.
921 T-7-3 Homemade bracket, U shaped, with holes in U arms, nailed through base with short possibly square nail.
902 T-7-3 Threaded bottle cap.
904 T-7-3 Metal band, curved, with overlapped connection.
903 T-7-3 Screw-on lid for liquor bottle.

4601 T-7-3 Brass reed plate for harmonica, reed slots and 4 rivet holes.
4610 T-7-3 Decorative embossed metal plate, flower pattern, star shaped, holes in long end, other tom off.
348 T-7-3 1 round headed machine screw.

4008 T-7-3 Boot upper, with strip of nailed section for attachment to sole, machine stitched.
16 T-7-3 "Edgeworth extra high grade Ready Rubbed/ Laras and Bro. Co. Richmond, VA" ridged strip on bottom.
14 T-7-3 Lucky Strike tobacco tin "Lucky Strike Cut Plug" or. side, logo on can top, warning on hinge side.

153 T-7-3 Sardine can, huge solder fillets, square hole punched in bottom, 8/16 by 9/16 (screwdriver?).
173 T-7-3 Key with wound strip, 2 6/16 long, 1/8 in. Wire.
920 T-7-3 Small comer fragment of bottle cap, screw top.
22 T-7-3 Rectangular meat-type can lid, some shovel chops.

405 T-7-3 Hole-in-top can, small match hole, intact.
748 T-7-3 Meadowbrook butter can. Identical to 0749.

751 T-7-3
Meadowbrook butter. Red can with white and/or metallic design. "FANCY MEADOWBROOK/CREAMERY 

BUTTER /MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY TURNER AND PEASE CO. SEATTLE WAT".
749 T-7-3 "DAR1GOLD", side: "TWO POUNDS NET/BEST/CREAMERY BUTTER/", blue, green and white can.
369 T-7-3 Campbell’s soup type/size can.
366 T-7-3 Fruit can.
495 T-7-3 "Borden's condensed milk co./Eagle Brand”.
406 T-7-3 Hole in top can, with very small, prob. 1/4" metal disk, voluminously soldered.

752 T-7-3
"GOLDEN ST ATE/PASTEURIZED/BUTTER SWEET FLAVOR../Net Weight, 2 Pounds/Manufactured and 

Packed by /CALIFORNIA CENTRAL CREAMERIES/General Offices SAN FRANCISCO".

403 T-7-3
"ONE POUND/GOLD SHIELD/(ALWAYS GOOD)/TEA/ORANGE PEKOE", gold shield device on a bnck

patterned background.
7 T-7-3 "Prince Albert/ tobacco Process patented July 30th, 1907. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Winston S".

527 T-7-3 Milk can, small disk in lid with match hole, lap seams hold ends on, opened with screwdriver.
3253 T-7-3 Beer bottle fragments.
3255 T-7-3 Wine bottle fragment.
3254 T-7-3 White glass fragments, one with blue lithography/line drawings present.
3256 T-7-3 Possible lamp glass fragments.
284 T-7-3 Lid for percussion cap can, like 0286. Mashed copper, very thin material.
116 T-7-3 Handle and attachment tab, oval wire, 8 11/16 by 1.25”.
140 T-7-3 Cartridge.
367 T-7-3 Fruit can.

4171 T-7-3 Stone ball mold half for making large caliber shot.
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194 T-7-3 Can key, 1 11/16 tall wire key with strip wound on.
535 T-7-3 Edgeworth plug tobacco tin, litho on inner lid, same as others, ridged embossed strip on bottom.
132 T-7-3 Small metal disk, possibly inner disk from another can or the lid to a very small can.
163 T-7-3 Sardine can lid, key absent, and wound up.
5 T-7-3 Edgeworth ready rubbed tobacco lid, peanut shape (oval with a waist), top to 0003.

3632 T-7-3 Tip of broken pencil. See 3631.
9 T-7-3 Edgeworth type bottom, ridge strip embossed, one-piece bottom stamping with hinge pin cuts.

125 T-7-3 Lid measures 5 by 2.5 inches, handle 3/4 inch above lid.
189 T-7-3 Can lid, key strip included in bag, matchhole, some red paint, solder in ring (2-piece lid, 2 6/16dia).
107 T-7-3 Lid, embossed with "1/2 lb. Royal Baking Powder" center, circumference "Weight\ Absolutely Pure".

4637 T-7-3 Metal foil, crumpled and corroded, some paint present.
171 T-7-3 "Borden’s Condensed", matchhole lid fragment.
66 T-7-3 Rectangular lid, 4 5/16 by 2 13/16, 1 11/16 disk closure.
114 T-7-3 Rectangular can lid, small round wire handle attached w/solder and a folded sheet metal lug, some green pamt.

3259 T-7-3 Rim fragment of white glass container.
126 T-7-3 Can lid, possibly cut off, with threaded pour spout, some green paint.

3405 T-7-3 Bottle base and side fragment.
191 T-7-3 Large can lid, center disk 2.5 inches in diameter, heavy solder around disk and on match hole.
190 T-7-3 Can lid with key strip and key attached, under match hole is another disk 1 6/16 in diameter, soldered on.

4370 T-7-3 Fragment of center portion of porous bone.
4162 T-7-3 Slate wedge, smooth rounded tip and broken at head.
4157 T-7-3 Uluaq blade fragment, slate.
4172 T-7-3 Whetstone.
3258 T-7-3 Side of body fragments, one with inset panel.
192 T-7-3 Center disk is 2 8/16-in. dia., heavy solder, some red paint remaining.

4103 T-7-3 Rubber boot sole with slight heel.
489 T-7-3 Spice type can.
186 T-7-3 Hinged lid with spring latch, friction lid, 4-inch id, 4.5 inches over rim, latch riveted on, hinge folded over.
137 T-7-3 Small can lid, rim around edge, poss. Reclosable.
143 T-7-3 Can lid with center bail, 2 3/4 id, 3 1/8 outer, like a cocoa tin lid.

3028 T-7-3 Test tube, brown stain-iodine? 3029.
3052 T-7-3 Bottle base and body fragments, AB logo and code K6 on base.
4087 T-7-3 Leather glove, lefty, with part of thumb and top half of glove.
4204 T-7-3 Crucible fragment.
3305 T-7-3 Non-diagnostic fragment.
3522 T-7-3 Cork for small bottle.

256 T-7-3
Log Cabin syrup tin, lap seams at ends with one embossed ring. Spout is not threaded, instead has a punched out 

center section, possibly of some kind of foil or rubber, one end is cut out.
3521 T-7-3 Cork for bottle.
3631 T-7-3 Part of a pencil. Goes with 3632, 3634. Black paint.
3768 T-7-3 Decayed box wood, broken at one end. Circular saw marks on large side.
3516 T-7-3 Cork.
3622 T-7-3 Small branch with bark on it.
4692 T-7-3 Looks like vinyl flooring from a car. Material not tarpaper, or leather, but has a pebbled surface on both sides.
3285 T-7-3 Bottle fragment, body to shoulder, "er" engraved on it.

3103 T-7-3
Numerous fragments: majority are lamp glass, "R&O/No 0 HOT BLAST/MADE IN THE U.S.A.", also one 

rectangular bottle base, lip fragment, 1 round bottle base, "SNIDER".
3390 T-7-3 Metal clip around slot in mouth, for some kind of lid no doubt.
3391 T-7-3 Bottleneck and lip fragment.
3279 T-7-3 Part of decorative glass item-dish or lampshade.

3396 T-7-3
Two jars, one reads "THE CINCINNATI- PRESERVE", other base fragment has a "0" in the center of some

concentric rings.
3257 T-7-3 Part of decorative item-dish, lampshade?

3394 T-7-3
One group of panel rectangle bottle fragments, letters "MA", one fragment letter "A", one fragment "S". One 

normal shape bottle, some base fragments, etc., clear green.
3411 T-7-3 Lamp glass fragment with part of rim, "CIV" in side near rim.

4092 T-7-3
Leather shoe, square toed, machine stitched with nailed on sole, medium sized. Boot with upper missing. Short

heel.
3408 T-7-3 Beer or liquor bottlenecks, hand-applied lip on one, no lip on other, cork stopper type.
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3068 T-7-3 Rectangular extract or liquor bottle.

3097 T-7-3
At least four bottles, 3 normal shape, one rectangular. One bottle base reads ”305 NRRC CO", large B on bottom, 

one fragment reads "-ANC-/-LE NEW-", numerous other small fragments.
3096 T-7-3 Wine bottle, includes neck and lip and body fragments, one base fragment.

3095 T-7-3
Numerous fragments, one rectangular bottle base, "OU-" on part of wall, one shoulder fragment, "RS" on it, one 

threaded opening fragment, other normal shape bottle _pieces.
3307 T-7-3 1 rim fragment, other shard body and neck
3252 T-7-3 Small fragment of flat glass, white on outside, clear green inside, non-diagnostic.
394 T-7-4 H

Beads

Museum
Number

Field
number

Total
Beads Size Red Blue Yellow black White Special/

Other Description

2963 T-7-2 212 73 medium, 
139 small

0 58 1 0 146 7 4 white centered with red clear outside tube 
beads, 3 periwinkle, 63 white medium, 6 

blue medium, 20 sky blue seeds.

Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number Head Stamp Rimfire/

Centerfire
Observations

394 T-7-2 W.R.A. CO / 
45-70 C

. 11 pin mark diameter. Off center, round.

394 T-7-2 H R Two sets of 2 pin marks, one less deep, probable misfire.
394 T-7-2 W.R.A. Co. / 

30 W.C.F. C
Round, off center pin mark.

394 T-7-2 W.R.A. CO./ 
.30 W.C.F. C

.092 dia pin mark. Mouth and neck are deformed.

394 T-7-2 U.M.C./S/H/
38-55 c

.085 dia pin mark. Round, off center slightly.

394 T-7-2 P R Two in line, rectangular, above the center axis pin marks, obscured by corrosion.
394 T-7-2 U.M.C./

30-30. C
Primer corroded, pin mark obscured.

393 T-7-3 R 2 rectangular pin marks, above axis and raised in cenier, with drilled hole through the head
stamp.

393 T-7-3 W.R.A. Co. / 
.44 W.C.F. C

Primer missing, mouth end mangled-split.

393 T-7-3 W.R.A. Co./ 
.44 W.C.F. C

Primer missing, mouth is deformed.

393 T-7-3 H R 2 rectangular pins, flat, slightly above the center axis. Obscured by corrosion, drilled hole.
393 T-7-3 R Pin marks obscured by corrosion, hole poked through the base.
393 T-7-3 H R Two rectangular pin marks, with the centers raised off plane. Part of set of 5 with holes 

drilled through the head stamp.
393

T-7-3
WESTERN/ 

No 12/ 
FIELD

C
Unfired, primer reads "W.R.A. Co / NEW No. 4", with circle in center

393 T-7-3 deep scratch 
lines R

Vertical, off center to the left of medial axis, rectangular pin mark.

393 T-7-3 P R Rectangular pin marks x2, above center, with insides pointing upwards. Hole poked 
through the bottom.

394 T-7-4 H R Rectangular pin marks, raised in the center. Corroded.
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Random Pit 1

No location information was recorded for this unit beyond the notation of “Random”. Single recovery unit with 1852-1900
no stratigraphic separation.

Museum
Number

Description

2952 Vz o f 11 mm blue bead glued to card
2942 Glass bead
373 Pistol cartridge, “UMC/.30 Luger”

2787 10.5x3mm 4 hole glass button
3243 Panel of bottle, matches 3246, “..line oil/., .port, N.Y.”
4054 Rectangular leather swatch, comers cut off at 45 degree angle, one side smooth grained, black polish, other smooth 

leather with cuts paralleling the sides. 1 7/8” x 2 3/16”.
0543 Possible iron baking mold. Comer of pan with flange, some writing cast in, possibly “CCIP”. Broken or cut marked on

some sides.
0996 Piece of iron rod.
4619 Threaded end of large bolt, broken off at beginning of threading.
0839 2 wire nails.
0259 Iron rod, bent slightly, cut at both ends.
258 Metal guard for some piece of machinery. Arched semicircle with flat, drilled plates at ends, semicircular part has notch, 

probably for axle. Top has flower design, inside has letter “D” cast in.
263 Bracket, shaped like “omega” character. 3/16” hole drilled on flat, 1/16” thick stock, other leg of bracket broken off.
842 2 cut nails with large mushroomed heads.
507 Cast iron flat bar with 2 holes drilled through, one side fractured through drill hole.

4643 Iron pipe section, tapered ends, 3/16” wall thickness, 1” internal diameter.
4689 Fragment of ceramic pipe bowl. Rim with decoration on outside, inside has bum marks and smoothed, scraped areas.
4374 Carved ivory piece, shaped like a chili pepper.
4213 Fine-grained mudstone or basalt whetstone, locally manufactured. Has axe or knife cuts in surface.
4406 Bone sled mnner shoe, curved, with drilled holes along medial axis, broken at one end.
4304 Reworked bone sled shoe fragment, remnants of medial axis drilled holes on one side, some barbs remaining on pointed

chisel end.
4651 Bark cylinder, flattened to oval. Seam is locking tab construction, linear incised decoration on exterior surface. 

Diamond shaped pattern termination at vertical lines at seam and at opposite side from seam with zig-zag patterns
separated by vertical lines.

4181 Whetstone, triangular cross section, broken at one end.
4658 Stitched birch bark fragment.

Beads

Museum
Number Unit Total

Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special/
Other

Description

2952 R-l 1 large 0 0 1 0 0 0 1/2 of 11mm bead glued to card
2942 R-l 1 medium 0 0 0 0 1 0 glass

Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number Head Stamp Rimfire/

Centerfire
Observations

R-l 373 U.M.C./ .30 LUGER. C .061 firing pin mark, case is mashed oval.
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Random Pit 2

No location or stratigraphic information was recorded for this unit. 1891-1895

Museum
Number

Description

2914 8 seed beads
2758 1 bead.
2884 7 seed comaline d’Aleppo, clear red on white center, seed sized.
2844 1 brick red
2883 1 clear red
2898 1 periwinkle
2853 15 periwinkle
0821 WRA Co ./ .30 WCF rifle cartridge, center fire, round off-center pin.
3326 Flat panel side of small glass bottle, 3 2/16 tall, lettered “sewing machine oil” in inset concavity, part of base attached.
3246 Other side of bottle 3243 from R-l, “clinc oil/ ..port N.Y.”
3241 Ribbed clear bottle side fragment.
3249 Embossed regular parallel squares on thick glass fragment.
3242 Liquor bottle base.
3247 Fragment of white glass with brown line art printed on one side.
3163 Beer bottle base fragment with part of cylindrical body, thick glass.
3251 Clear thin glass fragment, probably lamp chimney.
3152 Four small Jesse Moore Hunt and Co. Bourbon bottles, 3 base fragments, 3 body fragments, 1 Enterprise Brewing 

company beer bottle fragment, 5 total bottles.
3245 2 Fragments of Venetian glass dish or lamp shade.
3244 I amp glass fragment, fragment of babv bottle: “The (G)raduate (N)ursing (B)ottle, in circle logo device.
4057 Circle of leather with perimeter stitching, reinforcement for tent or tarp?
4606 Tobacco tag, “Dillard’s/Climax/Plug”
0503 Thimble.
0038 Gun dragon, one screw hole.
113 Cup shaped metal piece with threaded fitting out of back, bayonet fitting in cup.

3523 Large diameter wire loop added to top of cork, either popgun or some container that they didn’t want to lose the top to.
3518 Cork.

Beads

Museum
Number

Unit
Number

Total
Beads Size Red Blue Yellow Black White Special/

Other
Description

2914 R-2 8 small 0 0 0 0 8 0 seeds
2758 R-2 1 small 0 0 1 0 0 0
2884 R-2 7 small 0 0 0 0 0 7 red clear on white center, seed sized
2844 R-2 1 medium 1 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2883 R-2 1 small 1 0 0 0 0 0 clear red
2844 R-2 1 medium 1 0 0 0 0 0 brick red
2898 R-2 1 small 0 0 0 0 0 1 periwinkle
2853 R-2 15 small 0 0 0 0 0 15 periwinkle

Cartridges

Museum
Number

Field
Number Head Stamp Rimfire/

Centerfire
Observations

R-2 821 W.R.A. CO. / .30 W.C.F. C Center of primer recessed, obscures pin mark. Pin is round, 
slightly off center.
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Grave

There is no information regarding the location of the grave unit, its depth, stratigraphy, etc. It was discovered in the collection by the 
markings on the artifacts themselves. A drawing of the site in the report indicates that the graveyard was located to the west, behind 

___________________ the row of structures including the store, blockhouse, and manager’s house.

Unit
Museum
Number

Description

Grave 4090 Square toed left boot sole, no through stitching, two holes through material along median at heel and ball
of foot.

Grave 4589 Etched or embossed face for pin backed copper button. Very corroded.

Grave
1007 Flat round box. Listed as tobacco can on bag. Resembles a snuffbox or ladies’ powder tin, fabric 

covered. Brass or copper construction indicated by green verdigris deposits on surface.
Grave 0852 2 cut nails with large, mushroomed heads

Grave
4436 Sewn semicircle of brown wool felt, straight side folded. Part of pillow/slipper/moccasin?
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